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Foreword

At this time last year we had just com-
pleted State of the World-1984 , our first
global assessment of progress toward a.
sustainable society. We believed there
would be a strong interest in such an
assessment but we did not anticipate that
the U.S. edition would go into three
printings during the first year.. Nor did
we foresee that the book would be ex-
cerpted in more than 50 periodicals
ranging from Natural History to the Inter-
national Herald Tribune to The Statesman of
Pakistan:

The strong response to State of the
World- 1 984 (SOTW- 84 ) deinonstrates
the depth of interest in interdisciplinary
studies and suggests their usefulness in
policymaking. Over a third of the
world's people live in countries that have
undertaken Year 2000 studies, pat-
terned on the Global 2000 Report to the
President done in the United States five
years ago. Leaders and citizens every-
where' express concern at these perplex-
ing resource and environmental probi.
lems, and some have started to seek
solutions that reinforce rather than un-
dermine each other.

The events of 1984 revealed a world
conscious of its problems but at a loss as
to how to confront them. In Mexico City,
the U.N. International Conferenoe on
Population refocused the world's atten-
tion on its growing numbers but saw
basic commitments to population assist-
ance challenged. A prolonged African
drought turned into famine, though re-
lief efforts and media iitention did spark
an interest in causal factors. Civil wars,

F

insurgencies, terrorist attacks, aqd ten-
sions between various religious hd eth-
nic groups continued to distract leaders'
attention from the forces shaping the
"current" of events.

Against this backdrop, the interest of
world political and corporate leaders in
State of the World has been particularly
heartening. In America, former
Colombian p'- esidknt Carlos Lleras Re
strepo wrote a lengthy summary f
SOTW-84 for publication in El Tiem
that country's leadi4 newspaper. A p r-
sonal letter from President Julius N e-
rere of Tanzania indicates that State o the
World was for him a "useful survey" hat
had become part of his personal lib ary.
Closer to home, Ted Turner, head f the
TurilFr Broadcasting System, purc ased
1,400 copies for distribution to ke deci-
sion makers in the United Stat sin-
eluding Chief' Executive Officer of the
Fortune 500, members of Congr ss, and
the cabinet. Turner called it "t e most
important book I have read i several
years."

A good beginning was e in dis-
tributing SOTW-84 internatio ally. Our
North American publisher, .W. Nor-
ton, holds English rights wo ldwide. In
Beijing, the Institute of Sc entitle and
Technical Information of 1 hiniethad a
team of six translators at ork on the
book within weeks of its .5. puhlica-
tiod. Their efforts are bein paralleled in
Japan by the Defense of th Green Earth
Foundation, which has als purchased in
advance the rights to SO 1W-85. Discus-
sions are being held wit the American
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Center Library on an English edition for
India. In Indonesia, we expect the Obor
Institute, long our publisher there, to do
a local edition.. Rights for Spanish have
been purchased by. Fondo de' Cultura
Economic-a, a major pu ishing house m
Mexico City..11 riZTO

r
tions cor Por

tuguese rights in Brazil arc -completed
suCcessfidly, coverage of the western
hemisphere will be complete. In Europe,
Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Ekono-
miczne is planning a Po'lish edition and
negotiations aterder way on-a German
ono.

At a time when some global problems
seem insurmountable, it is reassuring to
know that information illuminating Them
cah be disseminated worldwide so
quickly. The chapter on the economics
of nuclear power from SO7'IV-84 was
published in an expanded version as a
Worldwatch Paper, for example. As
soon as the study received news cover-
age, telephone orders were received,
within a matter of hoursfrom Japanese
litanies, members of the German Dun-
destag, and Wtill Street investment
firms. The sales patterns of SOTIV-8.1
and associated Worldwatch Pacers
sometimes say a lot about the nature of
the issues. When the chapter on acid rain
from this year's edition first appeared as
Worldwatch Paper 58, the Canadian em-
bassy purchased 2,000 copies for distti-
bution in the United States.

In addition to the interest shown by
political leaders and corporate planners,
the academic work' has also responded
well to SOTW-84. Its principal' selling
point on campuses appears to be its inte-
grative character and the linkages it esta-
blishes among major fields of study. In
addition to serving as a reference for re-
searchers, it is being adopted as a text
for courses in agriculture, demography,
ecology, geography, international
affairs, and that relatively new genre of
courses typically labeled Environment,
Technology, and Society that is now

.

found on almost all cainpuscts.-
Each year'A State of the- World will be a

fresh assessment. ithough each annual
eehtion will cover ie same basic issues-,
enew. environment, food, population,
and 'economic trendswe will be look-
ing at them from a different perspective,
for no single -;olunie could cover all
these issues and their interrelationships. ;
This year, for example, we have devoted
a section of the first chapter to popula-
tion-induced climate change, a suNect
that we think deserves far more atten-
tion. With more tithe (0-gather data, we

to expand this analysis into a full
chapter in' SOTIF-86. Similarly, this year
we n9te the famine uniblding in Africa:
next year we hope to analyze the social
consequences of failed agricultural and
population policies. '

State of the ll'orhf is intended to be an
integrative document, cutting across dis-
ciplines and fields of interest. It could
not of tours' displace the specialized re-
ports of various agencies, such as State of
Food and Agriculture by the U.N. Food and.
Agriculture Organizatiqn, State of the
World's Population by. the U.N. Fund Thr
Population Activities, or, World Economic
Outlook by the International Monetary.
Fund. Rather, it attempts to draw upon
their 'findings, relating theni to each
other. State of the World also relies on na-
tional assessments such as those pre-
pared by the Conevation Foundation
fOr the United

and
and by the Centre

for Science and Environment for India.
Another report in this vein is scheduled
to be published jointly by the World Re-
sortmes 'Institute and the International
Institute for Environment and Develop-
ment in early 1986. Tentatively entitled ,

The 4Vorid Resources Report, it will have an
extensive statistical appendix that
should provide sorely needed data on
resource and environmental trends,
much as the World Bank's World Develop-
ment Report details economic indicators
for the developing countries.
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We appreciate the luny articles and
/reports received from researchers the
world over. As with SOTW-84, we wel-
come comments anti sugg-estions.,Qper-
ks may be directed to me or to the au-
thors of individual chapters.

Lester Brown
Worldidtch Institute
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Washin Sri, D.C. 2006
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A False Sense of Security
Lester R. Himon

Although human activities have always
altered the natural environment, the
scale of disruptions in the late twerAieth
century is unprecedented. The collective
actions of a world,popukition approach-
ing five billion now appear capable of
causing continental and even global
changes in natural systems. As human.
pressures build, the relationship be-.
tween people and their natural support
systems can cross key thresholds, lead-
ing to a breakdown.

Nowhere is that breakdown more-trag-
ically evident than in Africa, where lam-
-int is spreading across the continent. As
recently as 1970, Africa was essentially
sel(sufficient in food. In 1984, however,
Sorkie.140 million Africansout of a total
of 5 *1 millionwere fed with grain froth 0
abroad. In the years ahead, the conti-
nent's dependence on imported grain
will almoit.' certainly be even greater.'

The Spoqight of public attention
focused in he 1984 on emergency food
relief; the media regularly attributed the
famine to ,drought." But the drought;
though a triggering' event, is not the
basic cause. Per capita grain production

Units of measurements arc. usually filmic unless
common usage dictates otherwise.

peaked in Africa in 1967 and has been
declining nearly I percent per year ever
since. The drought merely brought this
long-term deterioration into focus. The
decline is largely attributable to three
well-established trends: the fastest pop-
ulation. growth of any continent in his-
tory, widespread soil erosion and deser-
tification, and the failure by African
governments to give agriculture the sip-
port 'That it needs.2

Population growth both exparttis food
needs and contributes to endemic soil
erosion, which is dimming the food
prospect of virtually every African coon -.
try from the Mediterranean to the Cape
of Good Hope. \A 1978 report from the
U.S. Agency for international Develop-
ment office in Addis Ababa indicated
that Ethiopia was losing a billion tons of
topsoil annuallyforeshadowing the
famine now gripping that ancient coun-
try. In graphic language it described "an
environmental nightmare unfolding be-
fore our eyes . . . a result of the arts of
millions of Ethiopians struggling for sur-
vival: scratching the surface of eroded
land and eroding it further, cutting
down the trees for warmth and fuel and
leaving the country denuded. . Over
one billion, one billiontons of topsoil

18.
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flow from Ethiopia's highlands each
year."5 Similar language could be used
to describe the population-induced
deterioration of 'forests and soils in
much tif Africa.

Amid all the media coverage of the
African fool crisis a fundamental point
is being oveillooked. There are no devel-
opments in prospect on either the agli-
culture or the family planning side of the
food/population equation that will ar-
rest the slide in per capita food proditc-,

The sheer number k..itz people seek -
i g to survive on arid, marginal

cl* land in Africa may be driving a self,
reinforcing process of dessication,

In addition, there is now evidet0e that
population growth may be drivirig.tg-
mate change in Africa. The sheer num-
ber of people seeking to survive on arid,
marginal land.may be driving a self-rein-
forcing process of desiccation, literally
drying out the continent. Coming at a
time of declining food output, this sug-
gests a breakdown in the relationship be-
tween people and environmental sup-
port systems thavould lead Africa into
a crisis of historic dimensionsone that
goes far beyond short-term emergency
food relief. This continnt,wide disinte-

T ration could gradually shift attention
from the East-West confrontation, which
has dominated world affairs for a gener-
ation, to the deteriorating relationship
between people and life-support systems
that now threatens the security and sur-
vival of so many.

The deterioration of our environmen-
tal support systems is not restricted to
Africa, however. It takes many forms and
can be seen in industrial and developing
countries alike. Acid rain and air pollu-
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tantsfrom the,conibustion of fossil fuels
in automobiles andwer plants are lay-
ing waste to the 'forests of central
Europ. Indeed, acid rain may be de-
stroving the forests of Czechnslovakia,
Poland, and West Germany even faster
than the axe and plow destroyed those
of India and El Salva0or: More serious
than the immediate lols of for6sts in -Eur-
ope is the failure of refotestation efforts
in the devastated areas where newly
planted s4dlings have withered and
died.

The loss of forests is not the only cost
of growing dependence on fossil
Their combustion is also releasing car.-
bon dioxide to the atmosphere, on a scale'
that is likely to cause climatic-shifts that
could disrupt food production, reduce
dependable water supplies, and eventu-
ally jeopardize coastal cities and towns.

When nature systems are severely
iiressed by human activityr their vulner-
ability increases. One geaphic illustra-
tion of this: In 1983 a forest fire spread
through Indonesian Kalimantan (-Bor-
neo) destroying some 3.5 million hect-
ares of forests and defying the con-
ventional wisdom that Moisture-laden

4' tropical rain forests will dot burn natu-
rally. Drought combined with forest deg-
radation from logging,: agricultural set-
tlement, and the spread of shifting
cultivation to'dry out the-forest and pro-
vide a layer of kindling. Fires-ignited by

.lightning and slash-and-burn-cultivators
began to burn uncontrollably. As fires
blazed and smoldered for some three
months, valuable timber tracts were de-
stroyed and countless plant and animal
species disappeared in an evolutionary

-.instant. This conflagration, little noticed
outside the scientific community al-
though it consumed an area larger than
Taiwan, may be a harbinger of disrup-
tions 'to come in other tropical rain for-
ests.4

As our numbers Move steadily toward
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five billion, new manifestations of tiopu
lation pressures are surfacing. In China,
authorities are now trying to conserve
land by encouraging cremation instead
of interment in the' traditional burial
mounds seen, throughout the countrv-
side. Where mounds occupy too much
cropland, Beijing recOmmends that an-
cestral remains be consolidated in a
gle 'community plot. Veneration of
ancestors continues, but in this crowded
country the living compete'with the dead
for land.5

Difficult choices are not confined to
China. West Gerthans may now have to
choose between reducing automobile
usc and sacrificing their forests. For
many Third World' countries, the- choice
is between an abrupt lowering of birth
rates and a certain decline in living stan-
dards.

Trade-offs between food and energy
are particularly difficult. In Brazil some
1.3 million hectares or cropland were
illabted to sugarcane in 1984 as part of
a massive governMent program to be-
come .3(1f-sufficient in liquid fuels. Tills
reduced the outlay of scarce foreign ex-i,
change, but it also increased the pres-
sures on soil, and the. competitipri with
the food s'ector for resources.

Althougb these new signs of environ-
mental stress appear each year, many
people find them easy to ignore. The
world Was been lulled into a false sense
of sectlriCY by recent progress in slolving
population growth, 'reducing depen-
dence on oil, and replenishing giwiaries.
00y when environmental dei6rOration
begins lb affect the economic statistic
does the world Seem to taker notice.

Economic trends and ecological sys-
tems interact continuously in ways that
we sometimes fail to understand and
with conseptences that we frequently do
notanticipate. Policies that are economi-
cally successful in the short run can' be
ecologically and economically disastrous

of Security. (5)

in the long run. The U.S. crop surpluses
of the early eighties, for example
sometimes cited as a sign of a healthy
agricultureare partly the product of
.careless overplowing. The very practices
that lead to excessive erasion often yield
short-term production gains or even sur-
pluses, creating an illusion of progress.

Only when environmental deterio-
ration ,begins to affect the, eco-
nomic statistics* does the world
seetti'to take notice.

Our understanding of these, net
itresses is far from complete. Unfortu-
nately, the consequences of our action
or inaction are of an entirely new magni-
tude. National energyspOlicies could de-
termine the extent and pace of 'a world-
wide change in climate. Population
policies may help determine whether
Africa becomes a virtual wasteland. The
scale of environmental disruptions we
face lends urgency to our efforts to re-
turn to a sustainable pathto bring pop-
ulation growit and our economic and
social systems- into a koverm balance
with the resource base that supports us.

This chapter outlines some of the key
links between the global economy and
the natural systems and resources that
underpin it, focusing on how resource
depletioVi and human alterations of nat-
ural systems are adversely, affecting the
econon1-0. It also briefly considers some
facets of this complex relationship, such
as population-induced climate -change,
that we plan to examine in more detail in
State of the World-1986. Subsequent chap-
ters analyze resource pressures in
greater detail and consider the policy
initiatives needed to alleviate these pres-
sures and put the world economy on a
sustainable path.
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ECONOMY/ECOSYSTE1M

INTERACTION,

Despite the central importance of the
economy/ecosystem relationship, rela-
tively little attention has been devoted to
analyzinw-it. There are several under-...
standable reasons for this neglect:
Rapid, sustained growth of the world
economy is historically rather recent; -an
analysis of the interaction is a difficult
interdisciplinary undertaking; and eco-
systems are not well understood. Since
mid-century the world output of goods
and servi9;,s has nearly quadrupled, an
unprecedented achievement and a testi-
monyi to human energy and ingenuity.
Unfortunately, this explosive growth
has left little time to assess the effects
on the earth's natural systems and re-
sources.

In a world where the broad-based ad-
vance of knowledge has led to a high
degree of specialization, the need for in-
terdisciplinary research has increased
even as its pursuit has become iutellectu-
ally more demanding. This Challenge
was boldly recognized in September
1984 at a meeting of the International
Council of Scientific Unions in Ottifwa.
Members from some 20 scientific unions
and 71 national academies of science
passed a unanimous resolution urging a
worldwide project to study the intfae-
tion of the earth's physical, chemical,
and biological processes. For thole as-
sembled, it had become clear that our
lack al understanding of these processes
and how they are being affected by
human activity poses a risk to society
that'should be reduced.?

The interactions between the gIbbal
economy and the earth's natural 'sys-
tems, cycles, and resources are legion:
Acid .rain affects forest productiVity,
which in turn raises costs in the forest
products industry. Population growth
hastens deforestation, which may reduce
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rainfall Fossil fuel combustion raises at-
mospheric- levels of caution dioxide,
which' m turn alters climate and eventu-
ally world agriculture. The growing de-
mand "AM protein tiAg. gers oyerfishing,
which in turn lead to the -collaulke of
fisheries. These arc but a kw M. tic im-
portant links hoween the economy and
the ecosyStew.

(.)f these linkages, one that seems des-
tined tc.) attract attention soon is that be-
tween soil erosion and Third World
debt. Soil erosion can undermine not
only a country's 100d production capac5
ity but its debt servicing capacity as well/
for it leads' to widening 'food deficits,
moiniting debt, and eventually to food
shortages. A nation whose people face
starvation can hardly be blamed for fail-
ing to make debt payments. Indeed, at a
meet* of the 'Organization of African
Unity in November 1984, Conference
Chair Julius Nyerere urged African gov-
ernments to withold payment on their
$152-billion foreign debt, owed mostly
to European and U.S. banks."

The changing relationship between
the global economy, now- producing
s me $12-trillion worth of goods and

vices per year, and the natural sys-
tems and resources that underpin it
raises difficult questions in analysis and
in the conduct of international affairs.
Unfortunately, there is no overarching
body of theory that integrates economic
trends and ecological forces. Economic
analysts turn to highly developed theory
in their field and ecolrgists rely on well-
established ecological principles. But
there is no easy way to integrate the two
approaches.

Despite this lack of integration, expe-
rience tells us that theAcological indica-
tors of today foreshadow the economic
trends of tomorrow. If we are interested
in food prices at the end of the century,
we should be looking at soil erosion
rates today. The less soil we have the
more food will cost. For some ida of
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the cost of lumber and the price of hous-
ing a generation hence: we should be fol-

-lowingdeforestation rates today. If 114."
want to knv what types of seafood we
will be eating a decade from %lbw, we
should be analyzing the areas oloverfish-
ing today.

Add to this need for interdisciplinary
research the interaction of these forces
across international boundaries, and the
complex analytical task ahead becomes
evident. In effect-, "the ',emergence of a
Highly developed international economy
provides a way of transmitting sciircities
from one country to another, a sort of
domino theory of ecological stress and
collapse. Soil erosion, for example, has
historically been a local problem: Civili-
zations whose food systems were under-
mined by erosion i4 Units past declined
in isolation. But in the integrated world
economy of the late twentieth century,
foodlike oilis a global commodity. A
country that loses an excessive amount
of topsoil needs to import more food
and thereby raises the pressure on soils
elsewhere.

A highly developed international
economy provides a way of trans-
mitting scarcities from one country
to another, a sort of domino theory
of ecological stress and collapse.

These forces interact not only among
countries but also between generations.
Fossil fuel combustion today promises
to alter the climate of tomorrow. Our
inadvertent destruction of plant and ani-
mal species impoverishes the world of
our children and grandchildren. At issue
is whether we can act on behalf of future
generations by moderating our repro-
ductive behavior and by shifting to tech-
nologies and consumption patterns that
are sustainable.

Loss OF Ectn:romIC
MOMENTUM

In last 'year's State I the World, we noted
the loss of momentum in world eco-
nomic growth since .1979, a trend that
1984 data appear to confirm...The ple-
sent recovery, led by the resurgent U.S.
economy, has only marginally boosted
the average economic growth for the
past five years. With a slowdown in pros-
pect kr 198b, it appears more and more
likely that worla economic growth diir-
ing this decade may not average much-
more than 2 percent annually.

Most immediately, the global eco-
nomic slowdown reflects the depletion
of oil reserves and the associated price
hikes. These increases initially engi-

eneered by the Organization of Petro-
leum Exporting Countries, are not the
result of the absolute exhaustion of re-
serves, for vast reserves still remain.
Rather, they are supported by a subtle
shift from a buyer's to a seller's market,
.a shift that in turn stems from several
factors. New oil resources are generally
more costly to develop, particularly
those involving offshore drilling in new
fields am-lithe use of secondary and terti-
ary recovery methods,in older ones. Per-.
haps even more important, this market
shift reflects the realization that there is
no alternative to cheap oil. All other op-
tions are'more costly, some much more
so than others.

An analysis of world economic growth
over the past 34 years shows it has
slowed markedly following each of the
two major oil price increases: During the
23 years from 1950 through 1973, when
oil was priced at roughly-$2 a barrel, the
world economy expanded at a robust 5.0
percent_ per year. (See Tables 1 -I,) After
the . 1973 oil price hike, the rate of
growth averaged just 3.5 percent per
year through j979. Following the sec-
ond oil price hike it slowed further.
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Global economic. growth during the
eighties is scarcely keeping pace with
that of populatiork, a sharp contrast with
the situation from 1950 to 1973. 'When
the world economy was increasing at
some 5 percenrper year, it far exceeded
even the -most rapidly expanding na-
tional opulations. Now that it is only 2
percent however, this is no longer the
case. unities with rapidly increasing
populations that are merely keeping
pace with the global rate of economic
growth are experiencing declines in per
capita income,

:Tile abundance of cheap petrolemt
associated with the exceptionally rapid
7.6 percent animal growth in oil produc-
tion from 1950 to 1973 made it relatively
easy to expand both industrial and agri-
cultural oinpitt at a healthy. pace. In
effect, cheap 'oil sharply boosted the
earth's carrying capacity. Since the oil
price hikes and the associated rise in en-
ergy costs across the board, rapid expan-
sion has been far more difficult. In the
agricultural sector, for examples before
the first oil price hike 'korld grain output
was expanding at over 3 percent a year.
Since 1973 it has grown at just under 2
percent annually, barely keeping pace
with population growth. The shift from
a buyer's to a seller's market in world oil

has affected grain production in two
wayT. First, it his increased the cost of
production inputs, thus -during, the
amount farmers can pr duce.,Avith a
,given investment. Sectvd, it has slowed
driisrciwth in demand iforgrain by vitu-
ally eliminating gains in per capita in-
coMe. , ,

Oil is the first major resource whose
supply has been restricd enough to
measurably constrain economic expan-
sion, but, over the long term the loss of
topsoil through erosion is likely to be
more important. In Store of (he World-
1981 we estimated the worldwide loss of
topsoil from cropland in excess of new
soilUrmatit}itat 22.7 billion tons annu-
ally. This Ttar, based on fresh data for
the United' States and China, we have
raised our estimate to 25.4 billion tons.9
Afflicting industrial and developing
countries alike, soil erosion is draining
land of productivity on every continent.
For su4stence farmers in Africa or An-
dean peasants it; Latin America, where

. .

use of oil -based inputs is negligible or
nonexistent, the loss of topsoil is a more
serious threat to food production than
oil price rises arc.

Supplies of fresh water are also con-
straining both agricultural and industrial
expansinn. Food is being produced in

Table I-I. Annual Growth in World Economic and Grain Output at Three Oil Price
Levels, 1950-84

Period
Oil Price

Per Barrel

World
Economic Output' World Crain (iiitput

Total Per Capita Total Per Capita

(current dollars) (percent)
1950-73 5.0 3.1 3.1 1.2
1973-.79 12 3.5 1.7, 1.9 0.1
1979-A4 28 2.0 0.3 2.0 0.3

06iiiiarlt dollars.
souRcEs; Oil price data from International Monetary Fund (IMF); economic data from U.S. Department
of State and IMF: population data from United Nations; grain production data from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
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-key agricultural region. of the wo d by
the overdefting of ater !'s lies.
Ground ate Vbirdiii s art44mpant in
many of Chin s northen proEinces, fot
example. In_ t e Beijing-Tkanjin region
of nrtheast China, a combination iof ag-

, riciAltuul and industrial uses is lowering
the water table by 1 to 4 meters per year.-
Nacl Al the south Indian state of Tamil
Niokiii;lTAgation expansion has lowered
the underground water table - some
25-30 meters over the past decade.
Overdrafting in, the water-short Soviet
central Asian republics commonly takes
the form of excessive river withdrawals.
These have reduced the amount of water
reaching the Caspian and Aral seas,
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shrinking both. In the United States, the
depletion of the Ogallala aquifer in the
southern Great Plains and the diversion
of irrigation water to Sunbelt cities in
Arizona, California, and Florida have led
to an unanticipated decline- in national
irrig d area of 3 percent since 1978.
Aqur depletion is now taking its place
beside oil depletion and soil erosion as a
constraint on growth in world fSod pro-
duct'on.10

her constraints on global economic
ansion include those imposed by the

ustainable yield of fisheries and grass-
nds, two of nature's major protein-

producing biological syst5ms. After
more than tripling between 1950 and
1970, growth in the world fish catch
slowed abruptly. Averaging nearly 6 per-
cent annually before 1970, it has
dropped to a mere 1 percent in the years
since. (See Table 1-2.) In per capita
terms, the world catch has fallen some
10 percent from its peak in 1970. Within
the total harvest, the fish fanning seg-
ment accounts'for about one eighth and
is expanding steadily, indeed rapidly in
some local situations. As with agricul-
ture, however, aquacultural growth is
constrained by the availability of land
and water.

(9)

'1 -2. Annual Growth in World Fish
eai h, Total and PetCatpita, 1950,411a-

Annual
ft;rosxth in Catch

1
r u d a Total Per Capita

1950-70
1970-83

J (percent)

5.'9- 3.8
1.0 -0.8

44, SOURCE: Iced Nations Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization, Yearbook ofFohery Siatutes (Rome: vari-
ous years).

Although Mess carefully monitored,
growth in the world pr u n of beef
the principal product of th world's
grasslands and second orilyrt fish as a
source of animal protein--came to a halt
in 1976. Except in a few locations, grass-
lands cannot support more beef cattle.
World beef output has not expanded ,.

significantly over the last eight years, de-
spite the continuing conversion of tropi-
cal rain forests into grasslands. As a re-
sult, per capita beef production

lwordwide has fallen one tenth since-..,
1976. The decline has been dispropor-
tionately great where grassland deterio-
ration is more extensive (as in the Sahel),
where red meat consumption is being
reduced for health reasons, or where in-
come drops have been precipitous (in
Brazil, for example)"

Fish production can be expanded
through fish fanning and beef produc-
tion can be raised by improving grass-
lands id by putting more kattle in feed-
lots, ut these are both much more
ene '' -intensive and capital-consutn-
ing than were the inputs that led to im-
pressive worldwide gains during the
fifties and sixties, when these two biolog-
ical systems had not )ict. been fully ex-
ploited.

Contributing to the overall economic
slowdown of the last five years is the re-
duced growth of world food output, a
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matter that should be of concern to
policymakers _everywhere. Average life
expectancy in the Third World jumped
from 43 years in 1950 to 53 years in the
early seventies. But progress since then
has been less impressive. Indeed, in
those pays of the world where the food,
situation is deteriorating, life expectancy
may actually be declining:12

These trends raise two key questions:
Why, in an age of ad,vancing.technology,
is the world no longer able to sustain the
economic and social gains of the cen-
tury's third quarter? And, closely
related, what needs to be done to get
the world back on track? How can we re-
store the broad-based improvement in
living conditions that existed through-
out most of the third quarter of this
century.?

In those parts of the world where
the food situation, is deteriorating,
life expectancy may actually be de-
clining.

The trends described above indicate
that existing policies are not working
well. Policy adjustments are needed,
particularly with regard to population
growth. Underlining the urgency of
reformulating these policies is the real-
izatio that rapid population growth
ofte two negativffects. On the
dem, side, it re -es a rapid expan-
ision in the output of food and other
basic goods Merely to maintain the sta-
tus quo. But more worrisome is the real-
ization that population growth may now
be indirectly undermining efforts to in-
crease output of essential items such as
food. Such a scenario is unfolding in
Africa, where population gr9wth may be
driving climate change, leading to a re-
duction in rainfall and, ultimately, food
production.

25

POPULATION INDUCE.D
CLIMATE CHANGE

Meteorologists have long recognized
that !Anan activity could alter climate in
urban communities. It is commonly
knoin, Jos example, that cities create
heat islands, areas where temperatures
are consistently higher than in the sur-
round* countryside. Daily weather
forecasts for large cities in the north
temperate zone usually differentiate be-
tween temperatures in 'the downtown
arra and the suburbswith the former
always being higher, sometimes by as
much as several degrees Fahrenheit.

Recently another question has
emerged: Conk changes in land cover,
such as defores ion in the Third
World, alter climate. The contribution
of population growth to deforestation,
overgrazing, soil ercision, and desertifi-
cation in the Third World is highlS, visi-
ble and widely recognized. What is new
is the realization that these -processes
ant.1, therefore, population growth in-,
directlymay be driving climate
changes in regions: as diverse as the
semiarid Sudano-Sahelian zone of Africa
and the rain f0rests of the Amazon.

In a sense, the question of whether.- I:,

human activities in the Third World are
inducing climate change centers on that
stability and resilience of biological sys-
tems. Long-standing ecosystems consist
of a complex of plant and animal species
that interact to their mutual advantage.
The principal stabilizing -elements are
perennial vegetation, a stable water
table, adequate underground water and
stream flows, and an intact, productive
soil profile. These elements permit eco-
systems to withstand external buffeting
such as short-term climatic fluctuations.
A drought, for instance, will visibly alter,
a semiarid system in the short run, per-
halts even leading- to 'a widespread loss
of plants and animals, but when it rains
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I :the area quickly returns to nortnalikrees-

taOishing its equilibrium. But a system
under exceptional .stress may not re-.
cover-in the expected manner.

These natueal climatic fluctuations
make it difficiAt- to separate out the pos-

_ible human effects on climate. 7t-rt-con-
sfructed climatic history of the Sahel
over the last 10,000 years, lOr example,
.shows extreme fluctuations, from peri-
ods- of wetness to dryness. A rather de-
tailed history over just the last feiy centu-
ries shows that the Sahel periodically
experienced severe, prolonged drought.
And early in this century, a decadelong
drokight that was particularly severe dur-
ing 1911, and 1914 reduced the annual
disTharge of the Nile by 35 percent and
the depth of Lake Chad by about 50 per-
cent; river flows and lake levels fell
throughout West Africa)

Meteorologists have traditionally dis-
missed the notion of large-scale human.;
induced climate change, arguing that the
forces driving global atmospheric circu-
lation would override any local, human-
induce niterations. One prominent
meteor t F. Kenneth Hare of the
-University of Toronto, points out: "One
school of thoughtcertainly- dominant
among professionalssays that the high
incidence and prolonged duration of Se-
cent droughts are simply aspects of
natural fluctuation, due to some deep-
seated oscillation of the general .circula-
\ion of the atmosphere (and maybe the
ocean)." Although this is the conven-
tional view, Hare notes that some
meteorologists are beginning to wond&
whether 'human activity may now be
affecting regional climat6.14

Previous assessments have often been
handicapped by 'exclusive reliance on
conventional meteorplogical models
and toes. But it is now possible to draw
on relevant informatioh from several
fields, including agriculture, .ecology,
and hydrology as well as meteorology,
and to ice together a plausible hypoth-

esis that population-induced local cli-
mate change is indeed under way in
Africa, and perhaps in northeastern Bra-
zil and the Amazon Bajp as well.

Any assessment of this hypothesis
must begin with, llte understanding that
the continents are watered by the oceans
and that change induced by population
growth must involve interfering with the

'mechanics of this tocess_ Mica, for ex-
ample, is iyat by moisturt-laden.
masses from the Indian and Atlantic
oceans. The hidian sufklucontinent re-
ceives rain from clouds moving iland
from the Indian Ocean 'and the Bay of
Bengal, Tilt Brazilian -Amazon derives
almost alr its water initially from the .4t-

-lantif Ocean.
Rainfall normally follows tIwee princir

pal paths: rapid runoff, groundwater re-.
charge, and evaporation. Rapid rtmoffis
water that, steadily makes its way back to
the ocean via streams and rivers. Aquif-
ers are recharged by water that perme-
ates the soil, percolating blelow the root
zone where it cannot be used.by plants.
And finally, sonic rainfall evaporates
from soil or from plants, either directly
as water inter etpted by the plants or in-
directly* through transpiration.

At a typical site in the central Amazon,
such as one that was carefully studied
near Manaus, Brazil, roughly one fourth
of rainfall evaporates directly and nearly
one half reenters the atmosphere in the
form of transpiration from plants. o-
ge,ther, direct evaporationand transpira-

. tion return three fourths of the rainfall
to the-atmosphere, leaving one fcarth as
runoff that makes its way back toW At-
lantic. (See Table 1-3.) Such high levels
of cloud,techarge.have led ecologists to
refer to tropical rain forests as "rain ma-
chines,'; -

Wheiii land .is deforested, however,
this ratio is roughly 'reversed, with a
quarter of the rainfall being returned to
the minosphere and three quarters run-
ning.bff quickly. Rainfall in the region is

2 6i
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accordinglj, reduced, as the atmosphere
holdSless returned moisture thavan be-
come rain later in the cycle. This pattern
increases with distance from the coast,
for the recharge of rain clouds by evapoli
ration, both direct and indirect, becomes
the dominant SOUICC of rainfall in the
interior.,Even in semiarid. regions, (kap-
oration supplies much oldie moisture in
rainfall. A National 'Academy of Sciences
study estimates, for example, that one
third to two thirds of all rainfall in the
Sahel tomes from soil moisture evapora-
tion.°

. As indicated, water initially enters the
Amazon are in moisture-laden air
masses from the Atlantic Ocean.- As
these progress 'westward, they are con-
tinually discharging -,,moisture in the
form of rain and being recharged by
'evaporation and transpiration. On the
average, water in the Amazon that does
not return to the ocean completes the
cycle every 5:5 days. During this process
some of the water works its way out of
the eVapdrative cycle as runoff and be-

Table 1-3. Water Balance in Amazonian
Watershed Near 'Manaus, Brttzil

Proportion.
of' RainfallPath of Rainfall

(peixent)

Evaporation of rainfall 26
intercepted by vegetation
and from .forested soil

Transpiration from vegetation

Total evapotranspiration 74

Stream runoff - 26

Total rainfall 100

SOURCE: Eneas Salmi and Peter B."Vose, "Amazon
Basin: A System in Equilibrium," Science. July 13,
1984.

27

gins the long trip back to the Atlantic.
Moisture left in the air when it reaches
the Andes moves 'southward into cen-
tral Biazil and the Chaco/Paraguay
river regions, where it becomes pert
of the rainfall cycle in major farming
areas."

As the AtAition rain forest is converted
to cropland or grassland or is cleared by
logging, the share of rainfall that runs off
increases. This swells the stream flow
while decreasing evaporation and hence
the amount of water the area's hydro-
logical cycle. The net effect is lower aver-
age rainfall, particularly in the western
Teaches. Such changes, particularly
those that reduce the amount of water in
the Amazon's hydrological regime,
would almost certainly reduce the
amount that reaches the Paraguayan
Chaco and the central Brazilian plateau.
In a landmark article in Science,' Eneas
Salati and Peter-B. Vose observe that this
"might affect climatic patterns and agri-
culture in south central Brazil."" Bra-
zil's efforts to resettle the excew pop-
ulation from. its northeast and-south,
and to expand beef productioh by con -'
venting the' Amazon rain forest to grass-
land may hidirectly threaten food -.pro.,
duction in the country's agriailtural
heartland.' 8

Several attempts have been made .to
assess the overall effect of deforestiikiri
on the Amazon Basin's climate. 'Perhaps
the most comprehensive and authorita-
tive analysis is one by Ann Henderson-
Sellers, using a three-dimensional gen-
eral-circulation computer model created
at the Goddard Institute for Space Stud-
ies in the United State's. Incorporating.
several variables, this model suggests a
gradual decline in averlige rainfall in the
Amazon Basin as deforestation pro-
gresses.' 9

The actual reduction of rainfall in the
Amazon, is not known, but Philip Fearn-
side, a resident researcher at the Brazil-
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Institute for Amazonian Research,
reports that in 1979 Manaus went 73
consecutive days withoutrain. Salati and
Vose observe that "if such Fimg dry peri-
ods were to become commonplace or ex-
tended there would irtevita v be a
marked change in the natural Na-
tion." Others have concluded that even
a reduction in precipitation of 10-20
percent would alter the Amazon ecosys-
tem. The key question, of course, is at
what point these human interventions
overcome the traditional stabilizing
forces and set in motion changes in veg-
etation and climate that will lead to a
Brazilian Amazon very different from the"
one we now know.20

Changes in land use also affect local
rainfall by altering the albedo, the
amount of sunlight reflected back into,
space. The conversion of forests to crop-
land or grassland and sometimes to des-
ere, for example, increases the albedo.
Where this happens, as on the fringes of
the Sahara, the affected areas reflect
more heat into space. Frequently as-
sociated with this is an increase in what
meteorologists call subsidencea large-
scale sinking air motion as air descends
from higher altitudes to maintain the,
ground-level. heat balances. This high-
altitude air is dry and thus reduces rain-
fall. One consequence of this proceNs,
first ebserved in the mid-seventies, is
that once desertification is under'ivay it
can become self-reinforcing, gaining
momentum over nate."

Given these effects of land-use
changes on the hydrological cycle and
on albedo,-it should come as no surprise
that deserts are expa9ding in areas
where rapidly, growing populations are
generating wholesale shifts in land use,
strh as Africa, northeastern Brazil,
northweste ,'n India, and northwestern
China. ReCently the United Nations En-
vironment Programme undertook a stir-
vey to assess desertification in countries

in the Sudan4ahelian region of Africa.
(See Table 1-4.) The 14 most populous
countries in this group have a combined
population of 230 million people, 43
percent of the African total. The survey
focused on five manifestations of deser-
tificationsand dune encroachment, the
deterioration in rangelands, forest de-
pletion, the deterioration of irrigation
systems, and problems in Tainted agri-
culture.

Not one of the 70 indicators-,5 for
each of the 14 countriesshowed any
improvement. According to 13 of the 70
indiCators, there was no significant
change over the seven years under re-
view. Sonic 35, or half the total measure-
ments, showed a moderate deteriora-
tion.rbe remaining 21 showed a serious
deterioration. The 3 indicators showing
the most consistent deterioration were
rangelands, forests, and rainted agricul-
ture. Field observers confirm the survey
findings, describing them as somber but
realistic.

Perhaps because of the Sahelian
drought of the early seventies and the.
continent-wide drought. experienced in
Africa in 1983 and 1984, more attention
has been focus -hanging land-use
patterns cau -d by population pressure
and the pos. ible effects on local climate.
In addition to the evidence from agricul-
ture and meteorology, and the desert&
cation trends, hydrological data also
stiggest that Africa is "drying out.'' In a
hydrological analysis measuring changes
in river flows, J. Simonton observes that
"the Senegal, Niger, and Chart rivers,
coming from wetter regions to the south

. have undergone a severe decrease of
. runoff during' the la'st 15 years. . . Lake
Chad has shown a systematic decrease of
level since 1963. At that time the lake's,
surface ,covered 23,500 sq. kilometers,
and the volnme of stored water was 105
billion cubic meters. In 1973., ten years
later, the surface had been divided by 3

28 4
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Table I-4. Rate of Desertification in the Sutlino-Sahelian egion, 1877-84

t:outitry
Sand Dune

Encroachment

Deterior-
ation in

Rangelands
Forest

Depletion

Deterior-
'anon of
Irrigation
Systems

Rainfed
Agricul-

ture
Problbil3

Burkina Faso'
Cameroon
Chad
Ethiopia
Guinea,

Kenya
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria

Senegal
Somalia
Sudan
Uganda

0

F+
-F

0

+ -F
0

0

-F

0

-F

-F +

0

-4-

+

'Formerly bpper Volta.
Key: o stable, + a some increase, 4- +' significant increase'
SOURCE! Adapted from Leonard Berry, "Desertification in the Sudano-Salielian Region 1977-84," De.serNi-

s cation Control (Nairobi), May 1984.

and the volume by four. Since this date,
the lake has been cut into two parts. The
northern part 'dries up every year, with
only a small inflow through the 'Grande
Barrierel." 22

Most meteorologists have been reluc-
tant to attribute significant climate shifts
to human changes in land use. Although
the evidence that can now be assembled
from several fields of study is not yet
conclusive, it is rather persuasive. In re-
flecting on this,, Canadian meteorologist
Kenneth Hare has concluded in an anal-
ysis of desertification in Africa that "we
seem to have arrived at a critical moment
in the history of mankind's relation to
climate. For the first time we may be on
the threshold of man-induced climatic
change." is Knowing what we 'do about
the extent of deforestation over the
past generation and about the way the
hydrological cycle works, it would be

ti
A

surprising if climate were not chang-
ing.

The time may have come for national
political leaders and international devel-
opment agencies to seriously consider
the possibility that human population
growth may now be driving climate
change. More significantly, it is driving
that change in directions that will not
benefit the people affeCted. It is reducing
rainfall in area where rain is needed for
crop production and livestock grazing.
And it is expanding deserts, which in
turn is shrinking the land area available
for producing food, grazing livestock,
and producing firewood. Those respon-
sible for family, planning programs will
be amazed to learn that their effec-
tivenessor lack of itmay be altering
the climate of their country, perhaps ir-
reversibly,
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FOSSIL. FUELS AND CLIMATE
CHANGE

Prior to the modern age, atmospheric
carbon dioxide ((:02) levels were rather
stable, changing only very slowly over
long periods of geological time. Carbon
dioxide is used by plants in photosynthe-
sis and is .then returned to the intik).
sphere when the plants decompose. In
the absence of any major change in the
amount of vegetation on earth, atmo-
spheric CO2 levels remained constant.
With the advent of the fossil cud age,
however, this began to change. Hydro-
carbons that had accumulated under-
ground over long spans of geologic time
were brought to the surface and burned
for hiel. As fossil fuel burning increased,
so did the carbon dioxide released into
the atmosphere.

At the end of the nineteenth century,
two scientistsISvante Arrhenius, a
prominent SwediTh chemist, and .C.
Chamberlain, a geologist at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsinindependently con-
chided that atmospheric carbon dioxide
played a central role in maintaining the
earth's heat balance. They observed that
carbon dioxide was transparetti to in-
coming sunlight but that it intercepted
some of the heat radiating outward from
the earth's surface, reflecting it back to
earth. Thus a buildup in atmospheric
carbon dioxide would warm the earth,

Opcess dubbed the "greenhou4
effect."24

Although the increase in -atmospheric
CO2 probably began a century or more
ago, it was relatively insignificant up
through the mid-twentieth century.
Since then, however, it has accelerated.
In 1958, scientists at the U,S. Observa-
tory on Mauna Loa, Hawaii, began col-
lecting regular Samples of air and analyz-

' ing them for CO* content. Their records
show a steady rise in atmospheric carbon
dioxide from an annual average of 316

parts per million in 1958 to 343 parts per
million in 1983, an increase of 9 percent
in scarcely a quarter-century. (See Fig-
ure 1-1.) Fossil fuel combustion domi-
nates the carbon dioxide buildup, al-
though the steady shrinkage in the
earth's forest cover also adds CO2 to the
atmosphere. George Woodwell and his
colleagues at the Marine Biological Lib'
oratory in Woods Hole estimate that
deforestation may now be adding be-
tween 1.8 billion and 4.7 billion tons of
carbon to the atmosphere pAr year. Al-
though less than the contribation from
fbssil fuels, this is still a large additional
source of atmospheric carbon dioxide."

In 1950, worldwide fossil fuel com-
bustion emitted 1,6 billion metric tons of
carbon. By ,1979 carbon emissions had
climbed to a record 5.14 billion tons,
more than triple the earlier lever. .(See
Figure 1-2.) During the three years fol-
lowing the oil price hike in 1979which .
reversed, at least temporarily, 4 long-
term trend in world oil consumption

,. carbon emissions tell by more than '5
percent. More impressive, however, is
the 10 percent fall in carbon. emissions
per $1,000 of gross world product since
1979..26 (See Table 1-5!) In effect, the
sharp' gains in oil-use efficiency and as-
sociated reduction in petroleum use
Parts Per
lilliun

150

.1

tt,

330

310 Smarr Scripps but.
of Oceanographv

1958 1970 1980 199(1

Figure I-1. Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide Levels
at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, 1958-83 .
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Table l-5.ICarbort-Emissiona littensity of
World conovulc,;.Output, 1950 -82

Sounti 1 intied Nationi.
U S. Dept. of Energy

19S0 1960 1970 1980 1990-

Figure 1-2. World Cgrben Emissions From Fossil
Fuel Combustion, 1960-83

more than Offset-the growth 5n coal and
gas use. Greater reliance on renewable
energy sources has also helped reduce
the carbon-emissions intensity of world
economic output.

tr Advances in meteorological model-
ing, combined with the data from Mauna
Loa, provide a basis for estimating the
climatic impact of large-scale fossil fuel
burning. By the early eighties there was
a near consensus about the general
effects of the CO, rise on the earth's cli-
matic system. William W. Kellogg and
Robert Schware point out that if indus-
trial countries, expand fossil fuel use
percent per year (the rate prevailing
from 1400-80), atmospheric CO2 levels
will double preindustrial levels by 2031'1,
without even considering any increase in
fossil fuel use for developing countries.
Under this scenario, average tempera-
tures would rise 3 degrees Celsius (just
over 5 &grecs Fahrenheit) within the
next 45 years, a period well within the
life span of today's young adults."

To help think through bbth the near-
tenn ancithe long-tertn consequences of
rising ,satmospheric 'levels of CO2, Kel-
logg and Schware look at climatic trans-
formation in two stages. The first would
be reached around the end of the cen-
tury, when the world would be on aver-
age a half-degree Celsius warmer than in

Year

Gross
World

Product'

Total
Carbon

Emissions

Carbon Per
$1,000

of GWP

(trillion
dollars)

(million
metric tons) (kilograms)

1950 2.94 1,583 538

1955 3.78 1,975 '522

1960 4.68 2,495 533

1945 5.99 3,037 507

1970 7.67 3,934 513
1971 8.02 4,080 509
1972 8.41 4,236 504
1973 8.99 4,454 495
1974 9.30 4,463 480

1975 9.42 4,453 473
1976 9.87 4,696 476
1977 10.29 4,825 469
'1978 10.71 4,861 454
1979 11.05 5,144 466

1980 11.27 5,058 449
1981 11.43. 4,931 431
1982 11.59 4,875 421

11980 dollars.
sotarcnes: Worldwateti Institute estimates based on
data from United Nations, U.S. Department of En-' crgy. U.S. Departtnent of State, and International
Monetary Pond.

1980. this Would correspond to an at-
mospheric CO, rise from the 343 parts
per million at present to 360-370 parts
per million, Although such a modest av-
erage increase does not. appear particu-
larly striking or ominous, temperatures
in some regions would rise much more.
The warming effect .is amplified, for ex-
ample, toward the poles. Thus in the
northern tier of industrial countries,
such as in North America or Europe,
temperatures would increase 2-3 de-
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criise would raise aVerage sea levels by
some five feet as the oceans slowly warm
by absorbing heat from the atmosphere.
in addition, melting ice in both Green-
land and Antarctica would contribute to
the rise in sea level. There also would be
a substantial melting of floating ice in
the Arctic Ocean, although this would
not apkilciably affect sea levels.29

The rise in sea level anticipated with a
doubling of atmospheric CO2 could
range up to five to seven meters, but be-
cause the transfer of heat frok the
warmer atmosphere to the oceans, par-
ticularly the lower levels, is a slow pro-
cess, the full effect of doubled atmo-
spheric CO2 on ocean levels could take
two centuries or longer. Even a short-
term rise of one meter, however, would
adversely affect many coastal cities and
low-lying agricultural lands. The inun-
dation of agricultural lowlands would re-
duce world rice output, much of which is
produced on the river _floodplains of
Asia.

With seas that are five to seven meters
higher,. vast areas of .e land in the

otflopdplains of the Ga es,.the Yellow,
and the Mekong rivers would become
unctiltivatable in the absence of dikes to
hold back the sea. Such structures would
be among the largest public works proj-
ects ever undertaken, requiring vast
amounts of capital. For a loW-lying cowl-
try such as Bangladesh, where 13 iiillioh
people live less 4,han three meters above'
sea vel, the significance of such a risei
is mits.3°

'the rise in temperature will bring with
it another set of problems. Where tem-
perature stress is already troublesome
for both plants and animals, a rise iti the
average temperature of 9 degrees Fahr-
enheit, such as that projected for the
north temperate zone, would:entail un-
bearable heat stress. And over time it
would lead to changes in vegetation,
with species now prevalent being re-
placed by more heat-tolerant ones.

i..,

glees Celsius (3-5 degrees Fahrenheit).
Boston's climate would be similar to that
of Washington, D.C., today. In Europe,
a comparable shift would give Copenha-
gen it temperature _reime resembling
that of Paris.

In the second stage, when the dou-
bling of CO2 levels would raise global
average temperature by 3 degrees Cel-
sius, the temperate-zone northern hemi-
sphere would xperience a rise of .1-6
degrees Celsius, some 9 degrees Fahren-
heit. Under this climatic regime Boston
would have an average temperature
close to that of Miami today: It would be
a virtually frost-free city with swimming
possible throughout most of the year. It
is also likely to be more humid.

There would also be shifts in rain
patterns associated with a CO2 rise, In
meteorologists are much less certain of
these changes than they are about those
in temperature. On average there would
be more rainfall, though in substantial
areas there would lie)ess, as the global
climatic patterns shifted with the altera-
tion in atmospheric dynamics associated
with ,the increase in temperature. Both
North America and the Soviet Union
would be likely losers in terms ofaverage
rainfall. The U.S. cornbelt, the U.S.-
Canadian Great Plains wheat-grnwing
area, and the principal grain-growing re-
gions of the Soviet Union would all have
less soil moisture even if rainfall re-
mained the same, since higher tempera-
tures would increase evaporation. China
would stand to lose rainfall in the north-
ern part of the country (the region al-
ready suffering from-water scarcity) and
to gain iAbthe south, thus worsening the
existing 'water imbalance between the
two regions. Regions that stand to gain
include Western Europe, most of Saha-
ran Africa, the Indian subcontinent, and
Australia."

As atmospheric (X)2 levels go up the
sea level will also rise, 'thermal expan-
sion alone from the temperature in-

11

39
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With a global warming there would be
winners as well as losers. Canada, the
Soviet Union, and other countries with
hefty winter heat bills would find relief.
Longer growing seasons in the Fxtreme
latitudes would also benefit thpise same
countries.

Much ofthe literature emphasizes the
need to adjust to such changes,_ but the
costs of doing so could be high. For-ex-
ample, the evolution of agriculture over
the last several centuries in both the Old
World and the New has been keyed to a
particular climatic regime. Cropping
patterns, agricultural practices, and irri-
gation and drainage systems are shaped
by local temperature and rainfall condi-
tions. If these begin to change, with
sonic areas becoming wetter and others
drier, then the drainage systeths now 4d-
equate will become redundant where,
rainfall is declining, whereas new sys-
tems will have to be constructed where it
is increasing. Similarly, some regions
that now have irrigation will no longer
requireit, while others will need it even
more.

A major shift away from the cli-
matic regime that has governed the
evolution of agriculture will bring
with it heavy capital investment
needs.

eft

The bottom line of climate change's
impact on agriculture is an increase in
capital requirements. The value of some
drAinage and irrigation syStems will de-
preciate; some will be rendered worth-
less by the climate change. In other cases
capital investments will be required for
new drainage or irritration systems to
maintain land productivity. Wally event,
a major shift away from the climatic re-
gime that Itas governed the evolution of
agricultur-e over the centuries will bring

with it heavy capital investment needs.
In a world that is finding it difficult to
mobilize enough agricultural investment
capital to eliminate hunger even with a
stable climatic regime, the prospect of

`` having to raise vast amounts of addi-.
Urinal capital merely to maintain the pro-
ductivity-of existing systems is daunting
indeed.

In addition to aAalyzing the effect of
rising avnospheric CO2 on climate,
meteorologists are now examining the
effect of trace gases. Fossil fuel combus-
tion, the manufacture or synthetic
chemicals, deforestation, and biorna0
combustion produce some 40 trace
gases,, including chlo fluorocarbons,
methane, and nitrous ide. Growth in
the release of thesecgases has closely par-'
alleled that of CO2 and for the same
reasons. The most recent assessment of
the effect of trace gases on climate, con-
ducted by a team of U.S. meteorologists,
concluded that "the magnitude of this
warming in the future can potentially be
as large as the warming dire to projected
increases in CO2.'1" .

As awareness of the threat posed by
the global CO2 buildtip. now under way
has begun 'to permeate the scientific
community, various options have been
considird for preventii4,ftr at least
nAnimizing the problem. It is technically
possible to remove carbon dioxide from
the smokestacks of coal-fired thermal
power plants, 11;r example, but doing so
requires a great deal of energy, enough
to reduce a plant's effective generating
capacity by 30-80 'percent. Stich a pro-
cess would thus be prohibitively costly.3.2

Another, far more attractive option is
to engage in serious efforts to conserve
Rnergy, thus reducing fossil fuel com-
bustion. U.S. Department of Energy pro-
jections show world CO2 emissions'ilow-
bling from 5 billion tons of carbon in..
1984 to 10.3 billion tons in 2025. Our
own projections abased on average eco-
nomic and population growth rates of

33
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3.2 and 1.2 resp ctively during the pe-
riod but assuming a.concerted effort to
use existing technologies to boost en-
ergy efficiency wherever it is profitable
to do soshow that carbon emissions
could be held to 7.9 billion tons. If al16w-
once is made for a likely slower rate of
economic growth (a 2 percent rate, say,
comparable to the last five years), the
future development of more-energy-
efficient technologies, and an emergency
effort to save forests from acid rain by
accelerating the transition to renewable
energy, then it is possible to envisage a
world-where carbon emissions never rise
much above current levels, and eventu-
ally begin to decline as fossil fuels are
depleted or phased out.33

If such a "CO2-benign" strategy were
to materialize, holding carbon emission
levels at 5 billion tons per year. it would
limit the rise in atmospheric CO2 from
the current 343 parts per million to 420
parts per million in 2050. This would be
an increase of less than one fourth, far
below the doubling that the Department
of Energy projects. It would markedly
slow the change in climate, buying time
with which 10 develop alternative energy
sources and to make any adjustments
called for by the climatic- chap C."

Yet another key component f surh a
strategy would be ,to develo energy
sources that did not generate c .bon di-
oxide, such as nuclear power ; d the
many sources of renewable enerpi that
are now available. It seems unlikely that
nuclear power will be an economically
viable energy option, particularly when
the costs of decommissioning worn-out
power plants are added to construction
and operating costs that are already
prohibitive in many countries. (For a de-
tailed discussion of the nuclear power
option, see State of the-ilrort
the possibilities of developing renewable
energy resources that do not produce
net carbon dioxide - --Such as hydro-
power, photovoltaics, wind power, solar

panels, energy crops, and fuelwood
plantations---earc seemingly endless. En-
ergy efficiency and the development of
renewable energy resources are dis-
cussed at length in Chapters 7 and 8.

Over the long term, the contribution
of conventional oil ksources
ral gas to rising CO2 levels Will be fairly
modest since the:reserves of these two
fossil fuels are being rapidly depleted.
The only fossil fuel that remains in large
enough quantities to markedly raise glo
gal atmospheric CO2 k'vels is coal. In
some ways this is fortuitous: Some 60
percent of the world's coal reserves lie
under just three countries--China, the
Soviet Union, and the United States
with most of the remainder in Australia,
India, Poland, South Africa, the United
Kingdom. and West Germany.35

In contrast to many issues arising in
t he, management of the global commons,
whieli rest on the cooperation of scores
of countries, agreement among only
these three countries to restrict coal
burning would go a long way toward
(reading off a CO2-induced global, warm-
ing. Whether all woulcr-st=e_it__initheir
interest to do so is another matter. The
Soviet Union, for example, might con-
clude that a warming and the associated
lengthening of growing season would on
balance be of benefit, particularly if its
ellOrts to divert the flow of its major HO
ers southward should succeed.' Such a.
view could make Moscow less eager to -
cooperate in a global effort to check the
buildup of carbon dioxide.

BREAKING OUT OR

BREAKING DOWN

The demographic transition, a concep-
tual device, used by demographers to ex-
plain the relationship between poptila-
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tion growth and levels of development,
has three stages. In the first, which char,-
acterizes traditional societies, both birth
and death rates are high. Societies have
existed under these circumstances for
long stretches, for thousands or even

J hundreds of thousands of-years, without
any appreciable change in population
size. Births and deaths are largely in bal-
ance.

In the second portion of the demo-
graphic transition, living conditions get
better as public health improves, vac-
cines become available, and food pro-
duction expands. In this stage births re-
main high* but deaths fall. The result is
rapid population growth. A society at
this point would typically have a crude
birth rate 44'5 and a crude death rate of
15, yielding an annual population
growth of 3 percent.

The third stage sees living conditions
improve liirthee, birth control become
widely available and used, and births de-
clining to again roughly 'offset deaths. A
balance between births and deaths in a
modern society usually occurs with
crude birth and death rates of around
13. The United Kingdom, West Ger-
many, and Hungary arc among the
dozen or so countries that have corm-
pleted the demographic traivition, rees-
tablishiKg an eqtkilibritAbetween births
and deaths.

Societies can remain in either the. first
or the final stage of the demographic
transition indefinitely. This is not true,
however, of the middle phase. Popula,
(ions growing at 3 percent per year mul-
tiply twentyfold in a century. Many de-
veloping countries have been in the
middle stage since roughly mid-century.,
Those now in the fourth decade of 3 per-

such an increase with its biological sup-
port systems and social institutions in-
tact.

"Itrz, evidence of recent years suggests
that countries stuck in the second stage
for More than a,Nfew decades exrrience
mounting population pressures, pres-
sures that eYrentually destroy forests,
grasslands,' and croplands. As these re-
squices deteriorate, mortality rates
begin to rise to reestablish the balance
between births and deaths that nature
demands. Countries that do not make it
to the demographic equilibrium of the
third stage will eventually retuvin to the
demographic equilibrium of ate first.
Nature provides no long-term alterna-
tive.

The mechanics of this "demographic
regression," rooted in the changing bal-
ance between population size and basic
resources, arc becoming clear. For coun-
tries that remain in the second stage for
an extended period, population growth
eventually shrinks the cropland per per-
son. Such areas are also likely to be los-
ing topsoil clue to erosion. In these situa-
tions, the technological advanceis in
agricultureplus any increases in fertili-
zer use that can be affordedmay not be
sufficient to maintain per capita food
production. The government must ei-
ther use foreign exchange to im ort
food or obtain food assistance rom
abroad. Because societies in the i iddlc
stage of the demographic transi . on are
largely agrarian, a decline in p r capita
food production invariably !( anslates
into a decline in per capita ini7ome.

Many/I the countries that have bro-
ken ou of the second stage 9f the demo-
graphic transition have doge so with the
aid of cheap energy and rolatively favor-

AmiAmiLIALpitiattaticawrgnyilLu_abLe_population/land ratris. Others are
route to the twentyfold increase in a cen- finding it increasingly dificult to reach
tury that this arithmetic dictates. Unfor- the point where gains 1 per capita in-
tunately, it is difficult to imagine any come and the use of bi th control begin
country, even one that was sparsely , to reinforce each oth r with substantial
populated at mid-century, surviving gains in living' stan0 -Os.
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through the end of the century.36
Africa, in contrast, shows no 'move-

ment toward the thirdstage of the demo-
graphic transition. And time is running
out. Population growth for the continent
as a whole is close to 3 percent. The
share of the population nsing birth con-
trol is minuscule. Grain production per
capita in Africa was quite steady
throughout the fifties and sixties, but it
turned downward after reaching a post-
war high of 180 kilograms per year in

China

Africa

Sown. S DIV Airlculturr

1950 1960 1970 1980 191(1

Figure 1-3. 6th' Production Per Capita in
China and Africa, 1950-84

The prospect of moving from the mid-
dle to the final stage of the demographic
transition is p&haps..best -assessed by
trends in per capita food production.
China and Africa, with populations of
just over I billion and 531 million re-
spectively, illustrate contrasting pros -
pects. China appears to be breaking out
and Africa, having failed to do so, ap-
peal.s to be breaking down. (See Figure
1 -3.)

As recently as the early seventies, per
capita food production in China was lit-
tle improved from the mid-fifties, the
years immediately preceding the agricul-
turally disastrous Great Leap Forward.
During the past decade, however, per
capita food production in China has
climbed at an encouraging rate. The rate
of population growth has been halved
since- the early seventies, dropping to
just over 1 percent per year. Grain pro-
duction per capita in the mid-eighties av-
erages over 250 kilograms per year, -up
by one fvrth from the 200 kilograms
per year .or the early seventies. Even
though China has serious environmental
problems in agriculture, including soil
erosion, and 'although its cropland base
'is likely to continue shrinking during the
century's closing two decades, there is a
good prospect that living standards in
the nation will continue to improve

1967. During the mid-eighties, grain
production per person is nearly one fifth
below the level of the late sixties. As
noted in the opening of this chapter, sev-
eral countries are reporting starvation
deaths.37.

In a recent report, the World Bank ex-
pressed concern about rising death rates
in several African countries. Bank offi-
cials feel that in the absence of a major .t
initiative, a number of countries will ex-
perience a disintegration of s
unions and will reve to "bush" econo-
mies. The seriousnes. of this situation
led several West European members of
the Bank in mid -1 984 to call for the es-
tablishment of an emergency rescue
fund for Africa. Without a sharply ex-
panded effort in both family planning
and farming, the prospect is that much
of the continent will drop back into the
first stage of the deinographic transi-
tion."

Without a sharply expanded effort
in both family plahning and farm-
ing, much of Africa will drop back
into the" first stage of the demo-
graphic transition.

Other major areas of the world hive
also remained in the second stage for a
dangerously long period. `khe southern -
most.Andean countries in Latin America

36
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Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, and Peru
have experienced a decline in per capita
food production for more than a decade.
Indeed, the trend in per capita grain
production in these four countries is re-
markably similar to that of Africa. (See
Figure 1-4.) Grain output kept pace with

growth during the fifties and
sixties but then was eventually -6ver-
whelrned by the increase in human num-
bers. As a result, per capita grain pro-
duction has fallen by roughly one fourth
over the past 15 ..years. The forces lead-
ing to a decline in per capita grain pro-
duction in the South Andes are precisely
the same as those in Africarapid popu-
lation growth, widespread soil erosion
and desertification, and lack of attention
to agricultural development."

If data were available for northeastern
Brazil, a region containing some 43 mil-
lion people, it would undoubtedly show
a similar trend and for the same reasons.
In addition to high birth rates and wide-
spread soil 'erosion, this region may be
suffering from climate change as well.
Another major area of the world at risk
is the Indian subcontinent. Population
growth ranges from 2.4 percent in India
to roughly 3 percent per year in Ban-
gladesh, Nepal, and Pakistan. Under
these conditions,- grain output per per-
son in the early eighties is little changed

-) from the early fifties."
With a population of 960 million and

a growth rate in excess of 2.2 percent per
year, the subcontinent has remained in

V.
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Figure 1-4. Grain Production Per Capita in
South Andean Countries, 1950-84

the middle stage of the demographic
transition for a dangerously long period
of time. Cropland per person is' shrink-
ing, soil erosion continues, and popula-
tion growth remains rapid, making it in-
creasingly difficult for these countries to
set in motion the self-reinforcing trends
of rising food production per person
and falling birth rates.

Under the circumstances no w unfold-
ing there is growing uncertainty about
how many countries in the middle of the
dembgraphic transition will be able to
break out. By the end of the century the
world may be divided into two groups:
countries that have progressed into the
final stage and those that have fallen
back to the first stage. There are Unlikely
to be many countries left in the middle.
The deirlographic transition in each na-
tion will have been largely completed or
aborted.
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jReducing Hunger
Lester k. Brown

During the third quarter of this century
world food production surged ahead,
outstisipping popula,tion growth and
holding out the hope that hunger could
be banished. Over thelast decade, how-
ever, growth in production has slowed,
raising doubts about the long-term food
prospect. Despite advances in technol-

,ogy, the.effort to reduce hunger is at a
standstill. The failure to adequately feed
all of humanity hangs heavily on the col-
leciivF conscience, dimming the many
remarkable achievements of the late
twentieth century.

The shifting contours of the world
food economy are dominated by two
major developments. One is the leveling
off of per capita food production since
1973 following a quarter-century of
steady gains. The other is the divergence
among continents and major countries
that this global trend obscures. In some
regions per capita food production is
surging ahead; in others it is falling
steadily.

China and Africa illustrate these con-
trasts, as discussed k in Chapter 1. The

impressive gains in per capita grain pro-
duction in China have provided that
country with a substantial safety margin,
one that would permit it to weather two
successive poor harvests without any se-
rious . malnutrition. .-In Africa, on the
other hand, the food situation is deteri-
orating. The 1 percent annual decline in
per capita grain output since 1967 has
been aggravated bythe drought of 1983
and 1984: Even before the drought,
nearly a fifth of Africa's people were
being sustained by imported grain)

There is a similarly sharp contrast in
the agricultural performances of the
United States and the Soviet Union.
Over the past generation the United
States has become the world's breadbas-
ket, supplying a larger share of world
grain imports than Saudi. Arabia does of
oil imports. Meanwlijk,__tke_ Soviet
Union, which has both the world's larg-
est .cropland area and a farm sector
'plagued by mismanagement and under-
mined by soil erosion, is now projected
to import a record 50 million tons of
grain this year, more than any country in

d8
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history. Ironically, its principal supplier
is the United States. Each day two U.S.
freighters loaded with grain head for the
Soviet Union, indicating that economic
interests can override ideological differ-
ences. Indeed, the long line of ships that
links American farms with Soviet dining
tables may carry within it the seeds of a
lasting detente.

THE CROPLAND TREND

From the beginning of agriculture until
roughly mid-century, growth in the
world's croPland area more or less kept
pace with that of world population. The
great bulk of the year-to-yea? growth .in
food supply came from expanding cul-

.
ivat area. Improvements in land pro-

tivity came slowly or not at all. At
id-century, this began to change. A

984 study by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) showed that growth
in the world'i cropland slowed markedly
during the fifties, averaging less than I
percent per yearrough half that of
population. Thereafter the rate of
growth in cropland area continued to
slow, falling below 0.3 percent per year
in the seventies. USDA- projects that this
slowing will continue, falling to 0.2 per-
cent in the eighties and 0.15 percent in
the nineties. (See. Table 2-1.) If these
trends do materialize, the world crop-
land base will expand about 4 percent
betweeii 1980 and 2000, while popula-
tion growth is projected to expand by
some 40 percent.'

Net growth in the world cropland area
in any given year reflects the difference

are still adding some new cropland, and
a much smaller, though growing, num-
ber where the cropland area is shrinking.
In same of the latter group*the shrinkage
results from the abandonment of mar-

t

Table 2-1. Estimated Growth in World
Croplandfflrea, 1950-80, With

4.4
Projections to 2000

Growth
Period Per Year

(percent)
Late fillies 1.0
Seventies 0.3
Eighties 0.2
Nineties 0.15

souRcr.: Francis Urban and Thomas Vollrath. Pat-
terns and Trends in World Agricultural Land Use AWash-
ington, U.S. Government hinting Office.
1984).

ginal land in favor of more-intensive use
of the most productive land. Such de-
cline has been under way now. for close
to two decades in Western Europe, East-
ern Europe, and Eastern Asia, including
both China and Japan. In West Germany
and Poland, for example, the postwar
peak in ambit land area occurred in
1955. In France, Japan, and Yugoslavia,
it was 1960; in China, the peak was in
1963.3

Roughly a third of the world's peo-
ple now live in countries where
cropland area is shrinking.

Roughly 1.5 billion of the world's peo-
ple, about a third of the total, now liVe in
countries where cropland area is shrink-
ing. China and Italy, for example, have
lost 5.1 and 4.8 percent of their cropland
since the decline began. (See Table 2-2.)
Changes such as tlicie" reflect the rcla- .

tyttreimintrous-pturmtd----
minus forces affecting the cropland area.
Expansion commonly results from push-
ing back itt frontiers of settlement, irri-

, gation projects, drainage projects, the
clearing of forests, or the plowing of

II I
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grassland. The addition by new settle-
ment projects is perhaps best illustrated
by Brazil, which is encouraging new
farms and ranches in the Cerrado and
the Amazon Basin, and by Indonesia,
which is attempting to resettle people
from densely populated Java to the outer
islands of Su Matra, Kalimantan, and
Sulawesi.

New irrigation projects hate played a
central role in adding to the cultivated
Brea of semiarid countries such as Pakis-
tan and Mexico. Indeed, throughout his-
tory irrigation has played a major role in
boosting cropland productivity and ex
panding the earth's food-producing ea
pacitics. The/growing pressures fin this'
key input to agricultural production are
discussed at length in Chapter 3.

Land reclamation by drainage figures
prominently in The Soviet Union, where
some 700,000 hectares per year is to be

Table 2-2. Selected Countries With
Declining Cropland Area, 1080 0,e'

Country

Des hoe
NiNtwar Peak From

in Arable Peak Year
Land Area 'to 1980

(year))

China 1963
France 1960
1.1ungary 1955
Ireland 140
Italy 1955
japan 1960
Netherlands 1955
Poland 1955
Portugal 1963
South Korea 1968
SWeden 1955
1A'uvt C(rtnan.) lor cur

Yugoslavia. 1960

(percent)
-5.1
13.3

--6,6

19.6
18.0
-9,7

21.0

souticir.: Francis Urban and !loans 1'()111-ath, Pat-
ferns and Trends in Agruldiural Land ('se (\N'asb-
,ington, 0.c.: U.S. Government Printing 011ire,
1984).

reclaimed during the early eighties, For
the Soviet Union, at least, this rivals the
annual additions from irrigation. In
Central America, cropland area expan-
.sion comes at the expense of fgrests,
while in East Africa and Argentina re-
cent growth has come Mostly from grass

-

land tonyrsion. I he same has been true
for some of tire Great Plains states In the
United States: Colorado's Weld Comity
and Montana's Petroleum County have
taken step's to prohibit -the plowing of
grasslands, which are vulnerable to wind
enision mite the grass rover is removed .1

On the !then of ledger, crop-
land cap be lost to such Anfarm uses its
industrialization and to urbanization,
one of the riNst globally pervasive
demographic trends of this century. Ac-
iording to 1.,!.N. projections, the urban
share of world population is projected to
increase from 29 percent in 1950 to 50'
percent by 200(4, boosting the number of
city-dwellers from 725 million to a pro-
jected 3.1 billion'.5

The amount of cr pland disappearing
under cities is not Mown, but individual
country data and various surveys do pro-
vide some indication. ,For-example, two
USDA surveysone in 1967 and the
other in 1975indicated that 2.5
million hectares of prime U.S. cropland
were converted to urban and built-up
uses during, the' eight year period. A
study of urban encroachment on agricul-
tural land in Europe (grasslands as well
as croplands) front 1960 to 1970 found
that West Germany was losing 0.25 per,
cent of its agricultural land yearly, or 1
percent every four years. For Fraicc and
the pinted Kingdom; the cothparable
figure was 0.18 percent per year, nearly
2 percent for the decade.°

.encroachment, cropland is also being
lost. to village expansion. Unfortunately,
little research has been conducted on
this loss, In one analysis using data over
several decades for his native Ban-
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gladesh, Akef aii concludes that
growth in the number of families and
that of the area occupied by the village
are cloS'ely related. One reason,,for this
correlation is that homes are "made up
of locally. available materials, such as
bamboo, thatch, and corrugated iron'
sheets and, as such, are never strong
enough to hold an upper story." Quail
reports that "every new village home-
stead is being built on cropland." Al-
though undoubtedly there, arc occa-
sional exceptions,(brazi's general point
is a sound one, for Bengali villages re
usually surrounded by the rice fields on
which they depend.7.

Furthei' cast, MIReijing, Chinese plan-
ners are becoming alarmed over the loss
of. cropland to village home construc-
tion. One consequence of the.shift to a
family-based, market-oriented farm sys-
tem is that the millions of peasants who
are becoming wealthy invariably. make
building a new home their top priority.
Planners in Beijing have concluded that
one way to minimize cropland conver-
sion- is to encourage peasants to con-
struct two-story homes. Even so, the new
affluence in the countryside is exacting a
heavy toll on scarce croplands

Apart from the expansion of human
settlements per se, industrialization also
consumes large areas of land. Indeed,
one of the principal causes of cropland
shrinkage in Western JEurope and Japan
since the mid-fifties. has been factory
construction, which was particularly
raid from the mid- fifties through the
mid-seventies. More recently, industrial
development has begun to. claim land in
developing countries as well. Land-hun-
gry China has been especially affected:
Factories must be built in the east and
south, where most Chinese live:which is
also where most farmland is. located.
Dwight Perkins, a Harvard scholar on
China, notes that the 10 pereentannual
industrial growth steadily consumes
cropland. He believeS planners are
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aware of this but that "there is noway
around the fact that good farmlarrat,
located near transport, etc.) often riTces
an excellent factory site."9

The automobilization of societies also
claims cropland for highways, parking
lots, garages, and filling stations.
Growth in the world automohkleet
from 48 million in 1950.to 331 Million in
1982 has claimed millions of hectares of
farmland fclr these purposes.19 As with
factory sites, the flat, well-drained land
that is ideal for farming is also well-
suited for highways and parking lots.

In addition to the conversion of crop-
land to nonfarm uses, excessive eco-
nomic demands and mismanagement
are claiming cropland through desertifi-
cation, severe erosion, waterlogging and
salinization of irrigated land, and the di-
version of irrigation water to nonfarm
uses. Soil erosion claims cropland either
through sheet erosion or as a result of

,gully formation. Although severe gully-
ing, leading to land abandonment, is.
now conimonplace, it has received the
least official attention where it is most
advanced. A U.N. report on cropland in
Latin America notes .its severe dimen7

.sions in the Andean countries, where
gullys are advancing through the steeply
sloping countryside like the lentacles. of
a giant;. malignancy. As these gullys eat
their way across fielsis, farmers who are
already .hungry for land continue to tilt

. whatjs left, right up to the gully's edgsi
thus accelerating its progress acrolt%
the land.1'

A report for Europe describes the ex-
tensive abandonment of farmland in
Italy: "It is generally agreed that in Italy
2 million hectares have been abandoned
in the last ten years. . . The farming
measures wied .on this marginal land,
have led to deterioration of the soil so
that the land was consumed in the literal
sense of the term."'Y Similarly, some of
the- decline in the harvested area of ce-
reals in Yugoslavia and Bulgaria over the

o
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coming from the best one twentieth of
our farmland." la It takes an estimated
240 acres of new land in, Canada's west-
ern provinces to replace 100 acres of
land lost to urban expansion in the high-
er-rainfall eastern provinces. And. in
some countries there has been a "retreat
from the Margin" because of overexpan-
sion. This occurred in the Soviet Union
during the early eighties, for example, as
a result of overexpansion into marginal
lands.

By the year 2000 the area of new land
to be plowed will obviously be limited.
Indeed, new land being added will
barely of1Set the losses projected. For
planning purposes it is best to 'assume
that virtuallx all growth in world food
output by century's end will have to
cone from raising land productivity.

past two decades reflects the movement
from .eroded, worn-out soils in Farm
areas with rugged terrain."

Other sources of cropland loss have
received little attention. For example,
land for burial has claimed millions of
hectares over the past generation. In
most countries this loss is minimized bX
using cemeteries. But in China, as men-
tioned in Chapter 1, the dead are buried
under mounds that are often 10c41 On
good farmland: A s,tudy of this practice
in the immediate vicinity of Beijing re-
ported that from 1949 until 1964 burial
mourtds claimed 213 hectares (526
acres) of fertile cropland, Multiplied
thousands of times over lb,- tlit) country
as a whole, it is clear .wir},-rtrfi is loss con-
cerns Chinek political leaders. Accord-
ingly, the government 'has launched a
campaign to encourage cremation.

hang Yizhi, an official in the ministry of
fivit 'affairs, observes that "we have to
practice cremation in cities and in dense-
ly-populated rural areas. Otherwise the
living and the dead Will'have to scramble
for land." Although it is difficult to per-
suade people to change centuries -old
traditions, Zhang believes that the shift
to the family responsibility system will
facilitate this transition: "If the peasants
want to become more prosperous, they
will not be able to let the dead occupy
the limited. land that is available for
farming."4

Another factor in the would cropland
equasion is the low productivity of the
new fields. In Nigeria and Brazil, where
expansioh of cultivated area has been
greatest, cereal yields have increased lit-
tle or none since 1950. The increasing.
use of fertilizer'anb other inputs is being
offset by the declining quality, of crop-
land.

In some countries, the land lost to
nonfarm uses is being replaced by land
of lower productivity. The Science
Council of Canada reports that "half of
the farmland lost to urban expansion is

WATER AND BREAD

The lack of unexploited water resources
may constrain growth in world food out-
put even more than the scarcity of unex-
ploited fertile land. In countries as
widely Sepaitted as Mexico and Pakis-
tan, freshWater scarcity prevents the
spread of high-yielding wheats. In the
oviet Upidn, water shortages are frus-
tratingeffoits to expand feedgrain pro-
duction for that country's swelling live-
stock herds. As new irrigation optio s
are exhausted, the link between wat r
and bread becomes increasingly obN
ousy

Although irrigated agAculture started
several thousand years ago, only in the
twentieth century has it covered much of
the earth's surface. (For a fuller discus-
skin of the reliance on irrigation
throughout the world, see Chapter 3.) In
1800 an estimated 8 million hectares of
the.world's cropland were irrigated. Al-
though irrigation increased substantially

42
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from 1900 to 1950, the bulk of the ex-
pansion has occurred since then, wdli4
the total irrigated area reaching_ 261

heti-A-es by 1982. (See Table 2-3.)
Some 15 percent of the world's crop-

land is irrigated, up from 11 percent in
the early sixties. Although irrigation was
once concentrated in the Middle East,
where it first developed, the center of
gravity has now shifted to Asia. As of
1980, 120 million hectares of the world's
261 million irrigated hectaressome 16
'percentwere located in, Asia. Today
the Middle Easotand 10.wth Africa ac-
count for only 8 percent of the world
twill, as does the Soviet Union, and less
than 10 percent is in the United States..
Latin America accounts for -under 10
percent of the world's irrigated land and
subsaharan Africa has only 2 percent."

Irrigation can use either underground
water or surface water from fivers,
streams,,or lakes. Early irrigation sys-
tems relied on surface water, usually that
which was backed up behind an embank-
ment of sonic sort so that it would flow
by gravity onto the fields. Using under-
ground water requires more energy
since the water must be Idled. Irrigation-
water distributiovechniques also vary.
For crops such as rice, flooding is com-
monly used. Water is fed or pumped
onto a field enclosed by a small embank-

Table'2-3. Estimated World irrigated
Area,'1900-82

Irrigated
Year Area

(million hectares)
1900 40

1950 94

1982 261'
souitcr W. R. Rangeley, "IrrigationCurt-rut
Trends'and a Future Perspective," World Bank
Seminar, Washington, D.C., February 1983.

/13

meat until the entire surface is covered.
This system requires that land be fiat,
either naturally or as a result of artificial
leveling. Another tradiiipnal practice,
furrow irrigation, is col t:11°111y used for
row crops such as corn, potatoes, and
vegetables. With the advent picheap en-
ergy, many farmers pumping water from
underground began distributing. the
water through sprinkler systems, an en-
ergy-intensive method.

At the country level, irrigation plays
an important role f each of the big four
food producers-kthe United States, the
Soviet Union, China, and India. Growth
in irrigated area in China since mid-cen-
tury has been impressive, increasing
from scarcely 20 million hectares in
1950 to some 48 million by 1980. Much
of the increase was achieved by labor-
intensive construction practices, and it is
largely resptrisible for the increase in
multiple cropping from an average of
1.3 crops per hectare in 1950 to 1.6 in
1980."

India's net-irrigated area in 1950 was
21 million hectares, almost (.4..actly the
same as China's. But as of 1W it totaled
only some 39 million hectares. The mbst
rapid growth has occurredsince themid-
sixties, following the introduction of
high-yielding wheat and rice Varieties
that were both more responsive to the
use of water and more exacting in their
demiinds. This enhanced profitability
stimulated widespread investments by
small farmers in wells of their own so
they could more fully exploit the.yield
potential of the new varieties."

U.S. irrigated area has expanded
throughout, the period from 1950 to
1978 but at decelerating rate, Growth
in the irrigated area from the mid-fifties
through the mid-seventies was concen-
trated in the southern Great Plains,
largely based on water from the Ogallala
aquifer. Since 1978 U.S. irrigated' area
-has actually declined as a result of that
aquifer's depletion and the diversion of
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water to nonfarm uses in the sunbelt
states."

Soviet irriared area has grown stead-
ily in recent recades. With some 18 mil-
lion hectares under irrigation, Soviet
plans call for an addition of roughly
700,000 hectares a year during the mid-
eighties. An annual growth rate of nearly
4 percent makes this sector one (SI the
fastest-growing in the Soviet economy.
Such increase reflects the urgency that
the Soviets attach to expanding the irri-
gated area, because for them it both
boosts food production and minimizes
the wide swings in crop output that re-
sult from highly variable rainfall."

Irrigation, often holds the key to crop-
ping intensity, especially in monsoonal
climates where the wet season is fol-.
lowed by dry months with little or no
rain. Where temperatures permit year-
round cropping, as they often do where
the monsoon dominates rainfall, irriga
tion permits the production of two,
three, or even more crops ,per year.

alien and a half people are now
Jed with the additional Food pro-
duced with chemiCal fertilizer.

Given the projected growth" in world
food demand, the irrigated, area is cer-
tain to expand. The question is how ra-
pidly. ilrojections by the .U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAQ) show a
possible 53 million hectares being added,
between 1980 and 1990, an increase of
one fourth within a decade." Whether
or not these figures do materialize will
be influenced by capital availability. Not
only does it take a great deal of capital to.
irrigate this much land, but the cost per
hectare of future expansion is rising
since the least costly sites have largely
been developed.

As the cost of bringing new land under

139)

irrigation rises at the margin, and as the
cost of energy to pump underground
water also rises, attention will focus
more on improving the efficiency of both
existing irrigation systems and water
use. Unfortunately, the world in the mid-

,eighties is not paying any wore attention
to water-use efficiency than it was to oil-
use efficiency in 1970: Increasingly,
modification of irriga(lon practices to
use water more economically will be the
key to expanding irrigated mod produc-
tion.

THE FERTILIZER LINK

The mid-nineteenth-century discovery
by German agricultural chemist Justus
von Liebig thatit was possible to replace
all the nutrients removed from the soil.
by crops led to the modern chemical ler-
tipzer industry. More than any, other
technological advance, it has spurred
some remarkable food production gains.

In the years following von Liebig's dis-,
covery, an embryonic chemical fertilizer
industry developed, but a century was to
pass before the industry came into its
own, emerging as an important indus-
trial sector of the world economy. As the
frontiers of agricultural settlement dis-.
appeared after World War II and as pop-
ulation growth accelerated; dthilnd for
fertilizer began to climb. In 1950 the
world usedfleA than 14 million tons a
chemical fersilizer. Within a decade that
figure had doubled. And in the next dec-
ade it doubly! again. By 1984 world fer-
tilizer consumption totaled 12 1 million

-tons, nearly a ninefold increase in 34
years. (See Table 2-4.) Eliminating its
use vidgy would probably cut world food
production by at least a third. At a mini-
mum, a billion and a half people are now
fed with the additional food produced
with chemical fertilizer.
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Table 1-4. World Fertilizer Use, 1950-84

Year
Fertility'

Use

(million metric tons)
1950 13.3

1955 -1, 18.3

1960 27.0

1965 23.1

1970 63.0
1971 68.3
1972 72.0 ,
1973 77.2 4
1974 83.6

1975 82.4
1976
1977

90.0
t

95.6
1978 99.4
1979 106.9

4,
1980 113.1
1981 116.1 `k

1982 114.3
1983 116.1
1984 121.0

sowtor.: U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization,
FAO 1977 Annual Fertilizer Review (Rome: 1978),
Paul Andrilentis,,U.S. Departtnent of Agriculture,
private communication, September 1983. and
Worldwatclt Institute estimates for 1984.

The increase in world fertilizer rise
since mid-century has been driven by
populottion growth and by the expanding
appetite for anim4protein. As the stork
outruns the plow, the role of fertilizer
increases. The reduction in world crop,
land area per.person since 1950 has been
offset by ratsing per capita fertilizer use
from 5 kilograms in 1950 to over 25 kilo-
grams by W80. In simple terms, more
people now means less cropland per per-
son, requiring more fertilizer to satisfy a

Kilograms

30

20

10
.Sourres. United Nattorts;

S Dept- cy. Agriculture

1910 1%0 1970 1900 19)0

Figure 2-1 World FertilbLer Use Por Capita,
11950-84

given dietary level. (See Figure 2-1.)
The soil nutrients most needed by

plants lire nitrogen, phosphorus, and po-
tassium. Many other elements also feed
plants: Magnesium, calcium, and sulfur,
for example, are considered minornutri-
ents. An there are trace nutrients such
as zinc, boron, and copper. In both quan-
titative and economic terms, however,
the chemical fertilizer industry is based
almost entirely on nitrogenous, phos,
phasic, and potassic fertiliiers. Among
these three, nitrogen dominates, ac-
counting for just over half of world fertili-
zei- output; phosphate and potash ac-
cOunt for roughly one quarter each.22

.Historically, Western Europe, the
United States, and Japan dominated
world output but since nitrogen fertili-
zer is synthesized from atmospheric ni-
trogen, it'can be produced wherever en-
ergy. is available. Following the 1973 oil
price increase, most new nitrogen plants
have been built in oil- exporupg coun-
tries, particularly these that flare natural
gas. Since so many of these are develop-
ing countriesChina, India, Indonesia,
Mexico, and several Middle Eastern oil
exportersthis shift has markedly
boosted the Third World share of nitro-
gen fertilizer production.24

Phosphate and potash, on the other
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hand, are mined only by the handful of
countries that have indigenous reserves.
Most of the world's phosphate is mined
in Morocco and the United States, prin-
cipally in Florida. In 1980 these two
countries together exported 31 million
tons of phosphate rock, nearly three
fifths of the world total. Most of the re-
mainder was exported by Jordan and Is-
rael in the Middle East; by Togo, Tu-
nisia, and Senegal in Africa; and by the
Soviet Union."

Production of potash, the third major
nutrient, is dominated by' the: Soviet
)nion and Canada. which togrther ar-

c um for 55 percent of world produc-
tion capacity. East and West Germany
divide rather equally an additional 21
percent, and most of the remainder is
produced in the United States and
France. Given the international inter-
dependence of the world fertilizer econ-
omy, anything that affects international
ttadesuch as export -embargoes, the
formation of export cartels, or external
debtcan affect farmers' use of phos-
phate or potash."

World fertilizer consumption, like the
production of nitrbgen fertilizer, is shift-
ing toward the Third World, As of 1981
the industrial countries were consuming
72 million tons of chemical fertilizer, 63
percent of the World total. Developing
.countries were using 43 million tons,
just over a third of the total, but their
consumption has been growing far more
rapidly, suggesting that by the year 2000
usage may be rather evenly divided be-
tween the North and the South, though
per capita use will be far higher in the
former."

All the big four food producer's are
heavy users of fertilizer. The Soviet
Union, which has invested heavily in

'manufacturing facilities, now 495 more
fertilizer than any oth1r countryexceon
the United States. Despite this edge, So-
viet grain output is scarcely half that of
the United States, confirming the wide-

(3/ )

spread inefficiency in fertilizeruSe that
is regularly reported in Soviet jour-
nals." . .

Fertilizer application rates vary widely
not only among countries but also
among different crops. Countries with
the most fertilizer-intensive agriculture
include Japan and several in Western
Europe. U.S. farmers in the corn belt also
apply fertilizer quite generously,
whereas those in tire semiarid western
plains use it sparingly. Cereals, grown on
some 70 percent of the world's cropland,
account for the largest share of fertilizer
use. Other heavily fertilized crops include
cash crops, particularly those grown
for export such as cotton and tobacco.

In recent years the growth in world
fertilizer use has slowed markedly. After
growing 7.5 percent annually from 1950
through 1973, it dropped to 5.6 percent
per year during 11973-79 and to 2.5 per-
cent per year since the 1979 oil price
increase. (See Table 2.-5.) This slow--
down is not due to any single influence
but rather to several, many of them as-
sociated directly or indirectly with rising
oil prices.

Table 2-5. World Grain Production Alia
Fertilizer Use at Three Oil Price Levels,

1950-84

Period

Oil Price
Per

Barrel

Annual Growth

Grain
Produce,

ton

Fertil-
izer
Use

(curl
doll rs)

(percent)

1950-73 2 3.1 7.5

1973-79
24

L9 5.6

19792-8,11

il
..,

i28 2.0 2.5

'1984 grain pdAuction and fertilizer use es-
timated by Worldwatch Institute.
soutcEs: Based,..on data from International Mone-
tary Fund and U,S. Department of Agriculture.
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Fertilizer consmuption has also
lagged becausepf-depressed economic
conditions in rural areas. Weak farm
prices and mounting farm debt Aiave
even arrested he growth in fertilizer
consumption in tht United States. After
an extraordinary growth, stretching
from 1940 through 1980. fertilizer use in
the world's leading food producer
dropped sharply during the early eight-
ies. (See Figure 2-2.)

Where intensive agriculture is prac-
ticed, as in the U.S. korn belt, the energy
embodied in the fertilizerincluding
that used in manufacturing, transporting
And applying itofi en exceeds that used
as traitor fuel: O the total energy in-
vestecr in fertilizer, roughly four fifths is
ti4ed to produce it and one fifth to dis-
tribute and apply it. Some 70 percent of
nitrogenous fertilizer is produced with
natural gas, and he remainder is pro-
duced with naphtha, fuel oil, and coal.
But regardless of the c!nergy. source, ris-
ing energy costs are reducing the profit-
ability of fertilizer use,"

The ratio between the price of grain
and that of fertilizer has changed over
the past few decades, and the real cost of
fertilizer now constrains use to some ex-

Where _fertilizer use is high, diminish-
ing returns arc setting in. As applica-. lions increase, so do crop yields, but
only up to a point. At the lower levels of
use the crop yield response, to each addi-
tional kilogram of fertilizer is strong, but
as application rates rise the increase di-
minishes, until eventually there is no re-
sponse. A broad-brush comparison of
changes in the ratio of world grain pro-
duction to fertilizer use over time
confirms this diminishing response. In
1950 world fertilizer use was just under
14 million tons and grain production
%sits (523 million tons, yielding 46 tons of
grain produced for every tan of fertilizer
used. Fifteen years later this response
ratio had been cut in half, with each ton
of fertilizer yielding some 23 tons of
grain. By 1979 the ratio had fallen to _just
over 13, where it has remained for the
last four years. This leveling off suggests
that farmers are not finding it profitable

,;st,

to increase greatly their use of chemical
fertilizer."

In many Third World countries,
mounting foreign debt has constrained
fertilrter use. The more foreig\ ex-
change required to service debt, the less
is avSilable for importing fertilizer. Bra-
zil, for examplethe western hemi-
sphere's second ranking food producer
has severely restricted its fertilizer im-
ports: Several other heavily indebted
Third World countries have done the
same."

Closely associated with both external
debt and internal deficits is thevressure
to reduce or eliminate subsidies for ferti-
lizer use and for food consumption., both
of Which reduce the profitability of ferti-

.

lizer use. In some instances national gov-
ernments have decided on their own to
reduce these subsidies in air, effort to
lower deficits. In other cases the pies
stitV has comae from the International
Mo4tary Fund as a condition for con-
-tinue\d funding or for the renegotiation
of debt repayment."

Nt i Gun
tiliort tins

Sonny- I S. Dept of Agrtrulturr

1x1.10 I 950 I 970 1990

Figure 2 -2. U.S. Fertilizer Consumption
(Material Wright), 1930-84
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tent. For example. in the United States
3.4 tons of wheat were required to pur-
chase a ton of nitrogen fertilizer in 1960.
A breakthrough in, nitrogen synthesis in
1963 increased the energy efficiency of
synthetic nitrogen fixation by some 40
percent aild reduced nitrogen fertilizer
costs beginning in the late sixties. As

use of this new technology spread, fert-
ilizer prices declined. By the early
seventies' only 1.6 tons of wheat were
needed to buy a ton Of nitrogen fern,-
izer. After the oil price hikes of 1973
this trend was reversed, however, and
the amount of-gram required to pur-
chase a givjtt amount of fertilizer in-
creased somewhat. In 1984, sonte 2.1
tons of wheat bought one ton of nitro-
gen fertilizer."

In contrast to the 1950-80 period,
when world fertilizer use increased
rather predictably, it has become One
erratic since 1980sometimes increas-
ing, sometimes decreasing, but certainly
not maintaining the uninterrupted
growth of the preceding three. decades.
As a general matter the fertilizer use
projections of recent years have been
lowered with each successive assess-
ment. Wheti the FAO did its-Agriculture:
Toward 2000 study in 1979, it projected
that fertilizer consumption in the 90 de-
veloping countries (excluding China)
would increase from 19 million tons in

, 1980 to 93 million tons by the end of the
century." This increase of 8.3 percent
per year was consistent with the histori-
cal trend, but it now appears that growth
will be Par slower, that the future will not
b a simple extrapolation of-the past.

rojections of global use arc also
being downgraded. An assessment un-
dertaken in 1981 by an FAO/U.N. In-
dustrial Development. Organization/
World Bank group projected that by
1985-86 world fertilizer use would reach
147 million tons. By early 1984 USDA
was projecting 1988 world usage at 142
million tons of fertilizer."

Future fertilizer use will be influenced
heavily by the continuing spread of irri-
gation and by the energy/food-price re-
lationship. However, in at least one
major food-producing regionthe
southern Great Plains of the United
States--th irrigated- area has begun to
decline, making substantial further
growth in fertilizei- use there unlikely,
Energy prices over the long term seem
certain to rise. Oft setting this at least
partially is the temporary shift toward
the use olflared natural gas as a nitrogen
fertilizer feedstock. As long as `gas sup-
plies hold up, this will tend to dick the
rise in nitrogen fertilizer manudacturing
costs, though not those of phosphate
and p(itash.

.
ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY

Any assessment of the world food pros-
pect must consider advances in agricul-
tural technology. The doubling of world
food output over the past generation is
largely the product of the -expanded use
of irrigation, chemical fertilizer, and im-
proved varieties. With cereals, which
"dominate food output, the development
of hybrid corn and the dwarf rites and
wheats have been centrally important.

Interestingly, the basic discoveries
that led to these advances arc by no
means recent. Early agriculturalists in
the Middle East discovered that divert-
ing river water onto thenr fields in-
creased their yields. The principles of
chemical fertilization were discovered
more than a century ago. Likewise, the
laws of heredity were firsChirmulated by
Mendel in the Mid-nineteenth century. It
was the massive applicatiop of these in-
teracting technologies and insights after
World War 11, however, that set the
stage for the unprecedented growth in
world food st)pplies.

L)
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The mid-eighties!are a particularly rich
time in agriculturzWresearch, with ad-
vances in biot eihnologyincluding.
recombinant DNA, tissue culture, and
cloningopening new frontiers in farm
technology. Exciting though these tech-
nologies are, they have nonetheless been
greatly overplayed by the popular press.
The goals of agricultural research remain
the samehow to get more graM per
hectare of land or more milk per cow.

The goals of agricultural research
remain the samehow to get more
grain per hectare of land or more
milk per cow.

Biotechnology can help accelerate the
research effort. It is not a new tool kit but
an additional tool put In the existing
kit, one that will further progress tow.ard
existing goals. Its role is put into

by Thomas N. Urban, presi ent
of Pioneer Hi-Bred International,/ the
world's largest producer of hybrid /seed
corn. He observes that "the new /tech-
niques will be helpful in speeding t p our
work but they will not change c nven-
tional breeding methods."" 1' t same
point vas made by the U.S. ice of
Techfiology AssesStrient in its 1 81 re-
port:son applied genetics: "The n. v tools
will be used to complement, but not re-
place, the well-established pra nees of
plant and animal breeding."37

Ap examination of the histori6I yield
trend of the three principa r cereals
grown in the United Stat scorn,
wheat,. .and sorghumprovi es both
some sense of the potential I r raising
yields in countries where a ricultural
modernization is only beginn g and an
indication of the longer-term onstr'aints
in agriculturally advanced so ieties."

The yield trend for grain sorghum in
the United States since mid-century il-

etrates clearly the S-shaped curve that

biC;log-ists expect all biological growth
filik1C11011:5 to follow. (See Figure 2-3.)
From the mid-fifties until the late sixties;
74elds of this crop nearly tripled, climb
tng from 1,200 kilograms to 3,300 kilo-
Arms per hectare. This remarkable
"growth was made possible by the rapid
spread of hybrid sorghum and irrigation,
particularly in the U.S. southern plains,
and by heavy increases in chemical ferti-
lizer applications. The principal benefits
from these three technologies came be-
tween 1955 and 1966, the steeply rising
part of the S-shaped curve.

Although there has been some fluctua-
tion since then, there is lit tie indication of
any further increase in average yield.
Lacking another major breakthrough of
some sort, future increases in U.S. soil-
!Wm :yields are likely to be -modest. In-
deed, as the Ogallala aquifer under the
southern plains is depleted, many farm-
ers will revert to dryland brining, in
which case sorghum yields in 2000 could
well be markedly lower than today.

Corn yields have also increased
dramatically, nearly tripling between
1950 and ale early eighties. (See Figure
2:4.) This impressive gain is primarily
the result of continuously improving hy-
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Figure 2-1, U.S. Grain Sorghum Yield Per
Hectare, 1950-84
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buds interacting with the increasing ap-
plication of chemical fertilizer2Although
the rise in -corn yields has slowed since
the early seventies, it still shows a mod-
est upward trend. As with sorghum, U.S.
corn yields have also shown greater vari-
ability as they increased.

Year-to-year fluctuations from 1950
throtigh 1969 were quite modest. In
1970, however, when the corn blight
strusk, yields dropped sharply because
the predominant corn varieties con-
tained little resistant stock. Yields de-
clined even further in 1974 because of
bad weathera combination of heavy
spring rain's that postponed planting and
an, early frost that damaged much of the
crop before it was ripe. And in 1980 and
1984, drought played a major role. It will
be fiome years before it can be deter-
mined whether U.S. corn yields are lev-
eling off as those for sorghum have.

With wheat, yield increases in the
k lnited States have been less dramatic
than for corn or sorghum. But after sev-
eral years of static or declining levels
during the seventies, they have -resumed
their upward trend. In contrast to corn,
which is grown under high rainfall con-
ditions, and lorghum, which is planted
largely on irrigated land, most U.S.
wheat is grown under diryland condi-

(35)

Lions, thtis -limiting the potential re-
sponse to fertilizer use.

Although rice yields in Japan started
increasing well before those of cereals in
the United States, the steady rise that
spanned several decades has been inter-
rupted in recent years. (See Figure 2-5.)
Over the last decade there has been little
increase in Japanese rice yields, which
average roughly 4.5 tons per hectare of
milled rice. As with sorghum and corn in
the United States, using more fertilizer
has little effect on yields.

To assess fully the potential for boost-
ing world food output, 'Current yields in
developing countries need to be com-
pared with those of the more agricultur-
ally advanced countries. In the mid-eigh-
ties Argentine corn yields, for example,
were scarcely half those of the United
.States., suggesting that over time corn
yields in Argentina, a country with simi-
lar soils and climate, could be doubled as
agriculture modernizes.

Two of the most widely discussed po-
tential - breakthroughs in agricultural
research are the development of nitro-
gen-fixing cereals and of more photo-
synthetically efficient crops. Although
the former is techrtically possible, evi-
dence is mounting that if cereals are en-
gineered to behave like 'legumes, they
will pay a yield penalty. In simplest
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terms, if the nitrogen-fixing bacteria that
attach themselves to the roots of the ce-
reals are supported with photosynthate
from the plant, the drain on the plant's.
metabphc energy will reduce the energy
available to form grain.

State of theWorldI985

a proven sire to father thousands of off-
spring per year, an outstAnding cow can
produce only 50-60 viable embryos per
year for transplant into less productive
cows."

In applied agricultural research, as in
any other area of endeavor governed by
economics, the easy things are usually
undertaken first. After several decades
of sustained progress in raising crop and
livestock productivity, it is becoming
more difficult to maintain the rate of
gain. Returns may be diminishing on in-
vestment in agricultural research. Don-
bling or tripling U.S. research expendi-
tures on sorghum, for example, is not
likely to have much effect on yieldi Like-
wise, the ability of researchees in japan
to raise rice yields appears limited, re-
gardless of the level of research expendi-
tures. '

The bottom line in assessing the po-
tential of advancing technology to in-
crease world food output rests with
photosynthesis, nature's process for
converting solar energy into biochemi-
cal energy, a form that can be used by
animals. This process, which is unlikely
to be bypassed, is governed 4 the basic
laws of physics and chemistrysome-
thing worth keeping in mind lest pie-in-
the-sky assessments of technology
achieve more currency than 'they de-
serve.

Evidence is mounting that if cereals
are engineered to behave like
legumes, they will pay a yield pen-
alty.

Sharply increasing the photosynthetic
efficiency will not he easy either, Some
gains have been made by plant breeders
who have improved leaf arrangements in
order to collect more sunlight. Dwarf
wheats and rices have upright leaves, for
example, that enable them to absorb
more sunlight than traditional varieties
can. Of these two possible advances,
only increased photosynthetic efficiency
could actually raise yields. Nitrogen fixa-
tion by cereals would simply reduce
chemical fertilizer use and hence the en-
ergy intensity of cereal production. Both
breakthroughs are long shots, however,
representing basic feats of biological en-
gineering.

In livestock research, there are also
signs of diminiShing returns. The com-
mercialization of artificial insemination
of dairy cows a generation ago set the
stage for a rapid -upgrading of dairy
herds and dramatic advances in milk
production per cow. In the United
States, milk production per cow tripled
over the past generation. More recently,
transplanting embryos from superior
cows to inferior ones has provided a way
to maximize the progeny of highly pro-
ductive cows. But the. role of embryo
transplantation in raising dairy herd pro-
ductivity will be modest compared with
that played by artificial insemination:
Whereas artificial insemination permits.

FOOD SECURITY TRENDS

Since 1973, as noted, world grain pro-
duction has barely kept pace with popu-
lation growth. (See Table 2-6.) The diff-
erence between a 3 percent growth rate
of grain production and one of 2 percent
is the difference between -a world where
a rising tide of food output is improving
diets across the board and one where
food production is barely keeping pace

I
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with population. As indicated earlier, the
rising price of oil affects the demand for
food as well as the supply. The lack of
growth in per capita income for the
world since 1979 has virtually eliminated
the income component of food demand
growth. Eliminating hunger and malnu-
trition thus. requires not only producing
more food but also raising purchasing
power among the "Nor.

.

Discussions of food security at the
global level commonly focus on food re-
serves, typically me Nurtured in terms of
carry-over stocksthose stores of -grain
on hand when harvest Of the new crop
begins. (See Table 2-7.) These reserves
clearly do pro ide some security, but the
cropland idle( tinder U.S. farm pro=
grams is also a reserve, though one year
removed. Except \during the 1972-75
period, these two reserves together have
maintained a remarkable stability in the
world grain market. .

A poor harvest in the Soviet Union in
the summer of 1972, followed by a deci-
sion in Moscow to offset crop shortfalls
by imports rather than by belt-tighten-
ing and also by a U.S. election-year deci-
sion to idle a rather large amount of
cropland, set the stage for severe world

(37)

wheat shortages beginning in the late
summer of 1972. When poor harvests
followed during the next two years in
major food-producing regi4s such as
China, the Indian subcontitient, the So-
viet Union, and the United States, the
rebuilding of world grain stocks was un-
fortunately delayed.

The combination of carry-over storks
and idled U.S. cropland amounted to the
equivalent 4243 million tons of grain in
1984,' decrease from 277 million tons
the previous year. Nonethekss, even this
reduced level of grain and cropland re-
serves equaled 56 days of world food
consumption, more than enough to
niaintain relatively stable prices in world
grain markets.

With over 90 percent of the world
grain harvest consumed in the country in '-
which it iA produced, food security, par-
ticularly in the poor countries, is' in-
fluenced by the relationship between
growth in food output and that of popu-
lation.4° Since 1973, as indicated, the
race.hetween food production and pop-
ulation growth has been a standoff. Al-
though per ca rain production for
the world as w tole has been static dur-
ing this period, it has increased steadily

Table 2-6. World'Grain Production, Total and Per Capita, at Three Oil Price Levels,

4 Period

1950-84

Annual rowth

Oil Price Grain
Per Barrel Production Population

Grain
Production
Per Person

(current dollars) (percent)
1950-73 2 3.1 1.9 1.2

197-3-79 12 1.9 1.8 0.1

1979-84 28 2.0 . 1.7 0.3
souRcEs: International Moneiary hind, lnternahonal Financial Statistics, various issues; U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Economic Research Service, ll'orld lndiceA of efoculturld and Food Production, 1950-83 (unpub-lished printout) (Washington, D.C.: 1984); United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of StatEits, New York, various
issues.
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Table 2-7. Index of World Food Security, 1960-84

Reserves

Year

World
Carry-Over
Stocks of

Grain

Grain
Equiv. of

Idled U.S.
Cropland Total

(million metric tons)
1960 200 36 , - 236

1965 142 70 212

1970 164 71 235
1971 183 46 229
1972 143 78 221
1973 148 25' 173
1974 133 4 137

1975 141 3 144
1976 196 3 199
1977 194
1978 221 22

rj,25
243

1979 197 16 213

1980 187 0 187
1981 220 0 220
1982 254 13 267
19831 185 92 277
19842 205 38 243,

le"

World
Consumption

(days)

104

81

75
71
67
50
41

43
56
53 .

62
54

- 47
55
64
65
56

1Preliminary. /Projection based on May IS estimate of U.S. cropland idled.
tiOURCES: Reserve stocks fpottiU.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), 'Foreign Agricu/ture Circulars.
October 1983 and May 1984!'cropland idled id the United States from Randy Weber, USDA, private
communications, August 1983 and June 1984.

in some regions of the world while de.
creasing in others and showing no per-
ceptible movement up or down in still
others.

Among, the trouble spots are Africa
and the ;emit Andean countries of Latin
America, .00 described in Chapter 1.
These regions with declining food pro-
duction per person typically have fragile
ecosystems, most often semiarid or
mountainous, and rapid population
growth. Africa's postwar peak in' per
capita grain production came in 1967 at
180 kilograms. By 1982 it had fallen 20

percent. In 1983 it fell an additional 14
percent be6use of the continent-wide
drought. Although in 1970 Africa was
nearly self-sufficient in food, by 1984 im-
ports had reached 24 million tons. (See
Table 2-8)

Africa is losing the battle to feed itself,
Malnutrition and hunger are on the in-
crease. That so many Africans are starv-
ing today is a tragedy. But the even
greater tragedy is that African govern-
ments and the international community
are 'doing so little about the causal fac-
tors. More often than not food-price
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Table 2-8. The Changing Pattern of World Grain Trade, 1950 -84'

(39)

Region 1950 1960 1970 1980 19841

(million metric tons)
North America +23 +39 +56 +131 +126.
Latin America +1 0 +4 -210 4
Western Europe 22 25 !t0 -l6 +13
E. Eur. and Soviet Union 0 0 46 51
Africa o 2 5 15 24
Asia 6 17 -37 63 80.
Australia and New Zeal. +3 +6 +12 +19 +20

1Plus, sign indicates net exports; minus sign, net imports. *Preliminary.
soust.cxs: Utiitcd Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. Production Yearbook (Rome: various years);
U.S. Department of Agriculture.,Forrip Agriculture Circulars. August 1983 and November 1984; adjustmentas .

by Worldwatch 1130430e.

policies are designed to pacify urban
consumers rather than toiNtimulate de-
velopment in the countryside. Except for
a few countries such, as Kenya, soilsklit-
servation programs are largetarnonexist-
enc. African leaders are only beginning
to sense the urgenclkof braking popula-
tion growth. Famil Manning programs,
where they exist, are still in an embry-
onir-stage.-..

After Africa, food security is deteri-
orating most rapidly in mountainous
Third World countries, largely because
their ecosystems are fragile and highly
vulnerable to mismanagement. Land
hunger 'in the Andean countries
Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, and Peruis ev-
ident in the push of untertaced farming
up the mountainsides. Event() the casual
observer it is evident that much of the
soil on the steeply sloping, freshly
plowe ountainsides, will soon be
washeldtrkthe stream beds below, leav-
ing only bare rock and hungry people.
One of the most fragile mountain eco-
systems is that of Nepal, nestled in the
high Himalayas. Griin production per
person there peaked in 1961 and has de-
clined some 27 percent or roughly 1 per-
cent per year since then.*' As With Africa
and the Andean countries, there is noth-
ing in prospect in this mountainous

kingdom in either Wmingl .or finnily
planning that promises to arrest this
deterioration in the foreseeable future.
For these areas, as for Africa, the pros-
pects for food security are not at all
promising.

iv

FOOD PRICES: THE l (mom
LINE

Assessing the food prospect is aqt sim-
ply a matter of determining in a,tlinical
sense how much food the world's farm-
ers can produce. They can peoduee.far
more than they now, are. The real issue
is at what cost and, most iniportantlY,
how this cost will relate to the purchase
ing power of the billion and a half poor-
est people in /ht world, who already
spend most ortheir income on food.

The cost of food production is deter-
mined by the resources available, such as
land,' water, fertilizer, and pesticides,
and the skill with which' they are com-
bined. Historically, advancing technol-
ogy has more than offset any restrictions
imposed by resource availability, but
aver the past .decide or 'this has be-
come more difficult. As a result, growth

re.
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in food production has slowed.
As noted earlier in this chapter,

growth in the world's cropland- area is
now scarcely perceptible. USDA now
projects that between 1985 and the end
of the century the world cropland area
will increase roughly 3. percent, just
about enough to provide. for one year's
increase in demand.42

State of the World-1983

The most important force driving
the cost of food production upward

b is the shrinkage of cropland per
person.

Although irrigation has recently
played a major role in boosting land pro-
ductivity; for much of humanity water is
becoming scarce. In some. situations
farmers are overdrawing supplies merely
to produce food at urrent levels. In the
United States, for example, the irrigated
area actually declined some 3 percent
between 19'78 and 1982. This new trend
is indicative of the growing difficulties in
many other parts of the world in expand-
ing the irrigated area. While the irri-
gated area worldwide tikill continue to
expand, it will not do scinearly as rapidly
as in the past.

Perhaps the most important force
driving the cost of food prAuction up-
ward is the shrinkage of cwopland per
person. To mai er capita food pro-
duction as Aland shrinks, more pur-
chased inputs must be used, including
fertilizer, water, and pesticides. Tia
trends can be measured most precisely
for fertilizer. In 1950, when a quarter of
a hectare was harvested per person, pet:
capita fertilizer use was 5 kilograms. (See
Table 2-9.) In 1984, when this area had
shrunk to 0.15 hectares, fertilizer use
had increased to 25 kilograms per per-
son. Given the difficulties in expanding
the cropland area and the momentum of

world population growth, thishiatteril is
certain to continue.' As the harvested
grain area moves toward one tenth of a
hectare at the turn of the century, ever
larger amounts of fertilizer will have to
be applied to maintain per capita food
output, contributing to higher produc-
tion costs.

Although all projections of world food
supply and demand incorporSte projec -'
tions for the cropland area, none take
into account the record amount of top-
soil being lost from the world's cropland
base through erosion. The loss of solve
25.4 billion tons of topsoil from the
world's cropland in excess of new soil
being formed is reducing the inherent
productivity of land. The linkage be-
twecn soil erosion and productiorr costs
has been analyzed in detail by an inter-
disciplina ry tenni of scientists -who stud-
ied land in southern Iowa. They 'con=
chided that a shift of cropland from a
slightly eroded to a severely eroded con-
dition would boost annual fertilizer ap-
plication requirements per acre by 40
pounds of nitrogen, 3 pounds of phos-
phate, and 13 pounds of potash. ,This
increase in fertilizer would be required

Tattle 2-9. World Grain A_ rea and
Fertilizer Use Per Capita, 1950-84

Year
Grain Area
Per Capita

"Fertilizer Use
Per Capita

(hectares). (kilograms)

1950 0.24 5.4
1955 0.23 6.7
1960 0.21 8.9
1965 0.20 11.9

,1970 it 0.18 17.1
1975 0.18 20.4
1980 .0.16 25.6
1984 , 0.15 25.4
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sonnet:: Worldwatch Institute estimates, based on
data . (limn U.S. Department of Agriculture and
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion.
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merely to mint, output. They also
booked at changes in t - fuel require,

ments.for tillage as the topsoil washed
away, forcing farmers to include more
subsoil in the plow layer. I,trcreAsing tl
decree of erosion from slight to severe

raise tillage fuel requirements by
rcent.43 it

the fertilizer required to satisfy
food needs continues to increase, the
world is faced with two rising cost
curves. The first is associated with addi-
tional expemlitures on fertilizer clue to
the sl rinkage of cropland per person.
And se ond, rising energy costs over the
long j. m will increase the cost per unit
of eheMical fertilizerthe nitrogen,
phosphate, and potash required to
boost land productivity.

For the world as a whole to reestablish
the upward trend in Per capita food pro-
duction, either the growth of food pro-
duction must accelerate or that of popu-
lation must slow. Given the resource
constraints described in this chapter

I

Hunger (4

land, water, and energyit will be diffi-
cult to -reestablish a 3 percent rate of
growth M food production. The hope of
reducing hunger thus rests more Heavily
than ever on population policies and
family planning programs.

Consumers everywhere face higher
-food prices over the long term. This
politically sensitive economic indicault
perhaps more than any other leads to -
consumer dissatisfaction and political
unrest. Headlines describing food price
protests and food riots are becoming
commonplace: Witness recent demon-
strations in Brazil, the Dominican Re-
public, Morocco, Poland, and l'unisia.44
Reductions in food subsidies imposed
on deficit-ridden Third World borrow-
ers by the international Monetary Fund
as a condition for new loans have led to
the coining of a termIMF riots. Rising
demands on the earth's food-producing
resources as some 81 millionpeople are
added each year are beginning Co trans-
late into political tairest and instability.
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Managing \-

Freshwater Supplies
Sandia Pastel

Like energy, water is an essential ingre-
dient in virtually every human endeavor.
Its availability is vital to feeding the
worlds growing population, producing
the material goods thatraise living stan-
dards, and preserving the integrity of
natural systems upon which life itself de-
pends. Yet in most nations remarkably
little is known with certainty about how
much water.is used where, when, and by
whom. Although virtually every political
leader could quote the current price of a
barrel of oil, few would know the cost of
securing an additional 1,000 cubic me-
ters of water.

Long taken for granted, fresh water
may in many areas become a constraint
on economic growth and food produc-

't'ion over the coming decades. In the
past, rivers and streams have been
dammed and diverted td provide de-
pendable water supplies to areas in
need. Engineering feats, such as the
Aswan Dam in Egypt and the California

This chapter appeared as Worldwatch Paper 62,
Myer: Rethinking Management to an Age of Scarcity.

5

Aqueduct in the United States, have lit-
erally made deserts bloom. Yet increas-
ing competition for a limiied supply and
the rising. economic .and environmental
'costs of traditional water strategies de-
mand a new approach to the manage.:
ment of fresh water. Few governments
have even recognized the need for such
a. reevaluation, much less begun to de-
sign the necessary policies for the future.
Unfortunately, an abundance of time, as
with an abundance of water, may very
well prove illusory.

THE WATER CYCLE AND
RENEWABLE SUPPLIES

Numbers alone fail to tell water's true
story. Enough rain and snow falls over
the contit nts each year to fill Lake
Huron 3 times, to magnify the flow of
the At . zon, Rivera sixteenfold, or to
cover he earth's total land area to a

A
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depth. of 83 centimeters. Vet lack of
water to grow crops periodically'threat-
ens millions with famine. Water tables in
southern India. northern China, the Val-
ley of Mexiyo, and the V.S. Southwest
are falling precipitously, causing wells to
go dry. Rivers that once ran year-round
now fade with the end of the rainy sea-
son. Inland lakes and seas are shrinking.

Unlike coal, oil, wood, and most other
vital resources, water is usually needed
in vastuquantities that are too unwieldy
to he traded internationally. Rarely is it
transported m6re than several hundred
kilometers from its source. Thiis while
fresh water everywhere is linked to a vast
globalfycle, its viability and adequacy as
a resarce is determined by the amount
available locally or regionally and by the
way it is used and managed.

Each year, the sun's energy lilts some
500,000 cubic kilometers of wattr from
the earth's surface-86 percent fi'om the
oceans an 414 percent from land. (one
cubic kilometer equals one billion cubic
meters or one trillion liters; in standard
U.S. usage, the equivalent isAout 264
billion gallons.) An equal amount falls
back to earth as rain, sleet, or snow, but
fortunately not in the same proportions.
Some 110,300 cubic kilometers falls
over land (excluding Greenland and Ant-
arctica), whereas only 71,500 is evapor-
ated from it. Thus, this solar-powered

le annually ,distills and transfers
38-, 00 cubic kilometers of water from
the eans to the continents. To complete
the -mural cycle, the water then makes
its way back to. the sea as "runoff"t

By virtue of this cyclic flow between
the sea, air, and land, fresh water is a
renewable resource. Linder the planet's
existing climatic conditions, approxi-
mately the same volume is made avail-
able each year. Today's supply is the
same as when civilizations first dawned
in the fertile river valleys of the Ganges,
the Tigris-Euphrates, and the Nile,
Viewed globally, fresh water is still un-

4

deniably abundant: For each human in-
habitant there is now an annual renew-
able supply of 8,300 cubic meter, which
is enough to fill a six meter square room
38 times, and several times the amount
needed to sustain a moderate standard
of living.2

(Natural variations in climate and the
vagaries of weather easily cast shadows
over this picture of plenty, however, for
water is not -always available when and
where it 6 most needed. Nearly two
thirds of each year's runoff flows rapidly
away in floods, often bringing more de-
struction than benefit. The other third is
stable, and is thus a reliable source of
water for. drinking or irrigating crops
year-round. Water that infiltrates and
flows underground provides the base
flow of Sivers and streams and ace-owls'
for most of the stable Apply. The Con-
trolled release of water from lakes and
reservoirs add* bit more, bringing the
total stable soppily to about 11,000 cubic
kilometers, or 3,000 cubic meters per
persontile' -present practical limit of
the renewable freShwater supply.

Asia and Africa are the corvients fac-
ing the greatest water stress"' Supplies
for each Asian today are less than half
the global average, and the contra:it&
runoff is the least stable of all the major
land masses. (See Table 311.) Lofty
mountain ranges and a monsoon climate
make rainfall and runoff highlrvariable.
China's Huang He, or Yellow River, has
had at least one major change of course
every century of the 2,500 years of re-
corded Chinese history. In India, 90 per-
Cent of the precipitation falls between
the months of June and September, and
most of the runoff flows in the Ganges
and Brahmaptdra basins in the North.
Failure of the 1979 monsoon led to One'
of the worst droughts of recent record
and reduced India's production of food-
grains by 16 percent. In Africa, the Zaire
River (formerly. the Congo)second in.
volume only to the Amazon--- 'accounts
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Table 3-1. Distribution of Renewable Freshwater Supplies, By Continent

Average Share of ' Share of Shilre of
Annual Global Global ,Runoff That

Region Runoff Runoff Population Is Stable

(cubic
kdometers)1

(pert ent)

Africa 4,225 11 II 45

Asia 9.865 26 58 30

Europe 2,129 5 10 43

rth America' 5,960 15 8 40

South America 10,380 27 6 38

Oceania 1,965 5 1 25

Soviet Union 4,350 Il 6 30

World 38,874 100 100 361

'Includes Central America, with runoff of 545 cubit kilometers. /Average.
souticts Adapted from M.I. I:vomit. ll'orid Mao Re.soturri and Their Future, translation ed. Raymond L.
Nave (Washington, D.C.: American Geophysical Union. 1979); population figures are mid-1983 estimates
from Population Reference Bureau, 1983 World Poindation Data Sheet (Washington, D.C.: 1983).

for about 30 percent of the continent's
encwable supplies but flows largely

t trough sparsely populated rain forest.
Two thirds of the African nations have at
least a third less annual runoff than the
global average. Drought conditions that
persisterhly plague the continent's dry
regions have in recent years threatened
over 20 nations with faminc.3

North and South America and the So-
viet Union all appear to have abundant
water resources for their populations.
though again great geographic dispari-
ties exist. South America appears the

. most richly endowed continent, yet 60
percent of itS runoff flows in the channel
of the Amazon, remote from most peo-
ple and a hard soitrce to tap. North and
Central America together haze a per
capita water supply twice the global av-
erage, but natural supplieS are limited in
bread areas of the west, particularly in
the southwestern United States and
northern Mexico, The Soviet Union's
three largest riversthe Yenisei, the
Lena, and the Ob'all flow north
through Siberia to the Arctic Seas, far

59

from the major population centers. Fi-
nally, Europe joins ,Asia as a continent
with a substantially greater share of the
worlds people than of its fresh water.
The continent's In capita runoff is only
half the global a4rage, and supplies are .
especially short in southern and eastern
Europe. Fortunately, for much of the
continent a generally temperate climate
and a la* number of smaller rivers with
fairly steady flows allow a comearatively
large share of the runoff to be tapped.

A detailed breakdown of supplies by
country confirms water's unequal distri-
bution, (See Table 3-2.) Per capita
runoff ranges from over 100,000 cubic
meters in Canada to less than 1,000 in
Egypt Yet even these national figurib,
hide important disparities. On a pet
capitt basis, Canada is the most water-
wealthy nation in the world, but two
thirds of its river flow is northward,
while 80 percent of its people live within
200 kilometers of the Canadian-U.S.
border. Similarly, Indonesia appears to
be a relatively water-rich nation, yet over
60 percent of the population live on the
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Table 3-2. Average Annual Per Capita Runoff in Selected Countries, 1983, With
Projections for 20001

Country 1983 200() Change

(.15 )

(thousand cubic meters) (percent)
Canada 110.0 95.1 -14Norway 91.7 91.7 0Brazil 43.2 30.2 -30Venezuela 42.3 26.8 -37Sweden 23.4 21_3 +

Australia 21.8 18.5 -- 15Soviet Union 16.0 k4.1 -- t2United States WA) 8.8 -12Indonesia 9.7 7.6 -22Mexico 4.4 2.9 14 .FEROCC 1.3 4.1 -- 5Japan 3.3 3.1 -6Nigeria 3.1 1.8 42China 2.8 2.3 -18India 2.1 1.6 -24
Kenya 2.0 1.0 -50--g'oath Africa and Swaziland 1.9 1.2 -37Poland 1.5 1.4 -7**West Germany 1.4 ..1.4 0Bangladesh 4Egypt

1.3 0.9
0.09 0.06

-31
-33

World 8.3 (i.3 -24
%Estimates are for runoff originating within each specific country and do not include inflowfrom other commies.

SOURCES: M.I. ll'orid Water Resources rind Then haute. translation ed. Raymond I.. Nace(Washiiagton Anicrican Geophysical Union, 1979); population figures are mid-1985 esti-
mates from Population Reference Bureau. 1.983 fl'or/d Population Data Sheet. (Washiront).C.:
1983).

island of Java, which has less than 10
percent of the country's runoff. Espe-
cially for the water-poor nations of
Eu 9pe, Africa, and Asia, water flowing

neighboring countries can be a
ddition to the runoff originating
their own borders. (The runoff

iestimates in Table 3-2 are consistent
with a global water balance and thus in-
'elude only runoff' originating within each

laws* .

particular -colititry:) Inflow accounts for
roughly 70 percent of Czechoslovakia's
watevupplies, for example, roughly half
of East and West Germany's, and 90 per-
cent of Bulgaria's. Egypt, one of the most
neater -short nations in the world, is almost
entirely dependent on the water of the
Nile that enters the country from Sudan.'

Given existing climatic conditions and
current population projections, the 'per

60
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capita global water supply at the end of
the century will have declined by 21, per-
cent, while the stable, reliablo,/compo-
nen( of that water will have dropped
from 3,000 to 2,280 cubic meters per
person. Population continues to grow
fastest in some of the most water-short
regions. Per capita supplies in Kenya
and Nigeria, for example, will diminish
by 50 and 42 percent, respectively. Sup-
plies per person in Bangladesh and
Egypt will diminish by a third, and in
India by a fourth. Moreover, if projected
climatic shifts from the rising concentra-
tion of atmospheric carbon dioxide ma-
terialize, water supplies may diminish in
some areas already chronically water-
short, including major grain- producing
regions of north China and the United
States.5

COMPETING USES

When analysts speak of the "demand"
for water, they typically refer to water's
use as a commodityas a factor of pro-
duction in agriculture, industry, or
household activities. Yet water in rivers;
lakes, streams, and estuaries also is
home to countleAs fish and plants, acts as
a 'diluting and purifying solvent, and
offers a smoke of aesthetic enjoyment
and richnewThat adds immeasurably to
the quality of life. No society can draw on
all its available supplies and hope to
maintain the brenefits water freely Airs
when left undisturbed. Th6 need to pro-
tect these natural furictions is thus a criti-.
cal backdrop to considering society's
pattern of water use.

Although the practice of irrigation
dates back several thousand years to
early Egyptian and Babylonian societies,
and although water has been tapped to
supply homes and smell industries for
centuries, for most of humanity's history

water use expanded at a moderate pace.
(Throughout this chapter, ths terms
water use, withdrawal, and demand arc
used interchangeably; water consump-
tion will be distinguished.) Over this
century, however, demands have soared_
with rapid industrialization and the need
to feed an expanding world population.
According to estimates prepared by So-
viet scientists in the early seventies for
the U.N. international Hydrological
Decade (1965-74), which are among the
most comprehensive historical data
available, world water use in 1900 was
400 billion cubic meters, or 242 cubic
meters per person. By 1940 global usage
had doubled, while population 1,9,4,in-t
creased about 40 percent. (See Figure
3-1.) A rapid rise in 'water demand then
began at mid-century: By 1970 annual
per capita withdrawals had climbed to
over 700 cubic meters, 60 percent
higher than in 1950. Both agricultural
and industrial water use increased twice
as much during these 20 years as they
had over the entire first half of the cen-
tury.°

Today, humanity's ammal water with7
drawals equal about a tenth of the total
renewable supply and about a quarter of
the stable supplythat which is typically

-11' hot 13 a n cl
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available throughout a year. Agriculture
claims the lion's share of world water
use, accounting for about 70 percent of
total withdrawals. As fertile land became
more scarce, irrigation enabled farmers
to get higher yields from existing fields,
issentiallv substituting water for new
cropland. With a controllable, year-
round source of water, farmers also
found it profitable to invest in fertilizer
and to plant higher-yielding crop vatic-

" ties. Yields of raM-fed rice, for example,
typically increase--by 50 percent if the
effects of Hood and. drought can be
eliminated, by 130 percent if controlled
irrigation and drainage and some fertili-
zer are introduced, and by 280 percent
or more it advanced irrigation tech-

generous amounts of fertilizer,
pest control, and high-yielding seeds arc
used.'

Roughly a third of today's harvest
comes from the 17 percent of the world's
cropland that.is irrigated. Irrigation thus
greatly helps meet the challenge of feed-
ing an ever-growing population. Since
t950, the irrigated area worldwide has
increased from 94 million to 261 million
hectares. During the sixties, irrigation
water was brought to an additional 6.mil-

( 47)

lion hectares each year; since 1979, an
additional 5.2 million hectares have
been added annually. (Set' Table 3-3.) At
today'S\ ilVerilge rates of water use (sgme
11,000-12,000 cubic meters per irri-
gated hectare per year), and agsruning
irrigation continues to expand at a
slightly diminishing rate, an additional
820 cubic kilometers of, water will be
needed for irrigation each year by the
turn Of the centurya 25-30 percent in-
crease over existing 1evels.8

Besides demanding a large share of
any region's available supplies, irriga-
tion results in a large volume being

'''consumed] removed from the local
water supply through evaporation and
transpiration. Crops Otis( consume
some water in order to grow, but, typi-
cally much more water is transported
and applied to fields than the crops Iv-
quire. Often less than half the water
withdrawn' for irrigation returns to a
nearby stream or aquifer, where it can be
used again. In the United States, for ex-
ample, 55 percent of agricultural with-
drawals are consumed, which in turn ac-
counts for 81 percent of all the water
consumed annually nationwide.9

Industry is the second major water-

"414c 9.9. Growth in Irrigated Are*, Ily Continent, 1950-82

Region
Total Irrtgi (pd

Area, 2

Growth in Irrigated Area

1950-60 1960-70 1970-801

(ni 14trrtf hut-tares) (percent)

Africa 12 25 80 33

Asia./ 177 52 32 34

Europe3 28 50 67 40

North America 3'1 .12 71 17

South America 8 67 20 33

Oceania 2 0 100 0

World 261 .19 41 32

'Percentage increase between 1979 and 1982 prorated to 1970-80 to maintain comparison by decade.
21nclodes the Asian IMO-11011 Of the Soviet Uttioh. 'Includes the hoopean pOrtion of the Soviet Union.
souRc:: W.R: Rangeley, "IrrigationCurrent Trends and a Future l'erspective," World Bank Seminar,
Vaisbington, February 1983.
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using sector of society, accounting for
about a quarter of water use worldwide.
Producing energy from nuclear and fos-
sil-fueled power plants is by far the larg-
est single industrial water use. Water is
the source of steam that drives the tur-
bogenerators, and vast quantities are
used to cool power plant condensers.
Unlike in agriculture, however, only a
small fraction of this aver is consumed.
Most existing power plants have "once-
through"' cooling systems that return
water to its source immediately after it
passes through the plant. U.S. power
plants, for example, consume only 2 per-
cent of their withdrawals. Thus, espe-
cially when plants are situated next to
large lakes or rivers, the volume of cool-
ing water ,withdrawn is usually of less
concern than the discharge of heated
water back to the source. If lake of
stream temperatures get too high, oxy-
gen levels may drop, threatening fish
and other aquatic life.")

Producing energy from nuclear
and fossil-fueled power plants is by
far the largest single industrial
water use.

Excluding energy production, two
thirds of the remAning industrial with-
drawals go to just five industries: pri-
mary metals, chemical products, petro-
leum refining, pulp and paper
manuFacturing, and food processing. In
countries with an established industrial
base and water pollution laws in effect,
wit hdrawalynir these industries are not
likely to increase. Most pollution control
techniques involve recycling and reusing
water, thus reducing an industry's de-
mand for new supplies, industrial use
has declined, or is expected to decline
soon, in countries such as Finland, Swe-.
den, and the United States. In .contrast,

Portugal, the Soviet Union. Turkey, and
several of the Eastern bloc nations are
projecting a doubling of their industrial
withdrawals over the century's last quar-
ter. Increases of no more than 50 per-
cent arc expected in Czechoslovakia,
France, and East and West Cermavy."

Industry typically accounts for less
than 10 percent of total withdrawals in
most Third World countries, compared
with 60-80 percent in most industrial
nations. (See Table 3-4.) Much of the
developing world is just embarking 9n
the industrialization path taken by other
countries four decades ago. Water de-
mands for power production, manufac-
turing, mining, and materials processing
are thus poised for a rapid increase if
industries adopt the water-intensive
technologies that those of the industrial
world did. Industrial water use in Latin
America, fOr example, is projected to
jump 350 percent dulling the century's
last quarter, cote ared with nearly 180
percent for municipal uses and 70 per-
cent for irrigation. (See Figure 3-2.).
Among the targets set for the United Nia-
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Source: t;. N. Econ.
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Irrigation
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1973 2000

Figure 3-2. Water Demands in Latin America,
1976, With Projections for 2000
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-Table 3-4. Estimated Water Use in Selected countries, Total, Per Capita, and. by
Sector, 1980

Country

Daily
Water Withdrawals Share Withdrawn by Major Sectors

Total Per Capita Agriculture Industrial Municipall

(billion
liters)

(thousand
liters) (percent)

United States 1,683 7.2 34 57 9
Canada 120 4.8 7 84 9
Soviet Union 907 3.6 64 30 6
Japan' 306 2.6 29 61 10

Mexico' 149 2.0 88 7 5

India' 1.058 1.5 92 2 's 6
United Kingdom 78 1.4 1 85 14

Poland 46 1.3 21 62 17

China 1,260 1.2 87 7 6
Indonesia' 115 0,7 ..- 86 3 11

'Along with residential use, figures may include commercial and public uses, such 43 watering parks and
off course's. '1975 figures for Mexico: 1977 for India, Indonesia. and Japan.

SOURCES: U.S. data. U.S. Geological Survey; Canadian data. Harold D. Foster and Derick Sewell,
Water The Entatnng Crops in Canada (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, 1981)4eiyiet. U.K., Polish data,
U.N. Ecommlic Commission for Europe; Japanese, Indian. Indonesian data, (;/uteri( 2000 Repoli; Mexican
data, U.N. Economic Commission op Latin America: Chinese data. Vaclav Smil, The had Earth.

tions Second Development Decade is an
8 percent average annual rate of indus-
trial growth for the Third World.
Though this may prove too ambitious a
goal, given the debt burden many of
these countries face, the developing
world's industrial water use could easily.
double by the end of the century."

Water used by householdsfor drink-
ing and cooking, bathing, washing
clothes, and other activities varies
greatly with both %come levels and the
way in which water is_s_uppliedialarban .
'households with piped water mailable at
the touch of a tap, daily use typically
ranges between 100 and 350 liters per
person. Households with water-inten-
sive appliances, such as dishwashers and
washing machines, and those where
water is used to irrigate large lawns and
gardens can use over 1,000 liters pep
person daily. In patty develbping coun-

tries, where water is supplied through
public hydrant, daily usage ranges be-
twit 20 and 70 liters per person. Areas
suci as Kenya, where women may walk
several kilometers to draw water for.
their families, can record usages close to
the biological minimum-2-5 liters per
person day."

Residential and other municipal uses
of water account for less than a tenth of
water withdrawals in many nations, and
only about 7 percent of total withdrawals
worldwideJnittdustrial-countries where
population growth is slow and most
houSeholds are already adequately sup-
plied with water, growth in domestic de-
mand is slowing and probably will con-
tinue to do so. In Parts of Europe that
are still converting from community
wells to individual piped-Water systems
including Czechoslovakia; Poland,
Portugal, Romania, and Turkeyde-
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mand for drinking water is expected to
double over the next two decades. The
largest increase will probably occur in
the 'Third World, where fre%water sup-
-plies are not yet universally available.
The World Health Organization est
mates that as of 1980 only 75 percen
the developing world's urban dw ers
and 29 percent of its rural poi dation
were served with "drinking water. The
United Nations has-set a goal of provid-
ing safe water to all by 1990, which, al-
though unlikely to be met,"will contrib-
ute to a probable doubling of Third
World domestic water demands by the
end of the century."

Even given these large increases in
water withdrawals for irrigation, indus-
trial, and _domestic needs, total use
worldwide by the year 2000 is still likely
to be less than .half the stable renewable
supply. Yet projections by leading hy-
drologists show that meeting demands
in-North Africa and the Middle East will
require visually all the usable freshwa-
ter supplies in these regions. Usage in
southern and eastern Europe, as well as
central and southern Asia, will also be
uncomfortably close to the volume of
supplies these regions can safely and
reliably tap.'"' Moreover, even if supplies
appear more than adequate, no region i,sAdl,
immune from the consequences of r
management and abuse that arc Are,
arising and that are bound to worsen ,
competing demands escalate.

ably and to adapt to the limits of a fixed
supply. Mounting pressures are cur-
rently .m.iailest in pervasive pollution,

tion-of groundwater supplies, fall-
ing Water tables, and damage to ecologi-
cal systems. Failure to heed these signs
of stress, and to place water use on a
sustainable footing, threaten the viabil-
ity of both the resource base itself
and the economic systems that depend
on it.

Each liter of polluted water dis-
charged untreated contaminates many
additional liters of fresh water in the re-
ceiving stream. The disposal of synthetic
chemicals and heavy metals, which pose
dangers in extremely low concentra-
tions, is an especially grave threat to the
quality of Water supplies. Without Ate;
quate treatment, the growing volume
and toxicity of wastes could render as
much as a fourth of the world's reliable
supply unsafe for use by the year 2000)6

Many industrial commies now require
that wastewaters meet specified stan-
dards of quality before they are dis-
(charged. Yet in most Third World coun-
tries, pollution controls are either
nonexistent or unable to keep pace with
urbanization and industrialization. In
China, for example, only about 2 pd..
cent of the 28 billion cubic meters bf
vastewater discharged each year is
-eated. Already, a third off` the water in
s major rivers is polluted beyond safe

health levels, and fish and shrimp have
disaPpeared from 5 percent. China's
first large. wastewater treatment plant
began operating in Beijing in the fall of
1980, but the volume of sewage far out-
paces the facility's capacity to treat it.
Wastewater flows in Beijing have in-
creased twenty-sevenfbld over the last
three decades, and volumes for the
country as a whole are projected to triple
or quadruple by the end of the century.
Vaclav Smil, a specialist on China's envi-
ronment, writes that the country's water
pollution problem "will require very

THE CONSEQUENCES OF

MISMANAGEMENT

When a resource begins to show physical
signs of abuse, economic a id ecological..
consequences are usually n( d.
Water's seeming ubiquity has blindec
society to the need to manage it sustain-

r's
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heavy and sustained investmentnot to
achieve zero discharges but merely to
bring the appalling situation within rea-
sonable limits after decades Of no con-
trol...7

In virtually all of .Latin America, mu-
nicipal sewage and industrial effluents
are discharged into (lac nearest rivers
and streams without treatment. 'The
pulp and palsy and the iron and steel
industriest.A of the region's biggest
pollutershave been growing twice as
fast as the economy as a whole. Yet
cleanup efforts have typically been post-
poned becauskof their high cost. PurifV,
ingColombia's Bogota River, for exam-
pleone of the continent's most
contaminated waterwayswould cost an
estimated $1.4 billion, -a high price for a
debt-ridden country to pay. Unless gov-
ernments begin attacking urban and in-
dustrial pollution soon, however, they
will inevitably face the prospect of a
water supply too polluted for their peo-
ple1to drink.is

A similar situation exists in-the Soviet
Union. Industrial wastewaters comprise
10 eiercent of the Volga River's average
flow at Volgograd, and tlyec fourths of
the wastes are untreated. A major ellort
was begun in the mid-seventiek to
cleanse the river, but apparently en-
forcement has bi-en too slack to encour-
age industries to install the costly tech-
nologies. Tinder these conditions, the
Volga simply carOnot sustain the existing
high level of withdrawals And also re-
main of acceptable quality. Aycording to
Thane Gustafson,. a U.S. 'specialist on
Soviet affairs: "Footdragging by industry
on pollution control will make it neces-
sary to use more water for dilution. All
these effects acid up t a greater demand
for water by the end of he century \thaw
the available supplies can satisfy."i.9

wVast quantities of the earth's water
move slowly underground through the
pores and fractures of geologic forma-
tions called aquifers. Some hold water

thousands of years, old and receive little
annual replenishment from rainfall. Like
oil reserves, water in these "fossil aqui-
fers" is essentially nonrenewable; if
tapped, it will in time be depleted. Even
where recharge does occur, groundwa-
ter is often pumped at rates that .exceed

replenishment, causing water tables
to fall and depleting future water re-
serves. Such overpumpingwhich
geologists call water "mining"--sup-
ports only a fragile and short-term pros-
perity at best, for eventually the water
becomes too salty to use, too expensive
to pithy to the surface, or 11.111s out alto-
gether._

After several decades of steady
growth, the total irrigated area in
the High Plains is now declining.

One fifth of the irrigated cropland in
the United States is supported by water
mined from a vast'undergron0 reserve
called the Ogallala aquifer. Stretching
from southern South Dakota to north-
west Toxas, She aquifer underlies por-
tions of eight states and spans an area
roughly three times as big as the state of
New York, Natural recharge is Minimal
in this semiarid region, and farmers have
profitably irrigated cope, sorghum, nd
cotton only by drawing on water sto
for thousands of years. Irrigation with
Ogallala water began to expand rapidly
in TexAs' in the fbrties, and when power-
ful pent)* and irrigation systems were
introduced it spread northward into
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Nebraska during
subsequent &elides. By 1978, over eight
million hectares were under irrigation in
the stilles most heavily dependent on the
Ogallala, compared with just 2.1 million
in 1944. (See Figure 3-3.) Over the last
four decades, 500 cubic kilometers of
groundwater have been withdrawn. 1-1;-

CC
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drologists estimate that the aquifer is
now halt depleted under 900,00Q het:-
tares' of Kansas, New Mexico, and
Texas."

Faced With rising pumping costs, di-
minishing well yields, and low commod-
ity prices, tanners are taking land'out of
irrigation. After several decades or
steady growth, the total irrigated area in
the High Plains is now declining. In just
four years, 1978 to 1982, irrigated land
in Texas dropped by 20 percent, in
Oklahoma by 18 percent, and in New
Mexico by 9 percent. Collectively, in
these and the other three states that
draw most heavily On the Ogallala
(Colorado, Kansas, and. Nebraska), the
total area under irrigation declined by
592,000- hectares, or 7 percent. In Ne-
braska, where a smaller portion of the
Ogallala hAs been depleted, irrigation is
still expanding. Yet in 1982, net returns
from Northern Plains production of corn
the dominant irrigated crop in Ne-
braskawere less than half the national
average, and it appears that eventually
fariners there will begin switching crops,
converting to dryland farming, or leav-
ing agriculture altogethPr.

Economists and government leaders

Million
Irctio-c3
1)

Source. (' 1)ept al
..tgr u Whirr

(Colorado, Nantas, NtbrasAa.
,Veu. Ale U(0. OA Inhorna,

1944 11.150 1 )(i0 1970 1900 1990

Figure 3-3. Irrigated Area in Six States Thilt
Rely Heavily on the Ogallala Aquifer, 944-82

are concerned about the potential col-
lapse of a lucrative regional farming
economy. The U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers has even looked at the feasibility of
massive river diversions to supply water
to farmers now dependent on the dimin-
ishing Ogallala:Rut few have asked the
more fundamental question of whether
it makes sense to deplete this resource at 7
a time when the nation can afford to pre-
serve it. The U.S. Government is paving
farmers to idle rain-fed cropland in
order to lessen a price-depressing sur-
plus of crops; at the same time, ii is al-
lowing the wholesale exhaustion of .t
unique water reserve to grow those same
cropsMoreover, among the conse-
quences predicted for nuch of the cen-
tral and western United States from the
rising level of atmospheric carbon diox-
ide is a reduction in the renewable water
supply and an increase in the frequency
and severity of droughts.22 By exploiting
the Ogallala today, farmers are foreclos-
ing Options to draw on it in the future
when it may really be needed to meet
vital food needs . domestically and
Aload. Failure to preserve a* resource
is Shortsighted, and an error future gen-
erations will rightfully find hard to for-
give.

Many other U.S. aquifers :Ire skittering
from overuse, Among the severest cases
is one underlying Tucson, Arizonathe
largest American city completely depen-
dent on groundwater, Only about 35
percent of the water withdrawn to supsty
Tucson's residents, farms, and copOr
mines is replaced each year by recharge;
and water tables in some areas have
fallen over 50 meters. The Santa Cruz
River is no longer sufficiently fed by un-
derground water to keep it flowing dur-
ing dry spells. Water levels have also
dropped precipitously aroundEl Paso in
Texas and CiodaJuarez in Mexico from
the mining of the aquifer they share. In
portions of the Dallas-Fort Worth (net-
ropolitan area, water tables have (Alen
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morn-than 120 meters over the last 25
years.",

Though rarely as well-documented as
cases in the United States, excessive
groundwater pumping an subsequent

,lowering of the water table appears to be
increasingly .common worldwide. (See
Tattle 344 Over the seventies,, water-
levels dropt4d 25-30 ineters in areas of
Tamil Nadu in southern India, a come-

Table 3-5. Selec d Cases of Excessive 'Sec Withdrawals

Status

Colorado River Basin,
United gates

High Plains, United States

Northern China

'ramil Nadu, India

Israel, Arabian Gulf, and
coastal United States

Yearly consumption exceeds renewable supply by 5
percent, creating a water deficit; Colorado River is
iiicreasing-ly salty; water tables have fallen prelitonsly
in areas. of Phoenix and Tucson.

The Ogallala, a fossil aquifer that supplies most of the
region's irrigation water, is. diminishing; over a .large
area of the southern plains, the aquifer is already half
depleted.

(A-Dun water overdrafts are epidemic in northern
-provinces; annual pumping in Beiling exceeds thx
"sustainable supply by 2.5 percent: water tables. M some
areasere dropping up to 1--4 meters per year.

Heavy pumping for irrigation has caused drops in wetterter
level of 25-30 meters in a decade.

IntrUsion of sea water from heavy pumping of coastal
aquifers threatens to contaminate drinking water
"lupplies with salt.

Mexico..City; Beijing, China; Groundwater pumping has -caused compaction of aquifers
as Central Valley, talifornia: and subsidence.of lanctsurface, damaging buildings,

Houston-Galveston, Texas streets, pipet, and wells; hundreds of homes in a
waterfront Texas community have been flooded.

California, United States 'Water frortMwens Valley and Mono Basin have been
diverted ,to supply southern water users; Owens Lake

;...;,,r-has dried up, and Mono Lake's surface area has shrunk
by a third.

Southwestern Soviet Union Urge river withdrawals have reduced inflow to the
Caspian and Aral seas; the Caspian sturgeon fishery is
threatened; the Aral's fisheries are virtually gone and
the sea's volume may be halved by the turn of the
century.

S

souact: Worldwatch Institute, band on various sowers.
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quence of uncontOled pumpinforir-
rig-ation. Ovum!) liping is epidemic in
China's northern:Own-ices, chere'some
10 major cities rely heavily on ground-
water for theit baSic supply. In Beijing,
annual grouniboter withdrawals exceed
the sustainable:64ply by 25 percent,
and water tat*. s in sonic parts of die city
have been dipjiping over I me. ter each
year. In one 1,i,strict of Tianjin, a 'major
manufacturing' .' and commerciial city,
water tables-are -falling an astonishing
4.4 meteri.arinually. 2 4

Large withdrawals' of groundwater
'nay have of costly effects besides the
depletion Of: ftiture supplieS. If wator
pumped One,an.aquder susceptible to
compactidii is riot replaced by recharge
the aqiiifOlyiay compress, resulting.
subsideiix7e oftbe,overlying land. Subsi-
dence :in Mexico City hase damaged
buildirtgl,and streets and disrtipted the

+, sewage 0,fstern:in Ghina, portions of
Beijing, have been_sinking 20-:30 centi-
meters annually since 1950, and rates of
10 centiMeters.per year havebeen mea-
sured inTlainin. In the flouston-t;aives7
ton area of Tekas,,.wfiere water loyels
have declined 60 mt,tiers during the last
half-century, portions of the land madace
have sunk over 2 meters: High tides in
the Gulf have flooded residential-devel-
opments -that, bectinse of subsidence,
are now closer tO'sea level:26,

In coastal areas, heavy pumpilng may
alter the volume and flow of groundwa-
ter discharging to the ocean and thereby.
allow 'Sea ',ater to invade the aquifer.
Salt-water inthision . threatens to con -
taminate the drinking water -supplies of,.
many cities and towris;Along the U.S. At,,
lantic and Gulf coasts; it is especially 'Sc.-'
vere.

ping has idled the water . table
in severa i Florida cities Where'.

pum
II

below sea level. Israel, Syria, and (li
Arabian 'Gulf states are also .battling
threats of silt- wetter intrusion' Onee it
occurs, such contamination is difficult, if
not impossible; to reverse.26

,

Excessive demands also.ta4 a toll on
lakes, estm -ies, and inland s6s that are
sustained y freshwater inflow from
nearby rive' and streams. The Aral Sea
in the southe Soviet Union is shrink-
ing because a large withdrawals from its
two major 0-ibutaries, the Amu Darya,)
and Syr Darya. These two rivers help,
support Soviet central Asians lucrative
agricultural economy, which includes
roughly half the nation's.irrigated crop-..
land. The population of several central
Asian republics has grownsby 3tpercent

'over the last decade, adding to 'tressures
on the available water supply and to the
importance of maintaining a thriving
economy to-secure more jobs in thc re-
gion. The ,Aral's level had remained
Tairl),stable between 1900 and 1960, but
has Since dropped 9 meters. Fisheries
that once figured prominently in theye-
gional economy have virtually disap-
peared. Although officials are taking
some measures to save portions of the
Aral, they appear resigned to it shrinking
further. ,Some scientists have projected
that befOre the end attic...century the sea
may drcip another -8-10 meters and its
volun*- May .be reduced by half.27

A similar scenario threatens to unfold
further west, in the Caspian Sea. The
Volga River is the Caspian's main source
of inflow, helping to replenish the large
quantities of water evaporate from the
sea each year. C ict huge
dams on the riv during the fifties and.
subsequent large irrigation withdrawals
dramatically reduced the river's dis-
charge into the Caspian. The sea
reached its totoy st level in centuries in
1977, having
t6rs over the

ed more than 3 me-
eding half-centnry.

The level has risen somew. Wat in recent
.years because of unusually heavy rains'

increased the Volga's flow. But So-
viet soent'ists do not expect this fortui-
tous occurrence to continue, According
to U.S, geographer Philip Micklin, who
discussed the situation with scientists

69
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during a five-month stay in the %pier*/
Union in 1984, additional div'ersions for
irrigation arc Olanned for the Volga, and
the Caspilin's level is expected to drop
further o4er the next decade. The sea
supports bountifid fisheries, including
90 percent of the world's catch of stur-
geon. Salmon and migratory herring
spawn in the Volga and feed in the North
Caspian. Substantial damage to these
fisheries is. likely to occur if the sea's
level decline' such further.2!

Shrinking hand seas are a dramatic
consequence of heavy; water withdrawals
to Meet. irrigation And .other water de-
mands. But an equallygrave threat is the
quiet loss Q f fish and other aquatic life
from river] mist streams whose altered
flow patterns can no longer sustain
them. As long as water withdrawals re-
main well below a .region's average.sgs-
tainable supply, streamflows will lie
sullitient to safeguard Most ecological

fr values. Yet-where a large share of surface'
water is diverted from its natural chan-
nels, these benefits may be lost.

Over the last decade, many nations
have begun to realize this danger, but
they are not prepared to avert it. Setting
minimum flow levels to protect wildlife
requires large quatitities of data and the
expertise of hydrologists, fishery biolo-
gists, and aquatic ecologists. The quick-
and inexpensive methodologies are sink-
'ply not accurate enough to be reliable. A
commop one, lot;.,example lets mini-.
mum flow ill'quirenients as a fixed per-
centage (such as 14 percent) of the aver-
age annual' flow. But this makes no
allowance for the large flow variability
that typifies many river basins, nor for
the long-term, cumulative effects on fish
of low flows for extended periods of .

time. More sophisticated methods usu-
ally involve'a computer model that quan-
tifies, for each particular lipecies', the
amount of habitat available in a given
stretch of the stream at each stage of its
life cycle and under varying streamflow

condition Tholph more accurate, such
methods ar ime-consuming and costly,
requiring much field data and scientific
expertise, JO interpteLthern.29 A paper
issued in 1984 by the Canadian Inquiry
on -Federal Water Policy acknowledges
that "in Canada, we arc only beginning

. to appreciate the onagnitude of water
needs for the support of the ecosystem.
We do riot have very reliable estimates of
instream requirements.-"

Farmers in the Indian state of Mad-.
hya Pradesh now refv to their once
fertile fields as "wet deserts.:'

Among he least afiqrdable conse-
quences of irrational water use is the
degradation of valuable cropland Gym
poor irrigation practices. Irrigation
water is typically brought to crops
through unlined canals and ditches that
allow vast quantities of water to seep
down to the water table. Where drainage
is inadequate, the water leVel gradually
rises, eventually entering the crops' root
zone and waterlogging the soil. In the
Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, for ex-
ample, a large irrigation project thiit
originally was expected to increase crop
production tenfold led. to extensive
waterlogging and, ,consequently, a re-
duttion in cortrand whytt yields. Farm-
ers there now refer to their oncelertile
fields as "wet deserts."st

In dry climates, waterlogging may be
accompanied by salinization as water
near the sinface evaporates and leaves
behind a damaging residue of salt. Ac-
cording to some estimateS, waterlogging
end salinization are sterilizing some 1
million to 1:5 million hectares of fertile
sail annually:The- problem is especially
severe in India and Pakistan (where an
estimated 12 million hectares have been
degraded), the Valley of Mexico, the

1
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Helmire Val n Afghanistan, the Ti-
gris anai basins in Syria and
Iraq, the Sa Icy in Califor-
nia, the North I. in of China, and Soviet
central Asia." It these areas, waterlog-
ging and/or satin anon threaten to di-
minish the very gains in food production
that costly new irrigation projects are in-
tended to yield.

AUGMENTING DEPENIC)ABLE

SUPPLIES v.

When natural water supplies become
inadequate to meet a region's demands,
water planners and engineers histori-
cally have responded by building dams
to capture and suite runoff that would
otherwise flow through the water cycle
"unused'' and by diverting rivers to
redistribute water from areas of lesser-to
greater need. As the demand lOr water
has increased,. so have the number and
scale. of these engineering endeavors to
augment available supplies. Tens of
thousands of dams now span the world's
rivers. Collectively, their reservoirs store
roughly 2,000 cubic kilometers of run-
off, increasing by 17 percent the 12,000
cubic kilometers of naturally stable
runoff derived from groundwater and
lakes! Most of this capacity has been
added since mid-century, when the pace
of large dam construction abruptly
quickened. All but 7 of the MO largest
dams in the world were completed after
World War II."

Many industrial countries are ticAv
finding, however, that the list of possible
darn sitv is growing shorter and that the
cost of adding new storage facilities is
rising rapidly', In the United States, for
example, reservoir capacity grew on av-.
erage 80 percent per decade between
the twenties and the sixties. As the nar.-.

1VorId-1 985

row valley sites were gradually ex-
ploited, any new capacity required-
broader, earth-filled darns. By the six
tics, 36 times more darn material was
needed to create a given reservoir capac-
ity tlian in the twenties. With a corre-
sponding escalation in 'construction
costs, reservoir devlopment markedly
declined."

In most of Europe, a favorable climate
and geography for securing water sup-
plies has lessened the need to build large
storage reservoirs, compared with, for
example, the western United States. Yet
to meet rising deMands, many European
nations plan large increases in reservoir
capacity over- the next decade. (Sec
Table 3-6.) A 1981 report prepared by
the 1.1.N. Economic Commission tor
Europe (ECE) raises doubts, however,
about the ambitiods plans of several
countries materializing. Both high costs
-and growing opposition to the flooding
of farmlands and valleys are becoming
major barriers to darn comtuction. Not -
withstanding government forecasts that
"optimistically predict" a doubling or
tripling itt reservoir capacity, the ECF.
assessment concludes that some coun-
tries have already reached the practical
limits of their reservoir development.55

Lagging the industrial world's big
darn era by two decades, dam construc-
tion in the develMiing world is now in its
heyday. Two thirds of tIdams over 150.
meters high slated for completion this
decade arc in the Third World." De-
signed mainly for generating hydroelec-
tric power and supplying water lOr irri-
gation, large dams and reservoirs offer,
promises of greater energy indepen-
dence and food self:sufficiency. Their
lure is miderstandaBle as large-scale so-
lutions to a set of large development
dilemillas. Unfortunately, high costs,
poor planning, and environmental dis-
ruption are !calving a legacy of failed ex-
pectations- that suggest they areinot the
panacea once envisioned.
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Table 3-6. Reservoir Capacity in Selacted
Countries, 1970, With Projections for

1990

Proiec fed
Increase in

Tot+ Capacuv,
Country (Iapacity 1970-90

Belgium
Bulgaria
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Last Germany
France
Greece

Poland
Portugal
Romania
Sweden
Soviet Union
United kingdom
United States
West Germany

(cubit (pert ent)
kilometer)

0.1
2.7

518 0
3.3
0.9
2.0
8.7 78

79
296

76
156

26.0
5.3
2.6

27A
830.0

1.5
670.0 /

127
119
7.16

:60

15,.

SOVIRCE: United Nations FA Onot111( on
for Europe. Long -Tmn Peripeovet fin Watt/. (*wand
Supply in the ECE Region (New York: Untted Na-
tions, 1981).

Sri Lanka's Mahaweli Development
Programme elitompasses construction
Of four large clams across the Mahaweli
Riser to help achieve goals of tripling
the nation's electric generating capacity
ana irrigating an additional 130,000 hect-
ares of cropland. Yet with only two dams
completed, the project has already been
plagued with problems. Capital costs
nearly doubled in just four years,
severely :straining the government's
financeS. Inspections by agencies d( rim-
ing to the projectincluding, the-Age cy
for International Development and he
World Rank uncovered serious deli
and construction problems that in 1982
led to the conclusion that without Major
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corrective efforts the irrigation canals
would not (Unction as planned. Studies
had warned that unless deforested hill-
sides wEte replanted, runoff would wash
large amounts of soil downstream,
threatening a buildup of silt in reservoirs
and irrigation canals and a layering of
soil fertility. Yet reforestation did not
begin until mote than a decade after ini-
tiation of the project, and by the end of
1982 replanting had taken place on less
than 1 percent of the area targeted for it.
Writer John Madeley notes, "The homes
of 45,000 people are being flooded by
the Victoria Dam, and, when they move
into) the new resettlement, zone, their
hopes of making a new living will not
have been helped by the lack of attention
to replanting."

The experience Sri Lanka has had with
the Mahaweli project is by no means
unique. Though undertaken wih good
intentions of raising 4Ood production
and hying standards, large dam schemes
are often so costly and complex that
other critical tasksoften .esseritiali to
the project's successare neglected. As
described earlier, vast areas of valuable
cropland are becoming waterlogged and
salt-laden because of excessive seepage
from reservoirs and canals and /poor
drainage from fields. Deforestation and
overgrazing are disrupting water's flow
through the landscape. Natural forests
and grasslands absorb runoff and allow
it to move slowly through the subsur-
face. As hillsides are denuded, rainfall
and soil run rapidly off in floods, filling
expensive reservoirs with silt and caus-
ing dry-weather streamHows to disap-
pear.

Especially in the Third World, imag-
ing. watersheds co stabilize runoff is criti-
cal to reversing a vicious cycle of flood-
ing, sold loss, declining crop production,
and pdrennial drought. In Malaysia, con-
version of natural forest to rubb r and
palm oil plantations has double ak
runoff and cut dry-season flows8in ha

I.
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Deforestation on (110 small island of,
Dominica has contributed to a 50 per-
cent reduction' in dry-weather flows
there.38 Though virtually impossible to
quantify, it' May well be that deforesta-
tionnow estimated at 11.3 million hect-
ares per yearis dinitnishing the Third
World's stable runoff by *much as ex-
pensive new dams and reservoirs are
augmenting it. Unless- the threats posed
by deforestation, waterlogging, and soil
salinization arc. countered, large dam
schemes may end tip wasting capital
degrading land while bringing few last-

Project'

fTable 3-7. trrent Status of Selected Mikjor River Diversion Projects
,

ing benefits to those they ore intended to
serve.3"

As with.dams and reservoirs, projects
to divert water fronrtnie river basin to
another have grown in number and scale
in response to rising demand. Proposals
to import water from sonic distant
source have been made for virtually
every major region facing a shortage.
Most were developed during an era of
cheap energy, relatively cheap capital,
and when environmental valueS rarely
entered the debate over project costs
and benefits. The collective history of

Maimed
Annual

Estimated
Capital

Distance Volume Cost Current Status

(kilometers) (cubic

'Chan tang RiverNorth1, 1.,150
(lain 'lain, Chma

Northern European
RiversCaspian Sea
Basin, Soviet Union

Siberian RiversCentral
Asia, Soviet Union

3.500

2,5(X0

a

Central Arizo4Projt-tt, 536
United States

California State Water
Project, United States

kilometers)

15.0

dollars)

5.21 Decision in 1983 to
begin construction

20.0 3:1 Cons -action to begin
198

25.0 41.0

1.5 3.5

Preparing engineering
designs; de'cision
pending

Deliveries to Phoenix to
begin Dec, 1985; to
Tucson, 1991.

715 5.2 3.82 Operating at 60 percent
of planned capacity

Midwest RivasHigh : 600,1,600
Plains, United States'

2.0 -7.4 5.5-95.0 No action

IA published estimate considered low by prbject analysts; cost could easily double. 21ncludcs only casts
incurred anti projected through 1995; State has yet to develop new proposals (and cost estimates) to
significantly increase the project's capacity over existing levels. 2Five4lif erent diversions were studied.'
Lower figure of each range is for diversion of Missouri River into western IC, sas, tligh,least costly alterna-
tive; higher figure is for diversion of several south-central rivers into OkIliho a and Texas panhandles,
the most costly alternative.
souttec Worldwatch 1Q.stitute, based on various sources.
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these large diversion schemes is marked
br long study tunes, periodic abandon-
ment, multibillion- dollar cost estimates.
and growing con«ii over their ccologi-

/Thcal effects. (See Table 3-7.) ,Some of
these prow( ts will pi obably never leave
the drawing boards. Those that do, and
that are actualb completed, WAN be
inure a Product of 1)01" al xlu'iliiu
than an objective analysts of At-natty('ays to triiicY(' a give" cnil

Managing watersheds to stabilize
runoff is critical to reversing a vi-
c,ious cycle of flooding, soil loss, de-
clining crop production, and pe-
rennial drought.

In China, officials and scientists began
in the early fifties to study the possibility
of diverting water from the Chang,fiang
(Yangtze) River Basin in central China to
the water-poor reg urns of the north.
After years of Iving d irmant, the project
was given a boost-in 1.ebruary 1983 when
the government approved the first stage
of work 'on what is known as the East
Route. This mainly involves reconstruct-
ing the old Grand Canal, which will offer
navigation benefits regardless of
whe other phases of the project are
co . "'be long -term plans call tin
I) .ater'660 kilileters north.to
th sang Ile, the Yellow River, from
which it would flow an additional 90
kilometers by gravity into the vicinity of
Tianjin. Chinese water planners esti-

..

mate that the diversion will require SO'-
eral dozen pumping stations with ii total
installed capacity of about 1.000 mega-
wattsequal to one very large nuclear
or coal plant. I'he system would transfer
about 1-5 cubit kilometers of water in an
averinke rear, and up to double that vol-
ume in a dry year. Most of the water
would be used to expand or improve irri-

gatiou- on 4.3 million hectares; the re-
mainder would enhance Tianjin's 111l1-

"kiPA and industrial water supply...so
With an estimated price tag of $5.2

billion, which annalists 'say could easily
double, Chinese officials are under-
standably proceeding calitiouslv. Bum e
Stone, epic of a ts'am (1' expel ts studying

propChinese diversion prop mils, makes
.1 «MVIIII g case that die liter transfer
may be a unnecessarily costly and risky
way to I aise grain production from the
North China Plain. Ilc notes that most.of
the irrigated cropland near Tianjin now
Yields only 1.8 tons tel hectare, while a
smaller portion yields 2.3 toils. The pro-
duction inc eras(' gained by expanding ir-
rigation to I average-yielding hectare
could therefore be obtained equally by
upgrading 3 or4 hectares already under
irrigation to produce the higher yields.
Moreover, without better management
and drainage of irrigated lands, the di-
verted water niav worsen the salinizat ion
of North Plains' farmland. Salinization is
already reducing yields on 2.7 million
hectares, and another 4.7 million ate
threatened.' t

Officials in the Soviet 11Mon have in
recent years revived century-old ideas of
diverting north-flowing- rivers to the
more populous southern European and
central Asian regions. One project aims
to transfer water forn northern Euro-
pean lakes and rivers to the Volga drain-
age basin, the primary pull-pose being to
stabilize the level Of the Caspian Sea.
Even more ambitious is the proposed di-
version of Siberian rivers south to the
central Asian republic's, where %Yam.
deficits of 100 cubic kilometers are pro-
jected by the turn of the century. The
region's burgeoning population and in-
tensifying political clout have increased
pressure to find some solution top its
pending water shortage anti unemploy-
ment problons. Thane Custafion ob-
served in 1980 that apparently "the lati-
tude enjoyed by technical specialists to

a
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criticize or oppose the diversion projects
has become hostage to the projects' po-

. Jitical priority.'' The greatest single ob-
-tacle to proceeding With the diversions,.

c noted, was "the tightness of invest-
Ment capital, which makes a 11.111-sile
commitment by the leadership unlikely
in the near term.'"

In January 1984, .nevei theless, the
USSR Council of Ministers called hit a
detailed engineering design tot the en-
tire 2,500kilometer I mite horn the Ob'
River to the Amu Darya. Construe tion
«add begin by 1988 if the designs ate
accepted, and water that now (trains into
the Arctic may be heading tti the cotton%
lands.and industries of central Asia by
the end of the century. Cost estimates
for the initial transfer capa( itv of 25
cubic kilometers are $18 billion for the
main diversion canal and $23 billion for
the facilities to distribute the water once
it reaches its destination. Meanwhile.
some Soviet scientists still maintain
there is considerable potential 'to in-
crease the efficiency of water use in the
destination region. According to (me es-
timate, conservation in agricultur and
industry could save up to half the initial
volume of the proposed transfer. More-
over, as with China's project, the di-
verted water (-mild spread the already
severe salinization of irrigated land."

In the Ijnited States. no new federal
water projects have been authorized
since 197(1, though since the turn of the
century authorization bills have been in-
troduced into the U.S. Congress about
every two years, More importantly, ac-
tual fUnding for water project construc-
tion (excludiQg wastewater treatment)
has declined steadily over the past eight
years; appropriations in 1984 were
about 70 percent less in teal terms than
in 1976." Tight capital and $200billion
federal deficits are forcing to an end a
long era of massive water subsidies. Ilk-
torkally, few of these projects have re-

, turned sufficient-beitits to justify their

high costs. Long before the first drops of
Central Arizona Project water were des-
tined fOr Phoenix and Tucson, for exam
ple, economist Thomas Power of the
University of Montana stated that not
only was the projects benefit-cost ratio
less than one, "it may well only return a
few cents of each dollar invested in it.'"

Public opposition is adding another
Iaa ge hurdle to water project construc-
tion in the thiited States--in some cases,
perhaps an insurmountable one. The
California State Water Project. (SWP) is 1
a case in point,One of the most complex
water schemes ever designed, SW P is
now operating at 60 percent of its
planned annual capacity: Capital costs to
date total about $3.-1 billion. and the
need to lift much of the water 590 meters
over the Tehachapi Mountains guaran-
tees high energy bills: Pumping costs m
1983 totaled over $100 million.46

.11w4.) successive state administrations
Californiain have failed to win sufficient

support for additional SWP facilities that
would allow more northern water be
transferred to Los Angeles and the a
cultural valleys in the south. "the voters
rejected one proposal called the Periph-
eral Canal, in a 1982 referendum. This
defeat reflected concern . about the
canal's ecological effects around the Sac-
ramentoSan Joaquin Delta and, more
fundamentally. about the merits of
costly water exports versus stronger
conservation efiorts by southern water
users: Another proposal, known as the
"through-delta" plan. died in the Cali-
tOrnia assembly in August 1984 when it
appeared to proponents that another
public referendum could not be avoided,
Approval (daily plan within the next few
years that would substantially increase
the volume of water shipped south ap-
pears increasingly doubtful.'"

As the prospects for darns and diver-
Oons to augment dependable water sup
plies become less promising, the poten-
tial to store surplus runoff underground
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is receiving more attention. Artifici-
recharging underground aquifers
ther by spreading water over land that
allows it to percolate downward or by
injecting it through a wellis one way to
both stabilize water tables and increase
the amount of for later use.
Underground storage also avoids dam-
ming a free-flowing rivers minimizes
competition for valirabfe land, and pre-
vents large losses of water through evap-
oration, which are among the principal
objections to surf-ate reservoirs.

More than 20 countries now have :c-
tive projects to artificially recharge
groundwater. Yet tii j4 a few cases has
the practice been adopted on a large
scale. Israel transports 300 million cubic
meters of water from north to south
every year through its National Water
Carrier System and stores two thirds of
it underground. The water is used to
ncet high summer demands and offers a
reliable source of supply during dry
years_ In the United States, local water
agencies in California, which have been

-recharging groundwater since thywen-
ties, now place nearly 2.5 billion cubic
meters in underground basins each year.
The state's Department of Water Re-
sources also began to seriously investi-
gate groundwater storage as the options
for damming more surface streams be-
came increasingly limited. By 1980, the
department had 34.5 million cubic me-
ters stored in two separate State Water
Project demonstration areas. Prelimi-
nary estimates fin- seven groundwater
basins indicate a potential for augment-
ing the SY6144atuine) yield by about 500
millimrtNibic meters, at unit costs at least
35-40 percent lower than the median

reser-
voirs. Also, the U.S , Co , ctedngre*
cost of water' from new stir

legislation in the fall of 1984 authorizing
de nonsiration projects in 17 western
st it s to recharge aquifers, including the
durm ishing Ogallala:48

U derground storage may hold spe-

cial potential fOr Third World countries
subjected to the destructive flooding
and perennial dry spells of a monsoon
climate. Capturing excessive runoff and
storing it underground can convert dam-
aging flood waters into a stable source of
supply, while avoiding the large evapo-
ration losses that occur with surface
reservoirs. In India. subsurface storage
has sparked interest as a way of provid-
ing- a reliable source of irrigation water
for the productive soils'of the Gangetic
Plain. According to some estimates, a
fully irrigated Plain could grow crops
sufficient for three fourths of India's
population. On the North Plain of
China, also prone to chronic drought.
water from nearby surface streams is di-
verted into an,uderground storage area
with a capacity of 480 million cubic me-
ters. When fully recharged, the aquifer
will supply irrigation water for 30,000
hectares of farmland. Several counties in
lebei Province aro also artificially re-

charging aquifers to combat sinking
water tables."

Many aquifers are also recharged
unintentionally by seepage from irriga-
tion canals. In such cases, managing
groundwater in conjunction with the
surface irrigation water can help prevent
waterlogging and salinization and may
allow for an expansion of irrigated area
without developing additional surface
water sources. Such a Arategy has been
tried in the Indus Valley of Pakistan
where a 60,000-kilometer network of ca-
nals sitS atop a vast groundwater reser-
voir. By the mid-sixties, leakage from the
canals had tripled the volume of re-
charge to (he aquifer, and the resulting
rise in the water table caused extensive
waterlogging. Following a World Bank-.
sponsored study of the area, the Paki-
stan Governnient began to subsidize the
installation of tubewells to tap the
vast amount of water that had collected
underground over the decades. About
-11,000 public wells have been installed

76
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under the government program, and in-
dividual farmers have constnicted ov ,i,,p

ID 100,000 private wells, which. thou
.--built to supply them with itIV?tioi

water, also help control waterlog
Unfortunately, much of the
pumped is too saline fOr use esS

mixed with purer surface water, and
poor operation and maintenance have
apparently made the public well's' a bur-
den to the government. Yet the strategy
of jointly managing groundwater and
surface water may oiler substlfitial be-
nefits where the physical setting is right
and the needed technical and institu-
tional coordination can he developed."

Artificial recharge on a small scale has
helped augment local water supplies for
decades. The North Dakota town 01
Minot, for example, opted for this al*
proach when faced with chronic water
shortages and rapidly declining ground-

er

water levels_ Its, komplett, recharge sys..
tem cost only 1 pt,rcent as much as,build-
ing a pipeline to khe Missouri River,
another of the Town's supply alterna-
tives. Alter six months of operation,
water levels in portions of the aquifer
had risen more than six. meters." 1)e-

, 'spite a host of similar local-level success
stories, however, the practice is far from
realizing its potential. According to Jay
H. Lehr,,Exectitive Director of the Na,.
tional Water Well Association in the
United States, the efficiency. of storing

1

surplus runoff underground has been I
proven the world over. The costs, wbile I
by no means negligible, are reasonable I
in the face of other sound 'alternatives;
and a steal when compared to the gran-
diose water schemes of the mega minds
of the Army Corps of Engineers and the
Bureau of Reclamation. "''t Soviet scien
list M.I. L'vovich has predicted that "th
2 I st century will undoubtedly be th
century of underground reservoirs.-53

Of the less conventional ways to-au
ment a region's 4eshwater supplies
such as seeding clouds to induce precipi-

ration, towing icebergs, and desalting
sea waterdesalination appears to hold
the greatest near-term potential. In-
deed, with the oceans holding 97 per-
cent of all the water on earth, desalted
sea water scents to oller (11r ultimate so-
lution to a limited renewable freshwater
supply. Sevecral technologies have
proved e(leciive, but their large energy
tequitements make them too expensive
for widespread use. Desalting sea water
is typically it) times more costly than
supplying water front conventional
sources, and applying the process to
brackish (slightly salty) water is 2.5 times
more costly. Total desalination capacity
worldwide is now 2.7 cubic kilometers
per year, less than one tenth of 1 percent
of global water itse: Sixty percent of the
world's calm* is in the Arabian Penin-
sula and Iran, where surface water is vir-
tually nonexistt?ru and even groundwa-
ter is often too salty to drink. Yet even in
these energy-rich countries, producing

land transporting the desalted water in-
; land is in some cases prohibitively x-
pensive. Though perhaps the ulumgte
source, deolination is unlikely to deliver
its promise of a limitless supply of fresh
water any time soon.

a

CONSERVING WATER

As affordable options tq augment de-
pendable water supplies diminish, the
key to feeding the world's growing pop-
ulation, sustaining economic progress,
and improving living standards will be
learning to use existing supplies more
efficiently. Using less water to grow
grain, make steel, and flush toilets in-
creases the water available for other uses
as surely as building a m or diverting
a river does. The outli f a strategy to
curb water demand are c ar, though no
single blueprint can apply to every re-
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gion. The challenge is to combine the
technologies, economic policies, laws,
and institutions that work best in each
water setting.

Since agriculture claims the bulk of
most nations' water budgets and is by fat
the largest constim&, saving even a
smoil) fraction of this water frees a large
amount to meet other needs. Raising ir-
rigation efficiem ies worldwide by just 10
percent, for example. would save
enough water to supply all global tsi-
,detial water uses. As discussed !nevi-

yast quantities of water seep
through unlined c anals while in transit
to the field, and much more water is ap-
plied to crops than is necessary for them
to grow. The rising cost anew irrigation
projects, the limited supplies available to
expand watering in many areas, and the
high cost of pumping are fprcing- gov-
ernments, international lending aget-
cies, and farmers alike to find ways of
making agricultural water use more effi-
cient.

Most farmers in developing as well as
Industrial countries use gravity-flow sys-
tems to irrigate their fields. The oldest
method, and generally the least expen-
sive to install, these systems distribitte
water from a groundwater well or sur-
face canal through unlined field ditches
or siphons. Typically, only a small por-
tion reaches the crop's root zone; a large
share runs off the field. Sprinkler sys-
tems, which come in many varieties,
apply water to the field in a spray. They
use more. energy than gravity systems
and require a larger capital investment
to install, but they have brought irriga-
tion to rolling and steep lands otherwise
suited only for dryland farming. One de-
signthe center pivot systemwas
largely responsible (or the rapid expan-
sion of irrigation on the U.S. High Plain9
in recent decades.55

Drip or trickle. irrigation systems, de-
veloped in Israel in the sixtic.N.-reapplyipply
water and fertilizer directly -onto or

below the soil. An extensive network of
perforated piping releases water close to
the plants' roots, minimizing evapora-
tiori and seepage losses. These costly
systems thus far have been used .mainly
for high-value orchard crops in water-
short areas. Today drip irrigation is used
on about 10 percent of Israel's irrigatvl
land, where experiments in the Negev
Desert have s town per-hectare yield in-
creases of 80 ercent over sprinkler sys-
tems. Introduced into the United States
in the early seventies, these systems now
water neatly 200,000 hectares and are
slowly being used on row crops too. In
Brazil's drought-plagued northeast, a
project sponsored by Ate Inter-Aweri-
can Development Bank is experimenting
with,one design to irrigate crops where
farm incomes are low and water supplies
are scarce."

Raising irrigation efficiencies
worldwide by just 10 percent would
save enough water to supply all
global residential water uses.

Most irrigtion experts agree that the
actual efliliecy of water use obtained in
the field de[) nds as much on the way the
irrigatio system is managed as on the
tyre us d. Although drip irrigation may
he in erently more efficient by design,
the wide average range of efficiency for
each system-40-80 percent kr gravity.
flow, 75-85 percent for a center. pivot
sprinkler, and 60-92 percent for a drip'
systemshows that management is a key
determinant. Farmers using conven-
tional gravity-flow systems, for example,
can cut their water demands by 30 per-

+ cent by Giiiituring and recycling the
water that would otherwise run off the
field. Some U.S. jurisdictions now re-
quire these tailwater reuse $'sterns.
Farmers are also finding, however; that
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they often make good economic Sense
because pumping tailwaters back to the
main irrigation ditch generally requires
less energy than pumping new water
fromlhe source, espc )1r-from a deep
wilt"

Farmers can also reduce water with-
drawals by scheduling their irrigation ac-
cording to actual weather conditions,
evapotranspiration rates, soil moisture,
and their crops' water requirements. Al-
though this may seem like fine tuning,
careful scheduling can cut water needs
by 20-30 percent. At the. University of
Nebraska's Ilistitpte of Agriculture. and
Natural Reso ces, a computer program
called '`IRR 'ATE" uses data gathered
from small w idler stations across the
state to calcu to evapotranspiration
from the different crops grown in each
area. Farmers can call a telephone hot-
line to find out the amount of water used
by their crops the preceding week, and
then adjust their scheduled irrigation
date accordingly. The California Depart-
?nem of Water Resources is launching a
similar management system with a goal
of saving.. 740 million cubic meters of
water annually by the year 2010. The
Department is also demonstrating irri-
gation management techniques through
mobile laboratories equipped to evalu-
ate the efficiencies of all types of irriga-
tion systemsgravity, sprinkler, and
dripand to recommend ways that
farmers can use their water more effi-
ciently."

Israel has pioneered the development
of automated irrigation, in which the
timing and amount of water applied is
controlled by computers. The computer
not ,only sets the water flow, it also de-
tects leaks, adjusts water application for
wind speed and soil moisture, and opti-
mizes fertilizer use. The systems typi-
cally pay for themselves within three tO
five years through ater and energy sav-
ings and higher c op yields. \Motorola
Israel Ltd., the m in local marketer of
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automated systems, has begun .export-
Mg its product to other countries; by
1982 over 100 units had been sold in the
United States. Israel's overall gains in
agricultural water use efficiency,
through widespread adoption of sprin-
kler and drip systems and optimum man-
agement practices, have been impres.
sive: The average volume of water
applied per hectare declined by nearly
20 percent between 1967 and 1981, al-
lowing the nation's irrigated area to ex-
pand by 39 percent while irrigation
water withdrawals rose by only 13 per-
ent."

In the Third World, where capital for
construction of new projects is increas-
ingly scarce, better management of ex-
isting irrigation systems may be the best
near-term prospect for increasing crop
production andconserving water sup-
plies. Lining irrigation canals, for exam-
ple, can help reduce water vi'aste; pre-
vent waterlogging, and eliminate' the
erosion and weed grOwth that makes irri-
gation ditches deteriorate.60 Yet. canal
lining is expensive, and other options
may prove more.tost-elfective. Seepage
from canals is "not necessarily water
wasted since iiincreases the potential
groundwater supply. By .coordinating
the use and management of groundwa-
ter and surfiice water, as in the case of
the filth's- Valley described earlier, the
total efficiency of water use in an agrictil-:
tural region can be increased.

Farmers also need control of their irri-
gation water in circler to make good use
of fertilizer and other inputs that in-
crease crop. yields. Concrete turnouts
that allow farmers to better dictate, the
tuning and flow of water to their fields,
forexample, are being built in India, Pa-,
kist*n, and elsewhere. At a pilot project.
in Egypt, funded by the U.S. Agency for
International Developme\u, improved
management of irrig4tion systems is
largely credited with hdosting rice yields
35 percent. Water'savings alone will
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often justify such investments: By some
estimates, better irrigation management
in Pakistan could annually save over 50
cubic kilometersfour times the storage

'capacity of the nation's Tarbcla Damat
one fourth the cost of developing new
water s trpplies

Curbing industrial demand for water,
the second major draw on world sup-
plies, tackles problems in two wilys: It
frees a large volume of fresh water to
meet other competMg demaiids, and it
can greatly reduce the volume, of pol-
luted water disc! ged to local rivers
and,streams. In,n as+- drveloping coun-
tries, industry's demand for water is
growing faster than that of either agri-
culture or municipalities, A slowdown is
thus essential for sustained economic
growth in water-short regions and for
battling pollution problems that are fast
making available supplies twin, for use:

In many industries, much of the water
used is for cooling and other processes
that do not require that it be of drinking-
water quality. A large share of the'water
initially withdrawn can thus be recycled
several (Mies before disposing of it.
Thermal power plants can cut their
quirements by 98 percent or more by
using recycled water in cooling towers
rather than the typical once-through
cooling methods. Palo' Verde, a nuclear'
power plant built in the desert outside
Phoenix, Arizona, for example, is near
no body of water; it will draw on nearby
communities' treated wastewater, which
the plant will reuse 15 times. The water
needs of other industries also vary
greatly, depending on the degree of re-
cycling: Manufacturing a ton of steel
may take as much as 200,000 liters or as
little as 5,000, and a ton of paper may
take 350,000 liters or only 60,000. More-
over, recycling the materials themielves
can also greatly cut industrial water use
and wastewater discharge's. Manuractur-,
ing a ton of aluminum from scrap rather
than virgin ore, for instance, can redVice

the volume of water discharged by 97
percent.6?

For the manufacturing industries that
use a great deal of waterprimary met-
als, chemicals, food products, pulp and
paper, and petroleumthe cost of water
is rarely more than 3 percent of total
manufacturing expenses. Incentives to
use water more efficiently have come ei-
ther from strict water allocations or
stringent pollution control require-
ments. In Israel., where virtually all avail-
able freshwater supplies are being
tapped, the government has set quotas
on the amount any industrial plant may
receive. A wate -use standard per unit of
production is established for each indus-
try, and a particular plant's allocation is
then calculated by multiplying the stan-
dard by the anticipated level of produc-
tion. As new technologies are devel-
oped, the standards are made more
stringent. Consequently, average water
use per unit value of industrial produc-
tion has declined in Israel by 70 percent
over the last two decades."

Manufacturing a ton of aluminum
from scrap rather than virgin ore
can reduce the volume of Water dis-
charged by 97 percent..

In Sweden, industrial water use quin-
tupled between 1930 and the mid-sixties
but has since shown a marked decline.
Strict environmental protection require-
meats for.the pulp and paper industry,
which accounts for about 80 percent of
the country's industrial withdrawals, fis-
tered widespread adoption of recycling
technologies. Despite more than a dou-
bling of production between the early
sixties and late seventies, the industry
cut its total water use by halfa fourfoldo,
increase in .water efficiency. Indeed,
largely because of these savings, Sive-

.,
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den's total water withdrawals in the mid-
seventies were only half the level pro-
jected a decade earlier."

Pollution controls spawned bv federal
and state laws arc also helping to curb
manufacturing water use in many areas
of the United States. Surveys of Califor-
nian industries show, for example, that -percent of total withdrawals. Vet storing.
total water use m manilla( turmg de- treating, and distributing this water, as
(lined during die seventies despite a 11 well collecting and treating the result-
percent increase in die number of ing rasteivater, is increasingly costly.
plants. Echoing Sweden's experience, Large capital investments are required,
the pulp and paper industry led in ivatei4- making water and wastewater utilities es-
reductions. with a 15 percent decline in sensitive to scarce capital and

recirculating water systei that would
.(.11 water use by 91 percent and pollu-
-tant discharges by 99 percent.ofi

Ilousehold and other municipal water
demands rarely account for more than
.15 per«.nt of a nation's water budget.
and worldwide they claim only about 7

withdrawals between 1970 alld 1979.
Nationwide, industrial withdrawals have
not vet turned the corner, probably be-
came (Along dela\ s in passing the 1)(410-
non control requirements authorized by
the (Jean NVatir Act. Vet declines
should occur when and where solo. stan-
dards :ire enforced."

Developing countries are in a prime
position to take advantage of these new
recycling technologies. Building water

,id pollution contik)I into new
plants is vastly cheaper than retrofitting
old ones. Experience in the West shows
that industries will have little incentive
to adopt these measurs Walton, either
sufficiently high water and wastewater
fees or stringent pollution control re-
quiremnts. fvfany of the technologies
available are able to 'reduce water use
and wastewater flows at least 90 percent
and thus can contribute greatly to al-
leviating water supply and pollution
problems in growing industrial areas.
A recent study of an integrated iron
and steel plant near Sao Paulo in
for example. showed that the plant was
withdrawing .12,000 cubic meJers' of
water per hourhighly polluted with the
city's sewageand that it was discharg-
ing 22,000 tons of iron oxide and 2,600
tons of grease annually into the nearby
Santos estuary. For an estimated $15
million, or less than $1 per ton of annual
production, the plant could install a

81

high interest rates. In the United States,
ki example. water and wastewater

require-an average of $8.5 billion in
new investment each year. Capital needs
for 1982-90 arc expected to total about
$ WO billion, and sonic estimates go
much higher.67 Reducing municipal
water use can ease these financial bur-
dens by allowing water and wastewater
utilities to scale down the capacity of
new plants, water mains, and sewer
pipes and to cut the energy and chemical
assts associated with pumping and treat-
ing the. water.

Many household fixtures and appli-
ances use much more water than neces-
sary to perform their varied functions.
Most toilets in the United States. for ex-
aple, use -18-22 liters per flush, while
water-conserving varieties recom-
Mended by the Plumbing Manufacturers
Institute average about 13. A typical
West German toilet requires only 9 liters
per flush, and a new model that meets
government standards useN about 7.5 li-
ters. just a third as much as conventional
U.S. models'. Showcrheads often spray
fOrth 20 or more liters per minute; water-
conserving designs can cut this at least in
half,. Water-efficient dishwashers and
washing machines can reduce water use
25-30 percent over conventional mod-
(14. With simple conservation measures
such as these, indoor water use can easily
be reduced by a third." (Sec Table 3-8.)
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'bible 3-8. United States: Annual Household Water Use and Potential Savings With
Simple Conservation Measures'

Share of
, Total Indoor Without With

Water Use Conservation Conservation SavingsActivity

1.4 :
Toilet flushing
Bathing
Laundry and dishes
Drinking and cooking
Brushing teeth. rnis(

Total

(pekt (10

38

20
6
5

(thousand !nets (percent)
pet capita)

34.5
27.6
18.0
5.5
1.1

16.1
21.8
13.1

5.5
3.7

100 89.7 .60e5

52
21

27
0

10

. 33

lEsticnates based on sqater use patterns fin a typical U.S. household. European toilets, for xanwle, often
use less water than the figures given here woukOmply,
soustec: Adapted from U.S. Envtronmental Prow( lion Agency, °Ifni. of Water Program Operattons, Flow
Reduction: 3 tahodc, 4-inalvsis Procplures. Examples (Washington. D.C. I 9I4 I).

Consumers installing these devices
and appliances will almost always save
money, since they will reduce not only
water use but the energy used in heating
water. A typical household in the United
States, for example, could expect invest-
ments in common water-saving fixtures
and appliances to pay_ for themselves
through lower water,/serewer 'and energy
costs injust a fcw months, ofr within four
years at most. Israel, Italy, and the states
of California, Florida, Michigan, and
New York now have laws requiring the
installation of various water-efficient al)-
pliances in new homes, apartments, and.offices.69 \

-

Despite its potential financial twnefits
to consumers and utilities, municipal
conservation is still typically viewed only
as a means of combating drought, rarely
as a long-range water strategy. Programs
developed by water-short ,ciYmintinities
to foster lasting reductions in water use,
however, have yielded fruitful results. In
Tucson, Arizona, a combihation of price
'increases and public education effeKts to
encourage installation M household wa-
ter-saving devices and replacemert(0

watered lawns with desert landscaping
led to a 24 percent drop in per capita
Water use. As a 11._!sult, the 'Tucson util-
ity's pumping costs were reduced

wellsthe drilling of new water - supply wells
was def&red. Planners thus expected
customer water bills to be lower over the
long term than they would have been
without the conservation efforts."

In el Paso, Texas, one of the most wa-
ter-short cities in the United States, pric-
ing and education efforts arc also cred-
ited with a substantial reduction in water
use. Long-term water supply projections
show conservation meeting about 15-17
percent of the city's future water needs.,
Besides slowing the rate of depletion bf
El Paso's underground water supplies,
the conservation measures are saving
water for an average cost of about $135
per .1,000 cubic meters -l-8 percent 1 ss
than the average cost of. xistinvatcr

Many other options are available to
reduce the demand .for fresh watjr.
Some areas are finding, for example,
that brackish w'attr and treated wastewa-
ter can meet many of their. needs.

82
44,
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In Saudi krabia, brackish water irrigates
salt-tolerant crops such as sugar beets,

. barley, cotton, spinach, and $late-palms,
tlicireby saving the best-quality water or

//thinking and other household uses.
Treated municipal -wastewater is also
reused there 'to ire ate crops and gar-
dens; iv recharge aquifers,.and as a sup-
ply for certain industries: Power plants
in Finland, Sweden, the United King-
dwn, and the Uniteq States are begin-
ning to use brackish water or saltwater
for cooling."

.- - . .. -'

In perennially dry South Africa, water
policy specifically calls upon users to
"make tVe of the Alinimum, Oa ty I
water of the lowest afcceptab 'i irk
any process.- Over the i soveniTf
decades, cities and .indilstries'Aare'pro -
jected to recycle between titlarid 70 pgr-
cnt of the water they withdraw. Engi-
neers estimate that tht1, cost of treating
raw sewa a ..(jualit.y suitable for
drinking is ry likely competitive witli

. tha of deve ng tte Opt surface water
-.***'so irce. In'isi I, 30 it of munki-

i wastewater was ahead being reused
'n 1981, niost of it (lir irrigation. With
completion of the Dan Region Wasi eNa-
ter Reuse Project servijig the 'IPA.1 Aviv

, , ,- ,..Ailetropontati area, projections are that
thr-proportiophof municipal' wastemiter.
reurd, will climb to 80 percent by the
turn of the, century.' ",,

r.

, .

+IN

PRioRkTIES FOR A, NEW
"WATER ECONOMY'

Much Of the profligate waste and
ciency today's use .4 water ..iPsults
from ;pellicies that ptconithe an an:
tiquateiLillu t.,,iWtedlatice. People

'rarely pay thoffriCrtrost of the wette theyeg
use. Economists often su t prict
water at it's marginal. cost

es
r cost.°
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supplyihg the next increment from thi
best available source. Consumers would
thus pay more as 'supplies become.
scarcer. Market forces would foster con-
serration and a reallocation of hater,
.supplies to their highest valued uses-A. In

for example, the value added
per cubic kilometer of water is 65 times
greater in industr):' than in agriculture.7'
Increasing competition for water and
rising prices thus cliclate a shill in water
use from farming to manufIcturing. 'The
(T..xti.nt 4o which a market-driven reallo-
cation should take place is partially A po-
litical since it would alter a re-
gion's basic character and social fabric;
but by economic criteria, it is efficient.

In reality,mater is rarelyliriced at mar-
OW cost; charges often bear little rat-
non to the real cost andquarrinty of water
supplied. Many homeowners in Greatl
Britain, fin instance, are charged for

_Water aci;ording` to the value of thOr
property, a Offence that dates-"to Victo-
rian times. In Indonesia, Malaysia, Saudi
Arabia., Africa, Tanzania, most
Last European countries, and many oth,

.cis, the government pays all or most of
the capital-costs for major irrigation pro-
iect, . l+arnters in the Ukiled States sup-
plied with irrigation water from federal
projects pay, on average, less than a fifth
of the real cost of suiwlying 435 axpay-
ers are htalcued with' the remainder,
acid (arniellr use more water than, they
would if asked to pay its full cost.

When water tnserrs supply themselves
rather than relying on a piiblic project:
they cally pay only the Cost-of 'gettingc

,the water to their farm, factory, or home.
. But if their withdrawals are diminishing
Th'ir'iner sOttrce or parceling an ecosystivn,
they should bear the costs that their ,

v4te actions impose on society. Ameri-
co farmers pumping water from the

aqujfer, or:exam))1e, pay nothT
ing extra for tle right to -,earn th0.

rofits Ely depleting an irreplaceable re-
urce. On the contai-y, many gel a tax

II I

4 ,

4
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break by claiining a depletion *allowance overburdening. them. Moreover, where
based on the drop in water level beneath groundwater 'supplies -- are ailailable,
theirland that year. The greater thr de.- farmer-Y.:may be able tO profitably con- .

pletion, , the greater the allowances steno iftig-ation wells- with minimal pub-
hardly an incentive to conserve.76 A he support. n India, over 1.7 mOlion pri- i'''''
more appropriate policy would be to tai. ._. vine tu Mk Iibeweiii been installed by the-
groundwater pumping in all areas where late sevellties*leAtiy (be availability of
aquifers are being depleted. That way ,,4 crHit with veer reasonable interen and
the public gets some cocci iensation for FepjyllICIII khins. For many farmers on
the loss t g source, ail larmem.are the Indo-thnigetic Plain, installation of
encouraged to ( irb'their withdrawals. *these wells ha; Ykekiled rates of return.

In much of the Third World, where greater than 50 permit."
the cost per hectare of building new irri- Water'nsers ntust also begin to pay for
gation systems often exceeds per.capita treati4 ng the .water "they pollute. Espc- xi

.

gross national product, pricing water at dally in many art'as of the Third World,
itl full cost may not always be feasible. water bodies camitSt long be expected to
Water is often stqiplied for free or is a provide a source of high-quality thinking

_-.7heavily subsidized because it is.so vital to atiZI irrigation water and to dilute the hi-
,- food production.-Yet most experts agree 'creasing tonnage of waste dumped into

that the iiflicient operation and po\ir them each year. Dilinion ;Arnie limply
maintenartee of irrigation systems is." cannot mitintain adequate water qualiCy .. `

-

largely clue to farmers' perceptiops tha in a society undergoing rapid industriali- .

they have no responsibility for them. I zat Mil .an40 nrbanizatibn. InduStries \
lernational lending agencies-are now in-. should pay the full cost of using water in

4 vesting handsome 1.17,ns (o rehabilitate their production, which includes'. the cost ,..

irrigation systems that sound operation of discharging most of it in a form suit-
and maintenance could have kepi in able for reuse. Controlling pollutiop is ..

goo(' working order. l-laving farmers pay costly: Funds for protecting quality nowt,,
some share of water costs gi 's them a account for over half the U.S: budget for
stake in the syStem, besides iterating water resource development and

arevenue to improve operations.77. apibunt to.V.4.5 billion annually.% Devel-
A- combined strategy of chargin'g oping countries may not have die (Man!

Third World farmers for some share of cial resources' to subsidize- costly polio-
system costs and org5nizing them into tion controls while at the same time
''water user associatiops- to coordinate continuing to improive irrigai ioursystems
management tasks air lhe collection of and 'install drinking water services. In-
fees appears a promising way, of improv- dustrialization should proem'. in tan-.
ing irrigation management. Arguing for dem with industries' ability to pay for"

. more attention to pricing and water user- controlling tlK, pollution they generate.
organizationepin "Thailand, trconemist iSacrificing water quality for industrial
Ruangdej Srivardhana of Kal'etset UM- N growth cannot bt a winning prop sition
,ersity in Bangkok says t in)orii'm for kirthe, long run. ._

Thai farmers to improve eir practices 4 . Existing laws and methods for allocat-
,

'.'the feeling, that the irrigation facilities ing water. supplies', are often heavily
belimg to aid are useful to them is -cm- biased toward- those wanting to witt-,.
cial."18. Charging a' modest price for an aw water akl against those desiring

-initial allOtment and . Nigher fees for i at-it remain in. place. Jhe-old English
water used above this,arinount would en- common law; which required that :.

courage farmers to conserve witillout riparian landowiter not diminish thr
.

, 'itl ,
-7 A
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quantity or quality of water remaining it waterlperits or rights could be
for downstream users, inherently pro- ae ed in order to prevent violation.of
tected stream ecology and habitats. Yet -The publir trust." I

this rule was changed early in the Ameri- In a landmark decision handed down
can experience to give riparians the right in February 1983, the California Su-
to "reasonable use" of the water, thus " preme Court declared that the water
allowing for alterations in streamflows. rights of the City of Los Angelles, which

- In the drier states of the American West, allow diversions from the Mono Lake
an appropriative system was adopted Basin, are subject to the public trust doe
that is even more biased toward with- trine. Mono Lake, a hauntingly beautiful
drawals: Water rights are allocated water body on the eastern side of the
successively to those who put Water tO Sierra, has diminished in surrace area by

lik "benefici:II use.'' Establishing such a use, a third, largely because Los Angeles is.
and thus a water right...often required an diverting water from is major tributar-

. actual diversion from the stream. As its. The lake is also becoming more Sa- .

legal expert James -Huffman notes, this, line, threatening its brine shrimp .popu-
was not a problem "until the combiira- lation, which in turn, feeds millions ol-

- ,
4 tiort of cianging valves and diminishing local and migratory birds. 13 iivokits ,

water supplitt\ brought the issue of in- the public trust doctrine, the California \'
stream flow miiinteriance to. the Public. Court paved the way (Or a,state 'agency
attention:1". or the courts to"decide that, Los Angeles

Ili., A number of-options exist for govern- must reduce, its diversions from the
.,. .-, .-

ments seeking to ph -serve an ecolOgical Mono Lake Basin. California law proles-
balance ii\ their rivers and''stre ins. In sor Harrison C. Punning writes: "Al-
the-United States, for example, N ontana though rainr ications of (he ruling-may-

.passed a law in 1973 that allows, ivern- , not be ap rent for years, there can be
ment agencies to acquire prospective no doubt that .it will 'raise new bbstacles
waster rights. 'Much of the state's water for thos(3 who word divert California's
has nt4 yet been appropriated, sounder natural-stream flows to tam) and c0 use..
this legislation a large share of it can be ... . From now on, the state must protect
reserved to protect .stream ecology. Be- what the couU dills. 'the people's*com-,,
cabse o these reserved rights, much of - on heritage of streams, Likes, marsh- ,. .

tlieVellowstone River will never be with- lands and tidelands'."" w, .) :

drawn for use. Many rivers and stOtams Where demands arc already at the lim--
:in.,fhe United States, howeVer, de al-s its of the available supply, regulations

4.0.,
'04 ready fully appropriated during theidry nitavbe necessary to put water use on a

. 'season of the }dear. `Preserving Water: sustainable tooting. Strategies geared
'quality and fish and ;Wildlik habitats thus toward balancing the water budget are

, rn mrequires ,soine foi of regulation that lacking in 'most areas of fulling water ta-
limitfi withdrawals during periods of di- hies or shritikint surface 'supplies. De-

' minished floir. One of the mqstpowerful . spite pleas by hyirolligists; for example,
l / tools available, tHougli as yeaAhttle used, Ito Radian staNs Rave paused laws to reg-

is what legal experts call the "public ulate, the installation of ttibevielis or to..,
0,.. trust" mine. 1)ating%back to Roman limit -groundwater withdrawals. In the ....-

t asserts that governments hold southern tklate of Tamil Nadu, authori-
....* ...,.certa rights intrustpr the public and ts,are doing !Adele, curb voerpumpingie d !Ad

. can take action to,-profect them from Pri- that in dome areas has caused groundwa- 4

,. Nateinterests. Its application has polen- ter levels to\ drop 30, meters in just a
tially Sweeping effects since even exist-. ! deOdt. Hytifologistts note that die-

.

r
r
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4
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"long-term effects are probably under-
stood, but until the water disappears. it
is hardly likely that anyone is going tii do
anything about the situation.:'"'

At least one example worth emulating
has emerged m the United States: the
1980 Arizona Grounchvater Manage-
ment Act. Facing a rapidly dwindling
water supply; the state is requiring its
most overpumped areas to achieve "safe
yield" by the year 2025. At this level no

t, more groundwlter is withdrawn thanlis
recharged; the resource is lbw in 'bal-
ance. Achieving this goal will by no
means be painless. Conservation 'ilea-
syres will be required of all water users
end all groundwater withdrawals will be
taxed. No subdivided land can be devel-

,,,oped without proof of an assured water
,-,supply.. lif by the year 200 it appears

that clonervation alone will not achieve
' the state's goal, tlw,,, government can
-'begin buying and retiring farmland.

re4dy `begun: Betw ,'n 1978 and 1982,
)1Shiftu in Arilonass economy have al-

, jhe state's irrigat&I,:iirea declined 8 per-
cent..0ther ciiter-short regions should
,recognize that such shifts are-bound to
occur, and that they will be less trau-.
mak, if, as Arizona is doing, they are
e, sect by thoughtful planning. Many

- i. govc annen6 wilt be watching as the real
' "41 t test ( f Arizona's law begins in the -nine-\ ("7- ties. 5 .

.

duel the Myth that conservation is pc.-
r/usively a short-term strategy to iillevi-
ate droughts and other immediate crises.
Cinlyin 411,dry haticins as South Africa
...0and 4rael is criservation made an into-
gral part of planning future water sup-
plies. In these 4)untries, which' arc al-

Ile wady tapping most of their available
sCatirces, continually striving to increase
the efficiency of water use is imperative
if grcirth, is Attcontinue. 'Rut even in nil-
tionslwith untapped,hivers ana aOuifers,

,in easu es to com(erve, recycle, and reuse
fresh ter may in many cases make the

nally, planners and educators must

4

41.

resource available at a lower cost and
with less environmental disruption than
developing these new supplies. Conser-
vation's potential will never be realized
until it is analyzed as a viable long-term
option comparable to drilling a new well.
or building a new reservoir.

The Soviet Union's planned diver-
sion of Siberian rivers may meet
6nly one fourth of the deficit ex-
pected in central Asia.

Steps toward this end were taken, in
the United States dining the late seven-.
ties. In a June 1978 water policy message
to the nation,"President Carter resolved
to make conservation ii national priority.
Government .1gencies began to make
federal grants and loans for water proj-
ects conditional upon intlusion Of cost-
effective conservation measures. Numer-
ous analyses .suggested that substantial
savings would accr le both to the gov-
et uric t and to co in-ninnies and their
resltlfuts fforn inc.
demand. Unfortuna

took sev
when i the.
quiremitip:tto voktpita
disbtfitC'ie he 11,ater R

cures to curb water
ely, the Reagan ad-
sal steps backward

conservation re-
guidelines and
sources Court-

cil, which had been-pitsifurg fur, a more
'economically efficient and environmen-
tally sound water policy. California has
taken the lead where the federal govern-
ment has kAtered: A 1983 law requires
every 'major itrban water supplier in the
state to stifmut by the end of 1985 a man-
agement. plan that explicitly eVilohlaleS
effiderlelt 'measures a4 an allipernative to
develciping new Anpplies."

Most goycrnments continue
traditieinal dam and diversion
relieve regional water stres
engineering complexities os
ects, along with their threat

4'

iepect
cts to

the

ecologi-
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cal disruption, pric .
tags, and 20year lead times leave little
hope that (hey will deliver water in time
to avert projected-shortagesif, ineed,
they are completed at all. In the l Thud
World, unless deforestation and erosion
ale curbed. and irrigation systems are
better nt inag{-cl and maintained, large
projects may waste scat «- capital and di-
minish the odlictivity of opland.
morcovcr, even the most grandiose
schemes %yin no( be ultimate solutions (0
regional wau..i. problems. The Soviet
Union's planned diversion ()I the Sibe-
rian rivets', fox' example, may meet only.
one fourth of the deficit expec ted in cell-
o al Asia. Water delivered to Arizona
through he Central Ariioria hoject will
make up for only halt of the state's all-.
imal groundwater depletions and thus ir

not alone balance (he water budget.
Against an insatiable demand, the best
any dam Or diversion can (10 'IN to SIMS'
the depletion of supplies or delay (he
day when they fall short.

In an era of growing competition foe
limited water sources, heightened envi-
romnental awareness, and scarce and
costly 'capital, new water strategies .arc
needed. (41tirming to hank on new
large water projects, and fading to take

"Vs

1.11"

A'
"e'lk

4

ti
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steps .toward a water-eIhnent economy,
is risky: Vital 111CreaNCS'Ill toOd prOdlIC-
(ion may never materialize, industrial ac-
tivity may stagnate, and the rationing of
chinking -water supphcs - become
more commonplace.

Alternatives (0 large (lain and devil--
sum projects exist. Water ( rises netd not,
occur. Sec-ming more-dependable sup
plies in the HARI Would can and should'
continue, but it may better be done- with
smaller projec is nuu e amenable to coor-
dinated land arid water management,
with mc remental development Of
groundwater,itml especially with , Joint
managentent of surface and under-
ground' supplies. In ivaler-short areas of
industrial «Hinnies, people and eco-
nomic activity mils( begin ac aing (0
water's limited availability. ipplies in

w

Soviet entral Asia, for exa le, simply
is,

(au., support a booilning population
and an expanding farming. economy for
long. Oasis cities such as Phoenix and
Los Angeles -can no longer expect to
grow and thrive by 'draining the wAter
supplies of, other regions. Conservation
and better management can free a large
volume Of wateik--and capitalfor com-
peting uses. "link far, we have seen only
hintk of their potential'.

8 .
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World Fisheries(
Le,Ster R. Brown

The world's fisheries o ipv an impor-
tant niche in the global ecosystem, the
world economy, and the human- diet.
Their annual harvest-74 million tons in
1983---,,,exceeds world beef production
by a substantial margin. Yielding av-
erage of 16 kilograms per capita live
weight for a world population of 4.76
billion, fisheries supply 23 percent of all
animal protein consumed. More impor-
tantly, in many low-income countries, as
well as in a kw industrial ones, fish are
the principal source of animal protein. t

MCllrons (of people make their living
front supplying fish: Two milliof Latin
Americans, for example, tarn a living
this way. And oi\ the densely populated
island of Java, which is heavily depen-
dent tin the Catch from the surrounding
waters, 1.8 million Javanese figli full-
time. The World Bank estimatessthat 1.2
million, workers worldwide support
themselves by fishing or fish fanning;
millions more are involved in the trzms-
portation, processing, and marketing of
-their catches.2

It is no surprise, then, that the col-
lapse the Southeast Pacific anchovy
sh r, the early seventies, due 19

overfi mg and 'ocean, vari tty, caught
the at mion of manylivhc ha assumed

c

that humanity would ultimately turn to
the oceans for ('acid, This widely publi-
cized case...TIN- appears to have been just.
the mast extreme example of a world.:
Mdc: pattern: As recently as a generation
ago oyerlishing was the exception. Now
in some regions it seems to be the rule.

*14

GLOBAL SUPPLY AND
DEMAND

Between 1950 andq1970, the world
fish catch increased from 21 million to
66 million metric tons, more than trip.:

igwithin two decades. (See Table 4-1.)
/Wl unprecedented expansion in world
population combined With an equally
unprecedented rise in per capita .pin-
conies boolikivd demand for animal pro-
lent On the supply side, advances in
fishing technology and the availability of
cheap ,oititd to the development o(dis-
tam-water fishing fleets that iliterally
scciured the oceans in search of edible
sea life.

Dining th'e' fififes and-sixties this t
traordinary growIth rtt t$4! catch led (0 a
feeling that 'the oceans contained infinite
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supplies of fish. Projections. made at this
tithe commonly indicated the catch
would eventually reach 200-400 million
tons annually. In quantity terms. the per
capita .harvest went from just over 8 kilo-
grams in 1950 to nearly 18 kilograms in
1970, a doubling that 'contritikt ed lo int
pi ()Yemenis in human nutrition in many
countries.

By the seventies. however, there were
signs of overfishing: After increasing at
nearly r3 percent per rear (ruin 1050 to

Table 4-1. World Fish Production, Total
and Per Capita, 1950-83

Year

1950

Population

(bah(

_

Fish lyrucluc
!'iodic lion Per

Lion' Capita

(metric tons) (kilograms)

'21.1

1955 2.7-15 28.9 10.5

A

1960 3 026 '4k) 2 13.3

1965 3.3-1:1 53 2 15.9

1970 3.678 65.6 17.8
1971 3.746 66.1 17.6
1972 1.815 62.0 16.3
I973 3.885 62.7 16.1

1974 '3.951 66.5 t6.8

1975 4.033 66.4 16.5
1976 4.107 69.4 16.9
1977 .182 68.11 16.4

1978 -1.258 -... 70.2 I ti.5

1979 4.336 71.2 16.1

1980 4 4 IS 72.3 16_4

1981 4.495 75.1 16.-A

1982 1.577 76.8 16.4$

1983 .1.660 74.0 15.9

yank (Mill. ann1.)

fanning.
sovai.E: United Nations Food and Agnc %thine 01-
ganiiation. rearboolt q/ h.shetv .SintWits (Rome: vaii-

% (..1) 4.
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1970. growth in the annual world Tish
au h slowed to less than 1 percent. And

in per capita terms, the growth of neatly
4 peic'ent pet Veal' during the fillies akid
sixtiesbecame a decline. of almost I per-
( ent yearly fitter 1970.

Most of the lisla caught are useddi-
rectly for human Imsumption. But part
of the catch-largely the inferior species
or waste from the processing of table-
glade fed to hogs and chickens.
Despite the leveling oft hi the world fish
catch, the amount used hit' fish Meal, for
fertilizer, and as a source of fish oil has_
changed little over the last delude, re-
maining fairly steads' at 20 million tons,
close to 30 percent 01 the World catch.3

In some countries, such as japan and
Thailand. non-table fish are commonly
fed to higher-value fish produced by fish
limners. The relative contribution of
oceanic fishing versus fish [arming is
slowly' chair g, as growth in the ore-
ani«-atch sl7Ms and that of aquaculture
steadily expands. As of the mid-eighties,,
fish tannin'{ accounts for roughly 9 mil-
lion of thic 75-million-tn global harvest
-nearly one eighth of the total. A grow.;
ing emphasis on this approach is evident
in the lending of international aid agen-
cies such as the World Bank and the U.N.
Food Agriculture Organiz;Aion,
(FAO). Assistance that previously con-
centrated on investments in better boats
and improved ports and processing

shiftediward fish farming dur-
ing the seventies, as it beGame clear dial
there were a limited number of fish Ties
in which investment in additional capac-
ity would be profitable:4

The oceanic fish catch is composed of
an indescribable diversity of aquatic or-
ganisms: the FAO reports that more
than 100 species of linfis,crustacearis,
and shellfish are harvested on a commer-
cial scale. Of this long list, some 22 spe-
cies commonly yield 100,000 tons or
'more per year, and sins( 5---herrings,
cods, Jacks; redfishes, and mackerels,

*AA
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e plus the associated relatives of these spe-w
ciesaccount for more than 40 million
tons, well over half the annual catch.
(See Table 4 -2.)

The most prolific of these are the her-
rings (in the North Atlantic). sardines,

Table 4-2. World Fish Catch By Species,
1980

Species

Herrings, sardines.
anchovtes, etc.

Cods, hakcii. haddocks. etc.
Jacks, mullets, sauries. etc.
Redfishes, basses,

congers, etc.
Mackerels. snoeks,

cutlassfishes, etc.
Tunas, bonitos, illfishes, etc.
Shrimps, prawns. etc.
Squids, cuttlefishes, octopuses,

etc.
Clams, cockles, arkshells, etc.
Flounders, halibuts, soles, etc.
Oysters
Sea-spiders, crabs, etc.
Shads, milkfishes, etc.
Salmons, trouts, smelts. etc.
Carps, barbels, and other

cyrinids
Mussels

.

Sharks, rays, chimaeras, etc.
Krill, planktonic

crustaceans. etc.
Tilapias-and other cichlids
Scallops, petens, R.
Freshwater mollusks
Lobsters, spiny-rock

lobsters, etc.
All other

Total

Qtiantity---
(thousand

metric tons)

16,225

J 0,720
7,338
5,247

4,226

2,490
1,681
1,572

1,177
1,084

973
848
818
770
616

614
583
425

367
364
2-61
108

13;676

7i,19
SOURCC'United Nations Fool! and Agtiulture Or-
ganization, Yearbook .of Asher, Statistics (Rome:1981).
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anchovies, and pilchards, which yielded
a harvest of over 16 million tons in 1980,
muclf of which is consumed indirectly in
the form of pork and _poultry produced
with fish meal. Herrings are not a high-
value table fish, although they arc con-
sumd directly in both industrial and de-
veloping countries. Second on the list is
the cod family, with a catch of nearly 11
million tons in 1980.. Included in this
group are the heavily fished Atlantic cod,
(he haddock, and the iklaska pollack, a
fish that has soared in importance over
the past decade. 4

The place of fish in the human diet
v4ries widely around the world. Per
capita fish consumption in the Soviet
Union, for example, is roughly twice
high as in the United States. Faced wi
difficulty in expanding livestock output
during the fifties and sixties, the Soviets
decided it would be easier to satisfy their
animal protein needs by investing heav-
ily in.distant-water fisheries. As a result

itotowere at thy forefront of launching
rocessing factory ships, which per-

mitted their fleet to range to the world's
far corners in search of protein, prRfits,
and foreign exchange.''

In some industrial countries, such as
japan and Norway, fish figure promi-
nently in the diet. The Japanese, with a
per capita seafood consumption of 200
Pounds per year, consume Far morcy,ksh
than they do reel meat or poultry. Given
the nation's low ratio Of land to people,
the government decided long ago that it
would use its scarce land resources to
piliduce its starchy staple-c-rice-;--and

/bp-would obtain as much of its anima ii.
ten from the ocean as, possible.. tiM

il

combined with a strong cultural prefer-
ene for seafood over red meat, led to
the evolution of he Japitnrse. "fi'siNend
rice- did.° -,..

Although per capita fish consumption
in Third World countries is lower on av-
erage than in the industrial world, it is
bonetheless a key protein source in the
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diet of coastal peoples. A scrap of dried
fish ku a rice dish can often mean the
difference between a nutritionally ade-
quate diet and, one seriously deficient in
protein. Thus the worldwide decline in
the per capita fish harvest does not
augur well (or future. nutritional !au-
nt ovements m developing «mimics.

A scrap of dried fish in a rice -dish

can often mean the difference be-
tween a nutritionally adequate diet
and one seriously deficient in pro-
tein.

[he composition of national seafool
consumption patterns ilso varies widely.
For example, in the United States tuna
acupies a prominent position in overall
seafovd costimption: With tuna sand-
.withes and salads a common fare, U.S
consumption accounts fOr more than
one third of the world tuna catch. "Fo the
elktent that tuna stocks are stressed, this
is targets the responsibility of American
consumers; conversely, the fortunes of
the world's tuna fishing fleets rest on the
American appetite for this lish. Euro-
pean appetites are in some ways similar
to thost!. in North Amei-ica but there are
also sonic notable differences. Herring,
for exatliptr-,--is-8 favored seafood item,
particularly in the Scandinavian coun-

"tries And in West Germany. japan and
the collar-les along the 14direrranean's
northern shore -- Spain, Portugal, and
Italyconsume most of the million and

?all tons of squid caught yearly. In fact,
1st as Americans . consume over one

third of. the world tuna catch, the Japa-
nese consume nearly half that of squid.?

Geographic patterns of marine pro-
tein consumption have shifted over the
last three dftesdes as transportation sys-
tems have 'expanded and processing
techniques have advanced. A generation
ago inland regions of Third coin,-
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tries consumed little fish, but with
provements in preserving and transport-
ing, this is slowly changing. At that time,
very little of the catch was frozen; today
close to one Idth is marketed in this
form. Meanwhile the drying of fish, the
traditional method of preservation in
Third World.countrics, has 'declined as
transportation advances have eflecnvely
shortened die distance from catcher to
«nista incr."

Biological c onstraims on supplies,
mismanagement of fisheries, invest-
ments in fish farming, and changing
tastes all interact to reshape seafood
«msumption patterns over time. The
relative importance these influences arc
likely to have in the years ahead is dis-
cussed in the remaihder of this chapter.

THE EXTENT OF
OVERFISHING-

An FA() asses_ sment of the status of the
19 rincipal fisheries that account for
dr of the catch in the Noythwest Atlan-
tic gives an idea of the 1. ontemporary

4 pressures on this resource base. The
stocks of 4 have been.de feted, and 9
othOrs are described' "fully ex-
ploited," In FAO terminology, this often
means thatihey are heavily overfished

lcthat the it yield has 'en 'reduced well
below their biologic I' maximum, but
that the stacks have-not yet been fully
depleted.

Tito silver hake, for example, has a po-
tential yield of 250,000 tons but the
catch in 1965 totaled 383,000 tons_more
Owl half again its estimated slpstainable
yield. By the Carly seventies ig dropped
to 270,000 tons and ip 1981 just 62,000
tons were caught, scarcely a quarter its
estimated potential. Assuming this de-
cline is due to stock depletion, it is'easy
to calculate overfishing's reduction of
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the catch. .-01 the 6 other principal
Northwest Atlantic fisheries, 3includ-
ing squidare believed to be only mod-
erately exploited and the status of 3 oth-
ers is listed as unknown because their
biological potential has not been dter-
mined. Then. has not befit enough in-
formation gathered on the crab and clam
population of the Northwest Atlantic,
for instance, to estabrai luoktgit al po-
tential and hence to determine whether
overharvesting has occurred."'

There are a few species- that are over-
exploited in some regions while scar( eh
touched in others. For itts(tince, the
cephalopod fisheries (octoptt,
and cuttlefish the east «snti Atlannt
have been he y harvested. All three
arse overexploitei . After several annual
harvests of well over 109,000 tons of oc-
topus, the catch in 1980 fell to 48,000
tons. Similarly, over 30,000 tons of
squid were caught each year (luring (he
seventies; the harvest in 1980 was only
11,000 tons, well below the estimated
potential of 40,000 tons.''

by the early eighties I I major oceanic
fisheries-6 in the Atlantic and 5 in the
Pacifichad been depleted to (he point
of collapse. They range from the
Peruvian anchovy, which had an es-
timated potential of 9 million tons, to
the Alaska king crab, with a possible
yield of nearly 100,000 tons. This mis-
management is an extiensive error. For
example, the North Atlantic codfilheri,
which could yield up to I.35-I.7n ma-
lign tons, has:netted less thihn 600,000
tons in recent years. Similar calculations
for 'other fisheries provide.- a startling
overall piNure of some 1 1 million ton*
of potential catch lost each year because
of fishery mismantgemeni. (See :Fable
4-3,)

4
Although the Atlantic. cod fishery now

44appears to he slowly recovering, the
Peruvian .anchovy fishery is not. The
shifts. in the current off Peru's coast can
directly and dramatically affect thiS
fishery, vet it seems-clear that overfilling

( 7 7 )

from (he mid-sixties through the early
seventies doomed it to collapse even
without any a Range in (he current. (See
Figure 4-1.) During seven of the eight
years from 1964 through 1971 the an-
chovy harvest exceeded 9.5 million tons,
(he level identified by a team of, FAO
fishers biologists as (he maximum sus-
tainable yield of (he lishOUV. The subse-
quent pltumnet to around 4 million tons,
and then to lust 1.5 million, makes it
questionable that these stocks will eve!

c °vet to the level oltwo decades ago.
As early as 1973 C.P. Idyll, a leading

fishery biologist, observed "there is
some reason to fear that the worlds
greatest stock of fish may have been ir-
reversibly damaged.'" Marine biologist
Davit! Fluharty believes a c atch of 9.5
nrillioil tons is (00 high even for the
fishery's good years, when the current is
normal. Aqd he suggests that the au-
chovy quota must be adjusted on a year-
to-year basis according to conditions if its
vie Id is to be maximized over (he bong .110

term."
Tbe collapse of .this anchovy fishery,

once the world's largest, basheencostly.
Peru lost two export commoditiesthe
fish meal and the guano from sea birds
that depend on- anchovythat once
dominated its foreign-exchange earn-
ings. When this fishery was at its peak, in
1970, exports' of its products earned
Peru $340 million, roughly a third of its
foreign exchange. The disappearance of
this vitally needed source of hard cur-
rency contributed to the growth of
Peru's. external debt; in the mid eighties
over 40 1)ercent of the nation's exports
are required merely to service its out-
standing loans. And the world has lost a
major protein supplement, once used in
the rations of hogs and poulty."

To thenoi.th, the developments in the
Alaskan king cab fishery have closely
paralleled those of the anchovy. Found
principally in the seaxoff Alaska and the
nearby Aleutian Islands; the king crab
became an.international delicacy in re-
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cent decades. Commercial crabbing in
the region by the Japanese got under
way in 1930, bue it was disrupted by
World War II and did not resume on a
meaningful scale until the fifties. .1-he
seventies witnessed rapid growth in- the,
harvest of this species. Landings of this
widely sought after seafood peaked in
1980 at 86.000 tons. By 1984 the catch
had fallen tot7.000 tons, less than a tenth

Tahh.! 4-3. Oceitnic Fisheries

ll'or/d/ 985

the earlier level. Surveys showed ;I pr
ciPitous drop in the number of fertile
females: One analysis in late 1982 es-
timated that only ,27 percent of the
lc-wales had egg clutches. Shocked by
these findings, the Alaikan Department

Uish and Game detiared an emer-
gent v closure of the fishery. The unan-
ticipated collapse' of the Alaskan king
crab population startled fishers and

That Illavf ilectt Depleted

Region Species Mani Fishing Commies

Northwest.
Mantic

Atlantic
(:od

Canada, Flan( e, cenland,
,5pam. United states.-Smiei
Union

I laddoc k Canada. United States
Capelin (:anada, Soviet Union
At . Canada, United States

lltring

Northeast --' Atlantic Denmark, Finland, E.
Atlantic Hen ink Germain, Poland, Sweden,

Soviet Union

Southeast Pilchard Inion, South Mina
Atlantic

Nottktwest 4

Pacthc

Salmon

Northeast Pacific Halibut
Pacific (dean

.Perch
King (:rah2

Jalpi Soviet Union

fe)
Canada, Uniteci States

Dalian

United States.

Southeast Ainiio VCt a Peru
Pacific

Total Shortfall Due to Stock Deple tom

la

Loss From
1...timateil 1981 Misman-
Potential,* Can li agcnient

(thousand men ic tons)

1,350 588 762.

100
. 500

300

83
39

22.1

17
.161

76

2,000 732 1,268

700

400 251 ' 1,49

38
210

99 601

15 23
26 184

7 33

9,000' I,550 7,450

1.1,024
4

'Where a range is given. by, the FAO, the lower curl of the tange is used. 2Catilylatu lot 198.
'Estimated potential by FA() for c Mons prevailiniduring the sixties.
sotiRcr.: United Nations Food and A ieulture Organization. "Review of the State of World Fishery
Resources,' Rome, July 1983.
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fishery managers alike and raised ques-
tions about cvhether.the species will ever
recover.

In the Western Indian Ocean. several
species of fish are tinder pressure from
India and Pakistan. The export-oriented
shrimp industries in both countries are
stressing shrimp stocks in the vicinity of
the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea;
Arab countries report catches doWn
sharply from the peak a decade ago.
Human activities. including. the (lesum
lion of nursery areas by land reclamation
and coastal pollhtion and toverlishing,
appear to be responsible."

Such factors may be affecting shad in
India, where the catch of the freshwater
spawning lishdeclined by more than two
thirds in three yearsfrom 35,000 tons
in 1978 to 11,0(.10 tons in 1981. This par-
allels an earlier decline in the U.S. shad
catch. Although on opposite sides of the
globe, the same factors appear to he re-

, sponsiblenamely stream pollution,
heavy fishing, and quite possibly rising
acidity in freshwater rivers as a result of-
expanding fossil lirel combustion."

Although overlishing has become
CAiturnonplace: it is not always for the
same reason. In. some instances it has
resulted from a lack of data on stocks,

NI

\ feint- lilac
15

10-

.enure MO

4-mitated maximum
sustainable 14.141

1%0 1 970 1 ()80 1(1)0'

Figure 4-1. Peruvian Anchovy Catch, 1960.99

repiroductive rates, and other factors
needed to manage stocks intelligently.
In other cases, the deficifsncy has
stemmed from an inability to interpret

.available data correct h. Before the ex-
tension of offshore limits to 200 miles,
there was often no national or other au-
thority responsible for limiting the catch
and establishing quotas for the national
fleets working a lisher Once collective
demand exceeded the sustainable yield,
the -tragedy of the commoni.- often IO1-
101,ved. In still other situations, overlish-
ing has resulted from the inability or the
unwillingness of the responsible au-
thorities to enh)rce quotas.

Ov(the last 10 years even newly
developed fisheries in the more
southern latitudes have quickly
been fislid to the point of elapse.

Whatever the cause, the past two
decades have been market] by the col-
lapse of one fishery after another. Al-
though these collapses were initially
confin.-ed fo the North Atlantic, they soon
spread to the North Pacific as well. Over
the last 10 years. even newly developed
fisheries in the more southern latitudes
the Southeast Pacific, the Gulf of Thai-
land, the Indian Ocean, and the New
Zealand coastal fisherieshave quickly
been fished-to the point of collapse. The
net result is that no intormed person can
now doubt That there Are limits to the
growth of the catch in any fishery. What
is not always clear iS whether a particular
year-to-year decline is the result of riatti-

ves, such as climatic variation, or
oft .,,Jfishing. Worse still, a natural de-
cline induced by changes in water tem-
perature,, for example, can itself trigger
overfishing, particularly if the catch is al-
ready'too close to the sustainable yield.

Scientists are now looking clo3ely at
the interaction bowl' stocks as it

9 4
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becomes clear that the cohiplex inter-
play among species makes it difficult, if
not impossible, to manage a given stock
effectively in isolation. A 1983 FAO cir-
cular observed that "big fish eat little
fish, but large indiViduals of small spe-
cies can eat small individuals (including
eggs and larva) of larger species." It is
not uncommon in a fishery with several
species. for the fall in the yitili of one to
hr followed by a rise in that of another.
But this may or may not he a simple
cause-and-eflct relationship, since, the
stock of any particular species can vary in
response to natural forces."

A 1983 report from the International
Cent'r for Living Aquatic Resources
Management- observes: "Dangerous
shifts in species composition are occur-
ring on many fishing grounds as more
valuable stocks diminish and fishermen
shift to smaller species that are lower on
the food chain. Irreversible changes may
be taking place reminiscent of those oc-
curring in -the Californi-a sardine fishery
or the' Peruvian anchoveta fishery in
which heavily fished stocks have been
greatly reduced resulting in lasting eco-
logical changes."' 9

Determining the maximhm.sastaina-
ble yield of each fishery is a useful start-
ing point for better management of this
World resource, but it is of little use on
its own. It must be species-specific,
recognizing that it is not possible to
maximize the harvest of species at all lev-
els on the oceanic food chain. In an anal-
ysis of the krill fishery in Antarctica, ohn
R. Beddingtou and Robert M. May unit
out that "clearly the guiding principle
cannot be maximum sutainable yield for
each species. The. maximum sustAinable
yield of baleen whales is achieved by
leaving their food (krill) entirely alorie\:.
For krill, the maximum sustainable yield
would be achieved by eliminating whales
and other animals that compete -with
human beings for this fbtd supply. To
regulate harvesting by specifying maxi-
mum sustainable yield fbr both prey anal
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predator species would be to try to have
one's cake and. eat it too.""

Decisions about where to maximize
harvest on the focid chain face fishery
managers everywhere. They are -fash-
ioned by a combination of biological,
economic, and social constraints. The
most basic question is whether to maxi-

, mite the harvest of the larger species
high .ors the fOod chain (usually prime
table species) or that of the smaller spe-
cies, which are valued primarily fbr the
production of fish meal. Economics
often dictate the answer. Peru, for exam-
ple, converged Its huge anchovy harvest
of over tti million tons Or year in the
late sillies and mid-seven( to fish.
meal because there was simp no mar-
ket for such a vast quantity of inchovics
as food.

In looking at the resouicies of the
North Sea, the choice can be find rather

_explicitly. K.P. Andersen and Erik Ursin
ask: Do we want the food resources of
the North Sea to end up "on the dining
table in the form of cod fed With living
fish or in the form of chicken led with
fish meal?" Among other thine this
choice involves an assessment of the rel-
ative efficiency with which cod and
chicken convert small fish further down
the fOod chain to a highly valued food
forny.21,

Further complicating management,
fishers alone cannot maximize the sus-
taintible yield when given, for example,
the influence of waste discharges by in-
dustry, municipalities, and agriculture.

, Whole fisheries can be destroyed by na-
tional energy policies that encourage
coal burning that reads to acid rain and
acidification of freshwater lakes and
*Yearns. Chemical stress of the marine
environment directly affects fisheries but
it is not always easy to isolate its effects
on yields since the stress takes many
forms, such as increased vulnerability to
disease.
- All too often there appears to be oper-
ating what might he described as an

95 1
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overfishin:g syndrome. Once the catch of
a fishery begins to decline, those direc ON'
dependent on its yield begin to suffer
financially, making responsible .atitho,ri.
ties icluctant ttt interyem... and resteto
the (AO still further. In an c-ffm t to
maintain their cat( b, fishers dejMete,,,the
dwindling stocks even further, which can
push the resource past its breaking poilat

: and lead to .a total -collapse. ilium res-
trict ions -are, precisely what is needed if
thesesourre is to be..saved.

'lite risk issoelated. with severe _lock
, depleticIn :is.. that there is,' no as.sturance
the stock*will replenisIbthemsel 'ies.' Uhe
(011,101.-01iihe fish.eries listed earlier and
the restiltiog 0annuoVieduction- of the
seafood harven by c;onfe I I Million tons

0represent .0 °( silt: loss front Jhe'marine
resource base, one that exceeds the ton-
nage prothiced by li§b farmers by a sub-
stantial margin. Occurring at a time
when the world demand for protein is
increasing steadily, it makes future rises
in seafood ph( es almifs( inevitable.

THREATENED ESTUARIES

l'orhf heire:% t 8/ )

the reverse is trite).. Other-species, breed
in the esutaf itself. But perhaps even
more important-, the sheltered waters of
estuaries scrve as nurseries for young
fish. If they are altered iii vays that make
them onsuitable for spawning and for
sustaining a rich range of aquatic life, the
quantity and diversity of marine pitmen'
suppinl will be reduced accordingly."

the complex mutual dependence of
peoPle and estuaries is expanding 7ts
populatimv and- economies grow. As the
using dernapd for basic foodstuffs and
Ubel-leads to more bunt clearing, there
is more soil. crostini, and iente heavier
flows of/silt into estuaries. The clearing
of land, for constructivn of homes, facto- ,

ries, and highways also adds pressure.
Much of the soil is carried to the inooths
of rivers and stri.ams, wherp*it muddies
the?' water kind reduces the amount of
sunlight reaching submerged aquatic
wgetation. As this dwindles, the food.
supply for many aquatic organisms is re-
duced.

Increased flows of plant nutrients are
also damaging estuaties. A sevenfold"M-
crease in world, chemical kittllizeAr ttsc
SinCC 95(),oa dmabling ofhormap sewage
during the ,same pericid,:and-the switch
tosynthtitiC detergent's are'all!contribut;-

Estuaries. play .a role in that earth's yrrg the .overloack 91.nutrjents'(iti-es- -

aquatic food system that is far out of pro- uaries, whiai nkturn multiplies thk algal
portion to their size. Defined as that part sina scale that alters the mariire

,of the aquatic environme it "where tile . .envirmmatent, As., the greatly increased
(low of the river meets th flood ( the imirribeys itf alga.e dte and settle to the
tide," an estuary is an inter nediate rot ; bottom. their &Composition uhsorhs

5between the inland world o rest' water the. dmsolved oxygen from the water----
and the salt-water oceans that covet' vxygen that fish and other aquatic ani-
most of the earth. Ina s re9nire to survive. kieyorni a certain

Most fish spawn either on the conti- point, fish are actually Aphyxiated.
nenlal shelf or in coastal estuaries. Another source of estuaritte stress is

Aquaticanimals such as oysters, clams, the influx of toxic materials front Indus-
and bay scallops spend their entire lives try and agriculture. Synthetic chemicals
ink-salaries. These areas are also part of and heavyonelals can int erfere?.with the

,the migration route for anadrontous riyprounctive processes of aquatic' organ-
species (those that spawu in fresh water isms and reduce the habitability -of
bt t spend most of their lives at Ica , such environments .they coneaminate. NM in-

salnion and striped bass, and th cata- freqnently, they render seafood Medi-
(frontons species midi as eels (fig which -Me,

4
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There are literally thotisalads of s-
made& Where the tvorld's rivers meet is
oceans but a relatively small number C-
C91,Mt for most of the spawning Acti ity.
The principal breeding area for the ;w-
an coast of the United States, fore am-
ple, is the Chesapeake *Bay, a 200-mile-
long body of water formed by the retreat
of glaciers arid the subsequent rise in sea
level' that inundated the .lower Sue.-
quehanna River Valley some 15;000
years ago.

Sometimes referred to 10 a -"protein
factory," this rich estuary is losing its
pl-Oductivity. Mindling ,stooks of key
-species that contribute to the Bay's rich
harvest have raised concer n. about its
continued ability to ,supply fish, oysters,
and crabs as abundantl3Las in the past.
These clear signs of deterioration led
the U.S. Government in the mid-seven-
ties to launch the most exhaustive study
ever undertaken of a major estuary.
After several -years and the expenditure
of some $27 million, the study con-
clucred that the Bay was indeed-deteri-
orating, that the deterioration was
human in origin, and that all the causes
could be remedied with the cooperation
of the three states responsible for
managing the BaYs watershed. :Al-
though some 150 rivers'and screams flow
into the Chesapeake, just. 8 account for
90 percent of the .fresh water entering
the Bay and the Susquehanna alone ac-
counts for close to half the total"

One of the most obvious alterations in
the Chesapeake is the extensive' loss of
submerged aquatic vegetation as sus-
pended sediment, particularly in the
upper reaches of the Bay, buijt up. This
decline, under way since the sixties; ac-
celerated during the seventies and
affected all types of vegetation. The Vir-
ginia -Institute of Marine Science con-
cluded in a 20-year study of the Chesa-
peake's vegetation that "this estuarine
system has Been undergoing an environ-
mental stress of major propoflions."24,
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Figure 4-2. Chesapeake Hay Oyster Catch,
1900-83
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Another principal conclusion of the
U.S. Government's study was that Otte
number of blue algal blooms in the
upper Bay had Increased roughly 250-
fold since the fifties, leaving large areas
without any dissolved oxygen. These-
changes in the Bay's chemistry have
steadily reduced the harvest of prized
species such as shad, oysters, and striped
bass (locally known as rockfish)." The
population of menhaden, which feed on
the algal blooms, increased, but unfortu-
natelynately this is an inedible, low-valu 1st)

used largely for fish, meal. In the late
nineteenth century the Bay each year
yielded over 100 million pounds of
shucked oyster meat. By the early eight-
ies the annual harvest had 'fallen below
30 million pounds. (See Figure 4-2.) The
decline in the catch of shad was equably
precipitous, falling from more than 17
million pounds per year around the..turn
of the century to less t.han 2 million
pounds in the early eighties. (See Figure
4-3.) .

A similar situation with striped Bass--
nearly a 90_,percent drop in the catch
over the last decadeand an even more
alarming decline in stocks dr this fish,
prized by chefs and recreational fiShers
alike, led the U.S. ,Congress in 1984 to
consider legislation that would .ban
fishing for stripers altogether until.
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Figure 4-S, Chesapeake Bay Shald Catch, 1900-82

stocks recovered. Although the act dd
not pass, the state of Ma la d in late
1984banned, all fishink for ed bass,
including that for sport, for up to four
years beginning in 1085.26 2

Restoring the Bay will require an ex-
penditure of roughly $1 billion by the
states of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia. Land use planning and the
adoption of practices to control soil cro-
sion%rill be needed to reduce the influx
of both silt and agricultural chemicals.
Sujngent controls on industrial and mu-
nigpal waste dischal-ge are equally nec-
essary."

.- Since the findings of the government
study were published in 1983, another
threat Iiis come to light: the rising acid-
ity of the wator in the streams that feed
the Bay. A scientific team from the
Smithsonian Institution has been analyz-
ing the Rhode River Ottershed, orie of
the smaller rivers that feeds into the
Chesapeake. They report that betWeeif
1972 and 1978 the pH level fell from 6.3
to 5.8Scientists regularly detect strong
acid pulses in t'he streams following
heavy rains. There is some doubt about
whether the larval young of freshwater
spawners such as. striped bass or perch
could sUrviye under these acidic condi-
dons.26 if this is the.case, then saving the
Chesapeake Bay may be yet another rea-
son to reorient U.S. energy policies away
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from the use of fossil fuels toward much
heaier'investinents in energy efficiency
am( the ,use of renewable energy
sources.

Estuaries in industrial countries are
not the only ones adversely affected. Re-
searchers at Istanbul's Technical Uni-
versity on Turkey's Golden Horna
small estuary literally within the City of
Istanbul that is fed' by two small rivers,
the Abbey and .Kagithanehave pro-
nounced the estuary dead. Not only are
there no living organisms in the Golden
Horn but the 'researchers fear that as
sewage, silt, and industrial wastes con-
tinue to flow into the area, the Bosporus
Straits and the Marmara Sea may evetuu.
ally deteriorate as well.26

Changes in estuaries such as the Ches;
apeaka .Bay or Turkey's Golden Horn
are undoubtedly occurring in varying
degrees throughout the world. The
threat elsewhere haS received far coo lit-
tle attention to date. But the extent of
the daMage in the CheSapeake, now so
thoroughly docurnented, may get scien-
tists atid governments in other areas to
focus on these invaluable resources. In-
formation gathered from the detailed
study of the Bay can be used to design
research programs for other estuaries
and shape responses needed to restore
these waters to health.

FISH FARMING

Fish fanning is not a new concept. In
China, where it may have-originated as
long as 4,000 years ago, the domestica-
tion of fish followt1 closely after that of
livestock. Although fish,. farming, or
aquaculture '(which akso includes sea-
weed in some countries), has been prac-
ticed for at least a few millennia and in
scores oil countries, world output totals
just 9 million tons, roughly one seventh
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of the oceanic catch.",
,

Over the past decade and a halt, how-
ever, aquaculture's potential has been
considered brnational economic policy-
makers, international aid agencies, farm-
ers, and corporate investors. Two re-
source-related developments. are
responsible:: the increasingly evident
limns to the yield of 'natural oceanic and
freshwaler fish stocks, and the depletion
of oil reserves and associated rise in
price of the liquid fuels so essential to
distapat-water fisheries. These pressures,
M conjunction with the establisiment of
200,mile offshore Exclusive' Economic
Zones by more than 100 countries, have
drawn attention to fish farthing as an al-
ternative source of protein.

,Statr of the Work( ----1985

Worldwide, aquaculture provides
roughly one sixth of the seafood
consumed directly.

Incomplete data make it difficult to de-
termine exactly how rapidly fish farming
is expanding. 'Since fish are grown for
home consumption in backyard ponds
by Third World villagers, there 'is no
market'point at which-to gather informa-
tion, Difficulties in measurement closely
rasemble those-associated with trying to
.gauge output from 'home gardening or
fuelwood use, In addition, country data
sent to FAO, 'which compiles and pub-

figuires cin fisheries, often fail tp
distinguish between "capture" fishefies'
and fish farmink.And because" in sonic
countries the industry A\telativgly new,
there is no established data gathering sys-
tem. This particular deficiency plagues
even statistically sophisticated countries-
like the United States, where the yields:
of new initiatives in catfish and crawfish;
production are hard to document:

China, with an estimated annual aqua'
cultural output of just over 4 ntillioi

I

tons, is far and 'away the world leader.
(Sec Table 4;4.).-Thil total tpnsists of
800,000 tons olfitifish, 1.8 million tons
orshelllish, and 1.4 million tons of sea-
weech japan rank4 liecond, \vitt, about a
millionons---,rougt\ly ne third each
Wish, shellfish,:and sea seed. Given the
rapid strides in CVS. fish farming during
the earls' eiglities,a 1985 survey is likely
to show the UniteOtaies moving into
the top tali .aquacultt,rraRkoducers. The
ocintinental distibution of world aqua-
cultural output is highly uneven, with
Asia accounting, for over h4' the total,
ans( Europ'e and N.orth Amen a ranking
a distant second and third. In i`nost of
Latin ;Arrierica. fish,farming is still in an
embuybnic stake. In Africa; it is just start-
ing.. 1

India's_ iliA ;farmers,: netting house.
800,000 tops of finfish per year, nar-
rt)VIY edge China 1hr world leadership in
this particular catt;gory. (See Table 4-r

.
!. it,,,A ,

.- 'Table' 4-4. Apusfulturid Output,
4' Leading Cpttuttries, 19864 '

1

Country Production

(inehric tons)
China 4,012,102
Jaion 97'6,140
India' 848,973.
South Korea 481,480
Soviet Union 340,000

285,50
Indonesia 199,297
France 198,375

194,4Q0
Taiwan 183,673,

All other 987,361

World 8,707,363

souitcE Atitmcialltire Development and Coorclink:
. don Progainme, did for Aquacultire Development
.the 'Mini World (ROpc: Norwegin Agency for In- c.

teriliti9nal Development, UNDI', and FAO, 1982).

I
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In both cases carp is the type of
finfish cultivated. In South Korea, seas
weed dominates the output, while Soviet
fish farmers confilie their attention al-,
most entirely to finfish. In Europe, the
main products are mussels and oysters.
Thet Netherlands, for example, produces
100,000 tons of mussels each year,
enough to provide each of its citizens
ivith .10 kilograms. U.S. aquacitItural
output is among the most diversified of
any country, including both omnivorous
species such as trout tend herbiorOus
feeders such f catfish. In 1982,/catfish
accounted for a good half of the U.S.
aquacultural yield of 10,000 tons.3's..

Worldwide, aquacilittnre provides
roughly oneSixth of the seafood con-
sumed directly. Of the total finfish out-
put of...some 37 million tons, an es-
timated four fifths is accounted for by
carp, the' mainstay of both the Chinese
and Indian aquacultural economies. In
both these countries,. the aquacultural
sector provides, more than one fourth of
total fish consumption. In the Philip-
pines it accounts for about one tenth Of
the fish supply. In .the United States,
nearly all the rainbOw' trout most of the

(catfish and crawfish, and 40 percent of
the oysters are harvested from fish
farms.32

The vast- majority of the worlds aqua-'
culturalists are also aglriculturalists. In
part this is because aquaculturetequire:s
land and farmers own most of the area
that is suitable. ,There are also mutual
efficiencies to be gained from the inte-

. gration of agricultural and aquacultural
production. Many Third World farmers
efficiently combine the prbduction of
pigs or poultq,.particularly ducks, with
that o1 fish by using the animal waste to
fertilize the fish ponds. Such a system,
means that the feed consumed initially,
by pigs or.-duacs yields much more .an .

trial protein in operations that also pro-
* duce fish than when the pigs or 'tucks arq

growti in isblation. But the gains do not

World FtsheM (85)

Titbit 44, AquacuItund Output By Tyie,
LeadinK Countries, 1980

Type Colltintry Production

(metric tons)
India 830.201
China 813,320
Soviet Union 340,000
japan 9 '249.397 t,
Indonesia. 177,500

1. Philippines '151,612
Taiwan '127,974
pangladesh 65,000
United State; 55,646
Romania 41,325

Shellfish 1,757,960
St WI Korea 284.749
apan 298,231

France 173.000
Spain 170,000'

..1

Thailand 111,673
Netherlands 98,489
United States 74,165
Malaysia 63,412
Italy 49.764,

Crustaceans Indonesia 21,797
India 17,009
Thailand 9,923 .

Taiwan 7,017 .

United Stater. 5,596

Seaweea Chinq, 1,440,822
Japan 426,044
South Korea 195,663
Philippines 132,730
Taiwan 11,175

SOURCE: Aquaculture Development and Coordina-
tion Programme. did for Aquaculture Development in
thilithird World (Rome: Norwegian Agency for
tertintional Development, UNDP, and FAO, 1982).

a

stop there: Frequently when the fish
pond is drained for harvesting, the
sludge from its bottom is gathered and
spread on adjacent fielqs as organic fer-
tilizer.34

4,4
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Another form of agricultural/aqua-
cultural integration ihvolves land use ro-
tation between the two activities. In the
southern United States, for example,
catfish farmers frequently alternate be-,
tween ir crop of catfish and one of soy-
beans. This (ins the pto5luction costs of
soybeans since the nutrient -rich residue
on the land alter a year of intensive
catfish 'farming substantially reduceks
outlays for chemi/al fertilizer,3

A variation of this approach is prac-
ticed by crawfish producers in Lor4siana
and Texas. Since the habivorous
crawfish frequently feed on rice, straw
and since land that call be floOded to
produce rice can also be flooded to pro-
duce crawfish, farmers commonly plant
yrice on the larid from March to Angust.
After this is. harvested the rO:e paddy
is again tilled .)yith 'water and stocked
with crawfish that-feed on, the rive stub-
ble."

Traditional aquatuktule, like' tradi,,
tional agriculture, is al extensive activity
using relativay large a outs of land
and water and little in th %way of addi-
tional etierw inputs. In& fish fgirtri,
crs have usually done lin e more than
stock fish in confined are . IloWey.er, as
demand for marine p e n has driven
prices upward and as am as become
scarce,--aqualhilture has ontb.-ked on a
path remarkably .similar to that of.agri-
ctrlture. Normally this has involved fer-
tilizing tlif ponds in some way, Wing or-
ganic waste or chemical fertilizer, but
more recently it has evolved into the di-
r feeding of fish with balatAd ra:
Lions, including high protein concen-
trates, similar to those' used with
livegtock and poultry.

Data for both carp and caqish indicate
similar responses to the varying inputs
used. For example, when ponds are
regularly.fertilized, carp yield 390 kilo-
grams per hectare per .year. (See Table
4-6.) Under, the same .regime channel.
catfish produce 370.Rilog per hect-
are. When fish are fed m Olin) by- ,

.1985

products, tistially.in pellets, the output
increases severalfold.. tf. the grain is sup,-
plemented--?with higli-quality protein,
such as s(i) meal or fishmeal from less
valuable fiAlt-the yirld per hectare then
jumps to thrce tons or more WI- both
carp-atA catfish. Virtually all commercial
etatfish farmers in the United,States now
use these high- quality supplements.

Another ftechniqlte used to maximi)!e
output is Called polyculture---the.cultiva-
tion of seral fish that have different
flood habits. Chinese fish farmers com-
qnonly combine grass carp that feed on
grass and other vegetation, silver carp
that need phytoplankuln, bighead carp
that eat tooplankton, and cotnmpon cqp
that feed on insects. Israeli fish cultural-
istS-have also adopted this system, grow-
ing common carp, silver carp, and mullet

'togalter, a combination that yields
roughly 30 percent more than does any
single species. In the United States, re-
search at Auburn Universityfoutal that a
combination Of channel cittlish and hy-
WA buffalo fish vieldeV,200 kilograms

Table 4-6. Annual Fish Farming Yitlds of
Common Carp and Channel Catfish With

Varying Intensity of Cultivation

Common Channel
Car0 Catfish

,

(kilograms Per
hectarek

Fertilized ponds 390. 370

Feeding grain or 1,530
, grain by-products

Feeditig grain plus 3,300 3,000
high- quality '

protein sup-
plement feedsi

iCtiniiionly fish meal Iron) trash fish ()rip
meat,.

dd

souRcF.: R.T. R.O. Smitherson, and E.W.
Shell, "Progress and Prospectl of Fish Farming,"
ut ,Ves'. Protein rofiL,. 3.

5'
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Table 4-7. Efficiency of Grain Conversion
to Meat by Various Animals

Grain/Meat-
Conwrsion Ratio

Bret cattle iri!:feedlot

Pigs

Chicki-n

Rainbow trout

, 7.5 to 1'

3.25 to

2.25. to 1

1.5 to I

souace: Hans Ackefors and Carl-Gustaf 8.oscii,
t "Farming Aquatic Animals,'' Atribu?Vol. 8,-No. 4,

1979. ki:
- A

, per hectare, an increase of 50 percent
over .the 2,800 kilograms per hectors.
from the catfish alone.,"

One of the attractions of fish farming
is the high efficiency with which fish con-
vert vegetable matter to meat. Beef cat-
tle in American feedlots requiile roughly
7 pounds of grain to produce a pound of
meat. (See Tablf 4-7.) Pigs, by compari-
son, need 3.25 pounds of grain yieild
if pound of pork; broilers nee .25
pounds for a pound of chickn. , tfish,

,by, conirast, require only 1.7 pounds of
/grain to produce a pound of fish. Fish
are more efficiebt converters than farm-
yard speciescfor two reasons. One, they
are cold-blooded and thus do not need
to consume large atribUnts of energy to
maintain a hjihi and steady body temper-
ature..And wo, because they live in the,
water, fish do not require much energy_
-for locomotion: Together, these give
fish a marked advantage in feedconva,-

-0, sion, ,

)n the United States, where carp are
considered too bony to bea prime table
fish, _the channel catfish dominates, with
output exceeding that of trout by a fac-
tor of four in recent years. American
catfish output, less than 3,000 tons as
recently as 1970, reached 62,400 tons in
4903. (See Table 4-8.) The rapid grow,th
in catfisterarmifig in the lower. Missis-

;
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sippi Valley is one of the .world's aqua-
,piltural nieces,' stories. As ,the efficiency
of production has ikreased, catfish have
evolved: into a widely consumed food
item, much as poultry did a generation
ago when advances"in the industry trans-
formed chicken from a luxury food for
Sunday dinner toa daily fare.

Although 'there are considerable be-
nefits ,to be gained from combining fish
farming- with that of crops and livestock,
fish an also i5c. taiined on a small scale
wherever t4 physical resources are
available. Tine most, basic need is land
that can be used for a pond,-preferably
over. soil with- sufficient, cla? to hold
water. Fish farmers also need a source of
water and ionic sourcp of feed, which can

I range from naturaq ocwrring plant
growth in the pond to animal manures or
grain products eith high protein supple-
ments.

Fish farms vary in size from geyeral
.

. square meters to hundreds of hectares.
The millions of fish krmers'in east Asian
countries, such as China, the Philip-

.
Table 4-8. United States: Aqttacultural
. Production of Catfish1970--83

Year , Prodiktion

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

(metric tons)

2,600
5,100

. 8,300
9,000
7,700

1975 7,300
1976 8,600
1977 10,000
1978 13,700
1979 18,500

1980 ,21,100
1981 27,500
1982 45,200
1983 62,400

SOURCE: Paul Hutt, U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, private communication, April 4, 1984.
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pines, and Indonesia, typically have less
than I hectare each. Catfish producers
in Mississippi usually average more than
50 hectares per farm. The national area
varies widely, from China's 749,000 hect-
ares to the relative newcomer the United
States, which has roughly 100,000 hect-
ares devoted to fish production. Ip Mis-
sissippi, which dominates, Uthe U.S. pro-
duction of catfish, farmers used some
26,500 hectaresjust over 1.00 square
milesfor catfish ponds in 1983.37

The ability of fish (arming to satisfy
'animal protein needs at a low cost de-
pends in large part on the development
of species that feed 16w in the aquatic
food chaini Recognizing this, the re-
search program at the International.
Center for Living Aquatic. Resources,
Management in the Philippines has
focused its efforts on species such as
tilapia, carp, m llets, milkfish, clams,
and oysters 1 species that feed on
aquatic vegeta ion. Over the long term

. the future of tropical aquaculture ap-
pears to reside in 'these species.

State of the kork1-1985

Aracultural 'expansion faces the
same land, water, and energy con-
straints that agriculture does.

The scientific base for a productive,
flourishing aquaculture does not yet

. exists for the systematic application of
science to the breeding, nutrition, dis-
ease control, ana rearing practices of
aquatic organisms, is still in the early
stages. In contrast to livestock hus-
bandry, which is Based on several species
that were domesticated thousands f
years ago, many species of fish. have bee
artificially cultivated only within the las
generation. Because marine biologists
have not been ableito get some commer-
cial species toyepodute in captivity, fish
farmers are still largely dependent on
the gathering of eggs or the capture of
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flbgerlings. As scientific advances in
aquaculture unfold, countless new -op-
portunities will undoubtedly develop.

That fish farming is destined to ex-
pand seems clear. Ho .y fast it will do so
is less certain. It is a form of animal hus-
bandry and as such must compete witty
the production% -oft beef, pork, poultry,
eggs, and milk for the use of land, water,
labor, fertilizer, and feedstuffs. Fish
farming will succeed only in those situa-
tionsgwhere it can _compete with these
other forms of food production. But in a
world where pressure on .resources is
mounting, aquaculture should also be"
seen as means of tapping soiiie currentI
unused resources. Foyexample, fish rali
be farmed .on 'land that is not
suitable for cropiproductign. To the ex-
tent that fish farming uses such re-
sources or is integicated with livestock or
crop production to the mutual benefit of
both, it is bound to expand more rapidly.
It is also a way of converting organic

4.,....p,waste directly into animal protein. And it
even creates additional jobs. .

One of the constraints on aquacultural
growth is land availability. A World Bank
fisheries study observes that some coun,
tries, such as China, have only a modest
potehtial for additional expansion. Oth-

, ersthe Philippines, Thailand, or Sri
Lanka, for - instance --can expand the
area devoted to fish farming .several-
fold.38 A's a general matter, aquacultural
expansion faces the same land, water,
and energy constraints that agriculture
-does.

Most of the projections of futute aqua-
cultural output have proved to be e
ceedingly optimistic. In 1978, for exal

the Natival Academy of Sciences; n
the United States anticipated that worl

-toutput by The year 2000 would reach 50
million tons, of which 1 million tons
would be produced in the United States.
Given tht impressive U.S. progress since
then, this country may come close to the
million-ton figure, but growth rn this
field elsewhere is only a fraction of that
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projected in the Academy study.39
Although fish farming is practiced

many countries, it is still a fledgling
dustry. Fqr most species, genetic im-
p ovements through breeding that
would permit various specks to exploit
the favorable conditions provided by
aquaculture are still. in the early stage.
Advances in disease control and in fish
nutrition are likely to be impressive in
the years ahead. All told it looks as
though growth in fish farming will con-
tinue and probably accelerate as de-
mands on the earth's food-producing re-,
sources intensify.
ts.

SALMON RANCHING

In fish ranching, as opposed to farming,
fish- are kept in captivity only. for the
early part of t it life. Anadromous fish
(which spaw in freshwater streams but
spend most their lives in salt water)
with a strong homing instinct..are well
suited for this type of aquacultile. Spe-
cies such as salmon or ocean-gding trout
are hatched and confined until tliey
reach the' smolt stage (about two years
old), at which time they Are released for
their journey to the ocean, where they
will stay until they are mature and return
to spawn.

Fish ranching differs from fish farming
in several ways. While farming involves
many species, commercial fish, ranching
has to date been broadly successful with
only one: salmon. This does not rule out
commercial possibilities with other spe-
cies, but thus far they have been ranched
on a limited scale. The second main differ
erence lies in feeding. Whereas farmers
must proVide all, the food for the fish
they rears either, directly or indirectly,
this is not the case with salmon. Re-
searchers estimate that only 1 'peecent of
a salmon's growth occurs while it is in a
hatchery. For the two, three, or four

4
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years it is at. sea, the pre j on
forages on its Irwn,.

Before the piodern er appar-
ently 'thrive° in streat rivers
throughout the northern -hemisphere's
higher latitudes. With -Modernization,
howevet, their access to many streams
and rivers was often blocked by dams, as
in the U.S. Pacific Northwest and in the
Baltic Sea. Son verssuch as the
Thames 1 d, where the, salmon
disappears in the nineteenth century--
became . polluted that they were no
longer habitable. In other instances mer-
ciless overfishing led to the salmon's de-
mise. 'hie combined result is that this
popular seafood soul-cc disappeared
from many sites where it was once abun-
dant. , .

In the late twentieth century a better
.

understanding of the salmon's life cycle
alid_a strong commercial demand for
this tasty fish have led to the restocking
of many streams. More than two centu-'
ries have passed since the 1763 discov-
cry in Geilhany that salmon hggs could'
be' fertilized in captivity. This, coupled
with an aWareness*of the salmon's horn-
ing instinct', set the stage for ,modern
ranching. Salmon hatcheries, usually
publicly supported, and commercial
salmon ranching are both based on the
near-legendary homing instinct of this
fish. Even when, released in an unnatural
setting, salmon. manage to find their way
bade' some two to five later when
it's lime to breed.

Researchers at the University of
Washirkton:s hatchery regularly ob-
serve ail§ genetically programmed be-
havior: *stead of coming back to big .

deep rivets such as th'e Sacramento, the
Columbia, the Fraser and the 'Yukon, to
which maw of-their relatives are 'accus-
tomed, Chinooks returning Trom the sea
to their 'home' at the University must
enter Puget Sound, turn left, enter the
Lake 'Washington ship canal and pass
through the locks either with the ship
!piffle or by way of the fish ladder along

104
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'Source: McNeil,
Oceanus, Spring 1984
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lease 6 billion smolts into the North Pa-
cific. (See Figure 4-4.) In addition, Can-'
ada and Sweden are also, actively
engaged in salmon breeding.41

Japan apkars 'to have a substantial
lead over both the Sit Union and the
United States an the 'scale of its opera-
tion., (See Tible 4-9.) An estimated 90
percent of th salmon that spawn in Jap-
anese rivers and 'streams today origi-
nated in' that nation's hatcheries.; In-:
deed, the number of salmon now
breeding in these areas appears to far
exceed the number that spawned there
naturally prior to hut-111th interfefence.42

Both the Soviets and the Japanese
sometimes 'practice what aptly

1950 1960 1970 1900 19 )6

Figure 4-4. Release of Juvenile Salmon into the
North Pacific,1950-80, With Projections to 1990

the south bank. Then, after a three-and-
a-half mile trip through the congested
ijnaustrial area along the shores of Lake
Union, tlkej must turn left again, climb a
small ladder and enter a collecting pond
on th& campus." Not only does this
unerring horning instinct ensure thlt,the
salmon return to their birthplace, it also
means they are exceedingly easy to har-
vest when they arrive."

The only countries with extensive
salmon hatcheiiei and annual releases of
this fish are Japan, the Soviet Unign,,and
the United States. Tie Japanese now re-
lease over a billion salmon smolts each
year in rivers and streams on the islands
of Hokkaido and Honshu. Alper feeding
in the areas south of the Bering Sea, the
Aleutian Islands, and the Gulf of Alaska,
the salmon return to the rivers where
they were released. In the fall of 1982,
the Japanese harvested 28 million
salmonon'e" for every four Japanese.
Soviet salmon ranchers are not far be-,
hind: T. smolts released are expanding
by roughly 100 million per year and the
goal is to release 3 billion annually by
the end of the century,' The Soviet
salmon are released in. the many small
streams'of Sakhalin Island and ate Kam-
chatka peninsula. By 1990 the three
countries together are expecteh to re-

scribed as tetminal harvestg in addi-
tion to the more conventional high-seas
drift-net harvesting. Instead of catching
the salmon with boats they either place.
net across the *streams or in Some cases'
simply net the fish by hand. If the proc-
essing factories are adjacent to the
hatcheries-Where the smolts are released,
the salmon on their, return journey
upstream are channeled into specially
devised diversion chutes from which they
are manually transferred to a convenr
belt that leads into the processing plant.

The great attraction of salmon hatch-
ing and ranching is that the investment
in feeding is limited to the one or two

Ir

Table 4-9. Estimated Harvest Frond'
Salmon Ranching, By Country, 1984

Country Quantity

(metric tons)

Japan 108,000

o'viet Union 6I,000

United tales 21,000

sowtc0Worldivatch institute estimatps based on
data from William.). OreggpAqua-Foods,
Springfield, fare., private communication, October
30, 1989.
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seasons it takes between the time of
hatching and the point when the tiny
smolts are ready for their long feeding
migration to the sea. There is negol to'
invest in fishing trawlers or other ener-
gy-consuming harvesting equipment.
And, as noted earlier, the .salmon con-
sume only minute quantities of feed
this early Stake of life.

The Japanese, for example, calculate
that for each kilogram of juvenile salmon
released from- hatcheries they get 80
kilograms of mature salmon returning.
Steady progresk in improving-the health
and vigor of thejuvenile salmon that arc
released tias raised the share returning
at maturity to over 2 percent at hatcher-
ies in both Hokkaido and Honshu. In the
natur I state, only an estimated' per-
cent t e smolt return as adurts, for
ma gs can happen to the -small
salmowas they move toward the sea, in-
cluding being eaten by larger fish. The 1
percent rate of return is considered the
minimum -. for a commercially viable
ranching operation.43

One concern that always follows the
domestication or semidomestication of
any species is the loss of genetic diver-
sity. Some fishery experts in the United
States at least are worried about this pos-
sibility in hatchery-reared stocks gener-
ally, ankspecifically in competition with
native stocks.44

For. salmon ranching to be an attrac-,
li ive investment, those who operate The
hatcheries must of course have exclusive
authority to harvest the fish returning to\.,
them. In the °United States, three states
Alaska, California, and.Oregonnow
permit this. In Alaska, for example, once
the returning salmon enter the harvest
area they become the property of the
corporation that released them. With

-this right assured, some 17 corporations
are now engaged in salmon ranching in
that state.°

Success with salmon ranching in the
northern hemisphere has led to the

troduction of salmon into the southern
oceans where ,they do not naturally
occur. Chinook salmon smolts from the
University of Washington stock were
released in Chile in 1980. The percent-
age that returned as adult (Chinooks two
years rater greatly -exceeded the expecta-
tions of the. marine. biologists conduct:
ing the experiment. -It is hoped that
salmon released along the loutheni Chi-
lean coast will feed on the enormous
hocks of krill in the oceans around Ant-
arctica, converting what is now a very
low-value seafood source into a much
tastier, more widely demanded one. The
success of this initial introduction into
the southern oceans has raised high
hopes not only in Chile but in the Mal-
vinas (Falkland) Islands and New 'Zea-
land as well.'16

Norwegian scientists have also been
highly succeesfitl at producing salmon
smolts, But Norway is far from the
salmon's natural feeding grounds and
many salmon would probably be lost to
the numerous North Atlantic fishing
boats. So the Norwegians have opted to
farm salmon father than ranch them.
Thus the salmon are fenced in, usually in

firds. In 1982, Norwegian salmon failm-
p -ns within natural enclosures such as

ers produced nearly J5,000 tons, many
of which were exported to foreign mar-
ket,. Given the favorable commercial
priospects,fNorway's producers hope to
boost output to 25,000 tons by 1985.47

Jn'Scotland, farmers grow salmon in
large floating cages usually located in
sea lochs. For them, the disadvantages of
having to feed the fish throitghout an
entire life cycle ai'e offset brthe much
lower rate of ldss of the newly hatched
fish. While Canada, France, and the So-
viet Union are either experimenting with
salmon ranching in the North Atlantic or
planning to do so, Norway and Scotland
are apparently sticking with farmin.48

Salmon ranching has made great
strides in recent years. The number of
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sinolts released from hatcheries pro.-
rinses, to ovehaYe the number spawned
naturally. if the growth that has been
under way since the early seventies ,con-
tinues, the harve'st could eventually ex-
ceed the historic highs of a halicenti'y.
ago. Marine biologist William J. McNeil,
who has. worked with salmon for three
decades, believes that "salmon ranching
represents a visible step in a transition
from a hunting to a farming economy in
the oceansJ49

FISHERY PROSPECTS

Substantial groWth in the world fish
catch in the years ahead depends in part
on whether now-depleted oceanic fisher-
ies can recover. Of the 11 .fisheries that
the FA() lists as severely depleted, only
the North Atlantic cod has partly recov-
ered. The most recent catch was 762,000
torl,s, roughly half the estimated poten-
tial; There is reason to doubt whether
Some of the others will ever recover. The
Alaska king crab fishery in the Bering
Sea was closed in late 19g3, kr example,
but marine biologists do not expect to
learn before the end of this decade 4t the
earliest whether it will recover.

When the vast Peruvian .anchovy
fishery collapsed, many thought its re-
covery would be only a matter of time.
Unfortunately, more than a decade has
passed since its collapse but the ancho-
vies have not returned in great numbers.
Although the fishery has sustained a
catch of 1-3 million tons per year re-
cently, it is bin a shadow of its former
self. A 1983 FAO assessment comments
that "the early recovery of the anchovy
fishery is only a very remote possibil-
ity."50

The fish that tend to be depleted first
aree higher value ones, the predatory
species such as salmon, cod, and tuna

t

that are nearer the to of the ac(uatic
food chain. As these are overfished, har-
vesting and production capacity is not
,usually left idle; it shifts to other, less
desirable species. The Canadiiyi fisher-
ies minister described this process in
great detail in 1977 concerning that
country's fisheries: \"In a consistent pat-
tern, one stock after another has been
fished down. In each case the sequence
began with n explosive increase in
liMiing effort t y overseas fleets, resulting
first in a rapid increase in catch, but fol-
lowed invariabl}, by a drastic decline. At
this point, the fleets tilted their atten-
tion to other fish 'orking their way
throfigh the tradit sal species to less
desirable and ther we previously un-
touched stock. And in the devastation of
our Atlantic fisheries, Canada has been
the loser from the outset."51

v

For the Third Worfd, th@ Exclusive
Economic Zones have helped offset-
the technological advantage in
fishing that some larger industrial
countries enjOyed.

Perhaps the most important single de-
velopment in oceanic fisheries overithe
last decade has been some shift from dis-
tant-water fishing, frequently repre-
sented by factory ships and their as-
sociated fleets, toward local fishing, as
more and more countries extend their
Exclusive Economic Zone to. 200 miles
offshore. For the Third World, these
new zones have helped offset the techno-
logical advantage in fishing that some of
the larger industrial countries had en-
joyed in the competition for seafood
products. In looking at the future of oce-
anic fisheries, William Warner, author of
Distant Water, observes that "the one
constant, the one certainty, is that the
ichest meadows of the seathe conti-

*
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nental shelf and slope waters ',that are
home to 85 percent of the world's har;
vestable fishare now a staked plain. Al-
most everywhere, moreover, the staked
lines that nations draw out 200 miles
fully encompass this plain. The fishing
commons of the oceans have bcen, en-
closed. "" With this enclosure, rAponsi;
bility fot managing and protecting
fisheries has been fixed. Whether it will
be wisely discharged remains to be seen.

Any assesstnent of future prospects
for the world fish catch must separate
capture fishing and fish farming. While
the world is slowly recognizing that tie
oceanic catch of economically useful fish
may be very close to a sustainable maxi-
mum, there are extensive opportunities
for expanding fish farming, particularly
where land and water resources are
abundant. Even as a certain amount of
money is being withdrawn from distant-
water oceanic fisheries, the funds spent
on fish farming and nmehing are increas-
ing.

As'the scientific unklikpirings of fish
culture broaden, farmers, corporations,
governments, and intetnational devel-
opment agencies are stepping up their
investment. in fish production. 11 is es-
timated, for example, that farmers in the
United States have invested some $400

. million in catfish pro uctionfacilities. In
developing count the *odd Bank,
the Asian Developm it Bank, ancl the
Inter-Ameriain Devtlo ment Bank are
all increasing the farming share of their
fishery sector loans."

The recent spate of investment in
salmon ranching by both governments
and corporations is impressive and wel-
come. A review of the salmon harvest
,over the past half-century shows the
catch peaking in the late thirties, just be-
fore World War IL when nearly 350 mil-
lion salmon were harvested. (See figure
4-5.) During The next decade the harvest
fell to 170 million, less than half the ear-
lier peak. Overfishing, stream obstruc-

World'Fisheries

tio by dams, and pollution were begin-,
nitig to take their toll. Between 1950 and
1970 the catch remained 'remarkably sta-
ble at this reduced level. Since 1970,
however, it has been moving.steadity up-
ward. Thsprincipal factor, in addition to
quotas imposed on the catch, has been
the enormous growth in the release of
salmon smolt into the North Pacific from
Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United

. States.54
..

Although it has taken 45 years, exten-
sive research, and substantial funds, the
world is finally catching as many salmon
as it did in 1940. That is the good news.
The bad news is that world population
has increased from 2.2 billion iii 1940 to
4.7 billion in 1984, thus reducing the
salmon catch per person by more than
half. Nonetheless this is progress: If the
salmon fisheries had not been rebuilt,
the per capita catch today would be only
a quarter of the 1940 level.

The rebound in the world salmon
fishery during the seventies and early
eighties is mirrored in the price of this
fish. From' 1967 to 1979, the U.S. pricp
of salmondriven. by rising incomes in-
teracting- with sl rt suppliesincreased
a phenomenal six Id. (See Figure 4-6.)
As the catch has rebounded since the
mid-seventies and as per capita income
growtti/has slowed, salmon prices. have

Million
Salmon

Sour e: Canadian Depi. of

Fisheries and Octqns

193Q 1950 1970 ' 1,990.
'mire 4.5. Harvest of Salmon in the

North Pacific, 1930.80
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Figure 4-6. Index of U.S. Prices of Cod and
Salmon, 1967-83

turned dOwnward, decli" by some 45
percent between 1979 ait\er983,55

Analysts projecting a substantial con-
tinuing growth of the world fish catch
toward the end of this century Cisually
expect there will be widespread use of
currently underuti4ed species such as
squid and Antarctic krill. There is little
(motion that the stocks of these two spe-
d* can `support ii--substantially larger
sustained catch. But biologically ade-
qutatc stocks are only one of the condi-
tionsti bepitisfied if the pro-,
jected increase in the world catch is to
materialize. '

A review of the world squid catch
shows considerable growth from 1970
through 1979, from 932,000 to over 1.5
million tOns. Since then, however, there
'has been very little growth. (See-Table
4-10.) Squid are heavily consumed in
only a few countries, such as Japan and
those along the northern Mediterra-
nean. One consequence is that squid
stOcksillare overfished near Japan and the
east central Atlantic and Mediterranean.
In other locations,_ stocks of this widely
dispersed seklies have scarcely been
touched. If squid is to contribute to a
markedly larger end-of-century world
fish cluck a taste for it will have to be
developed among people who now con--

swine little of this seafood.
Even more formidable 'ob. atles con-

front efforts to expand worl .scbnsurnp-
tion. of krill, the small shrimplike s-
taceans. that are concentrated in, vast
stocks around Ankarctica.-41thotigh,they
are not all that difficult to catch they are
costly -"to harvest'. becaliku they are
located_ far from principal population.

'centers.. Caching a ton of -krill require
roughly a ton of Oil. Since it is not
high-value seafoocfp'foduct,toth the en-
ergy equation and economics of doing
so are questionable.06

Beyond the poor economic; of catch-
ing krill there, is again a problem market-
ing a fornj Ofintarine protein. for which
there is:Iiitkdetnand. Both the Soviet
Union and Jariliti, the leading harvesters
of krill, ,are finding it hard to make a
palatable product that is attractive to
consumers. Unless this hurdle is over-
come the krill catch may never increase.

, fa ond current levels, let alone reach

ble 4 -10. World Catch of Squid,
1970-82

Year .Quantity

(thousand metric tons)

1970 932
910

1972 1,150
1973 1,076
1974 1,074

1975 1,18?
1976 L207 A

1977 1,229
1978 c 1,328
1979 1,513

1980 1.529
1981 1,354
1982 1,567.

SOURCE: United Nations Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization.-Yearbook of Fishery Statistks (Rome: vari-
ous years).
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the tens of millions o tons that some
enthusiastic marine biologists have pro-'
Jected. (See Talzle 4,11.)

Another way tq, boost the world fish
: catch would be to move down the oce-

anic food chain. Rather than catching
the predators at the top of the chain,
such as salmon; the fishing inattstry
could harvest specks at intermediate
levels members of the herring family,
for example. Although this is technically
possible, the shift in consumer tastes it
would require would not come quickly
or easily.

Not all the factors influencing the fu-
ture fish catch are within the control of
those responsible for managing fisher-
ies. Stocks of several species, such as the
striped bass along the U.S. Atlantic
Coast, are being reduced by pollution of
the estuaries in which they spawn. In-
creasingly, the survival ,of breeding
stocks of many key fish will be deter-
mined by the local and national govern-
ments responsible for controlling pollu-
tion. Although the Thames in the United

- Kingdom and the Potomac in Washing-
ton,Ao.r example, are far cleaner today
than they were a decade or two ago, pot-
Itttion in other key rivers and estuaries

Table 4-11. World Catch O-K Antarctic
Krill, 1974-82

Year Quantity

1974
19'75

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

(thousand metric tons)

22'0
40

3

123
143

333
477
448
530

sonact: United Nations Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization, Yearboph of Fishery Statistics (Rome: vari-
ous years).

I
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has worsened. At the same time that the
Potomac River got cleaner is a result oS
the stringent pollutipii controls, -the
Chesapeake Hay into which it empties
became far. worse.

In loOking ahead, it' seems unlikely
thk the world fish catch will grow
dramatically or that the fall in per capita
fish conpmption ntnier way since 1970
`will be reversed. Any fikture growth in
the catch is likely to be 'hard earned
whether it comes from fish farming or
from expanding the oceanic catch. All
indicativraWThat the falling per capita
catch if the last 15 years will continua
ovc the next 15, further reducing ma-
ri protein consumption- per person.

This brings us to the central issue of
my assessment of a food source! How
ill the inability of The fish catch to ex-
and apace with population affect nutri-

ti n? A study on the Philippines by the
Int national C nter[Ifor Living Aquatic
Reso'ur anageinent reports that
"per capita fish consteription decreased
41 percent from 1970 to 1980. The gap
between supply and demand is generally
widening and prices seem to be moving
upward in ti predictable but rather strik-
ing fashion. Many believe a nutritional
crisis of serious proportions is enterg-
ing."57 This precipitons decline reflects
not so much a dropioff in the catch as it
does a decade of exceptionally rapid
population growth, a decade when the
number of Filipinos among whom the
fish catch had to be divided increased b'
one third.

One of the most comprehensive as-
sessments of the future .of fisheries was
done by FAO and published in Agricul-
ture: Toward 2.000. In projecting supply
and demand for the end of this century,
FAO analysts assumed that the demand
for table fish will reach roughly 100 tril-
lion tons. and that the demand tor fn

and other nOnfood produtts will
remain at least at '.the 20- million -ton
level of recent years. Together these add

Yi
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up to an end-of-century demand for fish
of 120 million tons: On the supply side,
the outlook is not bright. Even with rea-
sonably optimistic ammptions, this
U.N. organization does not think tat
catch will exceed 93 million tons, weR
below the .projected demand. The ana-
lysts expect rising seafood prices will
choke off the excessive demand, bring-
ing it into balance with the much more
modest supply.58

The bottom line of the FAO analysis is
rising fish prices through the rest of the

I

century and in all probability beyond.
This may be annoying for Western con-
sumers who consider salmon or Alaskan
King Crab legs podelicacy. But it will be
much more than annoytiqg cot th9se in
the Thi(d World whose Avciihoods de-
pend on fishing and for whom.fislijs.the
principal animal. source of protein. The
scenario is particularly disturVng be-,
cause, the projected pfice rises of vice' n-
based food resources closely para.l
thcise for grain and other agriculturally
based food staples.

4
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Protecting Forests
ft-m-1\4k Polliition

and Acid Rain
Sandra Postel

Over the past decade, scientists have
amassed considerable evidence, that air
pollutants, from the combustion of fossil
fuels, both oil and coal, and the smelting
of metallic ores are undermining sensi-
tive faests and soils. Damage to trees
from pollutants such . s gaseous sulfur
dioxide aria ozone is well documented.
Recently, acid depositionmore com-
monly called acid rainhas emerged as
a growing threat to forests in sensitive
regions. Acid deposition refers to sulfur
and nitrogen oxides that are chemically
transformed in the atmosphere and fall
to earth. as acids in rain, snow, or fog, or.
as dVy acid-forming particles. Although
this new hazard- of the industrial age is
known to have killed fish and plants in
hundreds of lakes in Scandinavia and
eastern North America, its links to forest

This chapter appeared as Warldwatch Paier 58,
Air Adhaion, Acid Rain, and the Future of Forests.

r

damage remain circumstantial. Yet stud-
ies of sick and dying trees in Europ)e.and
North America make the connection im
possible to ignore.

Temperate forests bee a long history
of stress and acidification, a history that
provides a critical backdi-op for consid-
ering the new strains of air pollution and
acid rain, Since the end of the last tonti-
nental glaciation 10,000-15,000 years
ago, soils have slowly formed from the
sterile layers of gravel, sand, and silt left
by the retreating ice, Pioneering plants,
'animals, and microorganisms aided this
soil development, helping form an intri-
cate cycle of nutrifrit uptake and release.
Death and decomposition of these in-
habitants, then as now, generated acids
in the soil. Where acids developed faster
than other natural processes could neu-
tralize' them, the soils gradually acidified,
a process that continues today.

A
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Centuries of human is and Abuse of
forest ecosystems have Added to this nat-
ural acidification.' Many temperate for-
ests in Europe and North America arc
now recoyeribg !rout decades of intense
burning, grazing, and timber cutting.
The Spruce -fir forests of New England
and the Adirovdacks, for ex_ample. had
nearly all been clear-tut, for pulp by the
early, twentieth century; I.c ging wits
often followed by burning :that . de-
stroyed the forest floor. As these forests
recover, soil fOrmation processes natu-
rally increase the soil's acidity.'

The atmosphere .receives about as
much sulfur &dm human activities
as it does naturidly from oceans,
swamps, and volcanoes.

Air pollutants and acids generated by
industrial activities are now entering for-
ests at an unprecedented scale and rate,
greatly adding to these stresses carried
over from. the past.='Many forests in
Europe and North America now receive
as much as 30 times tnore acidity than
they would if rain.ond snow were falling
thro&gh a pristine s atmosphere. Acting
alone or together, several pollutants
including add-forming, sulfates. and ni-
trates, gaseous sulltir dioxide, ozone,
and heavy-metalsappear to place for-

N.
ests under severe stress. Needles and
leaves yellow and 'drop prematurely
from branches, tree crowns progres-
sively thin, and, ultimately, trees die.
Even_trees that show no visible sign of
damage may be declining in growth and
productivity.

Although Atncticans must travel to
isolated mountain peaks in the North-
east to see massive tree disease and
death, the loss of West Germany's wood-
lands is now a potent political and emo-
tional issue among that nation's citi-

iI :orltl 5

'Izenry. "Waldsterben"-Aiterally fdrest
datithhas.become a household word. A
survey in the minima of1-1983 showed
that West Germans were more con-.
ctrneci about the fate of their forests
than about the 'Pershing missiles to ,.be
placed on their land later that yeat.2

Scientists cannot vet fully explain how
this forest destruction is occurring.
.Weakened by air pollutants, acidic and
impoyerished sojls, or toxic metals, trees
may Nkose their resistance toy natural
evats such as drnught, insect 'attack's,
and frost. In some cases the Pollutants
alone may cause injury or sloskdowns in-
growth. The methanisms are complex
and may take decades of additional re-
search t(') understand completely. 'Bin
their cumulative efft..ct is becoming
frighteningly clear.

THE PATHWAYS OF
POLLUTION

,A variety of pollthants are implicated in
the forest damage and growth slow-
downs now occurring, .but most can be
traced back to sulfur and nitrogen oxides
emitted during the burning of fossil
fuels and the smelting of metallic ores.
Coal and oil contain sulfur and.nitrogtm
that are released into the atint+spkere as
gaseous oxides during combustion. The
quantity of pollutants, emitted depends
°ION sulfur and nitrogen content of thi.

-fuel. and, for .nitrogen oxides, on the
Vitikerature and efficiency of combus-
tion. The sulfur content of coal, for ex-
ample, varies from less than 1 percent to
as much as 6 puteent. As a result, taunt-
ing a metric ton of coal may release 3-60
kilograms of sulfur. Smelting, a process
of separating a metal from its ore, also
releases large amounts of sulfur, dioxide
into the atmosphere when the ore con-

' A
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tains sullUr. Common metals such IA
copper, nickel, lead, and zinc are
smelted largely from sulfUr-bearing
rocks.3

Over the past centAry, fossil fuel and s,
smelting emissions have Allered the
chemistry of the atmosphere at .a rapid
pace. Today the atmosphere receives
about as much stilfur from human activi-
ties, as it does naturally from oceans,
swamps, and Volcamoes--on the order of
7g-100 milliott.tons per year. Yet most
of then emissions occur on just' 5 Perc._
cent of the earth's surface, primarily the-N,
industrial regions of Europe, eastern
Not tb America, rind East Asia. In these
areas, energy combustion and smelting
acid 5-20 times more sulfur to the atmo-
sphere than nature does. The smelter of
the International Nickel Company near
Sudbury, Ontario, for example, annually
spews out more than twice as much st
air as Mount Saint Helens disdiargc
during its recent most active year of vol-
canic eruptions. Emissions of nitrogen

(99)

compounds are harder to estimate, but
the ones from human sources also far
excec1 those from natural sources in
man industrial areas. In the United
States, human sources are thought to ac-
count for 75-90 percent of nitrogen ox-
ideyin the air.4

Fossil-fueled power plants, industrial
boilers, and nonferrous smelters lead
the list of sulfur dioxide (S02) emitters.
The relvive contribution of these

->:_ources can' vary substantially in differ-
ent countries. (See Table 5-1.) Electric
utilities account for two thirds of these

'missions in the United States, for exam-
*, and in West Germany, they account
for over half. In t ontrast,,Canadik's elec-
tric utilities contribute only 16 percent
of SO2 etnissions,.'while abou dozen
smelters emit nearly half. Motor vehicles
add little to sulfur emissions, but their
internal combustion engines ar# the big-'
kest so rce of nitrogen oxides (NOx) ita
most idustrial countries. In the United
State. ,,C.Inada, and West Germany, cars

Table 5-1. Su lfur Dioxide and Nitrogen Oxide.Emissions in Selected Cou riesi

Sulfur Dioxide

-Emissions United
and Sources. States Canada

Nitrogen Oxide

West United
-Germany States

Weit
Canada Germany

(million metric tons/year)
Total Emissions 24.1 4.77 3.54

(percent)
19.3 1.83 St°

Emissions by Sector 66 16 '56 29 13 31
Electric Utilities '-

Homes, Businesses 3 4 13 4 5 5
Industries 22 32 28 22 20 19

th° Smelters, Misc. 6 45 1 1 .

'Transportation 3 3 44 45

Total 100 100 100, 100 100

11980 figures for United`States add Canada; 1978 for West Germany.
touacts: U.S. and Canadian data frown Environment Ca nda, United States-Canada Memorandum of Intent on
Tratabotindaty Air 'Pollution: Executive Summaries (Ottawa, anada: 1983); West German data from Federal
Minister of the Interior, The Federal Governments eply to the Interpellation of the Deputies: Air
Ninth:in, Mid Rain and Death of Forests," Bonn, August 25, 1982, translation from the German by U.S.
Congressional Research Service, .
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and snicks account foi roughly half of
NOx emissions, while utilities generate a
third or lesvand industries about width.

Pollution front fossil fuel combustion
dates back well..mkei a century; to the
lildustrial Revolution. Coal bused to beat
homes and lilel factories generated a
pall of smoke 4ntltiaze tliot hung persis-
tently over cities in Europe and the
United States. As. the number of facto.-
ries and homes gtew, tfie.problon wors-

ened and many cities had to begin-con-
trolling urban smoke. But emissions of
stint- and nitrogen oxides, attilrig with
Other combustion pollutants, continued
to rise. Sulfur dioxide. entisyions began
to 'increase. rapidly in Fluropb aft er I 950
when many countries turned to high-sul-
fur oil. By 1970, annual SO2 omissions
had climbed to 50 millionsons two.-and-

-- a-half times the level at tnd-reritury.
Similarly, SO2 emissions b6Sh the
United States and Canada -(Ae by 40
percent between the early- fifties hnd

'a- ;

Severe pollution episbdes\-thal re-
sulted in scores of deaths irt \Pottora,
Pennsylvania, in 1948: London in. .1952:
and New York City in the early sixties
drove home the hazards of polluted city
air. Spurred by these threats to human
health, as well as by a rising tide orenyi- .

ronmental awareness, many countries
enacted pollution control laws that
mainly target'A sulfur dioxide and par-
ticulate concentrations in the air.',S02.
emissions were first reduced primarily
by switching from high - sulfur to lower-
sulfur fossil fuels. In the seventies, some
countries began requiring new plants to
install equipment for removing sulfur di-
oxide from smokestack emissions. As a
result, the SO2 being added to the atmo-
sphere in North America peaked in the
mid-sixties and' since thep has fallen by
14 percent in the United States to about
24 million tons per year. In Canada, sul-
fur diOxide missions have dropped back
to mid-fi es' levels of about 4.8 million

115

tons per year.They haye alsq,stabilized
or declined. slightly in Euriflk though-
the levels vary frdm country, tocountry.8

Government. olicies have pa' far less
attetuioe to nitrogen oxides.

/I
This gas

w,as not considcrpd as a great a health
hazard, and since it was odorless it
catiskiilmuch less of a nuisance than sul-
fur, with its rotten egg smell. Uncoil.-
trelled discharges from poweic, plants;
and esrcially the burgeoning use of au-
tomobles in the latithree decades, 'set
NOx on a rapidly rMniQpath. Nitrogen
oxide missions are 'girder to estimate
thhn sullurAioxide, since they are deter-
mined by factors otheii than just the ni-
trogen content of the fuel. But they Also
are thought to have risen dramatically
over the last several decades, possibly
doubling in Europe be the late
fifties and early seventies. In West Ger-
many, for example, NO emissions rose
by 50 percent between 19(6 and 1978.
North A'tnerica shows si iilar trends:
Since the fillies nitrog- 1. oxide emis-
sions have roughly e,ly oubled in th
United States and tripled in Cattada.7

One consequence ill she drive to pu-
rify urban air over the last couple.-
decade* has been construction of tall
smokestacks to better disperse pollu-
tants intd the. atmosphere. Ttiese stacks
sent pollutants i-riveting hundreds of
.kilometers before returning to the
earth's land and waters, which may ex-
plain how extensive fOrest declines can
be -unfolding far front- major industrial
and. urban centers. The International
Nicikel Company's 380-meter "super-
stack," for example, -.replaced ,threetshorter star 'in 1972. Measurements
have since :.s . wn that virtually all the
sulfur and 'OR percent of the heavy met-
als added to th0 atmosphere by this plAnt
travel more than 60 kilometers from the
smelter.8 ' .

Unlike industrial emissions of carbon
dioxide, which accumulate in the atmo-
sphere, virttianyall The sulfur and nitro-

,
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gen ,oxides that go up eventually come
dawn in one form or another. Some re-
turn essentially unchanged as gases.
Some are deposited in dry form on sur-`
faces such as leaves and needles, where
reactions with mitre can form acids.
'The longer the oxides remain in the at-
unosphere, the more likely dry are to
Undergo oxidation to sulfuric and nitric
acid, the constituents of acid rain. Under
certain.conditions, some of the nitrogen
oxides react with hydrocarbons to form,
ozone. Further complicating the matter,
ozone can in turn speed 'pp the transfor-
mation of sulfur and nitrogen oxides t0
acid-forming sulfates and nitrates.9

In light of these interactions, trying to
single out one pollutant as tho cause for
forest damage would be difficult. Trees
in a given location can be affected,sirrinl-
taneously by several pollutants in a vari-
ety of ways. Moreover, each pollutant
may affect the formation and fate of oth-
ers. If ozone helps form acid rain, trees
dying primarily from acid rain are dying
indirectly and in part from o'zone. Re-
cent publicity focused on acid rain has
tended to ignore its'common origins and
interactive effects with these other dam-
aging pollutants, Divorcing acid rain
from the complete pollution picture irk.
this way. could lead to.ineffective strate-
gies to control it and, more importantly,
may prevent other damaging pollutants
such as ozone from getting the attention
they deserve. jsloneiheless, acid deposi,
tion is of special concern because of its
pervasiVeness, its insidious ways of in-
flicting damage and its potential long-
term consequences.

Although acid 'rain was recognized
over a century ago, Only in the last three
decades has .the phenomenon becorfie
widespread. In broad areas of eastern
.North America'and northern and central
Europe, the annual pH of rain and snow
now averages between 4 and 4.6. The
pH scale, commonly used to express
acidity, ranges from 0 to 14, with any

.
thing less than 7 considered acidic. The
scale is logariptnic; a decrease of one
unit means a tenfold increase in acidity.
(Vinegar, with a pH of about 3, for exam-
ple, is 100,000 times more acidic than
baking soda, which has a pH of 8.) 1F4in
falling in preindustrial tunes is thought
to have been in the range of 5.6, slightly
acidic from interactiolis with natural car-
bon dioxide in the atThosphere. Precipi-
tation M many indtfstrial regions is now
10-30 nines more acidic than wouldhe
expected in a, pollution-free atmo-
sphere.

,The precise mechanism by which acid
deposition may be damaging forests is
not known. Sulfates and nitrates raining
down as, acids have drastically 'different
effects on different forest stands, and
even on different tree species in the
dale forest stand. Incoming acids affect

ieractions between the soil and living
biomass of an ecosystem in complex and
varying ways. Soil structure and compo-
Wion, vegetation type, climate, and ele-
yatio4 are only some of the natural de-
termining variables. Yet research over
the last decade has uncovered some
common effects of acidity that point to
several pathways by which acid deposi-
tion can threaten forests.

Trees derive their niftrition priMarily
from elements such as calcium, magne-
sium, and potassium that are weathered
from minerals in the soil. Acid deposi-
tion adds to the soil hydrogen ions that
displace .these irtiportant nutrients from
their sites, where they are bound to soil
particles. Soils with a pH of 5 or more
are seldom in danger since they have
plentiful calcium carbonate (the con-
stituents of lime) or silicates (which-have
abundant calcium, potassium, and/or
magnesium) that effectively neutralize
the acid ions. But' soils with lower pH
levels have fewer of these buffering
age Its, incoming adds leach calcium
and magnesium from them. Large areas
of thesotttheastern United States, of the

6
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Appalachiagn, Adirondack, andiNew En-
gland mount aid ranges, of the aanadian
shield of eastern Canada, and of Scan-

, dinavia, for example, are underlain by
slightly acidic, poorly buffered soils that
are especially susceptible to this process.
Although soil changes generally 'take
place over a long period of time, studies
m Sweden suggest that substantial leach-
ing of nutrients from sensitive sod can,
occur in just a decade."

Of all the pathways by which air
pollutant4. can affect forests,
changes in the soil are the most
foreboding.

World-4 985

Sulfates and nitrates, the other key
constituents bf acid deposition along
with hydrogen ions, can initially have a
fertilizing effect on many soils and for a
time may ',actually boost tree growth.
Ferests in Scandinavia and portions of
West Germany seem to have shown thist,
effect Yet this enhanced growth is short-
lived, for eventual)), these "fertilizer"
supplies exceed the forests' capacity to
use them. Sulfatf saturation usually pre-
cedes' nitrate saturation, but excess
quantities of either or both simply pass
through the soil, carrying- vital nutrients
with' them. With forest prodUctivity
closely tied to nutrient availability, this
leachink of soils by hydrogerf, sulfate, or
nitrate ions eventually rediis forest
growth) 2

Research also has shown that heavy
metalseither mobilized' in the soil or
introduced from the atmospheremay
be involved in the forest damage now
occurring. Dr. Bernhard Ulrich, a soil
scientist who has studied damaged
beech and spruce forests in the Soiling.
Plateau of West Germany for nearly two
decades, hypothesizes that as soils be-
come increasingly acidic, aluminum

which is normally harmlessly hound in
soil minerals becomes soluble and
toxic. The.. fr& aluminum attacks the
root system, makiug a tree less able to
take up moisture and nutrients a.nd to
protect. itself from insect knacks and
droughts.

is k

trraee amounts of heavy metals can
also nter the forest from the a_ tino-
sphe Combustion of fossil fuels,
sinelti , the burning of leaded gaso-
line, an refuse incineration are major
sofirces o trace metals in the air. In the
United St es, field and laboratory re-
search at the University of Vermont sug-
gest that heavy metals and acid deposi-
tion act Aynerkistically on forest systems,
stunting the growth not only of trees,
but of mosset, algae, nitrogen-fixing
bacteria, and fungi that are essential to a
forest's healthoBetween 1965 and 1980,
metal concentrations have markedly in-
creased in the soils on Camels Hump, a
site of massive spruce dieback in Ver-
mont's Green Mountains. Lead concen-
tration doubled, while that of copper
rose by 40 percent and zinc by 70 per-
cent. These metals are brought into the
forest .with the rain and fog, which in the .

Vermont mountain pealcS4me average
acidities 100 times greater. than "pure" tL.
rain. Researchers at the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory in Tennessee have
analyzed tree cores and found higher
metal concentrations in recently formed
wood. These cores, taken from southern
Appalachian trees, showed concentra-
tions of zinc, copper, chromium, and
aluminum generally high enough to .be
toxic. 14

Of all the pathways by which air pollu-
tants can affect forests, changes in the
soil ---=whether by nutrient !cacti ng, ac-
'cumulation of heavy metals, or iFobiliza-
tion, of toxic aluminumare the most
fo'rebodirig. In sensitive ecosystems
these changes may be irreversible, thlis
harming not only mature trees no
standing, but the seeds and seedli
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that will become the forests of th next
generation. Young trees in the be ch
.forest studied by Dr. Ulrich in West Cc --

many have great difficulty regeneiliting,
Apparently because of acidity in the
upper soil layers. The number of spruce
and maple seedlings on CaurOls Iitimp ilk
Vermont has declined by about half over
the last two decades, and the number of
spruce seedlings in the higher elevations
of New York's Whiteface Mountain has
dropped by 80 percent.'

Sulttir and nitrogen oxide gasses can
also 'enter trees directly through their
leaves or needles, much as carbon diox-
ide is taken in for photosynthesis. These
pollutants can -alter the trees' metabo-
lis and ability to produce food, and
thus its prodvi`vity and growth. For-
estry experts at the 1982 Stockholm
Conference on Acidification of the Envi-
ronment reported that tree fp-myth can
apparently slow when average yearly sul-
fur dioxide concentrations run as low as
25-50 micrograms per cubic meter, ley-

." els that prevail over large portions of
Europe.16 For. comparison, the national
annual ambient air quality standard' for
sulfur dioxide in the United States is 80
micrograms per 'cubic meter, and the
European Economic Community (EEC)
standard is 80 -120. Thus air quality lev-
els established to proteil human health
appear too lenient to protect the health
of forests.

Dry sulfate '.ando nitrate particles
deposited on moist foliage can form
acids that leach nutrients from_ leaves
and needles much as they jire leached
from soils. West Germin scientists hai}e
found magnesium and calcium deficien-
cies in the needles of declining spruce
trees in the Black and Bavarian forests of
southern West Germany. 'They suggest
that acid deposition, aided by ozone that
first attacks the needle's outer surfaepis
weakening trees through the foliage as
well as the soil."

Ozone by itself has been found-. to

darliage trees when concentrations of
100-200. micrograms per cubic meter
1Ngt six to eight hours a day for several
clays. This is 'roughly two' to three times
greater than natural background levels
on a typical summer day. In many rural

_ areas of Europe, average daily concen-
trations are regularly-in this range, and
peak levels can be up to-10 tunes natural
levels. (See Table 5-2.) Acute stress from-
-these episodic. peaks may worsen dam-
age c,ausedety high average concentra-
tions. Siiino scientists. studying the pat-
tern of spruce an fir dieback in the
Black Forest and the state of North
Rhine Westphalia contend that ozone is

Table 5-2. Summer Ozone
Concentrations, Selected European

41Countries

Upper
Daily

Average Peak

Increase
Daily

Average
over

"Natural"
Levels'

(micrograms per (percent)
cubic meter)

Nether-
lands

80,130 500 180

West Ger-
mariy2

100-150 400 -500 200

United 90-165 200-500 2.14)
King-
dom

Belgium 300
France 70-120 160
Norway \200-300

'The midpoint of the upper daily average range
is used for this calculation:. "natural" ozone con-
centration assumed to be 60 micrograms per cubic
meter. tDaily average figures for West Germany
are from the Black Forest; the peak values are fre-
quently recorded in rural areas. Peaks in Blakk For-
est typically are 110-180 micrograms per cubic
meter.
S.OURCE: Environmental Resot rces Limited, Acid
Rain: A Review of the Phenomen the EEC grid
Europe (London: Graham & 'Protean :td., 1983).
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an important factor, and possibly the
leading anise there."

No single hypothesis can account for
the varying patterns of forest destruc-
tion observed. A reasonable explanation
for the decline on one site may, appear
infeasible for another. Although these
complbcities frustrate the search for a
dear-cut cause and effect, they_are not
surprising. Apart from their unique
pathways of destruction, air pollutants
are most simply understood as a biologi-
cal stress. Just as stress, is manifest in
human beings differentlyfor example,
as ulcers or high Blood pressureair
pollution stress on trees shows up in a
variety of ways depending upon t e tree
species, soil type, and the sp c c pollu-
tants involved. Pollution-induced stress
weakens a biological system and makes it
more susceptible to harm from natural
st9aSses. In the Appalachians, strong evi-
dEnce exists that the growth of trees has
become rnore closely tied to tempera-
ture and rainfall over the past few
decades, a sign of increased stress."
Droughts may have triggered the fir die-
back in West Germany in the late seven-
ties and the spruce decline on Camels
Hump in the wad-sixties. Insect infesta-
tions and root fungi have been linked to
forest damage in the United Stat6, and
Europe: Yet these natural factors alone
seem insufficient to explain the sus-
tained patterns of dieback and decline.
Wheiher as a predisposing stress or a.
pritnary cause, air pollutants appear to.

gure prominently.

THE SIGNS OF DESTRUCTION

In just a few years, forest damage has
spread with frightening rapidity through
portions of central Europe, Trees cover-
ing more than 5 million hectaresan
area nearly half the size of East Germany

\ ye

now show s$ns of injury linked to air
pollutants. No nation has better d u- ,,.
menteci the destruction within its or-
ders than West Germany, where fo sts
cover 7.4 millioh hectaresroughly a
third of the nation's land area. Following

Ian extensive survey, in 1982, the Federal
Minister of Food, Agriculture and For-

, estry e 'mated that 8 percent of West
Germ y's forested area was damaged.
Just a ear later, more thorough investi-.
gation found damage on over 2.51nillion'
hectares-34 percent of the nation's for-
ests. (See Table 5-3.) A third survey con-
ducted in the summer of 1984 appar-
ently confirms that the destruction is
worsening: Half the trees are reportedly
damaged. Visible injury typically takes
the form of yellowing and early loss of
needles, -defamed shoots, deteriorating
roots, a prhressive thinning of tree
crowns, and, in its severest stages, tree
death. The symptoms appeal- on trees of
various ages and in forests of both single
and mixed species.2°

The destruction appears worst in the
heavily wooded West German states of
Bavaria and Baderk,Wtirttemberg, home
of the famed Blac Torest. Nationwide,
the 1983 survey sh ed that threeVar-
ters of the fir trees were affected, up
from- 60 percent in 1982. painage to
spruce, the most important species for
the forest products industry, had risen
from 9 to 41 percent, and a similar in-

-----tYvase was evident with pine. These
three conifer . species, which together
represent two thirds of West Germany's
forests, are the most severely struck. But
damage has also been found among
hardwood species such as beech and
oak. Since most. trees in the advanced
stages of decline are removed from the
forest, more have been affected than
even these alarming survey results indi-
cate. Dr. Georg KratAe of the Land Insti-
tute for Pollution Control in Essen
stated in 1983 that "hardly anyone
in Germany denies the great danger

is

1,4
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to forest' ecosystemS."21
In neighboring -hosys, k fomir

damage covers an estim ted hal ;Inilfitit
...\hectares. Trees on. sol e 200,000- hoc-

t, res are believed to -bo severely darn-,
a. ed, and dire on 40,000 hectares in

c Erz MouAtains reportedly have died.
--. cad and dying trees arelPlainly visible

northeast ofEmpi.ae in the Krokonose
National Park, which has 34,000 hect-
ares of forest, mostly, populated with
spruce. Not only are the'Npruc.'.* dying,
they reportedly stopped regenerating in

Are park's mineral soils several years
ago. Further north, in Poland, another
half-million hectares of forest are
affected. Researchers in Katoi6ce, near
Krakow, say that fir trees arc dead or
dying on nearly 180,000 hectares and
that spruce trees in areas around Rybnik
anc! Czestochowa, also in the industrial-
ized southern region, are completely
gone. Environ ital suientists warn that
by 1990 as mat r as 3 million hectares of
forest may be lost if Poland proceeds
with its present industrialization plans,
which call for increased burning of the
nation's high ulfur brown coals.22

Forest eh age in other European
cOuntries may not be as well docu-
mented, but collectively the accounts

I

rom Air Pollution an .1 Rain (r05)

sport c g owing evidence_ of un-,
eced nt di f rest devastationcj-An es-

timale 400, hectares of forest are
affectec in Austria. Acute damage to
pine t was found, in . areas of the
Nether yin t spring of 1983, and
pine ai d fir over wide area in e eas-
ern liar( of the c lintry are rt v losing
needles prematurely. Some 12 percent
of .st Germany§ forests are believed to., , .

be a ected, and specialists'in Romania
have noted that 564)00 of that nation's
6.3 million hetigares of forests have been
damaged by industrial emissi nil In
parts of Switzerland, 25 percent o the
trees and 10 percent of the spruce re-
portedly have died within a year. Varjou,
accounts also claim that trees are suffer-
ing from air pollution in France, Italy,
the United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia.23

In the late autumri of 1983, early signs
of tree injury began to emerge in north-
ern Europe as well. Sweden, whose
dying lakes first brought international
attention to acid rain, now appears to
have forest damage. Symptoms similar
to those of the declining forests of cen-
tral Europe have been reported by pub-
lic and private foresters primarily in the
southern and western portions of the
country. Spruce and pine show the most

Table 5-3. West Germany: Forest Damage, 1982-83

Area Showing Damage

Species 1982 1983

Spruce
Fir
Pine
Beech
Oak
Others

Total

(thousands
?70
100
90
50
20
32

of hectares)

1,194
134
636
332

91
158

562 2,545

Portion of Forest Affected

1982 1V83

ti (percent)
9 41

60 76
5 43
4 26
4 15
4 17

8 34

souRae: Der Bundesminister Fur Ernahrung, Landwirtschaft and Forsten, "Ntuarttge Waldschaden in
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland," Bonn, Octobot. 1983.
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injury. Although official estimates of
damage are not yet available, early indi-
cations are that 10 percent of the timber
stock in certain regions may be affected.
hi southern Norway, spruce apparently
are also showing injury. And-a rare envi-
ronmental report from t e SovietW.,

Union's Communist Party pa er Pravda
recently revealed that vast areas of forest
are dying from air pollution near the au-
tomobile-VrianuFacturing tatty of To-
gliatti, about 1;300 kilometers east of
Moscow. According to Pravda, nearby
forests along the Volga River may sooner
resemble a wasteland."

Unable to attribute this widespread
destruction to ,natural events alone,
scientists turned their attention to air
pollutants, primarily to sulfur dioxide
and the acids into which it transforms.

..i Scientists surveying West Germany's
forests found that damage was gfeater
on west-facing mountain slopes exposed
to more rain and fog and thus probably
to more acid deposition. The needles of
ailing conifers in portions of Bavaria
near the Czechoslovakian border con-
tained more sulfur than those of healthy
trees. Yet injured trees 'elsewhere have
not shown this effect. Moreover, forests
are suffering on both acidic and alkaline
soils and in areas where atmospheric.
concentrations of sulfur dioxide are low.
Consequently, attention is broadening
to consideration of the combined effects
of gaseous sul id nitrogen oxides,
heavy metals, zone.2f

According to Primda, nearby for-
llopg the Volga River may

soon resemble a wasteland.

Although forest destruction of this
same magnitude is iiot visible in North
America, trees are suffering there as
well. In the United States, forest damage
is most evident in the. mountain ranges

of the East, where field and laboratory
studies have documented not only tree
disease alid, d5ath, but also sustained
slowdowns in growth. From the Appala-
chians of Virginia and West Virginia
northward,to the Green Mountains and
Whhe Mountains of New England, red
spruce is undergoing a serious dieback,
a progressive thinning from the outer
tree crown inward. Damage is most se-
vere in the high-elevation forests of New
York, Vermont, and New Hampshire. By
the spring of 1984, researchers. had de-
tected serious spruce damage as far
south as North Carolina's Mount Mitch-
ellthe highest peak in eastern North
Americaand tree deaths were ex-
pected to be identified in other areas
soon thereafter. Because of high precipi-
tation rates and the ability of conifers to
intercept cloud moisture, many of these
high mountain

more
receive three to

four times more acid "deposition than
thote at lower elevations, in addition,
the soils of some of these forests have
shown a marked increase'in lead concen-
tration over the past two decades, be-
lieved to come almost entirely from the
atmosphere.26

Detailed documentation of red spruce
decline has come from research on Cam-. els Hump in the Green Mountains .

Vermont. There, with the benefit of two
detailed tree inventories spanning the
period 1965-79, researchers have Nurid
that seedling production, tree density, -
and basal area have declined by about
half. In 1979, over half the spruce on
Camels Liump were dead. A 1982 survey
thrthighout the Appalachians has led re-
searchers to conclude that spruce are de-
clining over a wide area in a variety of
'forests. So far, no sucb clecline is evident
in commercially valuablk stands found at
lower elevations' in northern New En-
gland and Canada. Yet in light of the
large wood-volume declines on Camels
Hump since 1965, botanist Hubert
Vogclinann of the University of Ver-
mont warns that "if such losses in only a
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few years are representative of general
decline in forest productivity, the eco-,
nomic consequences for the luifiber in-
dustry will be staggering.""

Studies On three varieties of pine in
the New Jersey Pine Barrens provide the
most convincing evidence to.-date the
Acid deposition may reduce tree roVagli.
Analysis of tree rings shows that these

nes have undergone a dramatic reducr
ion in annual growth over the past 25

that 4-6 percent of these trees in higher,
elevdtions died over a six-year period.
Losses have been greater in the western
part of the mountain ,range, which rep
ceives more pollutiod. Moreover, the
growth rings in ponderosa pinecores
show that annual radiAl growth declined
38 percent over 1941-71 compared with -
1910 --40, a decline attribut&I to the Ase
in air pollutants. In areas recei\'ing The
highest acme doses, the markevable
ume of 30 -year -.old pines declined by 8$
percent. The researcher§i:anclvded that
"this reduction in grow* alonewith air
pollutant_ caused tree mortality,lombine

.to' limit productiori;ltimber iirthe San
Bernardino Mounkins."*9

Sniihir damage from ozone appears to
be occurring' in the Appalachians. Esti-
mates, now are that 4-5 percent of the
eastern white pines are dying in the
southern Appalachiaps and the Blue
Ridge Mouemiins and north into Penn-,
sylvania and,Ohio. Roth here and in the
San Bernardinos, damage is exacerltated
by insects attacking trees that are weak-
ened by air pollutants. Along with tree
mortality, studies of Appalachian pines
have also shoivn substantial growth.
slowdowns.30

High levels of ozone and other gase-
ou pollutants. are also a problem in
some developing countries..Urban areas
situated in valleys surrounded by !noun,
tains, such as, Mexico City, Guatemala
City, and Caracas,. are becoming heavily
polluted from automobile emissions.
Trees are dying' along heavily traveled
corridors in Mexico City,- and uncon-
trolled burning of-leaded gasoline is Of '1
increasing concern in Guatemala City
and Malaysia. In some of these regions,
unfortunately, governments are en-
couraging 'polluting. industries; to .move
to outlying areas or to build higher
smokestacks precisely the strategies
believed to have worsened acid rain in
the rural areas of industrial countries,"

'Yellowing and early loss of needles,
dieback of tree crowns, and ultimavtly

years, a pattern of decline not evident
elsewhere in the 125-year tree ring re-
cord. Growth rates cokresponded closet,

b})the acidity measured, in neart4
streams, whith in turn is a good index of
the acidity of rain, With other factors
such as drought, fire, insect pests, and
ozone apparently not responsible, acid
rain ernArged as a likely cause, The re-
searched concluded that no other
events Or the trees' growth history are
"as widespread, long-lasting, and severe
in their effects."28,

Although acid deposition's link to tree
injury is still debated, scientists have
firmly documented . tree disease and
death froth ozone and other pollutants
in the 'family of "photochemical oxi-
dants." Ozone forms from nitrogen ox-
ides reacting with hydrocarbons (pro-
duced mainly by automobile engines) in
the presence of sunlight, Its formation
and concentrationAreoften closelyied
to weather patterns and geography::A
highly concentrated mass of pollutants
mixing under sunny conditions is a ripe
setting for ozone's creation,

Ozone has killed thousands of pine
trees in the San Bernardino Mountains
eaSt. of Los Angeles, California, a 'city
now infamous for its yellow-trown
photochemical smog. Trot injury was
evident as early as mid-century As air
pollutahis from the 'growing urban area
were carried east .by marine winds. As
pollution ha worsened over the past.
three decadeg losses of the stately pon-
derosa and Jeffrey pines have increased
dramatically. Researchers discovered
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tree death are obvious signs that forests
are suffering. And as ihdicated, measure-
ments of tree rings on wealttned trees
have shown in man, cases that these visi-
ble symptoms are accompanied by sub-
stantial and sustained reductions in
growth ratesrBut even more disturbing
is that growth and productivity can be
.declining in trees that show no visible
symptoms at gall. Tree-ring measure-
merits on tens of thousands of trees from
Maine to Alabama have shown growth
rates 10-40 percent lower than expected
over IF last two or three Jecades. These
declin s are evident in atplf-dozen soft-
wood species, including 'some of great
commercial value in the southernUnited
States. Having documented this "hidden
injury" for white pine growing in the Ap-
palachians', researchers .at the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State Univer-
sity concludedthat it is "highly probable
that growth loss in forOts shibjected to
low-level and long -term exposures to air
pollutants may be occurring unnoticed
and/or unevaluated."32

The ultimate severity and extent of
tree damage throughout the world is an
open and urgent question. As forests not
yet showing injury remaiVexposed to
acid deposition and high pollutant con-
centrations for longer periods of time,
the damage may well spread, Moreover,
if growth slowdowns are occurring nn-
noticed, air pollutants may be quietly
undermining the productivity of large
areas of temperate forests.

ECONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL

c,the countries Of Western Europe harvest
about half as much wood as Canada and
the United States combined. Collectively
they agrount for 15 percent of the
world's industrial wood harvests, even
though they have o9ly 4 percent 6f its
foftests," No'

As with agricultural crop production,
the economic gains of intensive forestry
are made at the risk of greater vulnera-
bility vulnerabilityto Outside stresses, a vulnerabili
obviously compounded if the specks
being grown is sensitive to the stress.
Since planted trees are purposely
managed and valued for timber produc-
tion, damaim to thtm results in a direct
economic loss. With plantation forestry
and more-intensive forest management
becoming more common worldwide,
both, the likelihood and potential eco-
nomic effects of forest damage are in-
creasing.

Foresters expect the death of the
younger trees to significantly dis-
Alta the wood market:

r Many of Europe's forests are intensively
managed conifer stands that yield large
timber volumes from a comparatively

. small area. Although they have only one
fifth the forested area of North America,

West Gk.:,rniany'ss spruce and fir forests
are .typically mitiaged in even-aged
stands, with trees harvested. at 80-130
years of age. Although damage first ap,
peared on older trees, spince and fir of
all ages are now affected. Foresters ex-
pect the death .of the younger trees, to
significantly disrupt the:wood market. In
the summer of 1988'i when forest dam-
age was still placed at 8 percent, the.re-
ported value of-the trees that had been
lost was about $1.2 billion. Spread
equally over a 10-year period, these
losses ,translate into about- a 5 percent
ec me in annua er pro uction,

worth about $200 million per year.34
With damage 160W reportedly coverink
half of West Germany's trees, the value
of this annual timber loss is bound to
rise.

, -
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Because a growing portion 'of the

planned annual harvest in West Ger-
many consists of dying trees, over the
next few years the harvest may reach.
three times the normal level, and the
dumping of valuable wood on the mar-
ket will undoubtedly depress timber
prices. Even under the optimistic as-
sumption that the ongoing destruction
ceases and that the damaged forests can
be restored, future wood harvests wills
likely be reduced as a result of the pre-
sent overcutting. Dr. H. Steinlin, Direc-
tor of the Institut fur LalCdesOlege at
Alberqudwigs University in Freiburg,
expects that from the late nineties into
the first quarter of the next century,
West be less self-sufficient
in timber as

.. The economi and ecological reality
'of these tree d athi has led West Ger-
man forest researchers to visualize a very
different forest in the future and to begin
planning alternative management strate-
gies. In Bavaria and other severely dam-
aged areas, for example, soils are being
limed in an attempt to counteract acid-
ity. But without plowing lime into the
soila- prohibitively expensive task for
such large areaSLmifteral soils cannot
be restored beyond the surface. This
strategy, therefore, is not an ultimate so-
lution. Moreo4er: liming does nothing
to reduce stress caused by ozone and
gaseous sulfur dioxide. In a 1983 journal
pf Forestry editorial, a German professor
of forest policy, the president of the Ger-
man Forestry Aksociation, a Regensburg.
forester, and a fortifier U. S. Fulbright
Visitor, to West Germany joine,d to-
gether to note that "air pollution is now
the problem that concerns West Getman
foresters most. The .results of 200 years
of forest management seem to be extin-
guis a ewt die next 10 years. .

Only a few people think about:an all-too-
possible scenario: central Europe with-
out forests.""

In the United States, More than half
the .sawtimber comes from the harvests

of just a few speciesnotably Douglas
fir and ponderosa pine in the West and
loblolly, longleaf, shortleaf, and slash

_pilies in the South. Between the mid-six-
Ms luta the late seventies, the forest in-
dustry increased its annual planting and
direct-seeding of commercial siTecies
two-and-a-half times. Total U.S. plant-
ings in 1978 were over tto0Ao hectares,
a substantially greater area than is annu-
ally planted for industrial wood in the
tropics. Roughly 85 Orcent of the U.S.
softwood timl3sr harvest comes from the
South and the Pacific coast area. Yet be-
cause' Pacific forest industry lands can-
not, sustain current harvest levels, the
U.S. Forest Service projects no increases
in softwood supplies there until "Well into
the next century. In contrast, supplies
from the South are expected to rise by
nearly ,50 -percent by 2630, and timber
companies increasingly are turning to
the South's favorable growing condi-
tions.37 )

Recent studies of southeastern for6t-
lands she a substantial slowing of
growth over the last decade -in the.
South's two most important species
economically: loblolly and slash pine.
The reductions are evident throughout a
broad area of Alabama, Georgia, and
South Carolina. Whether acid rain or
other pollutants are responsible is un-
certain,Iet there is dearly cause for sus-
picion. Routchly ip percent of the annual
forest growth in the eastern United
States occurs in areas- of high sulfate
depositionover 40 kilograms per
hectare annually. Over 75 percent grows
incireas receiving annual sulfite doses of
20-40 kilograms per h'ectare.38 Soils in
many parts of the SOutheast are suscepti-
ble to acidification, and acid deposition,
ma reduce soil fertilit to 1 I I I

r

tree produCtivity begms to decline. Ac
cording to one 1983 study of the eco-.
nomic effects of acid rain, a 5 percent
growth slowdown in southern softwoods
would translate into 'an annual loss of
timber sufficient to build about one
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tenth of new U.S. homes each year.
Scientists have noted the "urgent" need
to test managed forest species for sensi-
tivity to both nitric and sulfuric acids,
and that such tests must allow enough
time to measure effects that appear only
after several years or decades of expw-
suek3° Studies have already linked
othne to reduced growth in several.pine
speCies.

These findings of pervasive growth
slowdowns have greatly heightened com
cern in the U.S. forest products industry.
Until about mid-1984, concern over the
possible effects of air pollutants or acid
rain had taken a back seat to such visible
problems as infestations of spruce bud-
worm, pine beetles, and gypsy moths..
Yet the prospect of economic losses
from long-term growth reductions has
led the industry to step up its research
efforts. Acid rain and air pollutants are
among the factotis being studied, al-
though the industry does not feel
enough is known about, the problem at
this time to warrant costly pollution con-
trol Measures. Producing paper an

'other forest products consumes large
amounts of energy, an0 additional pollu-
tion controls for power and manufactur-
ing plants would raise production costs.
Yet if the industry becomes convinced
that acid rain or other pollutants are be-
hind even small dropoffs in_ forest pro-
ductivity, support for controls could
follbw. Dr. Ely Gonick, senior vice-
president of International Paper, the na-
tion's largest private- forestland holder,
points out that paper 'mills are highly.
capital-intensive and thus are "captives
.tif their geography. They depend on a
very long and continuing supply of rea-:
sonable cost wood to survive, economi-
cally. If acid rain damaged that supply,

be lost."4°
In Canada, damage to vegetation sur-

rounding sulfur-emitting smelters has
long been evident, but so far no firm
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evidence exists of sloweit1 rowth due to
pollution or acid deposition.,

Yet more than half of Canada's produc-
tive forest lies in the eastern part of the
country, where precipitation is acidic
and soils have WO buffering capacity.
With 1 out of every 10 Canadian jobs
dependent on the forest industry, and
with annual forest products valued at
more tan $20 billion, Canadian officials
are, understandably concerned about
acid deposition's potential to damage
their timber supply. According lo Dr.
Raymond BECIZI,XS of .Inviroinneift Can-
ada: "A reduction in tree productivity as
small as 1 percent or even .25 percent
per year would result in,a significant re-
duction in total wood production if com-
pounded over the life-span of a tree'
Such a reduction could have serious im-
plications on the fibre supply aqd ecoL
nomic well-being of the forest-hifsed in-
dustries."'t Dr. F. H. Bormann of Yale
University adds, "The danger is that by
the time a 15 to 20 percent loss in pro-
ductivityhas been documented degradal
tion will be irreversible."'y

Canada already faces severe conse-
quences from. lbrmer neglect of its for-
ests. Poor management practices and
inattention to regeneration have left
-Canada's tint erlands in a sorry state._
Hoping to ease this trendthe provinces
of Ontario and New Brunswick have es-
tablished. tenure agreements with pri-
vate forestry .-colCipanies, encouraging
them to invest in public forestland and
Thereby increase timber suppliei and fu-
ture yields. Dr. H. Krause, forest re-
sources professor at the University of
New Brunswick, notes that improved
management practices in that province
are _projected to eventually more than
double its 'present yealy average Mere-

timber growth, Yet he folloivs
with an as-yet-unanswentble query:
"Will this increased management input
be counteracted, in the future, by con-
tinuing acidic deposition?"43

I I I .
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Acid rain tends to be associated with
the industrial world, but it has now b'een
measured in man developing countries
as well. Large por6ons or Brazil, south-
ern India, Southeast Asia, and eastern
China are underlain by the type of soils
most susceptible to acidificatitm.
Threatening levels of soil acidity have
reportedly been measured in some of
these areas." Trees are being planted.in
these and other developing regions to
meet not only growing industrial wood
demands, but critical needs for fuOlwood
and charcoal. Yet the ambitious industri-
alization plans of many of these coutt-
triesin which fossil fuels typically ,/
figure prominentlyraise the possibility
of deposition eventually countering
sonic of the gains expected from planta-
tion forestry.

One special concerti for Third World
plantation forestry is the potential acid
rain has of inhibiting the functioning of
soil microorganisms. These minute crea-
tures appear to play key roles in success-
fully establishing tree plantations on de-
graded lands, where much Third World
planting is taking place. Nitrogen-fixing
bacteria, for example, are behind the

*hardiness and partial nutrient self-st4-
ciency of legumes, a family of trees
creasingly chosen for ftiehvood planta-
tions. These bacteria and other
important microorganisms may not
function as well under the altered soil
conditi Is brought abdut by acidifica-

L.- 47non, tin g large areas to monocul-
ture plintations of fast-growing trees ap-
pears necessary to lessen the Third
World's growing fuelwood crisis. Yet
unless soils are protected from increased
acidification, vital wood supplies may di=
minish,"

In addition to a worldwide growth' in
plantations, attempts to profitably in-
crease short-term wood production have
entailed a greater use -of intensive har-
vesting 'practices that may cause long-
term declines in forest ,productivity. Rv-

searchers at the Hubbard Brook
experimental forest in.the Whitc Moun-
tains of New Hampshire found that
losses of calcium, potassium, and nitro-
gen during the 10 years following an ex-.
i?crimental clear-cut of their hardwood
forest were, respectively, over 3, 7, and
ll times_greater than in an adjacent.;
uncut forest. For calcium and potassium,
the losses represented over half the
amount stored in the forest ecosystem.
In whole-tree harvesting, the branches,
leaves, and twigs are" removed from the
forest along with the trunks. Leaves and
twigs are especially rich' in nutrients,
which, if left in the forest, would return
to the soil as the biomass .decomposed.
Cleat cutting combined with whole-tree
harvesting may export two to three times
more nutrients from a forest than a
clear-cut where only the trunks are''-
removed would. The Hubbard Brook re-
searchers point out that it might take
60---80 years for their experimental hard-
wood forest from which no wood was
cempved following the clear-cut, tie -
turn to precutting conditions. Whole-
tree harvesting no doubt would,,post-
pone recovery even further. Cutting
again before NH nutrient recovery
would over -time probably degrade the
forest's productivity."

Unfortunately few studies have exam-
ined the effects of acid deposition com-
bined with these intensive forestry prac-
tkes. Yet taken together, they increase
the likelihood of long-term declines in
forest productivity. , Scientists at the
1982.Stockhohneonference on acidifica-
tion noted that "in areas of intense
acidic deposition these (nutrient) Josses
added to those associated with logging,
particularly whole-ftee harvesting, may
jeopardize the ability to sustain.
yields."'? Dr. Gilles Robitaille, of Can-
ada's Laurentian Forest R6earch Cen-
tre emphatically, echoes this concern:
"We.ttrip cut, cut by diameter and clear-
4a . ,We recover the trunks, branches,

1'
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foliage, needleseverything, Nothing is
left on tkie jpir9und to break down and
improyc soil quality. Along conies the
acid rain which leaches the remaining
nutrients from the soil. What is lei to
rtgenerate the forest ? "{"

Beyond the ciircct economic 'losses in
foresdands itAensively managed or
rirketable timber, the changing etol...
ogy of the natural forest system brought
about by acid deposition and air pollu-
tion may have severe emsequences
well. From an ecological pOint of view,
acid depf'isitiou and pollutants are rela-
tively new stresses, and knowledge of
complex forest systems., is too limited to
predict how forests. ultimately will re-
spond to them. Yet scientists with the
Norwegian Interdisciplinary Research
Programme on Acid Precipitation con-
clude after eight years of study that in
susceptible areas the issue seems to be
"a question of proportion and time re
quired rather than whether any ecologi-
cal effects appear or not."48

No apparent resource constraint
will by themsOves limit the dis-
charge of sulfur and nitrogen ox-
ides in the foreseeable future.

4

The world's fOrests are now the sub-
jects of an ecological experimem of tin -
precedented scale and untestable .,out-
come. Where pollutants remain at
`'relatively low levels, many forest systems
will continue to absorb them without
major damage to the soil, inicroorgant
isms, or trees. Yet as chronic stress in-
creases, ecological theory predicts
staged decline that in extreme cases
could .end in complete ecosystem col-
lapse, This has occurred around high -
emission sources .such as the smelters at
Sudbury, Ontario, and Copperhill,
Tentiessee.88 The forest decline spread-
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ing iii central Europe could be the begin-
ning of such a complete collapse on a
much broader scale. Even if 011ution re-
mains at today's levels, forests and soils
continually exposed to this degree of
stress may in time lose their resistance.
Moreover, long, before the ecosystem
ceases to functi&n, other resources that
depend on a well-functioning fbrest will -'
be affected. The consequences do not
stop at the edge of the woods; they rip-
ple to groundwater, streams, and lakes
that receive acids and metals that break
out of the forest cycle. Our intimate con-
nections to these forest systems ensures
that we wilt hot escape feeling the effects
of their demise.

CURBING FUTURE EMISSION
LEVELS

Coal is much more abundant than oil
and will be the primary polluting foAil
hie' in the decade ahead. About 660
billion tons are now (ethnically and
economically recoyerable, which at
today's rates of production would last.
well over two centuries, compared with
roughly four decades for oil. Moreover,
some 10 trillion tons' of coalequal to
more,than 800 times the world's annual
use of energyare .known to' exist and
may ultimately be recovered.81 Thin, no
apparent rescwrce constraints will by
'themselves limit the discharge of sulfur.
and nitrogen oxides in the foreseeable
future. lEmission levels will depend on
such factors as the rate of economic
growth, energy prices, the competitive-
ness of alternative energy sources, auto-
mobile use, and, of coase, pollution
control measuresTMl factota quhjert to
much uncertainty. Yet current trend's
suggest that atmospheric pollutants and
the acidity of precipitation will increase

4
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in much of the industrial and developing
world.

Sulfur dioxide emissions in North
America and the European Economic
Cbmmunity will not greatly increase
over their existing high levels, and in
some countries they are likely to decline.
(See Table 5-4,) In the EEC, less use of
fuel oil (with an avet:age sulfur content of
2.5 percent) and greater use of coal (with
an average sulfur conterM of 1.5 percent)
will help keep 802 levels from rising..
More importantly, a majority of EEC
member countries are now committed to
reducing their sulfur dioxide emissions
by 30 percent or more over the next de-
cade. Assumipg they take action to fulfill
their promises, the levels in Western
Europe could substantially decrease. In
North America, pollution tontrOls on
new power plants in the United States
and commitments by Canada to )halve
sulfur discharges should prevent SO2
emissions from rising very much. How-
ever, without further reductions in the
United Stateswhich emits five times as

Table 5-4,

and Arid Rain (rr3)

much sulfur dioxide as Canfidainis-, fr
SiOnS in eastern North America will re-
main high.

In contrast to these somewhat opti-
mistic trends, SO2 emissions in the So-
viet Union and Eastern Europe--already
among the most heavily polluted regions
in the worldare projected to rise by a
third as a result of increased burning of
high - .sulfur coal and lignite.- By the year
2000;; Eastern E4ope's emissions are
expected to be double those of the
United States. even though the region is
only one seventh as large. As in the EEC,
the discharges could be less than pro-
jected if the Soviet Union, East Ger-
many, and Bulgaria fulfill commitments
tymde in 1984 to curb them.52

Nitrogen oxides, on the other hand,
are expected to rise nearly everywhere.
In the European Community, NOx emis-
sions, which are thought to have in-
creased 40-50 percent since the early
seventies, are projected to climb akother
5-21 percent before the century is out.
(The range reflects different assump-

.

Sulfur Dioxide and Nitrogen Oxide Emissions, 1980, With Projects for
2000

..Sulkir Dioxide

Country or Region '1980 2000'

Nitrogen Oxides

Change 1960 2000 Change.

(million metric
tons)

(percent) (million metric (percent)
tons)

United States 24.1 26.6 +10 19.3 2441 +25
Canada 4.8 4.5 5. 2.4 +33
EEC 18.6 19,0 +2 (12 11.1 +21,
Soviet ,Union2 25.5 34.6. +36
Eastern Europe2 40.7 55.3 +36

'Projections do not-lake into account commitments made by more than a dozen nations in 1984 to reduce
suit* Aioxide emissions. If acted upon, these comnfittnents would significantly reduce projected SO,
emissions Crom every region except the United States and Eastern Europe. 'Estimates are for 1982 and
2002; estimates for nitrogen oxide emissions not available or reliably estimated.
sonactss: U.S. and Canadian data (ram Environint.nt Canada, United States-Canada Memorandum of Intent.on
nauboundaty Air Pollution: Executive Summaries (Ottawa, Canada: 1983); EEC data fl-um Environmental

I I I It ll
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It. Ltd., 1983), (2.5 percent growth scenario); Soviet Union and East Europe. data from N. FL 1- lighton and
M. J. Chadwick, no Effects of Changing Patterns of Energy Use tri Sulfur Emissions and Depositions
in Europe," Ambio,,Vol.. 11, No. 8, 1082.
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(ions about the rate of economic
- growth.) ThN expectation is mainly at-

tributed to utilitieS burning le oil and
more coal, since coal combus ion viler-

--aces more nitrogen oxides th n an equiv-
alent amount of oil combustion, and to
the exeected increase in cars traveling
EEC highways. In the abseme of addi-
tional controls in the United States, ni-
trogen oxide emissions Crop(' utilities
there have been projected to increase. 55
percent. This.estimate assumes a higher.
growth in energy demand (Ian now
seems likely, however, so actual NOx in-
creases will probably be somewhat
lower. Canada's biggest increase will
come from vehicles, whose emissions are
projected to rise by 50 percent to
roughly 1.7 million tons, or over 70 per-
.cent of total NOx emissions.

In most areas where acid rain is now a
problem, sulfur dioxide is responsible
for about 70 percent of the acidity and
nitrogen oxide for about 30 percent.
(There Ire notable exceptions, such as
areas in the Pacific and Rocky Mountain
regions of the United States, where ni-
trogen oxides Contribute a much greater
share to precipitation acidity.)63 But the
rapidly rising emissions of NOx and
stead}, or declining addition of SO2 nig-

, gest that in many areas nitrogen oxides
will play an increasingly important role
in the creation of acid rain over time.
Moicover, since chemical reactions in-
xolving NOx lead to ozone, the levels oP
ozone in areas conducive to its forma-
tion will increase wt.-well. Given ozone's
known toxicity to plants and trees, along
with evidence that it helps form acid
deposition ind may make trees more

,susceptible topcid deposition's effects,
ralucing nitrogen oxides should clearly

. be part of any control strategy to protect
forests,

Although estimates of future mkt

readily availadbie, trends. suggest that air
pollution and acid" rain will. worsen in

many of them. Precipitation acidity is not
widely monitored in developing coun-
tries, but rain with a p11 of 4.5 or below
has beti Measured in cities in China and
India. Industrialization plans for many
of thc mast populous Third World counT
tries call for vast increases in coal burn-
ing, followingessZ-ntially the same path
taken by today's inclustrialiNd countries
early in the century. China'svimnual coal
Output, for example, increased more
than 20 times between 1949 and 1982;
and is now up io 666 million tons, almost
as much as in the United States. If its
plans to increase per capita energy con-
smuption are fulfilled, the nation will tle
burning some 900 million tom_ coal
each year by the turn of the cc iry.64

Similarly, Brazil's consnmtition of coal
has been rising at an average rate of
about 10 percent per year, and steel, ce-
ment, and paper companies are switch-
ing from oil to coal. India expects to in-
crease coal productinn to S25 million
tons by 199poughly 2.6 times greater
than 1982 levels. Sulfur dioxide emis-
sions from coal and oiLhave nearly tri-
pled there since the -early sixties and
were estimated at 3.2 million tons in
1979slightly less than current emis-
sions, from West Germany. Dr. C.K.
Varshney of jawolharlal Nehru -Unkrer-
sity's School of Environmental Sciaces
sees probletais from acid rain as "very
much in the making in the country. . .

The current pace of development ,is
bound to promote acidification of the
environment,"66

Without efforts to brake These rising
emisrsions around the world, destruction
caused by acid rain .and air pollution two
decades from now may dwarf that evi-
dent today. Government policies are ig-
noring the fact that damage to forests,
soils, and lakes is an added cost of fossil
fuel combustion that is not taken into

I
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ciety is in effect subsidizidg
generated electricity, motor vehicle use,
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and metals production by allowing free
itse of the environment to absorb the
resulting pollution. Such an "external-
ity," so called because the social costs
are external to the private costs, means
a portion of the real cost of these activi-
tic\s' is hidden. Sing costs appear lower
than they really are, more of these activi-
ties take place than is optimum for soci-
ety, Where the environment can no
longer assimilate. c9inbustion's pollu-
tion, these external costs arc now
becoming visible in the form of acidify-
ing lakes and dying forests.

Correcting this inherent market fail-
ure requites that those fostering the pol-
lution begin paying for iteither
through technological controls, entis-

, sions taxes, sales taxes (for example on
motor vehicles), or other means: Na-
tional energy and environmental-strate-
gies are not adequately doing this, and
they are insufficient to preve t air pollu-
tion and acid deposition amage froM
worsening in the 'future, only a handful
otcountries now require pOwer plants to
control sulfur dioxide emissions with
effective technologies. The majority still
rely on low-sulfur fuels and dispersion
through tall smdkestacks to control pol-
lution. The former will prove inadequate
for the long term, and the latter only
transfers a portion of the pollution dam-
age from urban to rural areas.

The United States, West Germany,
and the Netherlands are among the na-
tions that have. taken some concrete ac-
don in recent years. New power plants in
these countries are required to install
flue gas desulfurizatioN(FGD) equip-
ment, often called "scrubbers," which is
the most widely used technology for re-
Owing sulfur dioxide. FCD redtices SO2
emissions by 80,95 percent and typically
adds 10-15 percent to electricity genera-
ting costs. Achieving substantial ..pollu7

ever, requires that the . practices of
existing plants be.,controlled. West Ger-

k

Pollution and Acid- Rain 015)

many was the first to begin tackling this
politically difficult and more expensive
task. With heightened concern over
spreading damage to the nation's for-
exsts, the West German Bundestag
passed legislation thinly 1983 calling for
tight controls on the largest K50 of its
1,500 existing plantsthose over 300
megawatts." Although U.S. Congressio-
nal committees have had before them
some dozen proposals. to curb emissions
from existing sources; political divisions
over the regional distribution of costs
and benefits from suCh measures have so
far prevented their passage.

Destruction 'caused by acid rain
and air polintion two decades froth
now may dwarf that evident today.

Efforts to control nitrogen oxide emis-
sions also have far to go if existing levels
are even to be capped, let alone reduced.
Nitrogen oxides are harder to control
than SO2 since they result not only from
nitrogen contained in the fuel, but also
from the xidation of nitrogen present
in the air. Both utilities and industries
could hale NO emissions with com-
bustion odifications costing roughly 1
perce t of electricil generating costs.
So far, however, little attention has been
given to even these mildest controls.
More stringent controls would require
technologies such as selective catalytic
reduction, which treats flue gases for ni-
trogen oxides as scrubbers do for sulfur
dioxides. These systems can reduce
NO by 90 percent and typically cost 5-8
percent of generating costs, roughly half
as much as scrubbers."

Japan stands alone in requiring that
'power plants substantially' reduce nitro-

I

primarily a response to the nation's
health-threatening urban smog prdb-

,
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lems. To meet the required 73 percent
NOx reduction, Japanese power plants
usually must go beyond combustion
modifications and apply selective cata,
lytic reduction, which has barely been
tried elsewhere. Equipment to destilfu-
ize fjue gases has been installed in over
a thoutand Japanese plants of various
sizes and typesunix s, industries, and
smelterscompared wi at most 200 ill_
the United States. Mor over, the Japa-
nese plants use a regenerative 'system
that yields m. a rketable.by-productsde-
mental sulfur, sulfuric acid, or gypsum
rather than the hundreds of thousands
of tons of wet sludke produced annually
from the "throwaway" desulfurization
process used in most U.S. plants. A
ready market for suit* materials initially
made this option especially attractive,
and with land for waste dism>sal ex-.
tremely scarce, the ccist of sulfur recy-
cling was factored into electricity costs.
Indeed,' pollution control accounts for
roughly 25percetit of the total 'Cost of
coal - generated power,,and Japan's elec-
tricity costs are among title highest in the
world. yet the nation appears willing to
foot this bill for the benefits of improved
air quality. Writes Dr. Jumpei Ando of
Chuo University, "From high buildings
in Tokyo one can now'see Mt. Fuji 100
kilometers away."8

.Some promising technologies now on
the Ito,rizon.will expand options for con-
trolling emissions from both new and
existing plants. Besides improvements
in flue gas desulfurizatiwn, two technolo-
gies that control both sulfur 'and nitro-
gen oxides during combustion look .at-
tractive. Fluidized bed combustion
(FBC). involves burning crushed coal on
a bed of limestone suspended by an up-
ward injection of air. The limestone
reacts with the sulfur dioxide as the coal
burns, reducing SO2 emissions by 90

resulting wastes must either be disposed
of or made into marketable sulfur pro-

f.
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ducts. Because combustion is carried out
at a lower temperature, nitrogen oxide
emissions are 15,35 percent lower than
from a conventional boiler:"

FBC is now being tried at some 30-40
plants in the Netherlands, Sweden, the
United States, and West Germany. Most
facilities usig it have capAcities of less
than 40 megawatts (many are under 5
mega'Watts), but several in West Ger-
many have capacities of 100 megawatts
or more. Sweden's success with the tech-
nology at a 15-megawatt plant has led it
to consider building a 130-megawatt
commercial -scale combustor. Among°
the pilot plants in the United States is a
20-megawatt plant in Kentucky that,
under the direCtika2S,the Electric Power
Research Institute, is a prototype for a
600-megawatt demonstration unit. Also,
a Minnesota .utility sign a contract in
the.summer 1984-fo tar e first conver-
sion of a conventional coal-burning
boiler into a fluidized bid unit. The re-
trofitted plant is expected to begin oper-
ating in 1986, with a generating-capacity
of 125 megawatts."

Another promising technology;--the
limestone injection multistage burner,
(LIMB)--merits support. It combines
combustion modifications for NOx con-
trol with injection of limestone into the
combustion chamber for control of SO2.
LIMB's main advantage lies in retrofit-
ting: Foy capita! cost much less than
that of scrubbers, LIMB can apparently .

remove 50-70 percent of both sulfur and
pnitrogen oxides from existing plants.

reliminary analyses for a LIMB retrofit
at a .105-megawat lant in Ohio show
capital costs of .-$ . 0-90 million, tom-
pared with $177 million for a scrubber,
and operating costs only half that of a .
scrubber. Though the technology is still
being -developed, pilot-scale tests make
it look promising."

As noted, motor vehicles are tlIK, lend-
ing source of nitrogen oxide emissions
in most industrial cotihtries, They are
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also a leading source of hydrocarbons,
'the other ingredient needed to form
ozone, Cars manufactured in the United
States now have catalytic converters that
cut hydrocarbons by 96 percent and
trogen oxides by 76 percent over previ-
ous levels. Other modifications allow
substantial gains in fuel efficiency along
with pollution reductions, despite the
tendency for converters to. decrease
combustion efficiency. Japan's standards
for automobile NOx emissions are even,
stricter than those in the United States.
Although European countries have
made some progress in controlling auto-
mobile pollution, the large reductions
posOble with catalytic converters are not
yet being achieved. In June 1984, the
European Economic Community's etiTi-

t ronmental ministers agreed to introduce
lead-free gasoline by 1989. Since cata-
lytic converters require lead-free fuel,
this Move.paves the way for stricter auto
emission controls. So far, however, EEC
members have been unable to Agree on
the stringency of such controls or the
timetable for implementing them. As
nations such as West' Germany and/
Switzerland individually take action,
others may be induced to follow their
lead.62

Few would argue that Japan's high
pollution control costs have seri-
ously undermined its competitive-
ness in global markets.

Requiring ,thoAp costering air pollu-
tion to begitkontrolling and paying for
it will raise the pi-fee of energy and pip-

ducts to industries and consumers. But
this in turn will encourage moire- efficient
Use of energy and materials. Pew would

. argue a. n s ig po u ion-conto
costs have seriously undermined its .

competitiveness in global markets. With

the exception of extremely energy-
intensive industries, such as aluminum
smelting, most Japapese industries have
accommodated the higher energy costs
by using energy more efficiently. The
nation's per capita energy consump-
tion in 1982 was 2.7 times lower than
in the United States and roughly
1.5 times lower than in Denmark, Swe-
den, the United Kingdom, or West
Germany .63

Industrial countries that rely on fossil
fuel combustion for the near future must
begin making it compatible with the
preservation of their forests and other
natural systems. This will be expensive,
but by no means prohibitively so. Even
with costly flue gas.scrubbers, new coal
plants can generate electricity more
cheaply today than any other widely
available energy source except hydro-
power. A decade 14919.41N+1, coal burned
cleanly will in most cases still be less ex-
penSive than nuclear power and other.
conventional sources. But by then sev-
eral renewable energy sources' may be
eTmomically competitive, and the range
or energy options will have greatly ex-
panded."

Developing countries are in a position
to avoid the pollution problems for
which industrial countries are now pay-
ing dearly. The renewable energy tech-
nologies now emerging alongside the
large-scale centralized power grids in
the industrial countries can be at the
heart of Third World energy strategies
just now taking shape. Where coal re-
mains the best option, controlling sulfur
and nitrogen oxide emissions is clearly.
essential and vastly cheaper if dour from
the start, Moreover, by taking advantage
now of the breathing room conservation
and increased energy efficiency provide,
long-term energy plans can incorporate
the drew d
and broader range of energy options
that are becoming technicall)k, and
economically viable.
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CAN FORESTS THRIVE IN A
COMMONS?

What is now unfolding in the forests of
industrial countries is a tragedy of the
commons on a grand sc.ale.65 Less -pol-
luted air would clearly benefit all na-
tions, but most feel that acting to curb
their own emissions, without guarantees
that Other nations will do likewise, will
incur greater costs than It yields benefits.
The dilemma derives partly from a com-
plicated and imbalance0 trade in air pol-

, lutants. All but a few countries export at
least half the sulfur dioxide they emit.
Where it ends up depends. largely on
wind and weather patterns. At.,,one end
of the spectrum are the Scandinavian
countries, where sulfur emissions are
comparatively low and where 75-90 per-
cent of the sulfur deposited is imported.
(See Table -5.) At the other extreme is
the United Kingdom, the largest emitter
in Western Europe, which exports
nearly two thirds of its emissions- and
imports only 20 percent of its deposi-
tons.

The data have wide error margins
around them, but they do portray the
general sulfur pollution patterns in
Europe. (Data for Eastern :Europe are

4. particularly questionable; emissions
given for these countries are probably
low.) In some cases countries with mod-
est domestic emissions receive as much
sulfur per unit area as the heaviest emit-
ters. Austria, for example, has a greater
densitrof deposition than Great Britain,

. even though it emits only one tenth as
much sulfur. Although much less is
known about transfers of nitrogen ox-
ides and ozone, obviously these pollu-
tants cross borders as well.

International cooperation is essential

nental pollutant trade. Th possibility,
that a nation's own control efforts may
prove fruitless be9use of u 'controlled
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emissions from its neighbors is a major
barrier to action: Attempts to achieve
multilateral cooperation, though falter-
ing, are being made. An important,
though mostly symbolic advarice came in
1979 with the signing of the Convention
on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pol-
lution, an agreement reached within the
forum of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE): Unfor-
tunately, the Convention required little
concrete action toward reducing emis-
sions from its signatories, although it did
pave the way for cooperation in re-
search, monitoring, and information ex-
change. It strengthened the Coonerative
Programme for Monitoring and EvaluaL
tion of Long-Range Transmission of Air
Pollutants in Europe, which gathers data
on the transport and deposition of pollu-
tants. The Convention also was thF first
time that East European nations enlered
into an environmental pact with those of
the West. Emissions from Eastem
Europe arc especially high, and large
quantities spillover into Austria, Scandi-
navian 'nations, and West Germany.
Their coopenktion is thds essential to re-
ducing pollution levels over the conti-
nent as a whole.06'

Until recently, the United Kingdom
and West Germany were strongly allied
in discouraging both the ECE of the
United Nations and the European Eco-
nomic Community from initiating strict
controls. Yet West Germany's forest
damage brought about a-dramatic and
unexpected reversal of that nation's po-
sition. In June 1983, members . of the
ECE met in Geneva to discuss the trans-
boundary pollution problem. For the
first time, West Germany broke ranks by
supporting a Scandinavian proposal call-
ing for each ECE member to reduce sul-
fur di I xide emissions 'by 30 percent by

B

ing the proposal (put forth by Finland,
Norway, and Sweden) were Austria,
Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands. and
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Table 6-5. Estimated Sulfur Emissions, and Depositions In Europe

Annual Average Monthly
Emissions Depositions'

Density of
Average Monthly

Deposition

((1.9)

Share of
Deposition
IMported

Western Europe
Au Stria
Belgium
France
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Spain
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom
West Germany

Eastern Europe
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
East Germany
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Yugoslavia

Northern Ebrope
Denmark
Finland
Norway
Sweden

(thousand metric tons) (kilograms/
hectare)

(percent)

220 34.1 4.1 85
410 16.1 5.3 58

1,450 121.2
4

2.2 48
170 25.3 1.9 63
130 6.5 0.9 72

1,540 113.2 3.8 30
20 1.1 4.2 *73

240 17.3 4.7 77
1,050 58.3 1.2 37

60 14.1 3.4 90
330 41.6 0.5 58

2,130 84.7 3.5
1,750 115.8 4.7 52

390 34.6 3.1 56
1,690 130.1 10.2 63
2,000 77.8 7.4 36

860 46.7 5.0 58
1,250 133.0 4.3 58
1,00Q 79.7 '3.4 64

420 109.3 4.3 49

230 10.9 64
290 29.3 '0.9 74

70 25.5 0.8 92
.260 47,2 1.0 82

The calculated deposition figures are for winter months and may vary in other seasons. Density figures
arc given to allow better deposition comparisons since countries vary greatly in size. Obviously, loadings ,
may vary considerably witlinta given country.
soulttEs: Emissions figures adapted from N.H. Highton and Mj. Chadwick, "The Effects of Changing
Patterns of Energy Use on Sulinr Emissions and Depositions in Europe," Ambio, Vol. II, No. 6, 1982;
deposition figures and calculatiOns based on data in Environmental Resources Limited, Acid Rain: A Review
of the Phenomenon in the EEC 'hnd Ein;ope (London: Graham .8c Trotman Ltd., 1983).

Switzerland-all nations with growing

damage. DissentDissent from France, t e Soviet
Union; the Vniteck Kingdom, the United
States, and the- nations o Easternt

Eur9pe prevented the proposal from

ob

the Commission issued a noncommital
statement to reduce= ievnissions where
feasible. The United States stood alone

I
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in refusing to sign even this mild docu-
ment. Although' pressured at home and
by neighboring Canada to take steps to
combat acid rain damage, the Reagan
administration maintains that action is
unwarranted until the problem is better
understood .67

Within the European Economic Com-
munity, policies receiving unanimous
support from all 10 member countries.
become binding. The EEC -has" in fact
established Community-wide ambient
sulfur dioxid standards with which its
members must comply. In early 1984,
the EEC's policymaking arm, the Euro-
pean Commission, developed a proposal
calling for substattial emission reduc-
tions from large existing power plants.
The plan requires that by 1995, total an-
nual emissions of sulfur dioxide froth
these sources be reduced by 60 percent
over 1980 levels; nitrogen oxides would
have to be cut by 40 percent. Though- a
worthy effort, the proposal does not yet
have the unanimous support needed for
it to become Community policy. Greece,
Italy, and the United Kingdom have so
far balked at setting emission limits at
the Community level. Yet a numb* of
British Parliament members are now
calling for Britain to support the EEC
directive, so its chances a adoption ap-
jear to be increasing.68

The best prospect for coming to grips
with the transboundary nature of long-
distance pollutant transport appears to
be for nations to pursue bilateral and
multilateral agreemerits among them-
selves. In late March 1984, nine Euro-
pean countries and Canada formed,what
quickly became known as the "30 percent .

club," for their commitments to reduce
1980 levels of sulfur dioxide emissions'
by at ittost 30 perCent over the next dec-
ade, dinada, France, Norway, and West
Germany promised reductions of 50 per-
cent. Several other nationsnotably in-
cluding Bulgaria, Esst Germany, and the
Soviet Union joined the club at a sum-

r
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mer meeting in Munich. As of Septemlier
1984,16 nations were copiimitted to sub-
stantial 902 reductions. (See Table 5-6.)
Pressure is mounting on the United
States and the United Kingdom: which
are the biggest sulfur emitters in North
America and Western Europe, to take
similar action. Although other threaten-
ing pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides
and ozone, have taken a back seat to sul-
fur dioxide, the international community.
may soon find that formal commitments.
to control them arc essential as well.

National leaders have rarely made
great political gains by attacking the
problems of the next generation or the

Table 5-6. Commitments to Sulfur
, Dioxide Reductions, S ember 1984

Country

Pron d
Reduction
Over 1980

Levels

Year
Reduction

to be
Achieved

(percent)
France 50 1990
West Germany 50 1993
Canada 50 1994
Norway 50 '1994
Denmark 40 1995
Netherlands 40 1995
Austria 30 1993
Finland 30 . 1993

Sweden 30 1993
Switzerland 30 1993
Belgium 30 -1993
Lichtenstein 30 1994
Luxembourg 30 1993
Soviet Union' 30 1993
East Germany' 30 1993
Bulgaria' 30 1993

'Commitment is to reduce sulfur dioxide ex-
ports.
souRcEs: The Swedish and Norwegian NGO Sec-
retariats on Acid Rain, "10 Countries Sign Acid
Rain Pact:: Acid News, May 198,1; "Munich Confer-
ence Lays Groundwork for Sulfur Reduction Ac-
cord," World Environment Report, July 11, 1984.
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and eastern North America, killing fish
and plant life. Acid rain and gaseous stilt-
fur and nitrogen oxides are known to
damage a host of everyday materials in-
cluding paint, paper, textiles, and build-
ing stone. Corrosion of copper and lead
plumbing pipes by acidic groundwater
threitens to containntate household tap
water. Aluminum and other heavy met-
als mobilized in acidifying soils and
leached into underground drinking
water supplies also threaten human
health. Like damage to forests and soils,
these effects are insidious an1 thus hard
to measure,. but the potential economic

5;loss and human suffering th6,..mayff..ause
' is staggering."

Because acid rain, mope, and the
buildup of carbon dioxide in the atmo-
sphere are problems with a common on-
gin, they can also have common solu-
tions. Yet most existing and proposed
strategies address isolated issues, rather
than strive fir the integrated solutions
'that are needed. Placing desulfuriiing
scrubbers on smokestacks, for example,
will reduce sulfur dioxide Old thereby
control acid rain. But this technology
will do nothing to'help crops suffering
from ozone, nothing to ensure that rain
two decades from now will not be just as
acidic from nitrogen oxides.; and nothing
to slow the rate at which carbon dioxide
is increasingin*the atmosphere. Techno-
logical 'controls fbr 'specific pollutants
must bepart of any plan to reduce emis-
sions substantially in the immediate fix-
ture. But cnds are limited, and the_ time
available fbr reversing these threatening
trends grows ever shorter. These prob-
lems of common origin must 1). tackled
simultaneously and at their core.

Using energy more efficiently, recy-
cling more paper and metals, and gener-
ating more power from alternative en-
ergy sources are rarely considered in
strategies to reduce air pollution or acid
rain. Yet they are among the most effec-
tive and least costly ways that exist. Sul-

country next door. Some nations, typi-
cally those moit obviously victimized,
have begun to respond to the severity of
the threat that lies before them. Others,
such as the United States, have been un-
willing to act without irrefutable scien-
tific proof of acid rain's and air pollu-
tion's damaging effectsproof that may
require decades of 'additional research.
If in the meantime the consequences be-
come irreversible, a late-course correc-
tion strategy will failno matter how
ntich better scientists understand the
problem.

BEYOND THE FOREST

The- emerging threat to the world's for-
ests clearly raises the potential economic
and ecological consequences of acid rain
and air pollution. Yet decisions to take
action need notindeed should not--,-
rest upon wliat is happening there alone,
Forest destruction is but an addition to
a litany of consequences rooted in the
combustion of fossil fuels in power
plants, factories, ;ind automobiles.
discussed in Chapter 1, possibly the
most serious long.-term consequence Of
fossil -fuel combustion is the buildup of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. And
ozone levels in many agricultural re-
gions are now high enough to damage
valnable crops. In the United States,
ozone is lowering the productivity of
corn, wheat; soybeans, and peanuts, with
losses valued' at $1.9-4.5 billion each
year."

Vast areas of fertile farmland now
'regularly receive rain that is highly
acidic. Although acid rain's effects on
crops vary, soybeans and corn have
shown lower yields when grown under
the acidic conditions now typical in the
eastern United States. Lakes and streams
continue to acidify in northern Europe
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fur dioxide and nitrogerk oxide emis-
sions, were lower in 1980 than they
would have been without' the impressive
energy efficiency gains made during the
seventies. Although two oil price hikes
helped spur these energy savings, na-
tions can achieve much greater efficiency
-c--and thus further reduce pollutionin
the coming- decades, as documented in
Chapter 7, Installing desulfurizing
scrubbers on plants producing a total of
35,000 megawatts of power would cost
$5,10 billion, for exampW. cutting sul-
fur dioxide by . aving 35;000 megawatts
through adopts n of efficiency standar=ds
for comilibn household appliances
would cost less than 1 percent of this.
Moreover, emis ions of nitrogen oxides
and carbon diox de would be reduced at
mo exkra cost,'

The questioi is no longer whether
proof of damage is irrefutabk, but
whether forests are sufficiently
threatened to warrant action.

Similarly, recycling common materials
rather than discarding them attacks acid
rain, ozone, and carbon dioxide buildup
in two w vs,:--directly, by reducing pollu-
tion at the
directly, by re
and thus pollution
plant. Each ton of
Canada's smelters

roduction factory, and fin-
ing energy,. demand

mitted at the power
copper produced by

nerates an average
of 2.7 s of sulfur dioxide. Because
one t it'd of Canadi's 1980 copper sup-

me from recycled scrap rather than
sulfur-laden ore, one million fewer tons
of sulfur dioxide entered Canada's at-
mosphereequal to 21 percent of the
nation's sulfur dioxide emissions that
year.

In virtually of nationS, recycling lihs
barely scratched the surface of its poten-
tial. Worldwide only about one fourth of

the paper and less than one third of the
aluminum used is recycled. In contrail
to copper production, the feedstocklyir
these common materials contain Nile
no skilful-, but the benefits from recycling
theatre nonetheless dramatic: Efich ton
of piper made from waste Opel! rather
than new wood reduces energy use by
third to a half and air pollutants by
much as 95 percent. Aluminum. pro-
duced from recycled cans rather than
from virgin ore cuts tortissiotis of nitro-
gen oxides by 95 percent aiid.sulftir di-
oxide by 99 percent.72

Generating more Tower- from the
wind, photovoltaic solar cellS, and other
renewable energy sources is central to
what has been called a "CO2 benign"
energy strategy." Added to increased
energy efficiency and recycling,_these a*.
tcrnative energy sources round out
strategy that is not only CO2 benign but
"acid rail and ozone benign" as'Well. -

fta the--itear term, however, the most
cost-effective gains will come from fur-.
ther.squiezing the sponges of. energy
eflicienc? and recycling. Together they
will 'not only'reduce pollution; they also
offer a bridge to the mid-nineties when
several renewable energy sources should
be economically competitive. As noted
throughout this volume, conwvation7
recycling, andalternative energy sources
also provide as myriad of other benefits
besides cutting air pollution. Collec- ,

tively they gr4atly alter the cost-benefit
calculations that :.are inherent in deci-,
sions about whether and how to protect
forests, lakes, and :crops and to prevent-
carbon dioxide from warming the
planet,

The biosphere is not infinitely resil-
ient. What is happening in the industrial
world's fields and fiflitsts-ars signs that
fossil fuel combustion has ecological
limits, and that exceeding them exacts a
price. Unless energy and environmental
strategies begin to reflect this, today's*,
threats are bound to become tomor-
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row's catastrophes. Given the rapidity
with which the Porest destruction has un-
folded, the relevant gutstion is no
longer whether proof of damage from
air pollutants or acid rain is irrefUtable,
but whether the ,forests are sufficiently

IMP

A

(3)
threatened to warrant action. Undoubt-
edly, West German foresters would'an-
swer with a resounding yes. But the real
test is whether nations so far spared se-
vere losses will muster the political will
to take action to avoid them.

1,
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Conserving
Biolcgical Diversity

E ward C. Wolf

If Charles Darwin were writing today, his
masterwork would probably be known as
The Disappearance of Species. In 1859, pub-
lication of Darwin's The Origin of Species
sparked an intellectual revolution. A
century.and A coarter later the planet is
losinw its living*hyprsity at unprece-
dented rates. As humv populations
grow and as societies nroclernize, land
degradation, forest cutting, coastal de-
velopment, and environmental stresses
such as acid rain are accelerating the ex-
tinction of plant and animal speci Re-
sources that undoubtedlrehold grey po-
tential for agriculture and ew
biotechnologies are being irretrieva y
lost.

The millions of different plants, ani-
mals, and microorganisms on earth
today are products of a natural evolution
stretching unbroken through 3.5 billion
years. I. Throughout this time, plants and
-atiitilix1S- have tended to produce more
offspring than the environment can sus-
tain, so only those whose inherited char=
acteristics allow them to reproduce suc-
cessfully will sorvive. Changes have

9

It/

A,

accumulated and CoMpounded, species
have Adapted to environmental change,
and the result is 'a multitude of living
formS generally well suited to the condi-
tions they face.

People' have long 'exploited the ge-
netic variability within, specks to create
the food surpluses that make modern
urban civilization poSsible. Human se',
lection of crops and, livestock is as old.ps
the cultivation of food grains, which
began at least 10,000 years ago. Neo-
lithic farmers eoaxed our .most impor-
tant crops and livestock from the wild
relatives of those plants and animals mil-
lennia ago.' Since then; breeders' efforts
to assemble desired genetic traits from
different crop varieties, or in some spe-
cial cases between species, gradually
enabled the development of the high-
yielding wheat, rice, and hybiid corn
that sustain modern societies._

Given the vast areas planted to the few
major cereal species, the genetic varia-
bility within each speqies is needed to
keep agriculture resilient. Modern
breeding programs depend on unique
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genes to provide resistance to new plant/
diseases, And wild rslatives of commer-
cial crops rangingfrom tomatoes to
wheat have provided genetic material
worth billions of dollars in higher crop'
yields. Recent recognition of they past
and potential contribution of the genes
of wild relatives to major crops has
earned them the label "the newest re-
source. "3

,
The contribution of such genes has

, often been limited by the difficulty of
makink. viable crosses between wild and
domesticated species. Today's revolt).-
non in the Sophistication of biotechnolo-
gies and the science of genetics is slowly
breaching biological barriers, raising the
prospect that useful traits may soon be
transferred _between species that could
never beAfe be crossed by conventional
breeders. As it becomes easier to use the
wild relatives of cultivated plants, inven-
tories of the distribution and properties
of little-noted plants and anithals will be
needed. Genetic material' frOm all
sources will appreciate in value, and the
fruits of \effoos to bend new species to
human usestoy mark a turning point as
important as the domestication of plants
and animals by our Neolithic ancestors.

At another _level of diversity, intact
ecosystems play a central role in main-
taining conditions that favor life on
earth. Natural assemblages of species
make critical contributions on a local
scale, moderating the water flow within
watersheds, buffering against damaging
floods, cleansing urban air of pollutants
and particulates, and sustaining the nat-
054 populations of predatory birds and
insects that help keep crop pests in
check. Natural ecosystems provide these
services `most efficiently when undis-
turbed. When key species are elimi-
nated, vital services are disrupted. The
cascade of consequences can lead to out-
breaks of virulent pests, .the demise of
commercial Species, and costly engi-
neering projects that attempt to replace

it;

once-natural processes.4
Control functions, it now appears, op-

erate at the global level as Well. The cy-
cling and global abundance of elements
as common as carbon and as rare as 'io-
dineboth essential to human survival
--are 'regulated by certain key tecosy's-

, terns and regions. Atmospheric scientist
James ,Lovelock, originator qt the Gaia
Hypothesis that the earthi's toM commu-,,
tiny of living organisms Modifies condi-
tions to create an optimal environment
for life, emphasizes our ignorance. of
"planetary control systems . . associa-
tions of species which cooperate. to per-
form sonic essential regulatory func-
tions." According. to Lovelock, large-
scale disturbance of natural communi-
ties in the tropics or the offshore conti-
nental shelves may jeopardize the regu-
bulb") of such critical substanceS as
atmospheric oxygyn, with unknown im-
plications for earth's habitability; And
not all regions or ,natural communities
contribute equally to these functions;
Lovelock cautions that "what we do to
our planet may dipend greatly on where
We do it." Although the impact' of.our
interventions at all these levels cannot
be predicted with confidence, human:.
ity's ability to extinguish species clearly
rivals the natural forces that have
molded the history of life.5

ASSESSING 'EXTINCTIONS

Extinction is forever. This trtlh was not ,

assailed even when researchers at the
University of California at Berk,y an
no need last June that they had cloned
genes from the pelt of an extinct animal "
known as the quaggiv a relative of the
horse. UnTortunately for,those efiviskin
ing the imminent resurrection of passen-
ger pigeonland dodos, researchers only
expect the tibrie fragments to help un-
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ravel the quaggas relatiVnship to zebras
'and horses which will solve an evolu-
tionary dale but. not disclose extinc-
tion's .secret.6

When Charles Darwin speculated on
the quagga's. kinship 0 The Origin of Spe-
cies, herds of this partly striped mammal
still roamed the plains of South Africa.
Twenty years later, the quagga had been
hunted to extinction. It joined a litany of
such losses due to hunting and overhar-.
vesting that coincided with European ex-
ploration, Since then, the pace of species
loss has accelerated as populationsAind
human settlements have expatiaed
worldwide. (See Table 6-1.)

Scientists who study the ebb and flow
of life generally distinguish ti4types of
extinction. In the first, a .plant Fr animal
species is transformed over a number of
generations into a physica .. distinct de-

. scendant by natural selec : n. This in a
sense.denotes biolsigical "., ccess": The
species gradually adapts to its changing
environment. The secondterminal ex-
tinctioix.ris the outright.elimination of a
species)lati evolutionary dead end. Fos-

. sils attest that most of the animals that
once roamed the earth have no living .

-,descendants; only a few of the myriad,
branches of the tree of life have en-
dowed our world with its, present array
of plants and animals.

The earth's history has been repeat-
edly interrupted by wide- ranging epi-
sodes of terminal extinctions that have
earned the name "mass extinctions."
These occasional contractions of life
forms define the boundaries of geologic
ages and signify global changeS of the
past. There have been six such large-
scale losses in the last 500 million years;
one of the most severe, at the end of the
Permian. period about 240 million years4
ago; may have exterminated 95 percent
of all living species in the oceans.?

Biologists and paleontologists are
struggling to provide coherent explana-
tions for these mass extinctions, and the
scientific communpy is far from univer-
sal agreement. Current hypotheses build
an evidence that some of these events
can be correlated with asteroid impacts,
qne of which coincided with the disap-

Table 6-1. Estimated'Aeceleratioof Mammal Extinctions

Percent of
Extipctions Present Stock of

Time Period Per Century Species Los° Principal Cause
Pleistocene (3,5 million yea%)

Late Pleistocene (100,000
years),

.10

0.01 Natitral extinction

0.08 0.002 Climate change /Neolithic
hunters

1604-1980 A.D. '*" . 17

1980-2000 .0.* 145

0.4 European expansion/
hunting and commerce

3.5. Habitat disruption
lAssurnes that present stotA of 4,100 laminal species is close to that throughput the recent evolutionary.past. 'Assumes that one fifth of the 146 threatened mammals of the Americas and'Australasia listed bytke !MN's Mammal Red Data /gook disappear by 2000.
somacts: Author's estimates based on data from Dr. Paul Martin, University of Arizona, Tucion, privatecolilmunication, October 10, 1984, and International U.11191' for the Conservation of Nature and NaturalResources, The ItICAr Mammal Red Data Book (Gland, Switzerland: 1982).
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cause the extinctions were so limited in
kind and extent, but also because there
clearly has not been enough time since
then for the origination of distinctly new
species in nature," to

Against this backdrop, the current
contraction of biological diversity is
cause for alarm. And while complete dis-
appearance is most serious, other losses
merit, .attentionUnique races and popu-
lations can also be extinguished; such di-
minishment of genetic variety within a
.species must be counted a biological
loss, for the pool of further evolution is
gradually drained.

pearance of dinosaurs 65 million years
ago. David Rani) and John Sep kowski of
the University of Chicago, analyzing the
marine fossil .record, point out that wide- .

spread extinctions seem to occur
roughly every 26 million years. This has
prompted speculation that periodic cos-
mic events, perhaps comet showers as-
sociated with an as-yet-undiscovered sis-
ter star of the sun, have disrupted life on

.,_._earth with repeated cataclysms."
q. Despite the controversy, a few things

are known with certainty about mass ex-
tinctions. Mot, none occurred abruptly:
Hard -shell d marine species seem to..
have been cast at these times at a rate Of
about 1-.2 species per 1,000 years. Even
the rather sudden loss of the dinosaurs
was spread over two million years.9 Sec-
ond, life does not bounce back rapidly
from mass extinctions. Each was fol-
lowed by a biological lag of several mil-
lion years before new species emerged
to reestablish the previous level of diver-
sity. And third, humans causefl none of
the great extinctions of the distant past.

That was true until the late Pleisto-
cene era, which ended 10,000 years ago,
when many of the dominant large mam-
mals in North America and Europe dis-

..--.appeared. Although a changing global
climate probably played a part, the ae-
mise of woolly mammoths and saber-
toothed cats has been ascribed to the
appearance of Neolithic hunters. Early
tribes may have hunted the great crea- .

tures using fire drives, inadvertently
creating the prairies of the Great Plains
in the process.

Ten thousand years- is a long time in
human terms, a, span beyond the dura-
tion of governments, beyond even the
records of written history. But in the his-
tory of life it is an instant, far too short
to .fill bjp3ogical gaps adequately. As
George Gaylord Simpson notes in Fossils
and the History of Life, "The late Pleisto-
cene extinct ns have not been followed .
by a rise in iginationsnot only be-

Diminishment of genetic variety
within a species must be counted a
biological loss, few the pool of Inv
they evolution is gradually drained.

Extinction rates and their conse-
quences would be known with more
confidence if scientists had a complete
inventory of life on earth. Unfortunately,
our lists are far from exhaustive. About
1.5 million living organisms have been
scientifically, described. Flowering
plants, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds,
and mammals total about 290,000, of
which plants alone account for 85 per-
cent." Yet from the patterns and distri-
bution of species already investigated.,
scientists suspect that between 5 million
and 10 million species remain unde-
scribed, and estimates as high as 50 mil,"
lion have been made.

This wealth of life is distributed far
from equitably among different regions.
From forest surveys ancrjamples of
study plotst ii is clear thagthe tropics
host a richer array of trees, flowering .

'alarms, insects, birds, and higher animals
than earth's cooler regions. Costa Rica's
La Amistad Park, for example, which is
smaller than Rhode Island, is home to
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more bird- species than inhabit all of
North America. Of the 250,000 named.
species of flowering plants, more than a
third are native to tropical America. The
richest of tropical life zones are the rain
forests. Covering just 7 percent of the
earth's land surface, rain forests may
harbor more than 40 percent of all living
*plants and animals. As might 11e ex-
pected with midi a high concentration,
many spqiei are restricted to small
areas and highly dependent on others
for food, pollination, or protection dur-
ing critical phases of their life cycles.12

Researcters have recently turned 10
the least-known zone of this little-known
region --the canopy of tropical forests
and found it to he a far richer province
of life than ever imagined. Adapting
mountain climbing equipment and tech-
niques to the great rain forest trees, and
Wing biocides that selectively kill can-
opy (ipsects in a small study plot, scien-
tists working,in Peru have uncovered ev-
idence that estimates of tropical species
must be multiplied manyfold. Based on
the new surve,y, entomologist Terry Lee
Erwin of the St lkithsonian Institution be-
lieves the nuuber of insect specks alone
may total close to 50 million."

Far from engendering complacency
about disappearing species, the new
findings make exinction rates even more
Critictli. The research illustrates that
many tropical species are more highly
localized, and thereby more vulnerable,
than anyone previously believed. Four
out of five of the,insects Erwin collected
are new to science. His results so far re-

. veal that 'Nearly 9 out of 10 tropical in-
sects are restricted to a particular type of
forest, and as much as 13 percent exist
on only one species of tree," s'

Since species lists are incomplete, pat-
terns of resource and land use must be
used to judge the seriousness of recent
pressures on biological diversity. Rates
of forest clearing in the tropics, the
health of certain key indicator ecosys-
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tems, and changing patterns -of natural
catastrophes provide useful proxie'i for
more precise measures of species loss.
The peculiarities of tropical forest biol-
ogythe high proportion, of endemic
species and their complek interactions--
have prompted tropical biologists to rely
on rates of forest cutting for rough ap-
proximations of plant and, animal extinc-
tions. Biologist Thomas Lovejoy of the
World Wildlife Fund used this approash
to estimate species extinctions for rhe
Global 2000 Report to the President, show-
ing that 15-20 percent of living species
could be pushed to extinction by the-
.year 2000 under the range of deforesta-
tion estimater.contained in the report.
Lovejoy stressed that .insects and plaints
would 'suffer the most."

The riChne4s of tropical forest species
today may beAue in part to natural con-
tractions the- forest zone has ex-
perienced in its evolutionary past. Ad-
vancing glaciers and cooler climates
during the ice ages are thought to have
caused tropical forests to retreat into
climatically stable "refuges." With the
\gradual creation of "islands" of forest in
a sea of grassland more tolerant of an
ice-age climate, isolated populations of
forest species gradually diverged, ulti-
ately becoming fully distinct species.
These newly diverse varieties spread as
forests recovered in a more benign cli-
mate, progressively enriching the set of
Species of the whole tropical zone."

The existence of these species-rich re-
fuges means that the biological impacts
of forest clearing cannot simply be ex-

, trapolated from deforestation rates
alone. Lovejoy and his colleague' Eneas
Salati conclude that "the relationship
between the percentage of Amazonia de-
forested 4 and the percentage of
Amazonian biota threatened with extinc-
tion depends, therefore, on the extent to
which deforestation is ainat'd :toward or

. away from refugia.';17 Unfortunately,
these well-endowed zones have not been
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thoroughly napped in the Amazon, and
their laatiOns in other tropical regions
are even less known. Until specks-rich
refuges ha been identified, mapped,
an rote ed, deforestation will con-
tinue e a particularly deadly form of
Russian roulette.

Although islands of forest are created
when land is cleared for timber or agri-
culture, the ultimate effect is quite differ-

, ent from previous.scontractions. First, di-
versity of species is closely related to the
amount of undisturbed habitat available.
As a forest is reduced to islands or re-
fuges, many animal species-disappear
faster than new specie3 arises Second, as
populations are localized into smaller
fragmented areas, they become vulnera-
ble both to the effects of inbreeding,
which diminishes inherent genetic varia-
tion, and to chance fluctuations or dis-
ease epidemics that can quickly wipe out
small populations.18 Because patterns of
tropical development are haphazard, un-
disturbed forest remnants today are far
smaller than_the natural refuges of the

t, too 0411 to allow new species to
Orin.

The status of the mangrove forests of
the'world's coastal areas is a- second im-
portant indicator of how species are far-
ingin this case, in adjacent ecosystems
both on- and offshore. These partially
.;Submerged forests line coasts and rim
estitaritl in the tropics and subtropics,
where they stabilize shorelines and pro-
vide shelter and spawning grounds for
many eebnanalcally,important fish and
shellfish species. Though mangroves are
often cut ;4 coastal areas develop, forest
losses are difficult to assess since few in-
ventories have been conducted. The
mangrove area on tropical coastlines
may. have .§een cut by a third already;
one estirrilte puts the annual toll from
forest cutting and degradation at 260,-
000 hectares. A 1983 survey by the Inter-
national Union for the Conservation of
..Nature and Natural Resources (1UCN)
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identified 20 plant and 89 animal specks
known to be at risk of extinction in man-
grove forests and pointed out that "in
the majority of the countries containing
mangrove resources, both the types of
plants and animals associated with man-
grove forests and the distribution and
extent of the mangrove plant communi-
ties are poorly known." °-t:'

A third proxy for estimates of species
lo'ss is the pattern and extent of natural
catastrophes, which repdarly disrupt
forestlands and can considerably reduce
biological diversity. The "natural" event
of recent years that has perhaps had the
greatest effect on living diversity was the
massive forest fire that blazed for three
months in early 1983 in Indonesian Kali-
diantan on the island of Borneo. Over
3,5 million hectares of forest burned:
800,000 of primary forest, 1.4 million of
commercially logged woodland, 750,000
of second-growth forest that sustained
shiftinK cultivators, and 550,000 hec-
tares of peat swamps. This charred area,
nearly the size of Taiwan, is asinge loss
equal, to nearly two years of human -
caused deforestation throughout South-
east Asia.2°

Large fires were previously unknown
in tropical moist forests; any area that
gets five tiines as much rain as falls on
New York City or London should surely
be difficult to ignite. But drought caused
by the anomalous climatic patterns la-
beled "El Nino" dried theforest; as trees
dropped their leaves in an effort to con-
serve moisture, a ready tinder ac-
cumulated on the forest floor. Shifting
cultivators started small burns to clear
cropland;, lightning probably ignited
fires as well. Once small fires spread out
of control, brush and damaged tree's !ell
standing by selective Commercial log-
gii'T intensified the blaze. The firo in
Kalimantan was not a stress to which the
region's species had adapted, and the bi- .

ological losses were severe."
Close examination reveals some iin-
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portant human causes of this natural ca-
tastrophe. The ranks of 4tiltivators in
Kalimantan had recently be increased
by 10,000, resettled as , Oil.: of In-,
donesia's massive "transmigration" pro-
gram meant to reduce the overpopula-
tion of Java and Bali. Both farmers and
loggers directly promoted the fire's
spread. Researchers at the University of
Hamburg suggest that changed in the
turbidity of coastal waters due to soil
erosion in Southeast Asia may have al-

. tered regional atmosjiheric currents,
contributing to the drought. Thus hu-
man-caused deforestation on the sub-
continent may have inadvertantly trig-
gered the "natural" catastrophe in the
forests of the Malaysian archipelago.0

voc,Deforestation onae sub-continent
may have inadvertantly triggered
the "natural" catastrophe of the
Malaysian archipelago.

The constellation of factors im-
plicated in Kalimantan's conflagration
hold lessons for other tropical regions.
In particular, the Brazilian Amazon also
hosts large-scale resettlement schemes
and timber concessions; a disruption of
the area's hydgpolOgical cycile that fos-
tered drought Yonditions could make a
similar catastrophic fire possible. As dis-
cussed in Chapter- 1, new research indi-
cates that the forest cutting in Brazil may
already 1) affecting the region's :hy-
drology; even fore44-clearing that steers
clear, of the species-rich refuges could
Compromise' the region's biological fu-
ture by increasing the likelihood of mas-
sive "natural" disasters,"

Although (hire are some who ques-
tion these rates of tropical deftrestation
and other ecological change, there is vir-
tually no dissent from biologists con-
cerning the effects of large-scale disrup-
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tion of primary. forests. Reviewing the
various estimates of forest disruption,
theyeculiarities of tropical biology, and
:the records of previous extinctions in the
history of life, Daniel Simberloff of
Florida State University puts the pro-
spective loss of tropical species well
within the class of mass extinctions that
have punctuated earth's history half a
dozen times in the last 500 minion years.
It may be the first such extinction to
affect so widely the plants, insects, and
invertebrates that sustain higher life. It is
without a doubt the first mass extinction
to which humans will have to adjust."

At the news that widespread extinc-
tions are already ocdirring, some will
wonder why losses of insects, plants, and
even vertebrates should concern us.
They shciuld remember that the emer-
gence of flowering plants---bearing
abundant edible' seeds, roots, tubers,
and fruits- may.have laid the foundation
for the emergence of humanity: As biO17
ogist Lynn Margulis observes, "the ac-
tual steps that led to the originatkin of
seeds and fruits arc not known, but.that
evolutionary innovation changed the by,
ing world by producing an environment
in which man and other mammals could
survive."" As discussed in the next sec-
tion, the potential uses of higher plants
are far from fully exploited; reversing
the evolutionary tide that cast us ashore
seems unwise indeed,

THt. FOUNDATIONS OF
AGRICULTURE

The genetic diversity within the handful
of crop and livestock species that feed
tiumanity---so-called germplastn re-
sourcesholds much of the potential for
improving agricultural performance. At
the same time, great opportunities lie in
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broidening the base of species that pro-
vide our food and fiber; An agriculture
sufficient to feed a world population ex-
pected to double in the next 40 years will
need and use both kinds of diversity.

Increa*tg harvests rest on a founda-
tion of &tietic diversity that has pro-
vided the range of variation for improv-
ing crops to date. Throughout most of
history, the selection and breeding of su-
perior plants was done by individual
farmers working from the limited stocks
in their fields, aug ented by occasional
spontaneous crosses wild relatives
nearby. Cultivated crops, t ough single

. species, contained an incredible array of
genetic types adapted to local circum-
stances.

, In industrial countries, few farmers
can spare the time or land for plant
breeding. The selection of high per-
formance crops today is done by govern-
ment scientists and by private companies
who sell specially bred seed to farmers
for planting.. Farmers have traded their
independence from the market for
higher performance and larger harvests;
as a result, a few successfUl varieties are
planted on millions of acres.

Fifteen year after a devastating epi-
demic of Southern Corn Leaf Blight cut
the U.S. corn harvest by 15 percent and
alerted the nation to the genetic vulnera-
bility of its cropi, a visitor to the wheat-
fields of the Dakotas or the corn fields of
Iowa can still see row upon row of uni-
form plats stretching to the horizon.
Yet under this uniformity lie forms of
diversity not available to most of the
world's farmers. The many varieties
under study by the private plant breed-
ing industry, the widely available infor-
illation on pest outbreaks and weather
conditions worYdwide that constitutes an
"early warning system," and a seed in-
duktry that can transport varieties
quickly to areas that need them all pro -
tect Am'erican farmers from fatal vulner-
ability," These saf4uards have come at

(r3')
a substantial price: U.S. farmers now
spend dyer $4 billion each year on seeds,
and while the cost per ton of grain har-
vested has declined in real terms over
the past three decades, the cost per har-
vested acre had doubled. (See Table
6-2.)

In a 1972 report on genetic vulnera-
bility, the National Academy, of Sciences
listed reserve .stocks, land held out of
production, crop insurance, and the
ability to convert corn and soybean acre-
age back to wheat suitable for human
diets as other important margins Of pro-
tection against a large-scale crap ilure
in the United States. Such "irTvisiblc di-.
versity" reflects the affluence of Ameri-
cans in this field but contributes little to
the security of most the rest of the
world's farmers.27 Most developing
countries have negligible reserve stocks,
little or no gurplus cropland, no system
for insuring crops, and a much larger
reliance on cereal grains for food than
North America. Many Third World na-
tions must opt for lower yields and less
crop uniformity in order to get the extra
margin of resistance to disease that
planting a Wide range of locally adapted
varieties affords.

Until recently, international assistance
aimed at boosting harvests in the devel-
oping world placed more emphasis on
increasing yields than on maintaining
stable harvests. The semid(varf varieties
of wheat and. rice developed by the inter-
national agricultural research centers
two decades agovarieties that channel
more energy into grain production than
into plant growthhave increased har-
vests substantially. But progressive
farmers' adoption of modern varieties
and increased irrigation hA enabled
-thent to harvest two or more genetically
uniform crops each year. This has led to

aSerious pest damage. and hastened the
replacement and loss of -many locally
adapted varieties of rice that could hold
traits useful to plant breeders, During
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Table 6-2. Seed Costs In U.S.
Agxecu Iture, 195043

Seed Cost
Per Ton Seed Cost

Seed of Grain Per Acre
Year Purchased' Produced Ilarvestedl

(million (dollars) (ditilars)
dollars)

1950

1955

1960

2.100

2.0060

1,629

15.79

14.54

9.00

# 6.25

6.02

5.13

1965 '., 2,088 11.34 7.15

1970 2,183 .11.67 7.55
1971 2.407 10.11 8.02
1972 2,404 10.54 8.31
1975 3,297 13.85 10.43
1974 3, 7 17.8/ - 11.30

044

197 3,665 . 14.72 11.11
1 3,855 14.94 11.68

77 ' 3,824 14.37 )11.31
1978 3,781 13.70 11.46
1979 3,905 12.89 11:48

1980 4,050 15.00 11.88'
1981 4,342 13.04 12.30
1982 4,154 12.29 11.87
1983 3,468 16.67 11.84

'Calculated in constant 1983 dollars.
sonacts: Worldwatch Institute estimates based on
data from U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA),;;
Economic Research Service (ERS), Economic Indica
tors of the ram Sector: Income, and Balance Shett,Statis,-
tics, 1982 (Washington, U.S..Government
Printin Ofiice, 1983); USDA, Economic Indicators of
the Sector: Production and Efficiency Statistics,.
1982 ( ashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Prin-
ting QfPce, 1984); USDA, ERS, World Indices of:fp-i-
ndium, and Food Production, 1950-83 (unpublished
printout) (Washington, D.C.: 1984).

the late sixties and tke seventies, serious
damage to rice harvests due to pests and
disease outbreaks in modern varieties

was reports(' in India, Indonesia*, the
Philippines, South Korea, South? Viet-
nam, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan.

For the 800 million farmers of the
Third World, monoculturesl'emain the
exception, not the rule, although among
farmers who have adopted modern
methods this approach is becoming
more common. According to geneticist
T.T. Chang, head of the International
Rice Germplasih Center in the Philip-
pines, many Asian rice farmers "inten-
tionally plant a mixture of different var-
ieties in the same field to forestall
epidemics.' Thai farmers plant the mod-
ern senCidwarf varieties on part of their
land during the dry season and sow tra-
ditional varieties during the monsoon
season. They have thus established a sys,
tern that allows them to take advantage
of the productivity of irrigated modern
varieties during dry months and the sta-
bility of the traditional varieties in the
wet season when pest outbreaks are
common. This strategy of hedging
against likely environmental or climatic
damages amounts to "the most effective
long- lasting means of stabilizing yields,"
according to Chang:2!

By the early eighties, 10 of the world's
13 international agricultural research
centers had begun to focus on germ-

' plasm conservation as a vital element of
theirstrategy to koostfood supplies. In
countries and regions where there are
few commercial or national plant breed
ing efforts, new crop varieties are devef-
'oped and distributed from the centers.
Their efforts to collect and catalogue tilt,
ditional crops and the wild relatives' of
Mich crops in developing countries may
be even more important over the long
run. Locally adapted varieties, called
landraces, offer an unexploited ocean of
potentially useful genes for crop breed-
ers, but unless,ihey are collected when
high-performing varieties replace them,
they quickly disappear, Botanist Garri-
son Wilkes points out that "the techno-
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logical bind of improved varietie is that
. they eliminate the resource on which

' they are based."3°

Gene banks in Third, World coun-
tries are likely to outnumber those
in industrial nations by the end of
the eighties.

I.

For a decade, collecting and conServ-
jog crop germplasm has been coor-
dinated worldwide by one of the 13 in-
ternational centers, the International
Board fbr Plant Gepetic ResoUrces.
TBPGR has overseen fkld collection of
crop varieties and the establishment of
gene banks that store at low tempera-
tures the seeds and cuttings of most
major food and commodity crops.
Though the first and largest gene banks
were in the United ;States,' Wersterri
Europe, Japan, and the Soviet Union,
germplasm is now stored in many Third
We rid countries as well, (Sec Table 6-3.)
Gae banks there are likely to outnumar
ber those in industrial nations by the end
of the eighties."

One specific benefit these offer the.
Third World is a mptt ure,. of insurance
against age-old nattiral antisocial catas-
trophes. Stresses like the severe drought
in Africa and regional wars in Central
America and Southeast sia can force
people to eat the seed that should be
saved for planting. Traditional rice var-
ieties lost. in Kampuchea during the
seventies, for example, were restored
from holdings of the International
Rice Research Ins6tute- in the Philip-
pines."

Although the establishment of germ-
plasm collections is a positive develop-
ment, it signals that "the centers of [4e-
netic variability are moving from natural
systems and. primitive agriculture to
gene banks and breeders' working col-
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lections with the liabilities that a concen-
tration of resource (power) implies,"
points out Garrison Wilkes.33 Ole result
has been the emergence of political olps-
pines over the control of germplasm. ha
November 1983, the U.N. Food and Ag-
riculture Organization (FAO) adopted a
nonbinding "International Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources" at its
twenty-second biennial conference. The
agreement proposed establishing a
coordinateil-itetwork of national, re-
gional, and international centers for
base collections of plant germplasm and
putting existing gene banks under FAO
auspices."

Controversy erupted around the pro-
posAl's endorsement of the principle of
"free exchange of gerinplasm." At issut,
was whether elite breeders' stocks, the
product of long and costly commercial
breeding efforts, should be exchanged
among, countries on the same basis as
wild species and traditional cultivated
varieties that had never undergone de-
liberate scientific selection for their
traits. The United States, japan, and the

Table 6-3. Number of Samples of Major
Crops Held in Gene Banks in Industrial

and Developing Countries, 1983

Industrial Developing
Countries' Countries'Crop

samples (countries)

Wheat 246,790 (7) 87,000 (3)
Rice -50,800 3) 148,500 (11)
Maize 40,900 (4) 36,450 (4)
Sorghum 42,900 (3) 37,000 (4)
Barley 127,500 (7) 47,500 (4)
Millet 4,300 (3) 34,500 (2)
Potato . 20,600 (4) 21,400 (2)

oytbean, 14,350 (3) 15,900 (2).

%dudes short-, medium-, and long-term stor-
age facilities. ,

SOURCE: Adapted from D. L. Pluck411 et al., "Crop
Gentiplasm Conservation and Developing Coun-
tries,' "Scioto!, April 8, 1983.
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countries of Western Europe felt the
FAO proposal undermined economic in-
terests and contravened laws that made
some breeders' stocks proprietary mate-
rial in their coun ries. Its advocates, such
as Colombia, C iba, Libya, and Mexico,
countered that he breeders in industrial
countries curre tly had free access to the'
genet )c resources of deVeloping court-. tries that they then developed into corn-

/ mercial varieties to be sold lmck to the
I Third World at considerable profit.

i
There,are actually few restrictions on

the exchange of gerrnplasm, particularly
for breeding purposes, and the growing
ranks of gene banks iii the Third World
should allay fears that the West hopes to
"corner the market" on crop germ-
plasm. Many countries urgently need to
develop plant breeding programs to
work with stored material and to adapt
to national needs the varieties supplied.
by the international agricultural, re-
search centers. Although private seed
companies are seeking markets in some
developing countries, it is still ministries7
of agriculture, not private companies,
that distribute improved seed to farmers
in most of the Third World."

.The debate on gene banks and who
controls them tends to obscure the fact

.4 that existing collections for. major crops
are largely complete. Evaluation ant:fuse
of collected germplasm.and an effort to
preserve landraces and wild crop rela-
tives where they still exist are the critical
needs of germplasm conservation; by
casting doubt on the status of the eitist-
ing system, the FAO proposal may actu-
ally slow progress toward these goals.

Though national gene banks and' the
collections of the iple'rhational agricul-
tural research centersEificlude vast/num-
bers of varieties air6dy, nu,mberS alone
do not guarantee conservation-; Seed
Must be periodically regenerated, and.
varieties assessed for their agronomic
qualities. Seed that is left for too long

k
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before being grown out or that is im-
properly stored will lose its viability. Ac-
cording to William L. Brown, former
Chairman of Ioneer Hi-Bred Interna-
tional, more,corn germplasm may be lost
from poorly managed gene banks than
from fields that collectors have not,yet
visited."

The idea of setting aside parks for
crop relatives find landraces may.seem
like an impossible luxury in countries
where farmland is already at a premium,
but this may be the least costly and most
advantageous way to ensure the future
contribution of presently uncollected
genetic resources. Gent banks in effect
"freeze" evolution. AllOwing crop popu-
lations to grow naturally and to adapt to
pest attacks, competitor species, and
weather and climate fluctuations keeps
them dynamic in an evolutionary sense
and fosters knew gene combinations.
Donald Duvick, Pioneer Hi-Bred's direc-
tor of plant breeding, maintains That
"the concept of 'gene parks' where crop
species in the broadest sense can, 'co-
evolve with their.pests seems to be the
only way to conserve genetic variability
in any truly wide-scale evolutionary
sense. Gene 'parks would not take the
place.of gene banks; they would be logi-
cal (and biological) adjuncts to them."37

BEYOND CONVENTIONAL
c..,PFCIES

The 30 or so most familiar domesticated
plants and animals are by no means the
only ,species With useful traits, Charles
Darwin speculated that the plants and
animals of unexplored regions .could be
bred deliberately to reveal "a standard
of perfection comparable with that ac-
quired by the plants in countries an-
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ciently civilized.38 As new technologies
for breeding and improving species
emerge, unconventional livestock and
plants are likely to make a growing con-
tribution to the world's food security.

Among the most -promising candi-
dates for enhancing animal husbandry
are species used by traditional cultures
throughout tlw i,orld. Although coun-
tries in the temperate zone know cattle,
horses, pigs, and sheep, the familiar
breeds of these animals perform poorly
in the heat 'al-id huMidity of the tropics.
Animals like the banteng of Indonesia,
the mithan of southeast and centrAl Asia,
and the yak that is native to high _alti-
tudes of the Tibetan plateau offer a har-
diness and adaptation to harsh enpron-
ments that cattle cannot match. They
can also breed with cattle, producing ex-
otic hybrids like Indonesia's madivo,
which can run as fast as a horse, and,
yakows, which combine the hardiness of
yaks with the higher milk ,-,duction of
cattle."

Another step removed from these ex-
otic but already domesticated,species are
wild animals related to domestics, whose
potential contribution to food supplies is
virtually unknown. A primitive bovine
called the kouprey, which wanders the
rugged war-torn border between Thai-
land and Kampuchea, is even larger than
domestic cattle and may be resistant to
rinderpest, a devastating livestock dis
ease. Though the kouprey is on the brink
ocextinction, occasional reports suggest
that somemay stiffexist in the wild.:Less
threatened, thh hardly .lesA exotic,
the piglike babirusa

that
Indonesia has an

extra stomach sac that may be a rumen,
allowing the animal to forage and thrive
without the grain and high-quality feed
that hogs require. Since. they tame easily,
babirusas may prove to be ...a valuable
source of animal protein in poor rural
areas where grain cannot be spared for
feed."

(r35)

A tecluvological revoltition in the live-
stock industry of the industrial world
may make the use, and indirectly the
conservation, of these unconventional
species far quicker and more widespread
than otherwise possible. Artificial insem-
ination and in vitro'fertilization can cross
parents fromdifferent continents. Freez-
ing and transporting embryos and im-
planting them in surrogate mothers may
permit Introduction of some species to
countries where quarantine regulations
bar the entry of adults. Researchers at
the University of Florida, for example,
hope to import babirusa embryos from
Indonesia and implant them in domestic
pigs to study the animal's potential for
domestication.'"

Wild species are poorly dociunexued,
knowledge of valuable hybrids is Spotty,
and no one agency coordinates world-
wide eflOrts to improve livestock species
or conserve their wild relatives. Accord-
ing to the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), "animal genetic re-
sources have been seriously. eglected
by comparison with plant gen c re-
sources. "4 Attempting to fill th.
UNEP and FAO recently !antic d ari al
nual bulletin on animal g netic re-
sources, and the Board on Sc nce and
Technology kr International evelop-
ment of the National Research Council
in the United States has supported a se-
ries of projects on unconventional, ani-
mals and farming systems The surface
has barely been scratched on this subject
of enormous potential benefit to rural
families throughouthird

Paralleling researclIkrs' interest in un-
'conventionttl livestock, plant scientists
are investigating staple crops and vege-
tables that have been planted for mil;
lennia but overlooked in recent genera-
tions. One such crop is Anima, which
once complemented corn as a staple of
the Inca empire in the South American
highlands. Recent surveys hay( found

t
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that the plant, shill grown by traditional ing oils and petrochemicals, they reprel
highlanc$ communities, has a high pro- sent substitutions that will becotne corn-
tem content and an amino acid balance mon in the years ahead."
their compares favorably with milk, Its . A new commercial crop from the
exceptional drought resistance and pro- world's arid areas is guayule, a wild
duc'tivity on saline and alkaline soils sug- shrub that produces a rubber virtually
gest that quinoa may once again become indistinguishable frorja natural rubber.
an 'important crop in marginal areas.43 Among the plant's virtues are its ability

Amaranth, a staple food of the AzteeS, to thrive in water-short desert areas and
is now being studied in Mexico, Africa, . its potential role as a second line of de-
India, Southeast Asia, and the United limse against the genetic uniformity of
States. Amaranth seed comes closer than the world's crop of rubber trees in Dra-.
any of the major cereal grains to provid- zil, Indonesia, and Malaysia. G,uayule
ing people with a full supply of amino promise; a new source, of export earn-
acids,- and the leaves are Oible as a ings to countries seeking productive
gree'n vegetable as well. In 1981 the In- uses of arid lands."
terriational Board cor Plant Genetic Re- Despite humanity's dependence on a
sources surveyed the. status of amaranth variety of tree species for fuelwood, fod-
germplasm and implemented a global der, -buiftlingsmaterials, and medicines,
plan of collection and preservation, for the genetic resources of forest species
current holdings 'in the United States, have never been systematically evalit-'
India, and Nigeria are far from tom- flied. Although the wild relatives of some
plete.44 crops like grain sorghum and rye can

The oil price increases of the seventies survive and even thrive on disturbed
focused attention on the plant kingdom, land, slower-growing trees with intricate ,

as a potential source of substitutes for ecological relationships often succumb
fossil fuels and petrochemicals. The to environmental disturbance, and valu-
searchp.as alteady begun to pay off. able forms can be lost.
Jojoba, a succulent plant native to the Conservation of tree genetic re-..
de rt of the American Southwestt bears sources will require the creation of for -
,see that can be pressed to yield an in- est prJserves. Afthough many tree seeds
dusttial oil comparable in quality to can be preserved in gene banks,regene-
sperm whale oil. The cost of jojoba oil rating seed and evaluating the useful'
has declined teadily, and output is six- -properties of mature trees_ can take
pected to reach a million gallons by IMO decades. Natural stands that have desir- .

in the United States alone. Vepiottia Oki- able characteristics such ,as drought re-
mensis, a plant native to east Africa, as -a sislance are 'ohm highly. localized,. so
natural source of epoky acid, a material populations must be surveyed and useful
used in the Manufacture of polyvinyl gene pools prekrved. The National Re-
chloride. They:S. market for epoxy oils search council published a systematic
is estimated at $100 million, and..a U.S. review of fuelwood species in the tropics
Department of Agriculture plant explo- in 1983, but thus far tic) one has offered
ration officer who evaluated thiS ver- to coordinate a worldwide effort to iden-
nonia bas suggested it be cultivated in tify and preserve usefill tree gerinplasm..
Zimbabwe, where it might become a sub- Meanwhile, valuable gene pools disap-
stantial. export crop and an important pear as land is cleare4d, ubarl areas ex-
source of foreign exchange. Though pand, arid lands are degraded, and for-
these .examples seem inconsequential ests are disrupted throughout the
beside the world's vast flows of lubicat- world.47
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WOTECHNOLOGY AND

Ri.difi f a wave of scientific discovery. and
financial e thusiasm, developers ot gene
splicing a they biotechnologies have
annotate ew era in which a diversity
of species Hai genes will supply a host of
goods and services. Some applications
of biotechnology can capitalize on the
variability within life forms; others may
intensify the pressures that modern agri-
culture has br ught to bear on wild rela-
tiVes and tra4i Tonal varieties of crops,
hastening th disappearance. Yet if
practitioners see that a commitment to
the conservation of living diversity will
serve their interests and ensure the fa-

-. Lute. of this nascent industry, earth's
myriad species may become more se-

- cure.
Some of,the researchers in applied bi-

otechnology are Well aware that much of
the future potential oltheir work de-
pends on access to the 'rich genetic, diver-
sity in nature. Dr. Winston J. Brill of
Agracetus notes: "The accelerated de-
struction of the gee pool is doubly
ironic. if is caused primarily by the cleat-
ing of land iii.the tropical rain forest for
farming: Moreover, it is happening at
the dawn of an age in which such genetic
wealth, until now a relatively inaccessi-
ble trust fund, is becoming a currency
with high immediate value."48 Useful as
such a perception is, it overlooks the fact
that traditional varieties and the wild
relatives of cultivated crops, the gene
pools most likely to, prove immediately
useful in biotechnological applications,
are threatened more by the spread of
modern crop varieties to existing fields
than by the clearing of new land. ,

The unique potential of the biotech-
nologies stems from theinsight that un-
derlying nature's diversity is a unity in
the way genetic material encodes and ex-
presses the instructions for growth and

4
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development, The genes'that make up
the' chromosomes- of-wheat and of flu-
mans are made of the same building
blot.k4 and operate actording to similar
rug" There is nothing new about
manipulating genes; is mentioned ear -
lie ', breeders have introduced and elimi-
nated genes from domesticated- species
for thousands of;-yea:s. Biotechnologies
enable scientists to sidestep sex, to alter
heredity more quickly and with more
precision than natural breeding permits.
In some cases this involves manipulating
genetic material itself; in others, scier-
tists work with complete cells to cross
the barriei-s that prevent reproduction
between distinct species, changing the
context in which genetic material is ex-
pressed without rearranging the gews
themselt;es.

Gene splicing techniques may los,
ter die conservation of species by
making eT/otic and endangered spe;
cies., directly valuable..

Gene splicing techniques ma". foster
the conservation of species by making
exotic and endangered species directly
valuable. Ilk most widespread applica-
tion of this technology so far has been
the insertion of genes for desired sub-
stances into bacteria, whose metaboliini
cantle commandeered to produce inter-
feron and other valuable chemicals in
large quantity in fermentation tanks.
Given the thousands of plant and animal
species that produce useful drugs or
chemicals, gene splicing, may encourage
the preservatibn of useCAI genetic varie-
ties while reducing the pressure to har-
vest plants indiscrimmitely to supply a
desired substance.

One techniqOethat can assist the con,
servation of threatened plants by making ,
it easier to screen them for useful prop-

t
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erties is tissue or cell culture, With this
method, a single plant cell stripped of its
rigid cell wall can be multiplied into a
mass of undifferentiated cells called a
callus, which is then induced to grow
into a mature plant. The technique al-
lows thousands of cells from a single
plant to become "parents" of a new -gen-
eration. While in the single-cell or tissue
stage, cultures can be easily screened for
traits such as resistance to herbicides
and disease toxins. An astonishing fea-
ture of tissue culture is that the process
releases genetic variation in plants
derived front the same 'parent; cultured
plants could in some cases help reconsti-
tute genetic variation in rare or overhar-
vested species.4 9

Tissue culture also offers a way to pro-
duce plant compounds whose genetic in-
structions are too complex to be spliced
into bacteria. An endangered flower
from Madagascar, the rosy periwinkle,
supplies two drugs valuable in -treating
leukemia and Hodgkin's disease. At the
University of British Columbia,.cultured
cells of the rosy periwinkle are being
grown in 1,00-liter batches, and their an-
ticancer cOmpounds are being isolated.
If the technique is a commercial success;
it will offer a compelling reason for con-
serving the species in the wild: The ge-
netic diversity of wild populations is
likely to harbor. individual plants that
prOduce more effective or more easily
extracted forms of the drugs.6°

Despite tissue culture's advantages in
quickly selecting useful plant varieties,
some. of the most important cultivated
plants cannot yet be consistently regene-
rated in a laboratory. Standard tech-
niques do not exist to regenerate wheat,
corn or soybeans. A more funda4ental
difficulty,with tissue cultur=e is the prob-
lem of selecting useful agronomic traits
at the single-cell or tissue level. Some of
the most important traits of crop per-
formance are characteristic only of
wholeilants and cannot be idtibtified in

a petri dish. Selecting useful plains still
requires that they be grown out, a pro-
cess that takes land, labor, and time!

While tissue culture can elicit genetic.
diversity from the cells oil a single plant,
a technique. called protoplast fusion al-
lows the genetically distinct cells of two
species to be Combined Mtg. one. Proto-
plast fusion merges two plant cells from
which the cell walls have been removed.
When plants are then regenerated, the
result is an interspecies hybrid that
could not be produced by conventional
breeding. Curious combinations like the
"pomato" have been produced, but the
complex genetics involved in combining
distinct species seldom results in a viable
hybrid with useful traits. Protoplast fu-
sion may be more useful for combining
genes from related species that do not
intkrbreed successfully; the technique
could speed the introduction of useful
traits from wild relatives into cropt, pro-
vidikig yet another incentive to collect
and conserve wild varieties."

The most powerful technique of plant
biotechnology is recombinant DNA, or
gene splicing. The ability to introduce
specific genes into plant cells depends
on the identification of useful genes in
other species, the cloning of copies in
bacteria, the transfer of the new material
into cultured plant cells using an infec-
tive bacteria or virus, and the regenera-
tion of a transformed adult plant. In
principle, genes from almost any source
could be transfer:red into plants this way;
in practice,' identifying useful traits -that
will be expressed in their new cellular
environment in just the 'right way is per-
haps the most difficult step. As two
prominent plant scientists point out, the
techniques themselves do not help ati
swer the most basic question: "What
genes can we transfer into plants that
will improve a cr

Recombinant
lihood that tra
or drought t

species?""
NA increases the like-

s like disea4 resistance
erance will be transferred
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from wild species into cultivated crops.
As with the other biotechnologies dis!
cussed, substantial -roadblocks remain.
No bacteria or virus has yet been found
that can, raqsfer DNA reliably into the
most important members of the grass
firmly, which include the world's major
cereal grains. Improvements in corn,
wheat, and rice will only conic from con-
ventional plant breeding for some time
to come."

The holy 061 of plant biotechnology
is the transfer of genes for nitrogen fixa-
non from bacteria to plants so that non-
legumes like corn or wheat can thrive
without artificial fertilizer. The process
is dauntinglkcomplex. Seventeen sepa-
rate genes of the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae encode the instructions for
nitrogen fixation; although these genes
have been successfully transferred into a
variety of yeast, whose cells resemblde
those of higher plants more than bacte-
ria, the yeast conot -fix nitrogen. The
nitrogen fixation carried out by
Rhizolnum bacteria in the root nodules of
legumes is even more complicatedyAnd
less likely to be successfully integrated
into the metabolism of plant cells."

Although it seldom captures head-
lines, engineering the microorgarriSms
that coexist with plants holds more im-
mediate potential for improving agricul-
ture than splicing- the genes of crops
.themselVes. This approach capitalizes on
di?, extensive knowledge of how to ma-
nipulate microbial systems and on the
fact that microorganisms are far simpler
than plants. Sonic important opportuni-
ties lie in improving the nitrogen-fixing
ability- of rhizobia, ,transferring the abil-
ity to fix nitrogen from rhizobia into
bacteria that might be induced to 'attach
themselves to corn roots, and enhancing
the ability of some soil microorganisms
to isolate soil chemicals that can pro-
mote bacterial and fungal diseases.
Combining conventional plant breeding
with the genetic manipulation of plants'

symbigtic bacteria may be the best ay
to quicty use the natural genetic di r-
sity of both.04

The use of microbes and the direct
mar* lation of higber organisms are
bath ping applied tb ,.ilnitual husbandry
ax ell. Since almost all the methods of
applying biotechnology to annuals could
be used on humans. this raises widely
discussed ethical questions. Biotech
nologics likely to be _applied to animal
husbandry range-froln the design and
production of new vaccines `to the actual
transfer of genes between species, yet
the technologies with the greatest im-
plications for biological diversity involve_
engineering the normal reproductive.
process.

Building on the accomplishments of
artificial inseinination, the most corn-,
mon new techniques speed the pace and
extend the reach of genetic change in
livestock. Embryo transfer can turn prize
cows into "superonkit.ors,- generating
40 or more calves'a rear without actually
having to give birth. Although this corn -
presses the time in Which a herd can be
Improved with the genetic traits of supe-
rior parents, it also hastens the elilokina-
tion of unidentified, potentially useful
genetic traits from a herd. Cryogenic
techniques first used 30 years ago to
store bull semen for artificial insemina-
tion are now being used to freeze viable
sperm, unfertilized eggs, and even em-
bryos themselves. A particular genetic
constitution can be stored indefinitely,
transported worldwide, and used when
needed, much plant germplasm is
conserved And used today, The transfer
of embryos into surrogate mothers, in
some cases mothers of entirely different
species, even provides a new way to
propagate some endangered species in
zoos."

All these techniques are currently ex-
pensive and rely 'on sophisticated tech-
nology. Not all animal species are suited
to such manipulations; while doniestic
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animals have been bred for thousands of
years for their reproductive hardiness.
wild species often prove infertile in cap-
tivity, Nonetheless, the abilk of breed-

toproduce and transporMmbryos to
order will generate a worldwide business
that has been estimaLed at $1 billion a
year by the end of the' eighties. The po-
tential market for biotechnology' pro-
ducts in the livestock industry,-$7.5 bil-
lion in 1981is growing by 15-20
percent each yeit08

Constraints on fresh w er and
vs electricity supplies may s w the

development of biotechno ogy in
the Third World.

MOst of the'research and all the com-
mercial development of biotechnology
has taken place in industrial countries,
but many developing countries arc real-
izing that 0n new technologies could
help them solvc\sdnie of the health, en-
ergy, and agricyltural problems that
slow their development. Several institu-
tions have been proposed to speed the
application of biqtechnology to the
needs of poor countries and train scien-
tists from the Third World; the best
known is the international biotech-
nology center of the United Nations In-
dustrial Development Organization
(UNIDO). First proposed in 1981, the
center was intended 'to broaden the
(bens of biotechnology. research, which
until then only addressed 'the problems
of industrial countries."

India and Italy have beet chosen to
host two "campuses" of the UNIDO cert-
ter. and other countries may be able tq
affiliate their national biotechnology
programs with the training and research
efforts of the center. Unfortunately, al-
though Italy has provided funds, other
prospective donor countries (France,

WorldI9g5

japan, the United Kingdom. the United
States, and West icerany) have so far
been reluctant to support the project,
reportedly wary of stimulating competi-
tion in a field in which they have a de-
cided. technical lead.

On a more modest scale, a network is
already in place to encourage the con-
servation and use of microbiological re-
sources within the Third World.. Spon-
Sored by UNESCO, the United Nations
Environment Programme, and' the Inte-

national Cell Research Organization,.
this Microbiological R ISOtfrCe Center
(MIRCEN) network was rented to "'pre
serve microbial gene p s and make
them accessible to developing coun-
tries." The 12 MIRCEN cei'iters, from
Guatemala to Thailand, produce cata-
logs and maintain COIICCOOM of impor-
tant microbial strains. Brazil. Kenya.
Senegal, and the United States host cm-.
ters with a primary focus op nitrogen-
fixing .bacteria; others conduct research
and training in applied biotechnology.
The informal MIRCEN network, already
effective in the Third WoAd, provides a
foundation for technology transfer 'that
the controversial UNIDO center seems
unlikely to replace."

Even if industrial countries can be in-
duced to share their expertise with de-
veloping countries, constraints on fresh
water and electricity supplies may slow
the development of biotechnology in the
Third World. The Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) found that the, scarcity and high
cost of water prompted the closing of
two Israeli beet.stigar factories. QECO
concluded th4"the introduction of pro-
cesses based on biotechnology may de-
pend on other technologies concerned
with the production of fresh water.""
Since' most of the laboratory equipment
used in the sophisticated work of splic-
ing, transferring, and expressing desired
genes also requires.electricitym uncer-
taintieA in its supply or overtaxed na-
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tional electrical grids could also compro-
mise the development of national_ bi-
otechnology- programs in many poor
countries."

kfelpfi the Third World to overcome
the constraints that impede biotech-
nology may be in the long -run interest of
the commercial biotechnology industry'
of the United States, Europe, and Japan.
Many of the likely applications of Mo-
technology in developing countries
providing Niel substitutes for oil and
fuelwood, improving the performance of
crops, upgrading the quality of food
Can reduce the pressures of overharvest-
ing and environmental degradation that

I currently threaten the very genetic re-
sources of wild populations that the in-
dustry needs to draw on. flew of these
wild gene pools, the raw material for fu-
ture medicines, foods, and fuels, are
likely to survive intact wheye people
must struggle to provide basic needs.

Since the first laboratory experiments
Involving genetic engineering a decade
ago, the possible release of genetically
engineere4rganisms into the environ-
ment has been the focus of considerable
debate making it difficult to specs me
too much on the technology'i eventual
impact.on efforts to conserve biological

diversity. In the mid-seventies, the city
council of Cambridge, Massachusetts,'
voiced concern over the possible inad-

vertent escape of engineered microbes
from the laboratories where they were
developed; a careful appraisal of the
r involved defused the early fears. A
silrond, more intractable phase of th
debate was inaugurated with the first
planned release of genetically modified
bacteria in 1983.

A proje University .of California
researcher field-test engineered
bacterixth ould retard the formation
of frost: n po to plants was halted by -a

ederal''oust order in May 1984. Since
the o
verAity -Of California scientists and three

at injunction, two tests by Uni-

by private companies have been post-
poned pending an assessment of the en-
vironmental impart of releasing geneti-
cally engineered organisms. Aside from
disputes over whether the National fristi-
tutes of, health (which has informally
regulated recombinant DNA research
since 1974) should conduct the environ-
mental review, and over which other fed-
eral agencies-have authority to regulate
biotechnology in the United States, a
more fundamental question has been
raised over just how to assess the poten-
tial environmental implications of the
new technology..

Scientists disagree about the impact of
releasing genetically engineered organ-
istns. Advocates point out that plants or
microorganisms in which single genes
have been altered cannot be compared
to introduced pests, such as the. fungus
that causes Dutch elm disease or the
Gypsy moth; they argue that spliced
genes are ruled by the same biological
laws that govern 'genes introduced by
conventional plant breeding. Oppo-
nents emphasize that even slight genetic
changes can alter the checks and bal-
ances that ordinarily keep natural popu-
lations in check."

Researchers are unsure even of what
questions to ask in evaluating the envi-
rontnental-impactsvof engineered organ-
isms; tt,tere are few ways. to predict or
anticipate the complex ecological effects
on -which regulators must base their
decisions: Biologists who study ecology,
physiology, 'and evolution must work be-
side geneticists and biochemists to eval-
uate the risks. Unfortunately, the pace of
development of biotechnology is likely
to outstrip out,-understanding of ecolog-
ical complexities.64

. These questions about releasing the
progeny of genetic engineering serve to
remind us that biotechnology is being
introduced to3....world of Biological-com-
plexity. Lab6iatory resebrchers are just
beginning to recognize the difference
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between the open field and the fermen-
tation tank," writes Winston Brill of
Agracetus. He cautions that to wide-
stand the role of microbiology in agricul-

, tore,. "one must begin to_ explore the
subtle question of the interaction of i-
croorganisms with one another and with
the biosphere as a whole-\, '66 As these
connections become better understood,
a biotechnology attentive to natural his-
tory may provide some of the most pow-
erful tools to reduce the pressures on
genetic resources and enhance the value
and conservation of wild species.

SETTING CONSERVATION
PRIORI-11ES

"We cannot manage the biosphere in
detail," points out George Woodwell,
Director of the Ecosystems Center at the
Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods
Hole. Acknowledging the limits to our
understanding of living systems may be
the first step toward conserving biologi-
cal diversity. Although the exact mech-
anisms of extinction may elude us, we
know enough to abandon the idea that
mass extinctions in coming years are in-
evitable. Efforts to slow extinctions
particularly in the trouical forests, where
the greatest number are at the highest
riskand to rein in the forces that en-
danger species will conserve both bio-
logical and human opportunities. 66

The goal of a conservation strategy
'must be to ensure thajevolution contin-
ues. Allowing for the play of natural
forces by which both wild and domestic
species evolve will maintain gene pools
and retain genetic traits that may prove
Valuable in the future. Aside froin the
biological wisdom of protecting species'
capacity to adapt, it makes sense to pre-
serve a constellation of speCies and

genes for human needs we cannot antici-
pate. The world population, now dou-
bling every 40 years, demands that plant
breeders select traits that increase yields
and harvests. Yet when human popula-
tions are stable or growing only slowly.
diversity within a cropa patchwork of
varietiesmay better suit human needs.
The availability of they diversity will de-
pend on conservation choices made
now.

Present knowledge about species
losses and ecosystem functions, though
incomplete, is sufficient to target conser-
vation efforts and to anticipate likely
changes. The emerging science of con-
servation biology, the branch of biology
that deals with the loss' of diversity, is
rapidly enriching this knowledge. A
guiding discipline is "conservation gen-
etics," which studies the potential of
species to survive and 'evolve in parks
and tvanaged areas. Scientists can esti-
mate the size of animal populations that
will preserve a desired amount of ge-
netic diversity and can Witsee biological
losses. For example, 17ne study of the
population genetics and ecological
needs of la ge animals suggests that
even the lag st protected areas are un-
likely, without intensive management, to
sustain viable populations of predators
such as the wolf and mountain lion as
well as large mammals including ele-
phants, virtually guaranteeing their ex.-
tinction in the wild within the next cen-
tury. Recognizing the kinds of species
unlikely to survive in the wild, managers
can better allocate scarce conservation
hinds between efforts to slow the demise
of some species and to maintain others
that seem able to adapt,67

Much of the information needed to set
conservation priorities can be had rather
cheaply. Conservationist Norman Myers
_suggests that a.systematic biological in-
ventory of the remaining tropical forests
could be completed by the end of the
eighties at a cost °Oust $5 million a year.
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In a project with an annual budget of
$40,000, researchers Richard Evans
Schultes and Mark J. Plotkin of Harvard
-University's_Botanical Museum are com-
piling a comprehensive index of the
plants..used by native, peoples of the Am-
azon and the Atlantic rain forest of east-
ern Brazil. By highlighting plants with
known. physiological effects, thwork
could become an essential reference for
biotechnology companies seeking po-
tential new products. This pioneering
research provides a tn41t4- for similar
surveys in other regions, a rationale for
conserving little-known plants, and a
basis for a more secure future for native
peoples.°8

Since Darwin's time, biologists have
known that species becoMe rare before
they become extinct and that, once rare,
species are vulnerable to dAappearance.
Discounting or ignoring rarity makes us
accomplices to extinction. Protestit
this shortsightedness, Darwin noted t t

to accept rarity but express surpris at
extinction "is much the same as to admit
that sickness in the individual is the fore-
runner of death---to feel no surprise at
sickness, but, when the sick man dies, to
wonder and to suspect that he died by
sonic deed of violence.""

Inventories 'of rare and endangered
species can thus illuminate pressures
and suggest preservation priorities. On 5
global scale, the most important lists
have been compiled by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources. Red Data Books
have been published for birds, mam-
mals, amphibians and reptiles, plantS,
and,- most recently, invertebrates. 'Viten
volumes, which provide samplings of
species known to be endangered in cliff,
erent regions rather than exhaustive
lists, guide national and private preser-
vation efforts.AUCN currently lists 145
mammals, 437 birds, and 69 amphibians
and reptiles from selected groups known
to be endangered or threaten e n vari-
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otts regions. In addition, the organiza-
tion provides data on 250 of a suspected
20,000-25,000 threatened plants and on
over 400 threatened invertebrates to il-
lustrate the pressures on those kroups."

Endangered species (those prone to
disappearance over all or twist of their
natural range) and threatened species
(whose populations arc declining and
considered likely to become endan-
gered) are identifiefl according to
broader criteria than ev >r before. Cate-
gories introduced in th IUCN's inverte-
brate book includ "commercially
threatened" species rose numbers are
depleted by overhary ;ting, andthreat
ened communities" or complexes of
specie§ that are jeopi dized by the §arite
forces and that must be protected as a
group."A number of countries over the
ast decade have taken steps toward list-
ing endangered species, .,many in re-
sponse to the Conventitfh on Interna-
tional Trade in Endangered Species of
Flora and Fauna, Although this is an im-
portant development, few national lists
are sufficiently detailed, and fewer coun-
tries provide legislative protections as
strict as those in Canada, the Soviet
Union, or the United States."

Discounting or ignoring rarity
makes us accomplices to extinc-
tion.

In 1973, the Endangered Species Ad
mandated listing and extended U1S.
Government protection to species con-
sidered "endangered." LiSting and man-
agemem have been pursued simultane-
ously, waxing and wanin according to
administration priorities` the law
was enacted, During the ttst decade of
protection, the U.S. Office.of Endan-
gered -Species favored the listing and
protection- of vertebrates over insects,
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mollusks, and plants. By 1984, nearly 60
percent of the species receiving federal
protection as endanged or threatened
were vertebrates, while of tti being,
considered for listing, plants Atl in-
vertebrates outnumbered vertebrates
nine to ohe. (See Table 6-4.) In May
1984, the U.S. Department of Interior
broke with the past livid 'identified 876
invertebrates deserving immediate list-
ing or further study."

Future efforts to protect species and
to prevent rare ones from slipping to-
ward extinction will depend on a deeper
understanding of the biology of rarity
and extinction and a sense of how
human interactions with the biosphere
affect them. One, ambitious study,
started in 1979 in the Amazon Basin
near Manaus, Brazil, hopes to reveal the
kinds of changes in biological diversity
that can be anticipated as a consequence
of development patterns. The Minimum
Critical Size of Ecosystems project,
sponsored jointly by the World Wildlife
Fund-U.S. and the Brazilian National In-
stitute for Amazonian Research, was ini-
tiated to investigate how specie' num-
bers would Change in patches of primary
forest as surrounding land was cleared
by ranchers for livestock.

The study was made possible by a Bra-
zilian law requiring that half the land in

Amazonian development projects be left
in trees. Scientists arranged with ranch-
ers to set aside the necessary forest in
reserves rangiqc in size from 1 to 10,000
hectares. The re4iaitting primary forest
in the area was cut and burned to estab-
lish cattle ranches. Burning degrades
much of the area and isolates remnant
forest patches. Both tV outright de-
struction and the isolation lead to a de-
cline in forest species. The Minimum
Critical Size project studies these forest
fragments to learn what happens when
the habitat of a species shrinks below the
size needed to sustain it."

This new brand of ecological research
attempts to understand not just an un-
derlying biological system but the way
that system is affected by changing land
uses. The project will yield results over
several decades, for the species changes
in the largest forest fragments are ex-
pected to occur far more slowly than in
the patches of a few hectares. results
should provide a sharper sense Of the
biological consequences of land clearing
in Amazonia, and the relative sun/ I of
species in the` various fores ments
will confirm conservation riorities in
the size and location of protected areas.
Yet researchers caution that all the con-
clusions are ecosystem-dependent: The
study will shed light on cliangt-lii the

Table 6.4. United States: Listing of Endangered or Threatened Specks, 1984

Under
Consideration

Category Endangered Threatened Total for Listing

(number of species)
Vertebrates 152 34 186 363
Inyertebratesl 28 6 43 401
Insects 7 6 13 475
Plants 63 11 74 2,588

111101.4105 Ma mall, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fishes. tExcludes insects.
souttcts: Mich 1 Bender, U.S. Depattment of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of Endangered
Species, private communication, July 30, 1984; Defenders' f Wildlife, Saving Hndangetrd Species: A Report
issd Plan for Action (Washington, D.C.; 1984). -
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forests of Amazonia, but the lessons
from Brazil may not apply in Zaire or
India.

No effort: is likely, to contribute as
much to the conservation of living diver-
sity as the creation of parks and other
protected areas where complete living
communities can continue to evolve.
Given the pace of land-use change in in-
dustrial and developing countries alike,
the absolute size of areas set aside now
is critically important for the future. A
1982 listing by the United Nations re-
ported just under 400 million hectares
protected in national parks and pre-
serves, slightly more than half as much
as planted to cereal crops worldwide.
During the seventies, the number of

s park areas tripled. Different ecological
zones, however, enjoy vastly different
degrees of protection. And the amount
of land safeguarded'in a particular coun-
try says nothing of he ecologicil signifi-
cance of the areas preserved.7{

A little more, than a quarter of the
:world's area in parks is in "biosphere
reserves," areas of special ecological
importance designated as part of a
worldwide network coordinated by
UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere pro-
gram. Although the UNESCO system is
far from complete, it is the foundation of
a preservation strategy based on the
great variety of the world's ecosystems.
A logical place to focus efforts to protect
the greatest biological diversity in the
smallest area is the species rich 're-
fuges" described earlier 4n this chapter.
The government of Brazil has created
over eight million hectares of preserves
in Amazonian areas known to be re-
fuges. Though similar 'pockets- of forest
area have been identified in tropical
Africa, they are not yet the target of con-
servation efforts." .

. One grave threat to existing protected
areas may be shifts in global climate as-
sociated with increased dependence on
fossil ftels. Temperature and moisture p

changes would affect the distribution of
tropical vegetation and alter ecosystems;
some park areas might become unsuik
able for the species they were intende
to protect. To these global climatic fac-
tors must be added the local effect that
disrupting large areas of natural forest
has on efforts to keep small forest rem-
nants intact.76

Some ecologists argue that existing
and prospective parks are insufficient to
protect a critical share of the world's
tropical forests. Ira Rubinoff, director of
the Smithsonian Institution's Tropical
Research Institute, has proposed a
worldwide system of tropical moist for-
est preserves to protect 10 percent of
remaining' tropical forests, which would
he about 100 million hectares. He sees
this as the minimum area needed to pre-
serve existing forest types and keep for-
est management options Sen. Only
about 4 percent of Africa's forests, 2 per,
cent of Latin America's, anilpercent of
those of tropical Asia are-Protected; not
all of these are rain foieSts.77

In a somewhat parallel fashion to the
redefinition of parks, the concept of
gene bat must be broadened. Efforts
to identiffthe genetic resources of natu-
ral population's- are as critical as better
management and use of the germplasm
cdllections in which seeds and plant. ma-
terial are stored. "In, situ" gene banks
should be established to complenient ar-
tificial collections, In- addition, certain
kinds of "invisible" gene banks must be
investigated; for example, since seeds of
Many plants survive in the soil long after
their parent plants have been harvested,
valuable genetic resources can be lost by
lincontrolled soil erosion on agricultural
and and cleared forestland.78

The success of future efforts to con-
serve biological diversity rests to a large
extent on whether they can be recon-
ciled with development policy. The
World Bank took an important step in
this' direction in 1984 by adopting envi-
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*ronmental guidelines for its lending pro-
gram; the Bank has committed itself to
refuse to finance economic development
projects that will cause irreversible envi-
ronmental deterioration, including spe-
cies extinctions. National development
efforts should reappraise the value of
their remaining wild areas, which are to
often considered blank spaces on the
map. Hundreds of thousands of hectares
of forests have been cleared by farm
families participating in massive trans-
migration and land settlement programs
in Indonesia and Brazil, despite indica-
tions that most of this land cannot be
continuously cultivated once the fbrest is
cleared. Addressing the underlying
causes of pressure on fbrestsin these
cases, population growth that has outrun
economic opportunities in other regions
is the only way options for the sustain-
able uses of'forests will be preserved.79

Many of the most ambitious efforts to
protect biological diversity recognize
that conservation goals will be thwarted
until the value of biological resources is
more, widely acknowledged. One sure
way to focus international attention on
this issue is to require financial support.
Ira Rubinoff proposes financing the sys-
tem of tropical forest reserves with a
progressive tax voluntarily assumed by
the 43 countries whose per capita in-
come exceeds $1,500. He maintains that
this $3-billion annual investment by the
industrial countries would be an invest-
ment in future world security for rich
and poor notions alike.80

Nicholas Guppy., writing in Foreign Af-
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fairs, argues forceffilly that much de-
struction of tropical forests has resulted
front a long -slat ling underpricing of
tropical sr in comparison with other
uses ropical forestland. He advocates
-pric' g thtSzsource closer to its value
b Teating an Organization of Timber
..xporting Countries, made up of the 17

nations that hold 92 percent of the ex-
port trade in tropical timbers and 90
percent of remaining tropical forests.
Guppy anticipates that a price rise would
reduce demand for tropical forest pro-
ducts and through a systeM of taxation,
generate revenues sufficient to cover the
estimated annual costs of $75-219 bil-
lion For human .settlement, reforesta-
tion, and improved management of for-
est resourcescosts far Water than
either that of managing forest reserves
or current levels of aid to tropical (level-
opment.si
r- These examples from the tropics hold
a lesson that applies anywhere: Biologi-
cal resources will only be -conserved
when their prices reflect their intrinsic
value. The growing demand for genetic
diversity in agriculture and the emerging
applications of biotechnologies suggest
that elusive values will come into sharper
economic focus in the years ahead. Evo-
lution tas progressed unmanaged for
3 years, bui its future path is

be shaped by human forces. In
th of Sir Otto Frankel, "we have
acqu d evolutionary responsibility."82
It would be tragedy if our failure to
exercise this responsibility left the next
Darwin with nothing to write about.
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Ancient prophets tried to predict the fu-
ture with geornancy, a method of divina-
tion by drawing dots at random on
paper. Energy forecasts, notorioers4%
inaccurate, have been likened to this ap-
proach. For all their flaws, however,
studies of energy futures contine* to
command attention. They help define
the "state of the world" by exploring
where current trends willtlead. They in-
fluence visions of the energy future\
affect research and develaipment expen-
ditures, inhibit or encourage investment
in energy supply system's, and thus be-
come battlegrounds for the future it-
self I

The trends that energy forecasters
now draw on paper can affect the en-
tire planet, from Latin AmeriCan debt to
global climate. The higher the predicted
demand for energy, the higher the cost
of building systems to meet it. The
greater the predicted demand for coal,

An expanded version of this chapter appeared as
Worldwatch Paper 63, Energy Productivity: Kg to En-
vironmental Protection and Eco!omic Progress.

Q.

the greater the urgency of avirting for,
est destruction by acid rain and climatic
change from carbon dioxide buildup.2
The wider the error in projected de-
mand, the greater the waste of 'scarce
resources and the worse the failure to
provide for human needs.

The energy events pf the seventies
caused great- upheavals in world energy
markets--caused, in. effect, a conserva-
tion revolution. Like the Green Revolu-
tion in agriculture,` conservation allowed
a brief respite from shortages, Itilas pro-
duced an oil glut, price, declines, and
time to adjust. But the would of the mid-
eighties has relaxed, as it did after the

'Green Revollion, failing perhaps to
make permanent the gains won. A san-
guine outlook pervades the energy corn -
triunity as forecasters again draw curves

energy growth bending toward the
tops. of ,theirjraphs. Some ,suggest a
tripling bf demand by 2025.3 If these vi-
sions become reality, the world will pay
an enormous economic and environ-
mental price.

1 6 o
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THE BURDEN OF ENERGY
' DEMAND

Not since the earlyiseventies have ana-
lysts so conaplacerlitys projected a high
energy demand future. Alan Manne of
Stanford University attributes this, espe-
cially the similarity Of most official en-
ergy demand projections, to "the herd
instinct that operates within the commu-
nity of energy analysts."4 Nevertheless,
the COVIS-CIASUS is that worldwide com-
mercial energy demand will increase
from about 300 exajoules (CD) in 1983 to
485 Ej by the year 2000. (Commercial
energy excludes dung and firewood,
which total approximately 50 EJ. An ex-
ajoule is the equivalent of 163 million
barrels of oil, or almost 1 quadrillion
WI-U-.) The physical 'Magnitude of this
scenario numbs the mind. If this cqmes
tip pass, the oil output of two new Saudi
Arabias will be needed. In addition, the
coal production of the world will almost
double, and three times as many rivers
must be impounded behind hydroelec-
tric dams. Widely cited projections con-
clude that by the year 2025 the word will
need four-and-a-half times the hydro-.
power and three-and-a-half times the
coal used today, along with a total of 365

. large nuclear power plants. Moreover,
they typically forecast a 125 percent in-
crease in energy demand by then.5

Among the. consequences of using so
much energy would be greater risk of
acid rain, carbon dioxide-induced cli-
mate change, species extinction, water
degradation, human dislocation, and
capital shortages and debtcOnnections
discussed at length in Chapters 1, 5, and
6. Tripling coal use, for example, could
triple total sulfur.dioxide emissions and
in 40 years cause serious acid rain prob-
lems in areas all over the globe. And the
radical doelopment of hydroelectric
power wouldseriously affect freshwater
environments: Fish and mollusk species

would be eradicated, fertile bottomlands
destroyed, forests inundated, and water
supplies warmed, depleted of oxygen,
and loaded with silt.()

The economic prospect of a high en-
ergy demand future is similarily wrap-

* ,pealing. Much Third World' debt has
been incurred to finance energy imports.
Foreign payments for oil consume the
largest share of total export earnings for
many countries, including half those of
japan and prazil.. Expensive hydroelec-
tric and nuclear energy systems have
added to this reservoir of debt. More-
over, meeting world.. energy demand is
expected to consume over 7 percent

thisall capital investment for the rest of this
decade.7
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Just using the most efficient lights
in the United States would save a
third of U.S. coal-fired electric en-
ergy.

This Aict re of the future is as altera-
ble as it is unattractive: Energy demand
projections are a function of modelers'
expectations about prices, environmen-
tal regulations, and the ability of the
world to respond to energy conserva-
tion's potential. They repeesent these
analysts' COnteptions of how the world
works, not necessarily of- how it could
work. All serious projections are made
with models that expose the. assump-
tions that determine their results. One
role of models, in'fact, is to make trans-
parent the energy supply, demand, and
policy consequences that nations face.

Most models of worldwide energy de-
mand are, by necessity, macroeconomic.
That is, they concentrate bn broad
trends in population, economic output,
energy prices, and the interrelationships
among these factors. The high energy
demand future that they describe can be
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contrasted with the high conservation'
potential consistently demonstrated in
econdmic-engineering models and ana-
lyses, suich as those that show the specific
possiblhties of efficiency in steel-nt king
or automobiles. The world has b, rely
cut into the cons4rvation potential. ii-
dustry, transportAiofi, and Jhousing
Main inefficient, Conservation possibilt
ties are so great that econmnic growth
could resume without large increasesin
total energy'use. Simply by slowly adopt-
ing existing measures, the world could/
cu the projected energy demand growth
rate of 2 percent per year almost in half:

Tlie. global conservation potential can'
be illustrated in energy portraits of a
small numberof nations. Some 15 coun-

Tobie 7-1. Energy COnsu

(049)

tries, containing about 65 percent of the
world's populatiofi, are responsible for
about 80 percent of all commercial en-
ergy use. (See ,Table' 74.) Among thOe
are developing countries, stkb As Bina,
China, and Indianations that hale a
legitimate claim, to greater total energy
use. 'Industrial countries, on the other
haw!, can substantially raise industrial
output, passenger and freight transpor-
tation, and household services without
greatly increasing energy demand. A sin-
gle decision in either the Unit edStates
to raise automobile fuel economy to 40

-\--miles per gallonor the Soviet Union
to produce steel as, efficiently as Japan
doeswould save -is much enemy 1')s,
Brazil now Constuncs. Just using the

It In Selected Countries, 1982

Country Population

Commercial
Energy

Constimption'

Per Capita
Energy

Consumption

Energy
Imports as

Share .of Exports?

(million) ,
(eicajoules3) (gigajoules3) (percent)

Argentina 28 1.7 ;61 11
Brazil- 127 .4.0 32 52
Canada 25' 9.7 _ 395 I I
China 1,008 17.9 17 h.a.
France - 54 7 8.5 156 33
East Germany 17 231 nm, "alb

India o
.. 717 4.9 81

Italy 56 6.2 110 41
J' Pa" 118 15.8 134 48
Mexico 73 '' ..- 4.2 58 76
Poland - 36 ,5,0 138 20
Soviet Union .. 270 ,. 55.0 204 77
United KingdoM 56

.

. , 7.7 152 14f
United States
West.Germany

232
.62

'ilv-i 76.1
41.5

324
187

36
23

Total 2,879 232.0 80

World Total. 4.585 300.0 65

'Commercial energy consun'tptiOn figures are Worldwatch extrapolations from 1981 data. *A negative
figure fridicates the percent of exports earned from oil sales. Mt) vokjoule is one billion billion joules;
a gigajoule 'is one billion joules, which approximately equals I million BTUs." , .
smut= World Bank, Weld Development Report 1981 (New York: OXford University Press, 1984.)

,
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most efficient lights in the United States
would save a third of U.S. coal-firecfelec-

- tric energy.8 Effectimrsuch savings will
require' great political skill and dexterity.
But conservation's benefitssavings in
capital, foreign exchange,_ environment,
and healthwill put nations that realize
its potential at an advantage. Con-
versely, the pressures of shortages of
capital, foreign exchange, and environ-
mental amenities are likely to force peo-
ple everywhere to conserve energy.

INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY
GAINS

Industry has provided the largest effi-
ciency gains of any energy-using sector
since World War II. A combination of
technological improvements and shifts
from less-efficient coal to natural gas and
oil provided industrial cmmtries..with an
annual 'Fate of conservation improve-
ments of over I percent even as energy
prices declined. This hue tripled in
Western nations after- the energy crisis
of 1979. Despite the gains, however, an
enormous potential for cutting energy
costs still remains in existing plants, and
builders anew production facilities can
choose equipment and processes that
are considerably more efficient than
those already in use.

Industrial processes consume more of
the world's commercial energy than ei-
ther transportation or housing. Only in
Western Europe does the category of
residential and commercial buildings
sometimes edge out industry as the most
energy-intensive sector. In some coun-
40.
tries., particularly, the centrally planned
economies of tt-i Soviet Union and East-
ern Europe, the share allocated to indus-
try approaches two thirds- of all energy
consumed.8 Productiort of basic materi-

World- 98>

als-- especially iron and steel, alumi`e,
num, paper, chemi Is and concrete -1- .

consumes the-most. Eighty percent of
U.S. industrial eneg for example, is
used in the immufaCture of these goods.
In 'contrast, agricutute,

. which is in-.'
eluded under the industrial heading, ac-
counts for only 6 percent of sectoral .

mand.
Japan provides a model of industrial

energy efficiency; having made 'major
gains since the early seventies. The en-
ergy inKrisities of chemical and .steelt
production have dropped by 38 and lfr
percent, respectively, since 1973, arid
energy use per unit of output has fallen
in every major industry since 1975. The
Japanese soli! between $25 million and
$125 million per year throughout the
seventies on energy efficiency in steel
production alone. ,These -investments
typically paid for themselves in just two
years)'

The French industrial sector also ranks
among the most energy-efficient, and,
like Japan, made large improvenients
after ,1973. Energy intensity textiles,
building materials, rubber and plastics,
and mechatiical construction fell by more
than 30- percent, an annual,rate of im-
provement (Amore than 3.5 percent. En-
orgy efficiency in paper and steel produc-
tion increased at more than 2.5 percent
per year over the same period: r s

In the United States, rorWattasIM
energy use tell by 6 percent between
1972 an 1981 while output in paper,
aluminum, 'steel, arid cement increased
by 12.8 percent. Thus, the energy inten-
sity of productiot b, these bask
materials fell by 17 p t. As else-
where, the largest stimu -was higher
energy prices, and the major steps taken
to cuLenagy use were "housekeeping"
in nature, not requiring substantial capi-
tal investments. Other industrial nations
that have cut industrial energy intensity
include Italy, where energy use in the
manufacturing sector declined by .317

.
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percent per unit of output between "1p79-
and 1981 (5.8 percent per year). VV-st.

Gi y
Gprrnany has cut industrial energy inten-
s at a rate of Z:Nercent per sir since'
19150, thus making gains even while en-

prgy prices declined,13 During this tame,
U.S. industry also made- gains despite
declining energy prices, though .-they
were smaller than after the energy price
increases of the seventies.,

The iron and,. steel industry exem-
plifies the global prid'gcress made and the
potential remaining. Steel-making is
both an energy-intensive anJ a massive
enterprik,`withannuai Production total-
ing about 700 million metric.tons,, The
process consumes ,15 percent of all eri;-
ergy used in Japan and the Soviet Union,
and over 9 percent of all energy used in
Brazil. Altogether, steel manufacturing
absorbs, about 6 percent of world corn-

. inertial energy eus .14

Elgfily-six' percent of the world's steel
madejn 15 countries, with nearly two

thirds manufactured in China, apan, the
SoViet Union, theUnittd States, and
West Germany, The least efficient major
'manufacturers are China and the Soviet
Union, with China, in fact, using over
twice as much energy per; ton of steel
produced as the most efficient large pro-
ducers.. (See Table '7-2.)

Italy and Spain Tank highest in energy
efficiency in steel manufacturing because
they are major recyelers. They produce
steel us'Og the electric `arc, gr. "recy-
cling," furnace, whith uses' virtually 100
percent scrap. Recyclingenables produc-
ers to save up to two thirds of the energy'
used to produce steel from ore. These
two nations partly owe their high rate of
recycling, however, to steel-scrap im-
ports from the United States, West Ger-
many, and elgewhere. The world steel
recycling rate, despite an abundance of
scrap and the advantages of its use,.aver-
ages only 2$ percent, a rate that could be
doubled Or perhaps tripled.ns

Steel-making can be made more ener-

ri

'able 7rL Eiteigy U c in Steel
Manufeturing hiLtAitjair Producing

Countries, ranked by Efficiency, 1980

Faltrgy Used
Country' Pro-clactioifi Per Tons

(million Metric (gigajoules)
104

Italy
Spain

.25
12

17.6
18.4

Japan .107 18.8
43 21.7

4'

Belgium 13 22.7
Poland 18 23.0
United Kingdom 17 ke3.4
Brazil 14 23.9
United States 115 23.9
Fritiice 23 23.9

15 24.7
Soviet Union. 150 31.0
Austkalia . 8 36.1
China 35 38.1
India 10 41.0

World 700 26.0

Best Technology
Virgin Ore 18.8
Recycled Scrap 10.0

'These IS countrick account for 84 percent of
workt steel production. ?Steel production figures
represent averages for years 1978 through 1981.
Energy totals are for crude steel production,

chiding irontnaking. 4A gigajoule equals one bil-
lionioldes, approximately million BTUs.-
Aotutors: Andrea N. Ketolf,-i'ltaliag End-Use En-
ergy Structure," and Hugh Sacker, "Energy De-
mand and Supply in Australia." presented at
Global Workshop on End-Use Energy Strategies;
other coin-Aries from U.N. Economic Commission
for Europe and. World Bank.

gy-efficient both by improving existing
facilities and by switching to more-
efficient furnaces. An assessment of in-
vestments available to the U.S. steel in-
dustry suggests the lucrative potential of
conservation the world over. Upgrading
conventional furnaces yields high over- .
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age rates of eturn:
for continuo s ca.
waste-heat reco
more-efficient elect
to the electric arc furti
percent rate of return.
U.S. industry, Marc Ross of the Univer-
sity of Michigan estimated that invest-
ments such as these could cut the energy
required per ton of steel by a' third by the
year 1000.1"

The Soviets recycle little steel and rely
heavily on\ the inefficient open hearth
furnace. This technology was used .to
make some 87 percent of U.S.. steel as
recently as 1960;. having been replaced
by the blisie oxygen and the electric arc
furnaces, it now is used for only about 8
percent of output. Although it has also
almost disappeared from Western
Europe, the open hearth furnace ac-
counts for 55-60 percent of production
in Eastern Europeand the Soviet Union,
where the electric arc furnace provides
less than 13 percent of the stee1.17

China and India also still rely heavily
on the open hearth furnace and take lit-

. tle advantage of heat.. recovery oppor-
N tunnies. Developing countries overall

could save at least 10 percent of the en-
ergy they use in existing steel facilities by
spending only $2-1 billion, according to
a- World Bank study. This investment
would pay for itself in energy savings in
just one year."

-Though installing new steel-making
plants tprovides an opportunity for im-
proving efficiency, it is an uncertain one.
The rate of improvement will depend On
the rate of demand for steel---a factor
difficult to predict not only because of
the uncertainty in the global economy
but because the industrial market econo-
Mies presently have about 50 percent ex-
cess capacity. 111tlichpf the growth in de-

. mand; however, is expected in develop-
ingeOuntries,lind it would be surprising
if they did not build their own produc-
tion facilities. Such plants would provide

State of the' World-1985

percent per Year
31 percent for

cent for
Tors. Switching
-e can yield a 57

1 one study of

0

led made with cheaper labor', more-
efficient capital, and lower energy costs,
freeing them from foreign-exchange
burdens.

The great potential for conservation
in the steel industry may, unfortunately,

'be long delayed. The United Nations Ec-
onomic Commission for Europe recently
forecast that, the world's largest steel-
maker. the Soviet Union, would fail to
reduce the energy intensity of its pro-
dqction below 26 gigajoules per tore be-
fore the end of the century. This would
only match the current world average
and would still be 44 percent higher than
Japan's rate today.1 9

Energy conservation in the steel in-
dustry clearly depends on energy price.
T6 the extent that market pricing of en-
ergy has conveyed the message that en-
ergy is precious and experisi,e, market-
oriented countries have - conserved.
Theoretically, centrally controlled coun-
tries could at a stroke mandate the irm
provenient of energy efficiency. Ito any
desired level. Studies of these econo-
mies, hdwcver, show that economic sys-
tems 'never`operate sp siMply, and that
complex quota and allocation systems
often defeat the best of intentions.20 In
othersountries faced with higher energy
prices, state -owned corporations have

'usually performed better, as exemplified
by Nippon.SteelCorporstion and Sider-
bras of Brazil. And competition has
created additional pressure to save not
only 'energy but labor and materials as
well:Privately owned minimills using the
electric arc furnace constitute a dynamic
new force for conservation. Major
changes like these are dillicuit factbrs to
anticipate and thus include inThodels of
future production'

The macroeconomic models in vogue
today implicitly assume that conserva-
tion will not work well. Most are based
on the belief that the -United States, for
exam*, will not reach the current Japa-,
nese level of efficiency in steel for 35
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years. They assume that the Soviet
Union, China, and India will not match
today's performance by the slapanose
untilkifter-the year 2050. Vet the model-
ers also assume that half the world eco-
nomic output in the year 2000 will be
generated by new facilities. Sioviet steel-
making capacity," for example, is pro-
jected to doublte. And current plans in
Brazil .call for 50 percent more steel-
making capacity!' by the year 1990."
Since growth implies new industrial
eguipment, there is no good reason why
the facilities cannot be at least 4s efficient
as the Japanese steel industry is today.

Indeed, even the Japanese steel indus-
try could economically be 20 percent
moriefficient. Only a quarter of its steel
is formed in electric arc furnaces. Most
industry experts expect the minimill to

+capture a much larger "share of the world
steel market. Furthermore, if two major
constraints on the minimillthe lack of
cost-effective technology for rolling thin
metal sheets and the need to rett ovt-im--
purities from recycled sera re over-
come by new technology, minimills may
soon produce any type of steel desired:
If this happens, a real revolution may
take place in steel productkn, Today's
domihant steel-makers, altifady suffer-
ing 'from high energy and labor costsand
low productivity, cou4 find themselves
far less competitive.23

The prospect fbr energy efficiency in
-steel-makiiig, according to some observ-
ers, is ditteled by the current economic
climate-Staggering from a recession and
bad management, the industry cannot
afford to invest in conservation, its
managers claim, much less in totally new
capaaty. This perspective overInoks sev-
eral basic facts, 'however, First, when
new capacity is needed, conservation in-
vestments save capital. Steel mills, built
around the electric arc furnace, For ex:
ample, cost only $350-550 per annual
on of steel capacity, compared with

for conventional mills$1,500-1,700

Efficiency

using basic oxygen fui-naces. Even if the
minimill plant cannot obtain scrap and
requires a special iron ore reduction la-

the capital cost per annual ton of
production totals only $500-900. Add-
ing labor and energy savings to these
capital cost reductions gives an oyerall
cost advantage of the minimill in excess
of $100 per ton of steel produced."

( 5 3 )

The macroeconomic modelS in
vogue today implicitly assume that
conservation will not work well.

To assume the world steel industry
will forgo the energy-saving minimill in
new steel productiOn is to assume that its
captains are less than skillful. In coun-
tries as technically sophisticated as th417
zil, the expertise and technology 14
.achieving the highest levels of efficiency
in steel-making exist locally, as they do

'''for other energy-consuming indus-
tries.25 Furthermore, new capacity can
outperform the old and capture its mar-
lets. This mechanism is already at work,
as evidenced by the success of the mini-
mill. To comiter this competition, even
the major U.S. steel-makers are invest-
ing in energy; and cost-saving measures.

AlumintIM production is-another en-
ergy-intensive _process, requiting 1, per-
cent of the world's commercial energy.
'The: main draw is for electricity to smelt.
aluminum from alumina. The efficiency
of this technique varies widely around
the world. Energy-poo countries such
as Ft'ance are the most ellisient, while
those with cheap electricity, especially
hydroelectric pcnOcr, use up to half again
as much per unit, -(Seo Table 7-3.) The
world average is in the range of 16,500
kilowan.hou4 per ton. All nations could
"reduce the rate to 13,000 kilowatt-hours
per ton if they applied the best available"
and economically .practicable, technols

I
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ogy. Recycling, moreover ti cut en-
ergy reqUirements by 90, percent.' The
world aluminum recyding rate is only 28
percent and could be doubled or fri-
pled.20 .

An entirely new. non-electric ess
of producing aluminuin,-.-bx coking

Table 7-3. Electricity Use In Aluminum
Stnehingrin Major Producing Countries,

Ranked by kfliciency, 1981

Country

Share of
World

Production'

Electricity
Used Per

Ton

(thousand
tons)

(kilowatt-
hours)

Italy 300 13,300
Netherlands 300 13,300
France 450 13:500
Brazil 300 14,000
West 800 14,500

Germany
Japan 700 14,941''
l.h States 4,300 15,400
Australia 400 16,100
Norway 700 18,000
Soviet Union 2,000 18,000
Canada ' 1,200 20,000

World 15,900 16,500

Best, Technology
Virgin Ore A

13,000
!.ecycled Scrap I ,6002

'Average primary production for years 1980-82.
'Electric energy-equivalent.
sonacts: Worldwatfich institute, derived from Alu-
minum Association, Aluminum Statistical lienneto for
198Y (Washington, D.Ct: 1984); David Wilson, The
Demand for Energy in the Soviet Union; S. Y. Shen,
Energy and Materials Flout in the PrOuction of Primary
Aimaintait; U.N. Economic .ternmission "for
Europe; Jose Goldemberg et al, "Brazil: End-Use
St egy, and Rolf Bauerschinidt, "End-Use En-
ergy tegy for Feder epublic of Germany,"
present at Global Works i on End-Use Energy
Strategies. World average fro U.N. Environment
Programme. "Energy and Resource Conservation
in the, Aluminum Industry,"andusity and Envin2n..
most, August/September 1983.
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bauxite in a blast furnacehas. been de-
. vetoped by the Mitsui Alumina Corpora-

tion of Japan, Announced in 1981, the
process has been patented in japan,
where a coritinercial-scale plant is under
construction now, and patents are pend-
ing in nine other industrial countries."
This technology could not only .cut en-
ergy costs, it could completely chiinge
the current trend toward. moving alumi-
mini production to hydroelectric-rich
countries in the developing world,.

The world now produces about 16
baillion\tons of aluminum, requiring the
equivalent of 14 percent of world base-
load hydroelectric generating capacity.
If demand for aluminum doubles by the
year 2000, as analysts from the World
Bank and the Organisation. for Eco-
nomic- Co-operation and Development
(OECD) project, electrical demand for
production would increase 50 percent,
eVen if energy intensity is reduced to
today's most efficient level of smelting
ore: A rate-of improvement of 1.6 per-
cent per year u aluminum duction ,

energy efficiency is needed n attain this
o

best-teefinOlogy level by the end of the
century, klost analysts, however, assume
only one third this rate of improvement,
which is what the world has averaged
since 1955. The change realized will de-
pend strongly on electric energy prices
and demand for aluminum. As demand
increases, more efficiency improvements
will be made. On,the other hand, electric
enei'g-y subsidif6S *ill reduce -conserva-
tion,"

.

Assessing efficiencies in the pulp and
paper,- chemicalS, and cement industries
is more complex',hecause they ericdm-
pass greater diversity in product and
process. Many energy-saving opportuni-
ties are commonSmong them, however.
Two techniques typify late, across-the-
board savings oppoilhaities: upgrading
electric motors and improving.heat re-
covery, Inducting insulation and steam
generation using waste heat.29
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Electric industrial motors consume
over 80 percent of all electric energy
used in U.S. industry, and a remarkable
40 percent of all electricity used in Bra-.
zil. Howard Geller of the .American
Council for an Energy-Efficient Econ-
omy has demonstrated the value of
improving the ubiquitous motor. His
analysis suggests that investing in more-
efficient motors and motor speed con-
trols in Brazil would save 1.0,000 meg-
awatts by the. y7"ar 2000, or over 17
percent of projected new demand
for generating capacity."

Motors can be made more efficient in
two ways. First, using higher quality steel
along with better design reduces energy
losses due to heating and magnetization
of the core. More-efficient motors cost
only 25 percent 1110Te than the average
new motor, an investment that in new
applications yields a "profit:: of between
40 and 200 percent-per year, depending
on usage rates and electric costs. Most
motors are rebuilt rather than replaced,
however, because new, highly, efficient
motors cost four times more than
remanufactured Units. Despite this dif-
ferential, in Brazil the energy savings ob-
tainable by replacing motors in need of
rebuilding with new ones would provide
a rate of return on the extra investment'
of 10-50 percent per year. Motors can
also be imp d by adding variable fre-

o match (he speed ot
otors With the desired

esearch sponsitred by

quency
heavy in
power o
the Electric Power Research Institute es-
timated that the use .4 these devices in
the United States could save over 7 per-
cent of all electricity used."

Papermaking involves considerable
pumping of liquids, for which electric
motors are largely used. In the United
States, replacing, electric motors with
more-efficient-ones would _typically plc),
vide a 47 percent return on investment.
Changing to new pulping and lime re-
generation equipment would provide

20-40 percent returns." Some of the
equipment used in papermaking in the
United States is-50 years old but remains
in service because of rapidly growing de-
mand for paper. If demand gro)vtb for
paper slows, this inefficient equipment
could be retired.

The products of the paper industry
are becoming "so commonplace,abun-
dam, and cheap that they arc Mingo in-
visible to consurArs."33 The Ind 'try,
however, is far Mm "invisible" in en-
ergy use. In the United States, where one
third of the world's paper is made; the
industry requires 'a tenth of all industrial
energy and ranks just behind chemicals,
steel, and oil refining in energy use,

Paper recycling, fortunately, saves
about one third of the energy used to
make paper from virgin fibers, counting
the wood waste used in American paper
mills. The United States, however, recy-
cles only 25 percent of paper con-
sumed, compared witll 50 percent in
Japan and the Netherlands. Energy re-
quirements for U.S. paper production
could be cut by at leas! 15 percent by
r3ycling as extensively as do the Japa-
nese and Dutch. Since the United States
us-es over half a percent ofhe world's
commercial energy making4pulp and
paper, the absolute savings would be
substantia1.34

Chemical processing is the world's.
F tstest-growing industry and it already is

e largest industrial energy user in the
United States. U.S. chetiiical output
grew 50 percent between 1972 and
1981, but at the same time energy effi-
ciency increased 24 percent. Chemical
production in West Gerinany grew 840
percent between World War 11 and
1982, while energy use by. this sector
grew only 300 percept-. Energy intensity,
moreover, has declined rapidly since
1979. Just as in the _paper industry.,
pumping of liquids' and heating wigi
steam are required. Investments by the
chernicals industry in electric pumps,
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heat recovery devises, and cogeneration
.offer rates of return of 43, 15, and 18
percent per year, respectively."

The :-oduction of plastics and syn-
thetic als dominates the chemical
sndustry i terms of energy use. Signifi-
cantly, oil is the raw material for these
products. U.S. production of olefins for
plastics and synthetic materials requires
3.5percent of all oil used in the country.
Only small amounts of plastic are Fee)"
cled, although this process recovers vir-
tually all the energy embodied in them.
Burning waste plastic, the most, common
method of energy recovery, returns only
half the energy used in its manufacture.
Recycling is Unfortunately impeded by
the fact that post- Consumer plastic scrap
is difficult to sort and recover, Some
chemical products are mcxe easily re-
cyclable. Antifreeze, a major synthetic
product, could be recovered and
purified. Tires -also can be rather easily
recovered, and making them with re-
claim-rubber uses only about 10 percent
as' much energy as manufacturing them
from virgin synthetic fibers." 4 major
policy measure that all countries could
implement is to ensure the recyclability
of materials. This might include the ban-
ning of Certain plastic packaging.

A major policy measure that all
countries could implement is to en-
sure the recyclability of materials.

Cement, an intermediate product in
the manufacture of concrete, is the
world's most widely used construction
material.. Its production requires much
heating and 'grinding, but large energy
savings can be obtained by grinding and
mixing the silicates, calciuM, and alumi-
nates in anew dry process rather than in
a slurry. The old wet process requires
more that) 7.6 gigaipules per tort, and

4
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switching o the dry process saves nearly
a quarter )f that. ThOnited Sweet-row/
produces its cement with this more
efficient pro d as a result average
energy. consumpti r per ton is down to
6.5 gigajotdes. Although new mneni-
making capacity throughout much of the,
world uses,the dry technique, the Soviet
Union continues to rely primarily on the
inefficient wet process; institutional re-
sistance is apparently delaying the adop-
tiotrof the dry process. Australia has not
changed either and as a result averages
.7,2 gigajoules per ton of cement pro--..
duced. The energy requirrements of both
wet antj dry processes can he improved
by preheating the kilns with recovered
waste heat. West European nations com-
bine the dry process with heat recovery
and as a result use 25 perceitt less energy
than the United States.57

The importance of a comparatively
small number of:conservation initiatives
in inditstry is underscored by a simple
comparison. The Soviet Union is ex-
pected by the year 2000 to increase As
consumption of coat.f&the manufatture
of iron and steel by more energy than
Brazil uses today for everything. Simply
making the Soviet iron and steel industry
as efficient by the year 2000 as the Japa-
nese are now would reduce this increase
by four fifths." Most. scenarios assume
the Soviets will do no better in this area
than the current world average by tho
end of the century. But because they also
assume that the Soviets will double steel
production capacity by then, implicit in
their forecastS is the installation of tech-
nology 20 percent less efficient than the
Japanese now Use and 40 percent less,
efficient than available technology that is
economical at et rent world energy
prices. Perhaps ecause the 'Soviets
enjoy energy abu ance and do not use
market pricing for energy they have little
incentive to conserve, NA failing to dci
so will cost them dearly in lost oppo-
tunities to sell oil and earn foreign ex-.
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change.41*y alsO supply most of the
fuel for their East European allies, and
any inefficiency in the Soviet Union
drives up the cost of supplying these
countries.

Worldwide, improvements may,slack-
en, but probably not as much" as assumed
by most macroeconomic modelers. They
prqject industrial efficiency in the East-
ern bloc and developing tountiies will
improve far slower than in the OECD,
and that the .0ECD will improve at only
about 0,8 percent per year. To reach ec-
onomical levels of efficiency by the year
2000, a rate of improvement in industry
everywhere of more than 2.1 pedient per
year is needed. The modelers, tMit, may
be encouraging the world to invest far
more in energy supply than is warant:40.

-gAVING OIL IN

TRANSPORTATION

Although the transportation sector uses
less energy than industry, it uses oil al-
most exclusively. Thus automobile fuel
economy, mass transit, and efficient
freight hauling offer the largest oil sav-
ings. Private cars consume about 7 per-
cent of the world's commercial energy,
or 17 percent 6f the oil used each year.

'The United States, in fact, uses 10 per -
cent of the world's oil output as gasoline
for motor cars and light trtieks."

The transportation sector uses 20-25
percent of energy delivered to consum-
ers throughout Wfshietn Eope, North
America (inclutiiiik Mexico), and Brazil.
In Extern Europe anitthe Soviet Unio
however, the figure is only 7-13 per
chiefly because fewer people own car
Automobile ownership and use is
strongly r ted to income everywhere,
even in a tries as different a? Aus-
tralia and j Japanese lite of enefty

(07)
fo transportation is similar to other
0 D countries, despite the fact that
th ation is small, densely populated,
and ideal for mass. transportation. 4 0

Affluence, automobile ownership, and
fuel efficiency are important issues in
both rich and poor countries, even
where renewable energy resources are
abundant. This fact is evident in Brazil,
a country so dramatically divided by in-
come' levels that Brazilian physicist Jose
Goldenberg describes it as "a Belgium
inside an India." Car ownership has in-
c 'aced substantially in the last two
deca .s, growing at 7 percent annually
even dt ing the last five years, despite
the , deep cession and high- energy
costs.' Still, the number of cars per per-
son remains only 15 percent as high as in
the United States, leaving considerable
room for expansion, and ownership
among the , relatively rich can be ex-
pected to continue growing. Even a
moderate increase' over the rest of the
century would double auto fuel demand
by the year 2000, given the current levels
of fuel efficiency:4v

ir Opposing scenarios can be drawn for
meeting the challenge of transportation
fuel needs. The options range from pur-
suing all-out efforts to develop alterna:'
tiveAuels to fashioning a future free of
'automobiles. Brazil, again, offers a mi-
crocosm of a larger body of conflicting
forces and alternatives. To meet part of
to expected twofold increase in fuel de-
mand-for cars, the nation plans to dou-
ble national oil, production. Supplying
the remainder with alcohol would re-
quire 16-20 percent of the total land
area .committed tq crop production in
'1980. Goldenberg and his colleagues
conclude "these are formidable roquire-
men4 which' are probably impossible to
achieve in reality."4t even today's alco-
hol fuel otkput," which meets about 3
percent of Brazilian total energy needs,
apparently has caused serious social and
enviromnental stresses." Alternatively,
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improving automobile fuel economy
both would extend oil supplies long
enough to develop renewable energy
soutees safely and would make the use,00.,,
renewable energy feasible.

The. ,fuudamental importance of auto
fuel economy can be seen by contrastin
current efficiency levels with the teThni-
cal and economic potential. Fuel econ-
omy around the world averages about 21
miles per gallon (8,9 kilometers per
liter), though it varies widely. (See Table
7-4.) The U.S. automobile fleet, not sur-
prisingly, is the world's least efficient,
and the newest Anierican models rate
only slightly better than the world aver-
age for existinwcars.

A simple calculation illustrates the
profound importance of raising these
ratings. If by the year 2000 American
cars were as efficient as the Japanese (as-
suming saturation in car ownership), 5
percent of world oil us would be;saved.
Doubling auto fuel e ci cy worldwide
would 'permit twice as many cars without
increasing energy consumption, or it
would allow savings of about .8 percent
of world oil output. -Achieving this
should cost less \khan $20 per barrel
saved%, the alternative, producing gaso-
line dr alcohol fuel, will cost $40--60 per
barrel."

The potential to do even better than
this is great. Automobile fuel economy
can be improved far beyond turrent Ja-
panese levels, Indeed, several Major
manufacturers have produced prototype
cars that' Obtain up to 93 miles per gal-
lon. Models than' get 78 miles to the gal-
lon have been built by General Motors (a
two-passenger car) and Volkswagen (a
four- to five- passenger model).45

The trade-offs between ways to meet
automobile fuel demand 'can be illus-
trated by returning to the case of Brazil.
If the countrychooses to concentrate on
alcohol fuels, and if its cars are no more
efficient at the end of this century than
they are today, over twit.` as much fuel

ca

Table f-4, Fuel Ecohottly,
Selected amide*, 1982

*tntry
Fleet New

Autos Average Cars

(miles per
jallont)

6.3 -19 24
Brazil 9.7 20 24
Canada 10.6 18 27
France , 17.8 27 32
East Qerotany 2.1 27 32
Italy 17.7 24 31

Japan 39.0 31 30
Soviet Vnion 8.0 26 29
United Kingdom 15.6 22 28
United States 144 16 22
West Germany 2At 22 28

Other 77.0 It.a.

Total 353.0 21g 253

'Actual- mileage on the road. Data may not he
strictly comparable due to differing national test-

s-11w methods, 'Based on 80 percent of the cars in
the world. th.tsed on 70 percent of the new cars
ii c Wqrld.
soy ci:: Internationgliknergy AtfeAcy. World Energy
Outlook (Paris: -OF,CD. 1982); Intonational Road
tWeration. World Road Statishc.c 1978-82 (Washr
iligton. p.C.; 1983); kinit.e& Nations Economic.
Commission for Europe, 471..Etictgy Efficient Future:
Prospects for Europe and North ihntrica (Londons Out-,
terworths. 1983); Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association. World Motor ;Aide Doke Rook, 1983
(neuron. Mich.: 1983).

will be 'needed. This would equal six
times the current level of alcohol fuel
production. If within the next five years,
however, Brazil required all nevi cars to
get Si miles per gallon, projected con-
,sumption would grow by "only" 4$ per-
cent. This level of fuel economy in new
cars could reportedly be icineved in
shirt order without major ca tal inv.est-
met* in Brazil's auto indus f Brazil
mandated a new-car fuel ec by of 47.
miles IC, the gallon, fuel demand woald
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by the year 2000 be slightly lower than
today."

Many options can be iirporated to
achieve these high fuel economy levels.
Reducing auto weight can save 25 per-
cent of the energy used in the typical car.
Engineering more-efficient .engines can
yield another 20 percent improvement,
as can the installation of efficient con-
tinuously variable transmissions (CVT).
General Motors and Fiat both will soon
begin production of the CVT in France.
Simply installing the .most efficient tire
available on the market today would Un-
prOiT the-filet economy of Most cars by
1-3 miles per gallon.47

Rolf Banerschmidt of the University. of
Essen has.shown how West German fuel
consumption could be nit by a fifth by
the year 2000 while the auto fleet grows
by 12 percent. lie assumes that new cars

/ will mainly be diesel-fueled yehick* get-
ting 36 miles per gallon.tasoline-pow-
ered cars would not grow in number but
would become more efficient, achieving
29 miles to the gallon. These goals are
easily within the realm of technical feasi-
bility, though they may require govern-
ment intervention. He also assumes that
travel by train will double, a more uncer-
tain prospect. Rail pasSenger-travel re-
mains at about the same level as just
after World War II, and the service;
though excellent and improving, is heav-
ily subsidird." .

Where' t ransportion systems, are
inadequate or nonexistent, there are
even greater opportunities to use mass
transit to cut ;.. avoid growth in energy
use. Traveling by train is inherently
more efficient than using a private car. In
West Germany, for example, railroads
use only one fourth as much energy as
cars to move people an equal distance."
The autobus is comparable in-efficiency.
No mode of passenger transportation,
however, is more efficient than van or
car pools:

Technical improvements are also pos-

(159)

sibk in mass transit systems. East Euro-
pean trains, for example, perform more
efficiently than West European ones, If
Soviet railways achieved a similar techni-
cal level .of efficiency, savings of 50 per-
cent could be made."

Developing countries face a particu-
larly difficult task in providing transpor-
tation services. Strapped with -debt and
under pressure from the International
Monetary Fund to cio domestic expendi-
tures, budgets for providing additional
bus services have been reduced, and rail
services are frequently out of the ques-
tion because of their high initial capital
cost. But failing to provide mass trans-
portation costs dearly if, as often hap-
pens, the lack or service is made up pri-
vately with ['rotor cars.

, Nigeria Illustriites this dilemma. The
lack of transport services is evidencedby
gie use of only half a barrel of oil equiva-
lent per capita itt transportatiOn in 1980,
less than a sixth the level,in West Ger-
many. One Nigerian analyst projects this,
will rise to 3.2 barrels of oil equivalent
per capita by 2010. Wide use of mass
transit would greatly reduce this projec-
tion, but the current service is so poor
that it strongly encourages the purchase
of automobiles. Pc ential passengers aro.
deterred by bukes filled to crushing-lev-
els. Many alreadrcommute four hours
per day on mass ',transit and, despite
crowded roads, find private transport
more convenient when they can afford it.
Most cars carry only\ two passengers,.
though average capaCity is five. Yet
roads are so crowded -in Lagos that in
1978 legislation was enacted that r-
nutted vehicle use only on alte ate
clays. Predictably, the law was um-
vented by those who could afford second
cars.5

An ,alternative i-tat reduces conges-
tion, saves ener6, and tuts government
transOrtation costs is the jitney. Jitneys
are 'comparatively small vehicles that
offer shared rides alonk major routes,

ri
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Small fleets of these taxicabs, vans, or
trutks are usually operated by private
owners. Though problems sometimes
arise in regularity of service and in ne-
glect of less Kofitable routes, hese are
generally outweighed by large increases
in low-cost transportation service.
Profit-making private jitneys often oper-
ate at full seating capacity, usually dur-
ing rush periods. Although they have the
potential for lowering the efficiency of
phblic transport by skimming the most
profitable routes, they can also reduce.
governments' need to bily large vehicles'
to meet rush-hour demand. These-large
vehicles would be used either at less than
full loador not at allduring most of
the day.. TbuS jitneys can save commut-
ers the energy and capital costs inherent
in private cars and can save governments
some of the high capital and operating
costs of mass-transit vehicles. Studies re-
port the successful operation of jitney
services in a dozen cities around the
world, from Hong Kong to Buenos
Aires.52

It falls ;to govefnments to ensure
that, auto fuel efficiency, the single
most important energy policy in
the world, is achieved.

Most countries face trade-offs in the
movement of freight, 'which often.burns
up more ,,energy than passeng& trans-
port, TheSoviet Union, in fact, uses 75
percent of all transport fuel moving
freight. This fuel use can be reduced by
both shifts from truck to rail as well as
increased efficiency of transport trucks,
which carry half or more of the freight in
the United States, Europe, and B_ razil."
Soviet freight is mostly carried by rail,
which is why the country has the highest
freight transport efficiency, though the
use of coal in locomotives in lead of dint
sel fuel makes them less efficient than

World-1985
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would otherwise be expected, Replacing
Soviet gasoline-powered trucks with die-
sel units would also bring improvement.

Freight transport over the road is ex-
pected to grow in most major countries,
so the iniportanceof increased efficiency
of transport trucks is central. U.S. truck.
transport is inefficient due to poor aero-
dynamics and poor load factors, Which
has historically been clue to a bad regula-
tory policy that required many truck op-
erators to return empty to their destina-
tions. Technical improvements such as
airldils, however, can improve efficiency
by 0:percent, with turbocharging adding
12 percent and radial tires 10 percent. In
Brazil, a-doubling of efficiency of trucks
is considered feasible. This would per-
mit at least twice as much road freight
transport without any increase in fuel
tonsumption.54

A basic problem in both the United
States and Brazil is the decline of rq-
roadS. In Brazil they are poorly managed
and inefficient, while using the U.S. rail
system is slower than sendingfreight by
highway, clue to poorly maintained rail
beds and poor freight tray. fer systems at
switchyards. A major sli back to rail
would be costly and is U likely without
the impetus of much hir fuel costs or
government intervention. Developing
countries, however, will probably want
to give priority to rail transport over
highway construction. Water transport
is far more efficient than either rail or
truck, if waterways already exist, The
construction of waterways to compete
with rail. has not always been an effective
use of capital, but in Brazil, water trans-
portation along the Amazon to the in-
dustiialized sohth probably presents a
better alternative than construction of
either raildr highways."

, . Worldwide, the future of oil use tcle-
penclg most on the future of transporta-
tion, especially the automobile, Be arise
rs aving oil can help secure the frure of
the automobile as well as refi ve eco--
noniic and environmental KAsure, ii is

1 7
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if

only 'Ortident to seek the highest
econoibically achievable rates of fuel
efficiency. Governments will play a
major role in the future of transporta
tion because generally they alone pos-
bess the resonrces to p)vide alternative
transportation and because they can leg-
islate fuel economy. They will also
greatly affect freight transportation en,
orgy use, albeit less directly. Fuel econ-
omy levels of 30 miles per gallon are
achievable everywhere by the end of the
century; levels of 50 miles per gallon are
attainable shortly thereall. But the
world will notorealize this IN:Cart:int po-
tential if governments adopt a hands-off
attitude.

Althougli 'market signals for energy
prices are vital to increased fuel, econ-
omy, the market ,alone will not bring
about economically feasible levels for'
two'main reasons. The first is that con-
sumers do not consider filel economy as
a top priority when buying cars unless
fuel prices are increasing rapidly. Sec-'
ond, when an oil emergency does occur,
autonakers cannot quickly. supply effi-
cient cars. Typically, five years are're-
quired to re-tool to it ke new cars .more
efficient.

Thus, the market alone cannot guar-
antee future energy efficiency or even
promote completely rational economic
behavior in the Wort term. It falls to gov-
ernments to ensure that auto fuel effi-
ciency, the single most important energy
policy in the world, is achieved. To effect
this, a combination of market pricing,
fuel taxes, and efficiency regulations will
be required.

Increasing Energy Efficiency (161)

industrial countries, oil, gas, and elec-
tricity warm or cool air, heat water, pro-
vide light, refrigerate food, and run ap-
pliances such as ranges, washing
machines, and televisions. In developing
countries, wood or dung is the principal
fuel, used mainly for cooking. More-
efficient stoves would both reduce wood
waste and improve the quality of life in
the areas, but their use is somewhat
'problematic. Measures for halving en-
ergy use in industrial nations include im-
proving and replacing appliances, espe-

1' cially furnaces and air conditioners, and
redi(ing heat loss from poorly insulated
buildings.

. .
gpportunmes for conservation

are atest in North America and West-
ern Europe, where rates of energy rise in
tl buildings sector reflect both the di-
late' and high income levels. These

countries have a long way to go before
completely adjusting to the energy price
increases of the seventies. Nonetheless,
improvements. since 1973 in the OECD_
countries in this "rergica have been im-
pressive..(See Figure 7-1. De mark, the
,molt improved of these
awed energy use hi buildings by11as

e-
duced
cent, an impressive record considering
that the area of buildings heated in-
creased by 23 percent OV(..n the period.
Canada and the United States. also show
major reductionsI9 and 16 percent,
respectively. France, Sweden, and West
Germany registered smaller percentage
reductions, but they started from a more
efficient base .s°

The Swedes managed most of their
savings with capital investments, while
75 percent of the improvemehts in the
other countries resulted from no-cost or
low-cost changes..stich as turning down
thermostats. Lee"Schipper of the Law-
rence Berkeley Laboratory reports that
technical efficiency of SwediSh houses

-far exceeds that of the United States,
even 'after adjustment for climate. Swed-
ish, homes, on average, .,have twice the
insulation values.of homes in the north-

BUILDINGS AND APPLIANCE
EFFICIENCY

Energy use in buildings around the
World ranges between extremes. In most
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Figure 7 -1., Efficiency Improvements in
,Residential Space Heating in Selected Countries,

. 1970-84

ern state of Minnesota.57
The potential for improving the heat-

saving capability of homes even in cold
Climates can be readily illustrated. C.A.
Eisner has -compared costs in Canada of
energy options in new homes of conven-
tional design, energy-saving design, ac-
tive solar he g, and passive solar heat-
ing. A typ' ewirIOUSf in Canada cots
$80,000 to build and.$800 per year To
heat. By spending an additional $3,000
to build a thermally tighter structure, the
cost of energy could be cut to $100 per
year. The additional construction cost
would add $450 per year in interest and
principal to typical mortgage payments,
giving an overall cost of $550. Thus net
annual savings would total $250. In con-
trast, passive- and active -solar homes
COSI $92,000 and $100,000 to build.
Their "heating" costs would total
$2,200 and $3,300 per year.58

Conservation is the clear winner. Its
importance is Clear also: Almost 40 per-:
cent of all Canadian end-use energy goes
into buildings, Half of this could be
saved, an amount equal to 50 :percent
more than is supplied by hydropower in
Canada. The benefits of energy conser-
vation go far beyond the annual dollar
savings to the houseowner,however. Re-
duced energy demand means reduced

energy facility construction costs. The:.
energy-efficient home would save sod.'
ety $7,000 in capital costs compared
with a conventional house, even allow-
ing for the additional cost to the home-
owner.A9.

Similar benefits abound in the home
appliance market. Energy cost savings to
homeowners, coupled with some strong
policy measults, have increased effi-
cieng since 1172 in the United States.
Applitinces for space heating, water
heating,,air conditioning, and refrigera-
tion requirt three fourth' of the energy
used in U.S. buildings, with 42 percent
going for Space heat alone. Typical new
gas furnaces now are about 70 percent
efficient, having improved slightly over
the last decade. New gas-fired systems,
however, are 94 percent efficient. These
employ heat ...exchangers that remove
heat loom flue gases by condensing
them. Unfortunately, consumers usually
choose, less efficient Units." (See Table
7-5.)

The seasonal efficiency of central air
conditioners has improved by over 25
percent in the United States since 1972..

Table 7-3. Efficiency of Typical U.S.
Household Appliances Versus Best

1983/84 Models

(percent)
Electric Heat Pump 53
Gas Furnace 50.

Gas Water Heater 73
Electric Water Heater 35

Central Air Conditioner
s. Room Air Conditioner

84
64

Refrigerator Freezer 55,
Freezer . 73

seance: Ho* wd s. ell.cr, "Efficient Residential.
Appliances and Space Conditioning Equipment,"
in ACEEE, Doittg Better, Pot E.
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etanditioners ha4e also 1M-
prOved;, by about 17 percent. The Un-
provenients occurred itiost dramatically
between 1981 and 1982, presumably to
meet Californian minimmit appliance
efficiency standards.°1

Wateisheatcrs Use 14 percent of the
.7iftrierp consumed it? the U.S, buildings

sectpr. But the efficiency of electric
water heaters, which. represent a third of
the market, declined b6tween 1972 and
1.980by about 2 pqcent. (No data
have been collected since that time, un-'
fortunately, as a result of Regan ad-
ministration policy.) Typical natural-
gastfired water heaters are only 48
percent efficient at point of use, com-
pared with 80 percent for new pulse-
combustion models. A new pulse-unit
water heater would save over $115 per
year in fuel in the average u,s.home.62

Refrigeration units in Japan, even ad-
justed for smaller size, are twice as effi-
cient as U.S. refrigerators. The Japanese
refrigerators do not sacrifice frost-free
features or other conveniences to attain
efficiency. Rather, they have more-
efficient compressors, better design, and
better insulation. A U.S. concern is that
the Japanese could capture a sizpble
share of their market, just as the Jhpa-
nese automakers 'did. 'This prospe'et is
uncertain for several reasons, including
the difficulty of making international
comparisons, due to inconsistent testing
methods, for all appliances, Nevethe,'
less, the apparently higher efficiency of
the Japanese refrigerator at least sug-
gests the threat to U.S. manufacturers." r-

, More-efficient appliances cos more to
purchase, but they quickly per theth.
selves. A highly efficient* urnace may
cost an additional $1,000, but it can yirld
an annual return on investment bf 15
percept over an average model due to an
efficiency improvement of 50 percent or
more. A gas-fired water heater. with an
improvement of 33 percent over the-av-
erage model in the United Stales costs

1'

14163)
1.

up to $110 more,4bUt it yields a rate of
return of 35 percent pet.' year. A re-
frigerator/freezer now on the ntarket
with an improvement' of 20 percent
yields an annual return of 52 percent. It
costs only $60 more than mod. els with
average efficiencies."

Refrigerfitipn units in Japan, even
adjusted for smaller size, are twice
as efficient as U.S. refrigerators.

. An Oak Ridge National 1,abo tory
study in the southern Unite States
showed that, even if an existi g central- .

air conditioning unit is not w rn-out, ictk
placing it can pay for th extra cost
only five years.-

air
icantly,. it was

shown that many air conditioning units
arc oversized, which leads to much en-
ergy waste from, cycling losses. Over-
sized units cost more to buy well as to
operate. Replacing the average . worn-
Out unit with a properly sized efficient
one pays for itself in 6-12 months in.the
southern United States and in 18-36
months in the arid- Atlantic states.,"

Lighting in. the United States 'costs
about $30 billion in electricity each year,
and consumes 25 percent of all electric
power. output. New ballasts to stabilize
the current in the circuits of fftiordscent
lights can reduce energy costs by 20-25
pcilrent, and replacing incandescent
bulbs with small fluorescents can cut
consumption by an estimated 75 pet' -
cent. A recent article in the ,Electric
Power Research, Institute's I. firm&
suggests that half the electricity ensedfor
lighting could be saved in the United
States-120 billion kiltratt-hoOrs "per
year, If accomplished, the saving would
represent 0.5'percent of all world coin-
mercial energy, and 35 patent inure
electricity than the entire annual hydro.,
electric power output of the United

i*8
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State . his potentt is If than the
,hydroelectric output of Central and

p7"S9uar. America, Eastern Europe, and the
Sovb Union combined. As the EPP/
primal apt it, "[This, energy) could be
saved through energy-,efficient ,ftstrate-

' gies, all without imposing an,' hardships
. on productivity, safety, or esthetics:""

Commercial, hbildings use about one
eighth of the energy consumed in the
United States. B&WIse lighting repre-
sents 40 percent of thespeak'Neleetrical

try.
reiquireynents for these buildings, peak

..,E)ads on utilities-could be cur sharply -
ti

iath lighting energy conservation:
Lights Contribute much of the heat that
Must be reMoved-bKair contlitioning
fact, air conditioning is often r=equire
these buildings in- cold weather 4.o le--;
move the heat generated by excess light -.' -`
into. Audits and small investments in im-
provenients in commercial buildings
could yield electricity 'ingS of 30 per-

the Soviet Union. The low usage is due
in part to smaller living spaces, but also
to the efficiency that is afforded by cen-
tral heating systems. Many people live in
ciats in multifamily dwellings, permit-..
tine very efficient district heating, It also
makes cogeneration possible, and the
Soviets take good advanttige of this op-
portunity. The United Nations has es-
timated, however, _that an additional 20
percent savings could be attained in-So-
viet buildings' by the year 2000. The
study underscores the import5nce of
conservation by noting that -.In increase
of about 42 Percent in total energy use
by his sector 'is likely even if these say-

Rre achieved, based on an asstimp-
10 If rising living 's,tandards.69

study also concluded that
Conservation, could 'hold buildings-sec-
totvenergy demand in Weste Europe
to a rise 'of only ,5 percent." Other re-
search suggests a .eduction in absolute
energy use is possibV, A Lawrenc' .

Bei*eley LaboratZiry study . estimates
that with no change in.enefg-y prices, de-
mand for energy per hpusehold in North
America and WesternEurOpe should re-
main constant. -1014 is, increased de-
;Aid for :serVieses as income grow

t would be, offset by efficiency improve-
merits. The authors point out;.too, that
damand for most ipkior energ services.,

tent in lighting, 25 space heat, -20 in
aie.conditioning, at 15. .gerc*t for
witerAeting.67

le
S7e,yedish homes use 50 perceryesS

,,heatthan,American homes. The Swedes
.-enacted perfornranee standards for resi-
cleneeis,in the mid-seventies- mid offered

c,o1rservation inves /ments.' Efficiency jevels often exceed the re-;s.
quittmentk, ihougb tRe'standards rhay

r

wa have . increased, -awareness and ac- or appliances, in the;areas is saturated,
:-celeralted the ovei;all'irnprovement. The

aualysts aftrilinte 3te impryvement to
loan,s totaling iinsdre than $850 rnilliort
made, available 'for ifficienty invest-
meats ta cooperation between home-
'ovinerls, builders, and.lthe government;-
to a national- Ommrtrneht to quality
housing; to price increases:- and. to the.

, new Standards. They also noted that irp-
provemencs weegreater in homes built
by these. OK; inhabited them, is op-
posed to those wbabu. t h s to 1,68,s

:The stwpe for sayi n t is
sector is broad veriiwhere.energy Use in
-b ldings is -comparatively loN such

r A

and that tht faster Comes grow, the
sooner people can and will replace exist-
ing qmdels withsenergy-efficient ones."
With rising prices and rising incomes;
efficiency would improve fast'er,

In relative Denmark,, France, .

and We Germany have been most suc-
cessful in.ilnproving,efficieucy hi build-
in a, the reason appears tp.bep con-

.. r6erted'and balanced commitment rat the
llighest national levels to bring about en-
ergy saviiiist In the absence of balance,
subs] es for coniervilion the build-

: in s sector, in the form cedirect grants
' hire :lot seen good policy. Bitlioris of

e
0
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dollars worth of grams in Ca'nacla and
the United Kingdom, for example., were
not supplemented with information pro-
gratts and were thus less effective than
they might have been. More ffinda-
Mentally, a policy that assures rational
energy pricing, hacked with efficiency
Fegulations in cases of classic market fail-
ure, offers the best hope of enew con-
s ervat ion . in rest dernitand conirci al
buildings. . ,

lmp'roving energy efficiency in resi
dences in developing commies presents

ia different but no less important prob-
lem. Fuelwood and charcoal provide two

''thirds of all energy used in Africa and a
third of that used in Asia. Wood, in fact,
supplies the equivaldm offt.5.5 million

f barrels of oil per itty, -SO percent Of
Which 'is usea for cooking. Indeed, one
of the worst prohltss lacing the devel-
oping worIcl is'sthe shrinking availability
of fuel for cooking.. As filiklwood
becomes less' available, the burden of
collecting and transporting it, .which
Usually falls on women and children,
greatly adds to an already heavy work
load. The widening circle of firewood
collection,/moreover, adds to the del r-:
estation and soil erosion . caused Kit i-
pally by lumbering, agriculture, ..a d
drought."' .

The challenge is to improve the effi -,
'.ciency of cookstoves. without .adding to
the work load, straining limited house-0
hold budgets., diminishing socloculturai
values, or reducing the utility of the
cooking fire." The fire is 9ften Simply an
arrangement of three stones that sup-
port :a "cboking Wt. Long, .uncut
branches or dung cgres are fed in.fnom
the ishelterecU sides. The fir oftsilm,
serves as the center 'of family ivity,
though it rarely is needed for he ,' Fre-
quently: however; it"is the only source of
fight, . .. , .,

Becausethe first step to more - efficient
wood use is to shelter the fiit'Stom the
wind, the social and lighting runetions of

.4

i

the fire can bc. compromised. Moreover,'
if the fire is ndlosed in a stove, extra
work is requ ,ecf kto cut the wood to
The attraction 2f energy conservation,
Melt, partly otrset by the loss of sore
amenities and The: rievi for more wbr

sto-i.+Lcuts uel-consuniption
by orliF fourth,- 1: strggeq, then,

effort f.i)1 collecting fuel is
scatty reduced, fflrie stove has a chim-

ney, moreover, cooks we exposed tp far
less sIlikXe and living spate's are node .
more conifortahlf. Lighting can be re-

. placed with kerosene, but at additional
exprnse.

One serious ,problem ,ifith stoves is
that Irally made versionsliften deterio-
rate to thsoint where they no longer
save fuel. This is 'common where-clay is
ii4ed for construction. Reinforcing the
clay Or using scra metal or ceramics to
but d the stove c_ .ii improve perform-
an . AnOtioer serious problem pis that
poor design lcadA to -a mismatch be-
tween pot§ and the cooking hotel Um;
which they fit. RelateCrdifficulties arc the
failure to include enough cooking holes
and the uneven, distribution- of heat
among them, so that the cook is forced
to spend more 'time preparing meals.
Better design can solve these problems.
Projects 'in . El Salvador,' Kenya: ands
Neal have provided experience that will
permit: be,tter design' and production."

. The key to saving firewood and clang
are low -cost, ptefabricated stoves' that.
are both durable arili simple to use and
service. The solution of technical pr4b-
Isms, alone, unfortunately; will not be
sufficient; for the On:nen who would

V',rnost benefit from imprgved stoves usu-
.. .:,ally cannot buy them. Until women share

'more coritrol of family purstOtagS, this
,prob)ein is not likely CO disappear.

OW'
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POLICIES 114.)R AN

ENERGY-EFFICIENT FUTURE

Two drastically different visions of the
world enep future have come into
focus. On one hand, energy demand
models based on histay indicate that
global demand will moro than double by

A the year 2025. On the other, analyses
based on energy conservation show how
demarid could be held to a much smailer

crease, stretkhing nonrenewable en-
ergy supplies and facilitating the use of
renewable resources. -Both 'visions have
claim to validity, and the one that comes
10 pass will depend, On Conscious policy
choices.

David Rose of tIN Massachusetts:Insti-
(WC orreCht1010gyAiteMpted to reCOnr

widely
xemed

y of the
Institute for E9ergy Analysis. Rose ob- .

his study did not report the crucial ini-
.pact that gienservation had on energy
pricesor The crucial effect that prices.
had on demand. Worldwatch therefore
asked' Edmonds and Reilly to run, their
model using conservation- improve-
ments consistent with the potential,.

,demonstrated in this chapter."
Two scenarios were created for World-

wttctvand c'ontraited with-a third done:
previously for the' U.S. Department- of
1. ..nergy (DOE). (See Table 7-6.) Most of.
the basic assiimptioni . for economic
grOwth, consumer price resiionse, and
some 30-odd other ffictors wem' the
same in all three: The world's eOnoniy
and population were assumed to grow

1.2

ci e these pictures by applying
rc spected energy demand mode
by .W Edmonds and John Reif

tamed energy demand results that d.
ered by.100 percent depending on t

.-larnenint of conservation assumed.

until 2Q00 at amitial r*s of 4.2 an
,ifercerit, respectively. The wily assu ip-

tion that differed significancy among the.
scenarios was the amodnt of energy con- -

. eservation roalized: .
i

71,

ti

The Porldilitch Available Technol-
ogy,, . io incorporated efficiency im-
proAnents IAA enough to make all
courit4ies by the end of the century as
efficient as the most efficient countries
todify. It also assumed that the world
economy would 'by the year 202k be
using the most efficient and economical
energy-using devices currently available.
Tile annual improvement rates required
to achieve these goals are 2 percent in
industry and transportation and 1.5 per-
cent for buildings until the year 2000,
and then .1.2 percent for all sectors
thereafter. In the Worldwatch New
Technology Scenario, the higher rates of
ipiproirement are assumed to continue
arrtilkli new developments want le
year 2025. The reference case, from t to
Department of Energy, assumes that effi-
ciency Will improve at only a 0.8,percent
rate." . .

The 'conservation contribUtion in the
two models prepared-for Worldwatch
was impressive: T ie Availablerfechnol-
ogy Scenario s

?
m 175 exajoules annu-

ally in the year 2025, an amount equal to
60 percent of 'current 'world commercial
energy use..

,. .

.,. The, environmental impOrtance of
such an iffiprovenicrit t awbe seen in the!
quaruity of . sulfur produced under the
different assumptions. Acid-raM-formk,
ing sulfur emissions would, without con-,
trols, increase by 165,percent Under the
likh elegy- scenario. Application of
available- ctiiilervation measures could
htlId these releases to. a 35 percent in-
crease. Emissions control technolotties
still would be reqUiritd, but their cost
would be drastic-tally 'rkluced. It:is Ugly
that sulfur emissionkgre not kiie sole cul-
prit inaci&rain,. but the link i's stedrig
enough t6. raise serious concern about
rising emisSiont Acid train how threat-
ens .for 'ests, aquitic life, and Wilding
materials .throughout eastern North
Amoica and Europe. Without conser-
vation ands sulfur A.rniisions controls,, ,

I '',r
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Table 7-6. World Energy Consumption and Carbon Dioxide and Sulfur Emissions in

1984, With Alterttative Projections for 2000 and 2025

Scenario

Assumed Annual.
Energy Efficiency

Improvement

Annual
Energy

Use

Annual
CarbonDiarcidc . Annual

Emissions, Sulfur Emissions

1984,(estimated)

Year 2000

DOE Medium

Woridwatch Available
Technology

Worldwatch New
Eechnology'

Year 2025, I
ti

LX_IE Mot hum

Worldwatclf !Wadable,
lyItirology

Worldwatcl New
echnolop

r

(percent)

2.3

0.8

1.8

1.8

0.8

1.2

1.8

r

(exajoules,) (billion tons) (million tons)
300 5.0 100

460 7.2 170

360 5.8 120

I
.360 5.8 , 120

4.

675 10.3 265

500 7.9 170

450 7.0 135

"Measured ie terms of carbon.
SOURCE: Worldwatch Institute and J. Edmonds et al., An An/gym of Possible Filture Ain:mph/tic Retention qf

uel 6(), (Washington,D.C.Ar.S. Department Of Energy, 1984). Assumptions are described in Notes 76
and t78, .

this Threat could double.
The conservation' scenarios would re-

duce carbon dioxide emissions as well.
Scientists vr.ee (hat ..far-reaching
changes in flimate will occur if
at pheic coACentrations reach 600
pa Per, million, roughly double the
pre-indUstrial level. Tle DOE' scenario
would increase.the concentration to 440
parts per' million from the 340 level. of
The early eighties, whereas the World-

41/4 watch scenwios would hold it "t0
420. Even decreasing the laresetit level
of carbon . emissions. ,signiffcantly by
using tomass energy on'a massive scale

would holT the carbon 'dioxide cpncen-
.

Oration only to 400 parts per
The conservation scenarios would,Aow-
ever, redUce the buildup sufliCiently to
provide time to find- a way to minimize
fossil fuel combustion.

The New Tecbmilogy Scenario would
save 225 exajoulel a year. This projec-.
tion is considered less likery, howVer,
for unlike the first one ii ree,ts on Furth
technological developments. To au
,even the more plausible Worldw
'Conservation scenario, efficiency
continue to .improve at recent fate

. the end of the century.- Energy u per

"
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unit of output declined .at about 4 per-
cent per year between .1960 and 1978,
but then dropped 2 percent yearly after
1979.77

The difference between the high and
the low energy futures would have nil-

.portant economic and environmental
consequences. Oil production equal to
the current output of Saudi Arabia and
Venezuela would be saved. Coal
amounting to 40 percent more than the
entire world uses today would b'e saved..
Energy worth $2trillion would be saved
m the year. 2025, almost $300 per per-
son. In compri-sort, .the 'cost of energy
saved would, throughout the period, av-
erage only about half die cost of new
energy supplies.

1he potential for improvements in the
world's major uses of energy can be con-
trasted with the target rates assumed in
the Worldivatch Available Technology
Scenatio. For the world.) steel industrV to
match the current Japanese level of Oh-
cienv by the end of the century, for ex-

, amplq, it will have to raise energy effi-
.ciency at an annual rate of 2.3 percent.
But if by then it is to save as much energy
as present costs already justify, it will
have to increase efficiency at *lost 4
percent a year. Meeting economically
feasible leels of efficiency in aluminum,
chemicals, and cOment production r-
quires improvement rates of1-3 percent
per year. And if the world by the year
2000 is to record autojuel economy. as
"high as the Japanese now register, it will
have to increase energy efficiency at an
annual rate of 2.3 percent. Getting 45
miles pen gallon by 2025 -means-'elli-
ciency will have t9 riseiatabout 2 percent
a year. Last, to reach currently economi-
cal Olds of (merit), use in buildings will

pine. improving at 1.5 percent per
ae r between now.and the -year 2025. Of

cours4if cnerg prices increase any at
all; Morb consertltitnt win be needed..

114e rates arc riot directly compara-
ble tO the rap of change.irf the use of

energy per unit of economic output, but
they are telling indicators of the..poten-
UM for reducing the energy intensity of
the world economy. Steel, aluminium,
chemicals, paper, and cement- product
tion consume most of the energy used in
indtistrv. Cars and trucks burn up most
of the energy used in transpiration. And
furnaces; appliances, and lights account
for most of the energy in buildings. So
these uses hold a good deal of the tech-
nical and economic potential fOr energy
conservation.

The role of energy prices in these sce-
narios is crucial, ifalib.) complex and sur-
prising. It is complex because energy de-
mand rises as prices fall, yet energy
prices rise as demand riKs. The effect of
prilhe is further complicated by conserva-
tion that occiirs not eas a result of price
increase but of technical innovation.
The role of price is surprising because
even though price incentives bring
about Conservation, lower energy costs
resulted from.the two Worldwatch sce-
narios than from the' DOE.. projection,
Oil, for example, would cost $52 'per
barrel in 2025 in the Worldwatch ,Availa-

, ble Technology future, compared with
$57 in the DOE future. Conservation oc-
curs both is a result orprite pressure
and technical innovation. The modelers
actually into-v(11rd to keep prices up,
but nth.as,high as if conservation had
worked well. They,perforiutad Atli4
policy equivalents of paomOtingAtts
vation with taxes, regulations, informa-
tion programs, incentives, research and
development, and leadership. The natu-
ral result was both lower energy prices
And lower energy demand is

Some pessimism is warrantesd,,, how-
ever: 'The policies that would bring
about maxirbion etnigy conservation
are clearly not in 441ace. Over half .the
world operates kgVsystern without price
signals that contlfiltihOte the value of
energy.' Whey el is allocatedior ra-
tioned it Nuais used inefficiently:1n
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market echomies, energy use iskencour-
aged by tax credits for energy gtOduc-
tion, by subsites for declining and
inefficient energy-using industries, and
by price eo9trols. Many fitcets of the en-
ergy market in 0E10 countries are pro-
tected frommarket mechrisms. Electric
power, for example, is a regulated indui-
(ry, and constimers pay a. price far belov
electricity's marginal value. The auto in-.
dustry, the prorffict of which is a major
energy consumer, is sheltered and subsi-
dized and functions as a virtual-monop-
oly in most countries.`

Six policy tools can influence the in-
tensity of energy use: energy price, effi-
ciency regulations, capital availability,
information, research, and le'. ership.
Price is by far the most import' In. The

___kast energy-efficient economies are
those that have virtually told people that
energy is not precious and can he used
liberally. They impose price controls
and subsidies that distort market signals
and lead to waste. Canada, Norway, 'the
Soviet Union; -the United States, and the
oil-producing developing countries, to

eat *pr lesser. degrees, belong to (hi*
category.
- Some countries have recently reduced
energy subsidies, The United States and
Canada have eliminated the-Tuost impor-;
tarn consumer. subsidy, oil' price con-
trols, bnrcotiiinue to coptrol the price of
large quantities of natural gas. The

. World Barkhas used its leverage to en-
. courage the eliminaticin of price subsi-/

dies wherever it could (particularly those
for gasoline), even denying loans in
some instances to 'Egypt, Mexico, _and
Veiteznela, partially-because these court-
tries subsidized energy prices. Recently,
"Brazil, ndonesia, the Ivo%Coast; South
Korea, and Turkey have rritived to elimi-
nate or tfitri.measOres that encourage
mere was

4. .Th 3t tcient, nations are those
thai t only aveaccepeed the reality cif
mar price tut also bill:eitergy con -

(160

sinners for the external costs of energy.
These goverpments impose taxes to
charge energy. users for the burden to
society their consumption represents,
including the burden of enviVontnental
damage and of needing foreign ex-
change to import oil. .France, Italy,
Japan, and West 6ermany generally pur-
sue these policies, They typically impose
taxes on oil, for example, that increase
the purchase price.

Energy 1)rie increases have -'stimn-
late4 more conservatiolithan,any other
factorwitness the doubling of *flitT
ciency improvement rates following the,
two price hikes of the seventies,, A de--
tailed analysis of why energy use
chatged in the United States after 1973
reinforces this conclusion. Eric Hirst led
a study at Oak Ridge National Labora-
tbry that estimated the country now uses
almost N percent less energy than it
would have if policies had not changed.
Price rises caused two thirds of the con-
servation response in the United States.
1-lirstand his coauthors suggest that the
remaining thiqt-iftly be due to a variety
of government theirres such as auto-.
mobile fuel economy standards."

Jae Edmonds ....Points out, however,
that energy, scarcity at4ne may not be
enough to encourage.alevel of conserva-
tion consistent with a low energy future.
The widespread belief' that an oil glut
,will persiSt for years has already dimin-
ished conservation efforts and may con-:
tinue to do so. Price increases, more-
ove, will have little effect in 'centrally
planned nations insulated from pride
signals or in regulated markets such as

. that lotoelqtric,power. And as-the 'world
depends more of electricity, the role of
markets. in deteTMining energy prices
will diminish.81

There is the flirther problent- of mar-
ket failure. The classic case lt.the appli-
ance bought by a landloyd who floes not
Pay the energy bill for operatirTg it. The
landlord has every iiteentiyiuto buy the

-71
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least costly furnace or water heater, not
to pay more for one that will stie energy
costs. The tenant who will pay the en-
ergy -bill has no say in the choice of appli-
ame. Another, ,example is the case of the
more efficient but slightly more expen-
sive automobire. Manufacturers comld
improve the fuel economy of their cars
by I 0--30 miles per gallon at an addi-
tional cost of $100-300 per vehicle.
They balk at doing so, however, fearing
that the slighth' higher purchase price
will decrease sales: Consumers typically
pay Rnore attention to the purchase price
of items than to potential life-cycle en-.
ergy costs.:

4 *

:_...
Market pricing and the retiioval of
energy consumption subsidies are
prerequisites for energy
efficient economy..

New technological developments will
be necessary to attain the more-efficient
Woridwatch scenario. Promising areas
for research lie in the- development of
new materials for, making lighter au-
tomobiles, ceramics for lighter engines,
high-temperature sensing and control
systems, -large IiHt piimps, and entirely
new industrial processes. Industry sup-

. port rOr research varies widely by cate-
gory, with, the iron and steel and the
paper industries spending relatively very

U.S. Government. support for en-
ergy conservation research has declined
precipitatisly because of Reaga.r ad-
ministration cuts. But as the WorldWatch
Available Technology Scenario-

the greatest opportunity for con-
servationlies in putting know'h measures
Mu> practice. Innovations of this tyr
will depend heavily on,the spread of In-
formation 'on. their value and .availabiL
40?

'
. Mangy: countries in botfrEast and West

World-1985

have implemented a variety of energy
conservation information and assistance
programs. Efficiency labeling of energy
consuming products such as automo-
biles, tires, firi-naces, and refrigerators
has been a very useful gove -Innen'. rune-

,. non in Sweden, the Unit States, and
Western Europe. Other Measures such
as voluntary efficiency goals, efficiency
audits, and grant programs have a mixed
record of achievement, but Many de-
serve continued support. The success of
these programs seems to depend on na-
tional leadership, for they arc taken most
seriously when Popular leaders elevate
their importance.

In summary, nothing substitutes for
realistic energy pricing policies. Market
pricing and the removal of energy con-
sumption subsidies, therefore, are
prerequisites for an enery-efficient
econon y 'Faxing energy use., however,
could pisivide governments with a sup-
plemental solution, one that would help
resolve-several problems: Conservation
would be encouraged, altternative energy
supply fostered, and deficits financed: A
portion of the tax revenues would be re-
quired to protect low-income. groups
from the negative effects of the tax.

Regulatory policies can provide a min-
imu level of efficiency where. markets
fail or do not exist. The obvious targets
for minimilm performance standards are
automobiles, furnaces, iv er heaters, air
conditionens, and heat >umps, Auto -
makers, for example, should .at last be- ,
.reqnired to increase fuel economy to -30
and 45 miles per gallon by, respectively,
the end of the century and:the year 2025.
Minimum petfOrmance levels might also
bi. required for industries in centrally
Manned economics, although the come
plexity of such standards as welt as re-
dundancy makes them undesitable in
market economies. The standards cho-
sen 'for all items should be based on tmir7

, .ginal energy costs,. vrieluding the envi-
ronMental and other external costs of

1'
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energyeAs Clark Bullard of the Univer-
sity of Illinois suggests, regulatory policy
seldom can take society beyond the
'economically desirable levels, and in-
deed should not do 303: Nevertheless,
regulatiops call, provide an insurance
policy against failure...

Policymakers are thus presented with
the task of making energy policy on nu-
merous fronts. Many industries, ser--
vices, and, finally, people will be affected
in complex, sometimes conflicting ways.
flut the most in policies

thet to a few manageable items, and the most
timporiint benefits clearly are worth the
effort.

Leaders can think of conservation
'Many ways. They din see it,, for examp e,
as a way to improve trade balanCes
ehher reducing the need to import

I

q

y
ry:

Cr 71 )

ergy or freeing up extra Thel, for export.
Cimscrvation can be considered a way to
promote economic growth by Cutting
capital requirements for energy and thus
making funds available for more-pro-
ductive economic investments else-
where. And they can view conservation
as a preventive for catastrophic climate
change or forest damage as a result of
carbon dioxide, acid rain, and all the
other environmental problems caused
by energy use.

The risk of failure, whether from
undue pessimism or failureof will, is
ki-crat. The risk includes overbuilding en-
ergy facilities, overstressing energy capi-
tal budgets, and overburdening the envi-
ronment. It is a risk that need not he
borne.

.4
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Harnessing
Renewable Energy

Christopher Miyin and Cynthia Pollock

Amid falling_ oil prices and laissez-faire
energy, poliaes in some countries, re-
newable energy development might be
expected to I,4g badly. In fact, worldwide
reliance ,pn renewable energy sources
has grown more than 10 percent per
year since the late seventies, chiefly due
to a surge in the use of hydropower and
wood fuel. Solar collector sales have lev-
eled off in many countries, but the use of
wind power is growing at an unprece-
dented pace, thanks largely to the stun-
ning development-of-wind farms in Cal-
ifornia.. Over 5,000 turbines were
installed in 1984 alone, setting the stage
fbr wind power to be a significant energy
source in many countries. In brazil, one
of the largest countri6 in the Third
World, alciihol from sugarcane provides
43 percept of automotive .fuel. Techno-
logical advances continue across a wide
spectrum of new energy sources.

Roosting the;prospects for some re-
newable energy sources is the mounting
evidence that coal apd nuclear power are
not the long-run akernativvi to oil that
many had hoped. The growing evidence

18Y

of dainagato forests and crops from acid
rain and air pollutants documented in
Chapter 5 suggests that the need for ex-
pensive pollution control technologies
will constrain growth in coal use. In the
United States, nuclear power's financial
problems Ave worsening, burdening
utilities wATI $15-billion worth of can-
celed plants. and another $100 billion
tied t in tilftits under construction. Al-
though the ,e two sources will faitinue
to be major contributors to t1vorld
energy budvtitheir. potential is clearly
limited.

Improved energy efficiency s indiCat-
ed in. Chapter 7, is the mos economi-
cal and least,envitonmentally disruptive
of the alternative energy strategies
being pursued. and it deserves the
higheSt priority on national agendas.
Technologies that tap -renewable energy
sources must therefore be compatible
with the less energy-intensive systems
that are likely to develop in many parts
of the world. Although efficiency will in
a sense- lir iir the size of the market for
new energy sources it is unlikely to seri-
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ously constrain th't renewables 'industry
in the near future. The market for re-
placing outmoded and uneconomical
fossil-fuel-based systems is enormous,
providing roles for both efficiency and
renewables.

Some of the progress in renelable en-
ergy technologies in the past decade hag
been stimulated by.' government-spon-
sored R&D. 'These efforts are modest,
however, dwarfed in most countries by
continuing support foil nuclear power
and fossil fuel technologies. And in
soma cases they have been misdirected
With ,heavy expenditures, for example,
on the development of large wind ma-
chines when smal units developed
commercially for a lion of the cost
have turned out to be ar more success-
ful. But generally the public funds have
been well spent and have paved the way

f for private industry.
. One sure sign--that renewable energy
has come of age is the increasingly tough
questions the industry must face. In the
United states, the issue of whether re-

' newablrenergy tax creditsshonld be ex-
tended beyond 1985 has bc>.come a

. major political question,- brought to e.th
dfore by the several hundred million dol

lars of to skiers that went to windrt,
'farms aim -in 84. As with new energy
sources it) the -pzist, tax subsidies have
itiv.en the renewable energy industry a
nieeded carry. boost, but, such subsidies
are only 'justified if they lead to rap00
commercialization of an economical en-
ergy source. Tax credits.- shoulc and
probably will be withdrawn when they
are no long& justified. ,

. --
,The environniental and .socilit t (*se-

quences. of renewable energy. Orojects
also.require serious evaluation. Massive,
hydropowertim'ojects being built in some
developing countries may not be woirth
their economic and. ecological _C*Sts.
Some alcohol-fuel programs threaten to
tie up valuable agricultural land and fur-
ther disenfranchise the rural poor. Lan0-

1'73)

inten ve wind fat-ms and solar thermal
power echnologies are expected to re-
sult in land-use battles m some parts of
the world. There are trade-offs to be
made in the development of any energy
source, and renewables will realize then
promise only if these concerns are ad-
dressed early.

The four renewable energy sources
and technologies discussed in this year's
State of the 'World are at varying stages of
comMercialization: Hydropower has
long been economical and is widely
used. Solar water heating and alcohol
fuels arc economical in certain circum-
stances and steady progress is being
made.'Solar thermal'power technologies
are more problematic, but evidence is
increasingly,persuasive that some will be
feeding electricity into the world's utility
grids within a decade. Alcohol will soon
be the main automotive fuel in Brazil,
but it has found only limited use in most
other countries.

HYVROPOWER

Falling water currentImprovides nearly
one quarter of the world's electricity. A
major stimulus to the industrial revolu-
tions in North America old Western
kurope, hydropower was overshadowed
by the growth -ittf+ fossil fuel use 'during
the half-century of falling oil prices.
More recently, the search for less expeti-,
sive, indigenous energy sparked a boom
in die. use of" this' traditional source.
Thousands of hydroelectric projects are
under construction on four continents,
but conflicts surrounding the economic
and environmental *merits of this strat-
egy are far from., resolved. Most of the
large hydro projects 'arc in the 'Third

. Worldnrand many threaten to inundate
valuable cropland, destroy rale species,
and displace indigenous peoptes.

188
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Table 8-1, Countries Obtaining More
Than Half Their Electirlfity From

Hydropower

Proportion of
Total Electricity
Capacity That Is
Hydroelectric Countries

90-100

80-89

70-7Q,

60-69

501-59

Bhutan, Ghana, 410S,
Norway, Uganda,
Zaire,'Zattibia

Brazil, Iceland,
Luxembourg,
Mozambique, Nepal,
Rwanda, Switzerland

Cameroon, Conp.fjo,
Costa Rica, Malawi,

. Sri Lanka
Afghanistan, AngOla,

Austria, Colombia.
Ethiopia, Ivory coast, -
Mali, New Zealand,
North Korea,
Paraguay, Tanzania

Bolivia, Canada, Central
African Republic,

. Chile, Dominica,
Egypt, Gabon,
Honduras, Kenya,
Pent, Portugal,
Sudan, Surinam,
Sweden, Uruguay

soutter.s: World Bank, Energy Department, "1981
Powei/Energy Data Shpet for 100 Deyelopin
Countries," Washy ton, D.C., March 1984
tiniteckNatitins, Yearbook of World Energy Sialtslic.
1981 (New York: 1983).
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Some half iozen nations around the
world My almost exclusively on water

their electricity and ;dozens more
generate over half their power at darns,
(See Table 84.) During the past five

%years, 10 countries have increased their
hydroelectric capacity by over 57,000
Megawatts'..---the equivalent of 57 large
nuclear reactors, Ore Table 8-2.) tfp,vel-
oping countries get over two 'MI of
their electricity from hydropower, and a

1982 World Bank survey found that 10 ,

nations planned to a re than, 5,000 '

t:megawatts each from1980 through
1995. At a time when new orders for coal
and nuclear plants have slowed, the pace.
Of darn construction, has acseAfrated.
Brazil, Cana, the Soviet UnfOh,. and
the United States have the largest con -
struction programs, but plIs for future
darns are centered in the Third World,
where electricity demand is growing .

most rapidly)
Large dams, the cheapest source of

electricity in most areas where they can
be used, are going up at an unprece-
dented pace: The Moyer, built in the
United' States in 1936:was, the. first to
exceed 1`50. meters in height: By 1980,
just 65 large darns had been constructed;
44 more arc due to be completed before
the end of 1990-26 in Latin America
and Asia alone.i

The use of 'electricity in developing
countries, though tempered by recent
economic problems, is growing far fas'ter
than in industrial nations. Large foreign
debts and sluggish economic perform-
ance may slow dam construction, which
is very. capital-intensive, but the World
Bank poets hydro capacity in the der
v mg world to double in the eight-
ies.' Once darns are built, electricity can
be generated without fuel in .)orts, re-
clueing foreign-exchange needs; But
many hydro projects cost billions of dol-
lars and Create debt problems of theft-
owli-tmtilobnstpruction loans are repaid.

China and Bfatil: have the largest and
p most ambitious, h4i-o blueprints. While

, China has the greater potential, Brazil is
building more rapidly; itgl'hydroelectric
capacity is expectedip double by 1993. .

In China, the 10,000 megawatts ofhydro
capacity under construction in 1980
were enough to expand the.country's hy-
drOelectric output by more than half,
The ambitious government plan envit

; sions building 10 Major hydroelectric
facilities by the turn of, the century, "each

4
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Toble 8-2. Countries With iIskjor tlydroileetrie Additions Between 1978 and 1983

(,17.5

Country

Operating Capacity
Capacity
Increase Increase1978 1983

(megawatts) (percent)
Brazil . 22,000 4 34,035 12,035 55
Canada 41,898 51,512 9,614 23
Soviet Union 47,500 55.889' 8,389 18
United States 70,989 78.968 7,Q79 11

Japan 26.099 33.313 7,214 28

Norway 17,000 21,2901 4,290 25`
France 18,675 21,300 2,625. 14

Mexico. 4,54 6,500 43
India 10,832 12,5611 1,729 16
Argentina 2,935 4,646 1,711 58

Total 262,469 320,014 57,545 22

'Capacity i 1982.
.

sooacc: Worldwatch Institute. based on World Bank, U.S. Department of Encl.-00am.! personal communi-
cations with embassies, consulting firms. and utility representatives.

c

consisting of several 'large dams. The
Three Gorges project being considered
for the Chang Jiang (Yinigtze) River
.would produce up to 13,000 megawatts
of power.4.

The hest hydroelectric project cur-
rently being built is on the Parana River
between Paraguay and Brazil.
"singing rock" in the Guarani Indian di-
alectwill have almost twice the capac-
ity of the previous record. holder, the
Grand Coulee. (See Table 8-3.) The first
two generatorg started operating in Oc-
tober 1984, and when completed in the
early nineties, 18 generators will pro-
duce 12,600 megawatts ofpower. The
cost is estimated at $.18 billion. Five
miles long and,half the height of the Em-
pire State building, the dam is regarded
as one of the world's premier-engineer-
ing achievements, Brazil and Paraguay
are to manufacture . 85 percent of the
equipment, though the -project was de-
signed and financed by corporations and
banks from around the world. The elec-
tricity produced at Itaipu will be owned

equally by the two vountries, but tiny
Paraguay will sell altritost all its share to
the rapidly expanding cities and indus-
tries of southern BraziI.6

Industrial .countries with plans' for
major hydro expansion include- Austria,
Canada, the Soviet Union, and the
Uni(ed States,ustria intends to expand
its hydroelectric capacity by 45 percent
between 1982 and 1995; the Soviet
Unioji has five large dams: slated for
completion during' the eighties; and in
the United States, where 8",.000 mega-
watts Of capacit'y have been added in the
past five years, 23 states plan tO harness
more hydropower by 1991.6

Many of the large hydro projects
being built in theynited.States and the
Soviet .0.pion are intended only to meet

ppeak er,edexpand. Water is released
when pads high and then electric
pumps refill The'reservoir at night when
demand is low and electricity is cheaper.
In, the United 'States, 16 petcent of total
hydroelectric capacity is derived -film,'
pumped-storage facilities. Although the

0
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practi4 results in a,net energy loss, it
saves consumers money,1

In Canada, where almost 70 percent of
the nation's electricity comes from fall-
ing water,..several maior projects will be
completed by 1985. By, diverting tie riv-
ers emptying into James Bay and build-
ing three larke dams, Ilydro-Quebec ob-
tained 10,300 megawatts of power. The
company markets an additional 5,225
megawatts from the recenstly! built
Churchill Falls Dam under an agreement
with the provincial government of New-
foundland. Hydro- Quebec sells most of
this power in Canada, but about 11"per-
cent of it_s revenues are earned from
sales to the United States. In 1984 Can-
ada.exported some $1.5-billion worth of
electricity, and trade is expected to reach
$5 billion by 1989. Utilities in New York
and throughout New England, which

-currently depend on expensive oil and
nuclear plants, have already signed mut-.
tiyear contracts with Hydro-Quebec.

Table 8-3. Largest Hyd

World-1983

Electricity produced in western Canada
is exported to California, and an agree -
ment between Manitoba and six North-
ern _Plains states is imminent.8

.

Growing international sales of hydro-
power confirm that falling water' can
profitably produce electricity for distant
cities. First employed in Sweden in 1952,
high-voltage transmission lines enable
long-distance transport of electricity. A
1,700-kilonieter line, the longest in the,
world, Was inaugurated in Zaire hi 1984.
Ghana, Laos, Mozambique, Uganda, and

'Zambia all export hydroelectricity to
their energy-thirsty,iteighbors.Q..Mid the
wealth of untapped hydropower in
Nepal could awl the Industrial krowth of
India to its south, where development is
constrained by insufficient electticitr.

Onc alternative to international trade
in' electricity is for energy-intensive- iu-
dustries to move to. areas with inexpeli-
sive power sources. Aluminum smelters
require inore electricity per fon of prod-

electric Plants, Operating or Under Construction, 1984

Pla t Country
Rated Capacity

Upon Completion

(megawatts)
Itaipu Brazil/Paraguay 12,600

James Bay Canada 10,2691
Guri Venezuela 10,000
Tucurui Brazil 8,000
Grand Coulee United States 6,494'
Sayano-Shushensk Soviet Union 6,400

Corpus Posadas Argentina/Paraguay 46,000
Krasnoyirsk Soviet Union 6,Q00
Churchill Falls Canada 5,225
Bratsk Soviet Union 400
Ust-Minn Soviet Union 41500
Vacyreta-Apipe Argentina/Paraguay 4,050
Cabira Bassa Mozambique 4,000

Expected
or Actual

Completion Date

(year)

f990*
ib85
1986
1985
1942
1984

1988
., 1973

1971
1964
1978
1988
1974.s,

. 'Combined output of La Grande 2,3,4.
souscts: T.W. Memel, "Major Darns of the World-1983," Water Power & Dam Construction, August 1983;Hydro-9yebtc,nttal Report 1983 (Montreal: 1983).
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that liave been allowed to deteriorate
over the years are benig repaired; Thou-
sands could be retrofitted on the tea
plantations of Sri .Lanka,attnio.

China leads the world in small hydro-
power 'development: Over 90,000 gener-
ators- installed since 1952 supply more
Aran one third of the electricity in rural
are4s. Conimunities and individuals
givmtechnisal iissistance encour-
aged to install, manage, and reap the
profits of a g'exwrating fa lity. The bulk'
of the projects are under aken at the
eonimuniti, level 'using total skills and'
cesOurces. At least 6Q (act9ries,'employ,-
ing over 8,000 people, produde the writ"- .,..

ponents of smelt plants. 'rho. average
generating capacity per site Ills risen (0
80 kilowatts and is growing rapidly. Ac-
cording to one manufactwer in 1-1ang=
zhou, East China, his 7-kiloWatt unittaR
be built and installed in less than a
month. hi 1983, China completed 1,150
small hydropower stations, adding- an
aggregate generating capacity of ,400'
megawatts.).'

BCCRUSC China has actively.developed

uct than any- other coitimodity, en-
couraging producers to move to sparsely
populated river basins where power is
cheap. -Northern Quebec, the Brazilian
Amazon, Siberia, and southern Australia
have all recently become at trattive
places to do business. Large hydroclec-,N; _

tric darns are still starting rip service in .

these areas for $1,000 per kilowatt m-
ess. A moro typical c-onstroction cost lop

a 'dro plant is $1,500 per kilowatt, al-
mos double that of a coal plant but only
50-45 recent as"nruchasknutlt:ar laul-
itv. Countering ,theas.:fligh inyestrient
casts is the fact that hydro plants have at
least twice the li.filvectancy of1h0-mal: r
generating units, their ,operating costs
arc extremely add fuelikPsts
zero.lo

Small hydro plants can Qecommi-
cally supply many rural areas with
electricity people Would otherwise
be-unable to afford.

Technologies are also available to har-
ness the energy of smaller rivers and
streams. Very small turbines and genera-
tors, with an output of several megawattst,
or less, are the+ most suitable for many
applications, especially in developing
countries. -Iioaay two billion people are
without reliable electricity; most will not
be reached by utility grids during their
lifetimes. Even in countries like Zaire

st and Brazil with immense hydro poten-
tial, large projects will not reach the ma-
jority of rural people for many decades.
Small hydro plants can economically
supply many rural areas with electricity
people would otherwise he unable to
afford. Ami, water tlreviously harnessed
for other purposesflood control, 6-6-

; gation, or municipal drinkingsuprlies
is being r uted through turbines to en-
hance its roductivity. LikewiSe, dams

small hydro technology and.c.)thers haVe,:
not kept pace, its hydrci equipment_A--
noW being .used, ill a
tries. Turbines arc oxp6rted
Pakistan, Peru,, the Philippines, Sri
Lanka, and the A.hinkl States-, The tall-
est export:deal. to date is Colombia:
Ttle,c6nira6tnispr generating plants,:

$59. 'Million, and iucludes in-
a01 assistanee and the.training of

Cole Vcbthi) *gale. PaytireaWill be in corn-
modi ie-3-7-cotton, sugar, coffee, cocoa,
leather; anditplywoodwhich is an inter-
(...4tin example of the giowing tern. mical

.cooperation betWeen developing cottn-
tries.q.

In rural Pakistanwhere electricity is ..
used plimarily for ligtitiug, a 10-kilowatt -

hydro plant provides- enough power for
abont,1-00fainilies (coMpared with just 2'
families in the United States). The use of
local material voluntary labor, and

-*

U
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commnnitl administration has kept the
costs of hydroelectric facilities surpris-
ingly low$350 -500 per kilowatt. Sev-
eral dozen plants are already operating
and an even greater number are planned
or under construction. A more typical
cost for shall -scale hydro projects In the

'United States is $2,0004,000 per kilo-
watt. eductions are dearly possible,
however, as turbine technologies ari
standardized and packages are,tailorea-
to the needs of developing nations.
Likinly adaptations include using sturdy
local materials that require minimal
maintenaince and. forgoing theuse ofso-
pliisticated technologies to control
water and electricity flows."

Small hydro development in the
United States is being encouraged by the
Public Utility Regullnory Policies Art of
1978, which requires electric utilities to
purchase power from small, indepen-
dent suppliers. In most states the utili-
ties must pay for, the elepricity at its
"avoided cost" of. production, a great
stimulus to hydro development. The
New England -River Basins Commission
estimated in 1980 that the potential of
the region's 8,300 existing or former
dam sites equaled about 7 percent of the
area's generating c-apacity.14 Not sur-
prisingly, permit applicationsio reserve
potential development sites flooded the
Federal Energy Regulatory Camnis-
sion, reaching a peak of 1,856 in 1981..
(See Table 8-4.) Despite this early inter-
est, the number of licenses issued annu-
ally did not reach the level widely pie-

-dieted. Only 138 projectswith a total

capacity of 272 megawattwere in op-
eration as of February 1984. Another
164 projects, which would add 300
megawatts were under construction,

Environentalists and community
leaders in New England and the Pacific.
Northwest have rightly questioned the
desirability of civuning all poterail
sites. Building several small projects in a
watershed is probably justified.iti many
cases, although parks, wilderness areas,
and scenic rivers should be protected. A
growing numbet- of river basins, how-
ever, arc threatened with overdevelop-
ment. For example, more than 45 ap-
plications have bee flied for hydro
projects on the Si-ilmon River in Idaho. If
alt of these were developed, 'fish and

. other aquatic- 14 could be irreparably
harmed.' 5

Although no mechanism exists in
most European countries for selling pri-
vately generated electricity to state utili-
ties, there arc still opportunities to de-
rive power from mountain streams. An
upgrading program recently been in
France calls for the installation of 27
small, hydro turbines at nine exist. ig
dams on 'the River Var. The (list u its,
commissioned in 1984,.re designe to
provide. 10 percent of Nice's power. An
inventory of sites in Cxechoslovakia re-
vealed that 15,000 small hydroelectric
stations in operation in 1930 had fallen
into disuse. The preliminary survey in-
dicated that 10,000 of the plants, each
under 100 kilowatis, could be economi-
cally renovated. The overhauling will be
subsidized by the state and managed by

Table 8-4. United States:. Permits and licenses for Hydroelectric Plants, 1978-83

1983 Total1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Preliminary Permit Applications, 36 76 501 1,856 944
Pi.-eliminary Permits Issued 2 13 138 578 75()
License Applications 25 33 86 , 100 267
Licenses nsued 21 10 75. 66 55

624 4,037
4 l6 1,897
260 771
88 315

souRcE: Idaho National Engineering Labora ory, "hydroelectric Development
Trends," prepared for the 1.1.5. Department of Energy, January 1984.
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public and private agencies."
The costs and ,benefits of hydropower

development must of course be carefully
weighed. Too often- dams have been
construced without sufficient planning.,
leading fo unforeseen and univanted
consequences. Inadequate fish handling
facilities have eliminated access tepessen-
tial spawning at as, reservoirs have ex-
panded the bre7ding grounds (Or snails
that spread schistosomiasis, anli the re-
creational benefits attributed to artificial
lakes are often less valtialllo than the
wildlife and whike-water eiver activitie.
they replace. In aidition, large- project
often displace indigenous peoples,
whose cultures and life-srviesit irrevo-
cably altered even if they rec1filve new
land in return for their flooded home-
land."

The flooding of Lake Brokopondo in'
Suriname in 196.1 created the first_ large
reservoir in a rain forest and a.noRious
stench that persisted for years. Instead
of razing the forest and earning millions
of dollars of fOrrign exchange for the
lumber, 570 scriare miles of trees disap-
peared underwater. Their subsequent
Aecomposition,produced acids that col--

, rod(461 the dram's cooling system and in-
tolerable amounts of hydrogen sulfide.
Unfortunately, the experience,has been
repeated even in' the most recent-pro-
jects. Water hyacinth, a Plant that
spreads rapidly in impounded reser-
voirs, is another unwanted result of
some hydro developmenA: It clogs tur-
bides anti robs other aquatic life pf es-
sential nutrients."

One of the most persistent problems
associated with hydroelectric develop-
ments is the Failure to maintain stable

, watersheds. Asdescribed in Chapter 3,
deforestation of riverbanks often results
in _accelerated erogion and rapid sedi-
nictitation, of waterw ays and reservoirs.
NumerouS examples exist of dams
whose lifetimes were cut short, some-.
times by more than half, because of
unanticipated siltation. Hydroelectric

0791
facilities are too expensive aocl water-
sheds`oo valuable to allow this-co con-
tinue. A reservoir that. is filling fapidly
with sediment is not a renewable energy
source. Better planning and detailed en-
vironmental assessments., can:. mitigate
most of these' problems. Comprehen-
sive watershed-management programs
should be fiirmulqted before dztm con-
struction is begun. If the potential envi-
ronmennii impacts are evaluated early in
the planning process, unsound projects
can be scrapped before they become fail-
ures.

Throughout- the world, hundrtds of
thousands of megawatts of hydroelec-
tricity have already been harnessed, but
the remaining potential is enormous.
The 1980 World Energy Conftrence
predicted that global hydroelectric out-
put would quadruple between 1976 and
2020. And the World Bank, based on its
1982 survey, estimates that installed hy-
droelectric capacity in 100 developing
countries will almost triple_ between
1980 and 1995. Yet even after this in-
crease, only two thirds df the economi-
cally feasiblY hydro potential will have
been captured."

Although large-scale hydroelectric de-
velopment in industrial countries ap-
pears to be slowing, a growing number
of developing countries ire investing
huge sums of money in both large- and
small scale projects. With carefirl plan-
ning and an eye toward social and tpvi-
ronmental impacts, the long-term pro-

. ductivity that would justify these
investments can be realized.

NEW DIRECTIOKS IN OLAR

WATER HEATING

Since the early, seventies, solar water
heating using Hat-plate collectors has
been one of the best publicized renew-

194
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able energy technologies.- Although
soipetimes overshadowed by more daz-
zling innovations, both commercial and
residential solar heating continue to
grow. In invi'y areas of 'Australia,
Greece, and Israel, most homeS heat
their water.with solar collectors, Among
larger countries, Japan and the United
States do the most solar water heating,
and each supports a solar industry with
sales of several,lamdred million dollars
a year. -

Th Israeli Government expects 60
percent of the country's hot water
to be heated by solar collectors by
1990.

Although the sun has been um.c1 to dry
crops !ind heat homes for millennia,
modern solar water eating dates from
1891, when a flat-p ()Hector was pat-
ented in Baltimore. gland. California
engineer William Bailey developed the
first commercial sytetn in 1909. His
"Day and Night" collector consisted of a
glass-covered box with a metal absorber
plate and copper tubing. The tendency
of hot water to rise circulated the heated
water to a separate storage tank. By'
1918, some 4',000 systems had been
sold. The availabill'ty of cheap natural
gas in California en the twenties caused
the collector market to collapse, but
solar heating became popular in Florida.
By the lack thirties, 50,000 systems had
been installed Ai the Miami area, cover-
ing the roofs of four out of five new
homes.2°

After the oil price increases'of the sev-
enties, solar water heating again became
popular. The technology has changed
only Modestly: Air, water, or another
fluid circulates from the collector to a
sank, carrying the sun's heat to where it
it needed. In Israel and Japan, "passive"
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systems that incOrporate both a collector
and tank and rely on natural circubition
predominate. Most_ merican systems,.
ort the other hand, re pump-driven,
with a separate indoor storage tank.

Solar collectors arc most popular in
areas where fuel costs are high and sun-
shine plentiful. Irsrael, with 320 dayS of
annual sunshine 4ind virtually no oil re-
serves, has installed over 500,000 sys-
tems, ugh
tountry's hot water nee s. Israeli roller-

t percent of theeno. to meet

tors are locally designed and. relatively
simple, with most single-family homes
needing just a 1.50-liter storage tank.

. Electricity is used as a backup, ,but the
typical household spends only $25 a year
on supplemental Water hea'ting.21

Israel's solar systems are successful in
part because they sell for only $600, less
than a fifth the average price ri (he
United States. Since 1980, the 'Israeli
Government has alio offered modest
Solar tax credits, and solar water he. t
is required on all new homes and apart-
'tent buildings less than seven .stories
highs he government expects '6 er-
cent of the country's 'hot water to be
heated by solar collectors by 1990. Isra-
eli universities, research institutes, and
private companies are international
leaders in this technology and havede- ,

veloped a substantial export market in
Europe, the Middle and Far East, and
North and South America. One Israeli
company has installed 4Q0,000 systems
in 22 cOuntries,22

In Europe, solar water heating is most
popular in Greece. The Energy Ministry
estiwnktes that there are 100,000 small
domestic ,systems in place, as well as
hundreds in hotels. Approximately ?50-,-
000 square meters of, collectors have
been installed. On many Greek Islands
siMple rooftop collectors are used on
the great Majority of houses. France also
has, about 250,000 squaw meters O.
solar collectors, most of them the more':
expensive pumped-circulation designs.
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An extensive program of govermnent
support aims to have two millidn squate
meters installed by 1990, enough to he-at
water for over 4(10,000 houses:" .

The European Economic Community
assists with the financing of solar hot
water Systems on much of the continent.
This together with government incen-
tive programs, has led to limited use of
the technology, in Italy, the United,King-
dom,and West Germany. About 20,00Q
British homes have solar - heated water.
In Eastern Europe, all the members of
COMECON now have plans to use solar

. hot water. Among the most active pro-
grams are those of Czechoslovakia and
Romania, where hundreds of aparditent
buildings ,are solar-heated. Bulgaria
plans to install 30,000 square meters of
collectors by 1985.2'

In Japan, as in Israel, the use of solar-
heated ter predates the 1973 oil em-
bargo. ccording to one estimate, prior
to the use of gas- and oil-fired water
heaters in the late fifties, 38 million Japa.-
nese homes had solar collectors. Since
the early seventies, rising petroleum
prices and a program of special govern-
ment grants and loans have led to a re-
vival of solar water heating. japan- now'ek
has about four million solar hot water
systems in place, serving over 10 percent
of its houses. Approximately 500,000
systems are installed each year, and die
goal 'for 1990 is to have seven million.
Also planned are 6,500 apartment and
office building'systems and 1,900 for fac-
tories. The Tokyo city government is
adding solar heating to schools, hospi-
tals, and ether government buildings.
Most Japanese collectors are passive
models wit,h gas or electric backup.
Prices average about $700 per system,
corni)etitiVe with the cost of conven-
tional heating."

Australia's collector industry is' one of
'the world's strongest. Over 100,000
homes -have solar hot water systems,
making Australia the third Illtirgest per
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capita user; behind Israel' and Japan.
COsts of less than $1,000 make collec-
tors economical in the rural: "outback"
where fuels must be trucked long dis-
tances. Australian solar companies have
steadily improved their collector designs
and are major collector exporters."

Many other counties have made sonic
use .4f solar heating. China had 80,000
square meters of collectors in place in
1980. South Korea also has collectors on
many. rooftops. In India and Nepal, hull-
dreds of government-rup institutions
such as schools and hospitals are being
fitted with solar heating systems. China,
India, Mexico, and several ryfiddle East-
ern countries are among those now con -
ducting rese welt on solar heating at
national univ rsities and research insti-
tutes.27

% .

Although affordable energy sources
are badly needed in most developing
countries, a domestic water-heating sys-
tem other than a wood or charcoal fire is
beyond the means of the vast majority of
people. In an attempt to get around this
problem, the government-run Central
144rtgage Bank in Colombia is financing
a solar heating project for 1,000 families
in Medellin and Bogota. One indication
of the potential market in developing
countries is the fact that the U.S. Solar
Corporation had by 1984 signed licens-
ing or direct sales agreements with com-
panies in Belie, Brazil, India, Iraq, Pan-
ama., Peru, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia,
South Korea, and Yemen."

In some parts of the U-Aited States,
solar water heating is widely used and
has a well-developed industry to support
it. Centered largely in Arizona, Cantor-
ilia, and Florida, the . U.S. industry has
produced over 1.5 million square meters
of solar collectors annually in recent
years, representing about $700400 mil-
lion of annual sales. (See Figure 8-1.)
Over one million systems, spanning
about 11 million square meters, have
been installed since the early seventies.

...
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About half these are row-temperature
systems that are widely used in Califor-
nia .and Florida to heat swimming pools.,
Solar heating 'supplies about 2Q trillion
IITUI each year, most of it from the
moreellicient medium-temperature sys-

,tems used for househojd water heating.
The U.S. Depwrunent of linergy projects
that solar water heating w01 grow ten-
fold by 1990." 1 4

So tar, just. a (ew hundred thousand'
Americans use solar-heated water. Col-
lectors have not become as popular as

,.. many in the industry expected. And
Since 1980, the sale of low - temperature

104t,pool systems has L more than 50
percent, due to knarket aturatioli and a
change in Califon prohibiting tax
credits for such systems. The million 91'
so square meters of medimilt-tempera--
titre solar' collectors sold anmially since
1981 are sufficient for r,000 homes
each'year and an equal numbs .of corn-
mercial and industrial systems. Industry
leaders believe that th economic recov-
ery of 1984 boosted ales, although
figures, are knot yet avail, le to confirm
their impression.30

The American collect industry con-
sists of _about 250 c panics, mostly

4.

Million
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relatively small manufactured And corn -
portent suppliers. Leading are is a solid
core of 10 mannfactlifers that shipped
over half the collector sold in 1983:
Ventur0.into, this industry by Fortune
500 companies liaVe. met with limited

/success. Exxon, for :example, sold its
solar hot water subsidiary in 1981.31

The typical U.S.: solar hot water sys-
tem-;--with pump-driven collectors and a
large capacitycosts about $4,000.
Consequently,: sales depend can_ federal
tax credits and similar credits available
in-29 states. But these tax breaks are use-
ful mainly to the wealthy. Substantial use
osolar collectors by low-income people
has only occurred where financial assist-
ance or community self-help programs
are available. The Tennessee Valley,Au-
thorny,. for 'example, has supported the
installation of '5,000 systems with. no-
and low-int&est loans. Pacific Gas and
Electric and fhe I ong Island Lighting

`Company have similar progrris. In
ColOrado's San Luis Valley, where half
the population is below the poverty line,
rk C quarter of the homes have solar cal-

lectors, thanks to a community program
--etat installs locally built systems for a'
few lumdred dollars.32

Although most systems used to be
sold by §mall contractors and specialty
stores, large retail chains And even door-
to-door sales staff have entered the busi-
ness. Sears, Roebuck and Company now
markets collectors in. some stores, and
plans to expand theiPavailability. Some
smaller comonies are opining up new
retail outlets and distributorships each
month. Extended payment plans andtax
credits ease the consumer's financial
bnrden, making collectors an attractive
purchase.33

Large commercial and industrial sys-
tems are the most rapidly growing use of
solar c.ollectrs in the UnitedStates. Ho-
tels, laundries, fciod processors, and
ninny othet businesses require extensive
amounts of hot water and most have

1974 1980 .1083

Figure 8-1. Solar Collector Manufacturing to the
nited States, 1974.83 1 4
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seen their natural gas and electricity bills
soar in recent years. Large orders enable
manufacturers to gear up production
lines and minimize marketing costs. The
biggest system yet was installed at the
Packerland meat-packing plant inCreen
Bay, Wisconsin, in 1984. It cost $30 mil -.
lion and includes 10,000 square meters
of solar collectors."

The Packerland project is a product of
the "Solar Utility Program" developed
by Am&ican Solar King, a Texas-based
company. It is intended to assuage the
reluctance of many firms to invest con-
siderable sums ehergy projects, a
business with which ey are unfamiliar.
American Solar Kin agrees to sell a
company hot water at 20 percent less
than the price of heating it with gas, de-
signs and builds the collector system,
and raises the needed capital from third-
party investors. For the host company
there is virtually. no risk. The Packerland
project alone used more than a tenth of
the medium-temperature collectors
manufactured in the United ates in
1984 and allowed American Sol King
to quadruple-Its Manufachtring, pacity.
This company and others believe that
the largely untapped commercial-indus-
trial market has considerable poten-
tia1.56

American manufacturers have made
major efforts to lower costs, 'mainly by
simplifying their systems. Since the early
eighties, a growing share of the solar
water heaters sold in the United State
have been simple "passive" systems,
many of them exported by. Israeli and
Japanese comPaniek_ Some American ,
firms have obtained liaenses to manufac-
ture the foreign-designed collectors and
others have developed their own natu-
ral-circulation systems. In Califprnia it is .
estimated that such systems now claim
half the solar collector market. Although
some cost about as much as the,typical
active system, others are available for
$1,000 or less, Low cost and reliability.

nimble Energy (183)

are finally being combined by many
manufacturers, and this could lead to far

_greater use of solar collectors.36

Sears .Roebuck 'aid Company now
markets solar collectors in sottje .

stores.

'Costs can be further ',educed by tech-
nological advances. Researchers report
that although the best collectors have
i1nproyed link in the past five years, av-
erage systems -;are more efficient and last
longer. Optical properties, thermal sta-
bility, and surface uniformity have all im-
proved and the real price of collectors
has been halved since 1977. Most manu-
facturers have switched to the use of low-
ion glass on their collectors, an im-
provement that boosts the transmission
of sunlight by 10 percent. Required test-
ing and certification of these systems in
many states has ended the horror stories
that accompanied some faulty early in-
stallations.37

Advanced collector vs designs and
materials may eventually yielZI even bet-
ter performance at i lower cost. The de-
sign that has received the ihost attention
so far is the vacuum tube solar collector,
which has found limited use in. Europe,
Japan, and the United States. Vacuum
tube collectors are efficient and work
well in cold weather, but they itre fragile
and expensive, 'and will probably be
confined to specialty markets:38

Plastic thin-film solar collectors may
be the next step in solar water heating.
First developed by Brookhaven National
Laboratories m the United States in
1979, the "solar sandwich" has several
layers of plastic film suspended by light-
weightstea-The.collectors weigh only a
tenth as much as metal or glass ones and
are Much less expensive to produce. A
New York-based company has turned

i98
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the Brookhaven design into a commer-
cial system that it plans to sell for $764.
If the performance and longevity of
these collectors is sufficient, the result
could be greatly expanded use' of sotaf
water heating.39.

Although the pas4lecade has seen,un-
precedented progress in solar water
heating', the -enormous pothntial of this
energy source has only begun} to be
tapped. Properly designed and built sys-
tems are clearly economical where the
weather is sunny and fuel prices are
high. Developing countries and the ra-
pidly growing sunbelt regions of Europe
and the United States may one day get
most of their hot water from the sun's
energy. But solarheating does.not make
sense in every region, and .polieyakers
should Evaluate its feasibility closely be-
fore promoting

SOLAR THERMAL POWER
GENERATION

There are two main technologies for
generating electricity from sunlight.
Photovoltaic cells, discussed at length in
State of the World-1984, are made of sili-
con; they directly convert sunlight to
electricity. Solar thermal power tech-
nologies produce electricity in Much the
way conventional coal- and oil-fired
plants do. They capture the sun's ,heat
and use it to produce steam that spins a
turbine and a generator. Although these
technologies have not been developed
as rapidly as photovoltaics, recent ad-

, vances suggest that they have substantial
potential:-

Solar thermal power technologies are
designed to concentrate the relatively
diffuse energy of the sun and use it to
heat a quid to well above' the boiling
point of water. To accomplish,this, large

World-198.5

areas must be covered with durable solar
collectors. The steam or hot water pro-
duced can be used directly in a district
heating system or industrial complex or
indireetkor'to generate electricity. Be-
e use it is often difficult to place such
Jr'Icilities near a big energy user, the fat-
ter, is generally mord! practical.

One approach is to install individual
solar concentrating "deviceseithet
parabolk troughs 9r dishesthat collect
heat. These can be attached to individual
power generators or they can pipe hot
fluid to a circulating water system that is
hooked up to a central genera,ior..A sec-
ond technology being /developed is ,a_..,-

solar central receiver that uses a large
array of mirrors to concentrate sunlight
on a single receiving device. The intense
heat turns water or some other fluid into
steam that runs a turbine. The last- ap-
proach, in many ways the simplest, is a
solar ponda large expanse of saline
water that is carefully controlled so that
the captured heat is kept at the bottom
and insulated by upper layers of water.
The hot water can be siphoned from the
pond's lower areas to generate electric-
ity.

All three approachesdescribed in
some detail in this sectionare at simi-
lar stages of development: Several ex-
perimental systems are operating, test-
ing is under way, and more advanced
and larger systems are being designed
ind built. (See Table 8-5.) The research
is being done in just a few areas of the
worldthe southwestern United States,
Australia,: the Middle East (principally
Israel), and southern Europebecause
the, technologies work best in desert or
yf editerranean climates with clear air
Id intense sunshine. -

Parabolic troughs, the first solar ther-
mal power technology, consist of rectan-
gular, concave mirrored collectors that
focus sunlight dnto a thin ripe running
across the collector. A fluid inside the
receiver tube, usually oil, is heated to

'9"9
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Table 8 -5. Large Solar Thermal ystems, Operating or Marine

Project Location Technology
Operating
Capaty

Expe
Cot 1

c
Date

(kilowatts) '(year)

Solar 100 California Central Receiver .100,000
Denby Lake California Sobir Pond 48,000 1988

Luz California Trough Collector 41,800. 1986

Carissa Plain California Ceniral Receiver 30,000 e

Roan California Trough Collector 15,000 wr 1985

polar One California Central Receiver 10,000 1982

Mysovoye Soviet Union. Central Receiver 5,000 1983

Bet haArava tsrael Solar Pond 5,000 1984

La Jet California Dish -Receiver 5 4,500 1984

Themis France Central Receiver -2,000 1983 s

CESA-1 Spain Central Receiver 1,200 1983

Stuishine Japan Central Receiver 1,000 1981

Eurelios Italy Central Receiver 1,000 1981

'Projects on hold with no definite compretion date.
SOURCE: Worldwatch Institute: based oir research reports, news articlel, and private communications.

above the boi g point of water, some-
times further eated by a fossil-fuel-fired
boiler,land t conveyed to a heat ex-
changer where water is turned to steam,
Since the mid-seventies, this technology
has benefited from research funded by
the U.S. Department of Energy. The em-
phasis has been on reducing costs and
boosting the efficiency of small expel
mental systems. Parabolic troughs now
provide process heat for several Ameri-
can factories. An estimated half-rnilliort
square feet of troughs have been in-
stalled in the United States."'
, Researchers working on second- and
third-generation collectors have re-
duced. costs to between $4,000 and
$4,500 per kilowatt. Though still more
expensive tbantonventional generating
technologies, troughs may become an
econoinical source of process heat, and
perhaps electricity, in areas now depen-
dent on oil. CoMpanies in Trance, the
United States, and West Gerinpy are
already trying .to commercialize solar
troughs. The Solar Kinetics Company of

Irving, Texas, has installed a 60,000
square -foot industrial process heat sys-
tem in Arizona. The Roan CRrporation
has signed a contract to build a solar
trough generator that will feed 15 mega-
watts of power into the Pacific Gas &
Electric grid.4'

The most ambitious trough project to
date ,is being constructed in Daggett,
California', by Luz Engineering, an affili-
ate of an Israeli company. The power
from the 42-megawatt system will be
sold to Southern C- i nia Edison.
Made possible by U. x credits and
peciatiloans from the Israeli and Japa-

nese qpvernments, this $60-million
plant c4#d help determine the eco-
nomic vittbility of solar troUghs,47 -

Solar dish generating systeml present
a greater technical challenge than
troughs big are more efficient. Typically,
each dish is about 20 feet in diameter,
an4 its parabolically shaped, mirrored
surface is designed to track the sun. A
thermal receiver is mounted,at the focal
point of the dish. Efficiencies of over 20
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percent and temperatures- of well 'over
700 degrees Fahrenheit have been
achieved. Experimental systems cur-
rently ust. a pipe to move a heated fluid
to a central generator. The heat lost

va, from transporting the fluid is substan-
tial, but it is hoped that eventually a heat
engine- can be zittached to each dish.
Such engines use heat to 'expand gas in
a cylinder, thereby driving a piston and
an alternator. Although not yet commer-
cialized, the high efficiency of this tech-
nology indicates that it is worth putsu-
Mg." --

Parabolic dish systems have been de-
veloped in Israel and the United States.
Though still small and experimental,
most have worked well. Efforts are now
directed at reducing costs, which ac cord-
ihg to researchtrS at the Weizmann In-
stitute in Israel should reach $200 per
square meter. Use of plastic structural
materials and synthetic reflective materi-
als such as mylar sliM.v considerable
promise. Large -scale factory' manufac-
turing and .site-assembly of the systems
can also lower costs, which are pr9jected
to fall to between $2,000 and $3,000 per
kilowatt,44.

The U.S. Department of Energy has
supported several test facilities, includ-
ing. a 25-kilowatt dish built in Rancho
Mirage, California, and two 1D-kilowatt
multiple-dish systems. In Sanandoah,
Georgia, 114 parabolic dishes with a ca-
pacity of 400 kilowatts supply heat and
power to a knitwear factory. Other,
smaller systems have been installed in
Kuwait and M New South Wales, Aus-
tralia. Carlo LaPorta of the SolaOnergy
Industries Association estimates 0134
over 100,000 square feet of diet systems
had been installed in the United States
by the end of 1983.46

Dwarfing the projects completed thus
-far is a 700-dish system covering 320,-
000 square feet that is being built by .La
Jet energy Company in southertt Cali-
fornia. It will generate 4.5 megawatts of

power to sell to the San Diego Gas and
Electric. Company. La Jet claims a cost of
less than $4,000 per kilowatt, competi-
tive with trough systems. The new facil-

' ity is one of the first large solar thermal
power projects to be.financed by private
investprs, albeit with the help of govern-
nienttax crtits. David Halbert of La Jet
expects that further cost reductions will
make it possible to install 200 megawatts
of dish systems in the next four years.'''

The second major way to generate
electricity from sunlight is with solar
central receivers, also known as "power
towers." A large array of independentiv
tracking mirrors called heliostats focus
sunlight on central receivr. In most
systems the receiver is mounted on a
tower that is 50-100 meters tall. Steam
or a hot fluid is piped from the receiver
to a heat exchanger, turbine, and gener-
ator located on the ground. Solar central
receivers concentrate sunlight 200-lbld
or more, yielding temperatures above
500 degrees Celsius. But efficiencies are
only 20-25 percent because heat is lost
over tlje substantial distance between
the heliostats and receiver.47

Solar central receivers have been a
major focus of government alternative
energy programs since the mid-seven-
ties. So far,, six plants (listed in Table
8-5) have been built in as many coun-
tries, and there are several demonstra-
tion projects in Europe. Israeli research-
ers are planning a 3,000-kilowatt central
receiver to be used in the manufacture of
chemicals. More ambitious even than its
Mysovoye project, the Soviet Union an-
nounced in 1983 plans for a 300,000 -
kilowatt solar central receiver backed up
by a fossil fuel plant. Scheduledfto be
built-in the southern 'Soviet republic of
Uzbekistan, this project would dwarf all
current systems.48

The. fast receivers are expensive. The
largest, the 10-megaWatt Solar One in
southern California, cost the U.S. Gov-
ernment $140 million and has been the

1
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target of critics who question whether for a l00- megawatt project called Solar
. alternative energy funds would not Ace 100. It would cost $550 million, occupy
more elfectively spent on commercializ- 280 hectares (over one spiare mile), and
ing smaller, simpler technologies. In produce enough power for 50,000
fact, Solar One did .claim, a dispropor- [mules. Rockwell International, ARCO
tionately` large share of the govern-..,, Solar Industries, and Pacific Gas and
mein's. solar budget in the late seventies.

s.

Electric have plans for a 30-megawatt
The,project represents a significant .en- system that would circulate molten so-
gineering accomplishment, but analysts .ilium for greater efficiency. Both pro-
are divided as to its pviential as an eco- )ects were put on hold in 1984, however,
nomical power source.40 because of difficulty in attracting inves-

Solar One began generating power in tors. These very large andirisky invest-
1982 and ei}tered commercial operation ments are unlikely to be made without
in 1984. It has 1,800 heliostats and a solar tax credits, which the U.S. Con-
30-story tower. With computer controls gress has so far refused to extend be-
designed to keep each tracking mirror at ''''yOnd the end of 1985.52
an ideal angle and to monitor and regu- EAgineering studies have concluded
late the generating system, the entire fa- that third-generation central receivers in
cili can be run by just one person. So sunny climates4ay have costs of be-
fa lant's ,performance has met or tween $2,500 and $4,000 per kilowatt.

The lower end of this range would make
the receivers an economically viable
power source, but such projections are

*highly tenuous: They depend on a more
advanced technology4that has not yet
been demonstrated and on the assumpz
lion that heliostats will soon be mass-
produced. Both the heliostat production
facilities and the solar plants themselves
requirt investments of hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars, large sums to devote to
an uncertain technology and market."

Even under- optimistic assumptions, it
will be at least a decade before economi-
cal solar receiver plants can be success-
fully commercialized. Unlike dishes and

'troughs, receivers make sense only on a
large scale, which creates formidable
hurdles to their commercialization. One
iniportant advantage that central receiv-
ers do have is that the systems incorpo-
rate heat storage, so power can be-gen-
erated during the early evening hours
when electricity demand is often highest.
Most of the early government demon -
strations of solar receivers have ended,
and the technology's future is largely in
the hands of the private market, with the
possible assistance of government tax

c. eeded expectations, with a peak
power output of over 12,000 kilowatts.
By drawing on its storage system it has
operated continuously for 33 hours and
generated 74,000 kilowatt-hours in a
day, enough power for 4;000 homes."

Solar One's main failing is its cost:
$14,000 per kilowatt, high even for a
one-of-a-kind demonstratioq project.
Making the solar central receiver am eco-
nomical power source will require sig-
nificant. advances, many of which arc
now, the fociis of engineering research.
Heliostats are the dominant expense of

a central receiver system, and the tech-
nology's potential hinges largely on
'whether these costs can be substantially
reduced. One study shows the cost fall-
ing from $375 per square meter. to be-
tween $100 and $200, but that will only
occur if heliostats are mass-produced on-
a scale that is not currently planned.4'

Several U.S. companies have devel-
oped more-advanced . central receiver
designs and are .seriously considering
major efforts to commercialize the tech-
nology. McDonnell Douglas, in partner-
ship with Southern California Eclison
and several other companies, has plans
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policies. Solar receivers may find a sub-
stantial market after the turn of the, cen,
tury. Or they may turn out to have been
an expensive wrong turn by government
solar energy researchers.

Solar ponds, the third approach to
solar thermal pOwer generation, are the
simplest technology. In 1902, a Russian
scientist discovered that naturally salty
ponds often have relatively higtlzmper-.
atures a meter orlwo below the surface.
The water in such ponds tends to strat-
ify, with the relatively dense, salty layers
near the bottom preventing the natural
convection that normally would keep the
pond cool. Haii-y Tabor, known irS the
lather of solar energy in Israel, proposed
in 1954 that artificial salt-gradient solar
ponds be built for commercial energy
production. Hot water could be slowly
drawn from the bottom of ponds and
used for heating, water desalination, or
electricity generation.''.'

Since the early seventies, researchers
in Australia, Israel, and the United
Sates have conducted research on,solar

,,ponds. By carefully controlling the
'salinity and by using chemicals to pre-
vent cloudiness, temperatures above the
boiling point of water have been at-
tained. Although solar ponds are rela-
tively inefficient, capturing only10-20
percent of the sunlight striking them,
they makeup for this with their low cost
and iiterent storage capability. Solar
ponds bn generate power whenever it is
most needed; regardless of whether the
sun is out at the time. The engineering
required is no more complicated than
for a large plumbing system.

Many of tyre solar ponds built so far
are intended to provide heat rather than
power. This is the most efficient use of
the technology since the ponds do not
reach very ,high temperatures. A -2,000-
square-meter pond built in 197§ in Mia-
misburg, Ohio, provides heat for a mu-

pond heats a storage bUilding near Flag-
staff, Arizona. But these ponds can also
generate power by conveying the hot
water' to a heat thgine. Although ineffi-
cient compared with other solar- electric
gen&rators, solar ponds are also much
less expensive than the other technolo:
gigs discussed bet,e,s5

,SZliir ponds can generate power
whenever it is most needed, regard-
less of whether the sun is out at the
time.

In theory, solar ands can be built al-
most anywhere-4 n4Nral one has even
been discovered in Antarcticabut they
will be most feasible in areas with
unused land, lots of sunlight, and natu-
rally occurring salt,lakes, marshes, of dry
lake beds. Expenses can be reduced if
the. pond is on impermeable ground,
eliminating the need for , an artificial
liner. The world's first commercial-.size
solar pond, a '150-kilowatt system, was
built' in 1979 at Ein Bokek on the shores
of the salty Dead Sea. Two additional
ponds with a capacity of 5,000 kilowatts
were completed in 1984 that provide
power for East Jerusalem at 10-14 per
kilowatt-hour. (Again, see Table 8-5.) 1s-:
raeli researchers are confident that solar
ponds are competitive with virtually any
other power source in their fossil-fuel-
short country. -Projects on the drawing
board could produce as much as 2,000
megawatts from solar ponds by the end
of the century, increasing the caintry's
generating capacity by 75 percent.56

The United States has approximately
a,dozen solar ponds, most of them small,
experimental projects designed to test
the technology or to heat greenhouses
or hog barns. The best natural locations

nieipal swimming pool and recreation 1-vare near the Great Salt Lake in Utah arid
building. And an 800-square-meter ( 'the Salton Sea in California. A study

a
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funded by the Department of Energy in
the late seventies found that a. 600 -
kilowatt solar pond near the Salton Sea
was feasible. Although the U.S. Govern-
ment has not pursued this, the Israeli
company designing the Dead Sea project
has. begun working on a 48-megawatt
solar pond near the Salton Sea. South:
ern California Edison has agreed to pur-
chase the powermainly at times of
peak demand. The Israeli company is
also considering a large project in
Utah.*

Australia has been researching soar
ponds since the sixties.but only has a few
small ones in operation. The most nota-
ble is a 2,000-square-meter project near
Alice Springs. a' remote area where en-
ergy costs are high. It produces 20 kilo-
watts of electricity. Other countries with
experimental solar ponds include Brazil,
India, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. The
success or failure of the-large projects in
Israel and the United States is likely to
influence the speed_.4th which other
countries proceed.587,..

A study by Frost & a consult-
ing firm in the United States, projects
that worldwide solar-pond epittrating
capacity yvill reach 400 megawatts in
0000 and 3,500 megawatts by 2010.
Even with this rapid owth. is.unlikely
that solar ponds w provide power in
more than a few local nis by the end of
the century; In most areas,. low-cost
land, water, and are not available,
and other solar energy technologies will

A probably be more feasible."
Solar thermal pOwer techriplogies .are

evolving too rapidly to make-firm predic-
tions. Based on the cost estimates note
available it seems likely that some form
of solar Thermal electric generation will
become common in sunny regions by the
end of the century. Frost & Sullivan' pro-
jects that the solar thermal technologies
other than ponds will provide 1,200
megawatts of power in the year 2000 and
10,000. megawatts by 2010. But solar

r
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thermal power plants arc land-intensive,
requiring six to eight acres per .mega-
watt. Although this is only a small con-
straint in the desert regions where solar
thermal power is most feasible, these
systems also need lots of water, a major
limitation. Parabolic dishes and solar
ponds vpear to have the most promise,
largely fiecause they are small technolo-
gies that can be built rapidly and in
stages and are already being commer-
cialized."

ALCOII01, FUELS

A replacement for the last quantities of
petroleum that run the world's motor
vehicles has been one of the frost elusive
goals of researchers and energy plan-
ners. From oil shale to propane, from
hydrogen to jojoba oil, the list of alterna-
tivi; could fill a chemist's textbook.
Among the various options, alcohol
fuels derived from biological materials
show the most promise. Although little
ethanol (ethyl alcohol) was used as a fuel
in 1974, over 70- million barrels were
burned in automobiles in 1984. And in
Brazilsepianol now accounts for 43 per-
cent of automotive fuel consumption.
Althongh no other,country comes close
to this, alcohol-fuel use is growing in at
least a dozen nations, with everything
from corn tO:, sugar beets and cheese
whey being used as a feedNtock. Alcohol
is likely to play a significant role in pow-
ering the vtorld's automobileswith
major implications for national cnergy
balances, employment, income distribu-
tion,, and food .availability.

Alcohol actually predates gasoline as
an autOmotive fuel. The first internal -
combustion engineburned puce ethanol
and Henry. Ford designed Phis engines to
run on either gasoline or ethanol by sim-
ply adjusting the carbureto. In France,

204
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.gasoline and alcohol were used abTt
equally at the turn of the century. From
World War..I through the thirties, al-
coholiaowered cars were 'common in
Australia, Brazil, Cuba, and various
European countries, thanks in part to
the influence of farmers who sought to
assure markets for their crops."

In Brazil, ethanol now accounts for
43 percent of automotive fuel con-
sumption.

Alcohol producti6n is a relative sim-
ple process. Sugars. are fermcnte using
the enzymes produced by a kind of yeast,
and .the result is a combing ion of
ethanol, water, and marketable carbon

' dioxide gas: Sugarcane, sugar beets, and
sorghum are direct sources- of the neces-
sartraugars. Using -a more complicated
process,_ starches from corn-, and other

ns or from cassava, a root crop,s-ean
lir converted to .sugars and er-
meiled.*

Irk dip tnid-seventies, .Brazil launched
the world's most aibbitioui effort to re-
duce dependence on imported petro-
leum. The country is a major sugar ex-
porter and ethanol derived from
sugarcane is viewed as a way to reduce
oil imports and prop 'hp sugar prices,
both helpful in reducing the country's
$90-billion foreign debt. Beginning in
1975 the Brazilian Government's Proal-
cool program offered incentives for al-
cohol-fuel production. Since the country
had excess distillery capacity and a long
history of gasohol use, the new fuel
caught on almost immediptely.62

The Brazilian Government has gradu-
ally. raised its commitment to alcohol
fuels, providing low-interest loans, for
example, to industrialists who build new
sugar an*distilleries. By heavily
taxing gasoline gut not ethanol, the goy-

.

anment keeps the latter at less than
$1.50 per gallon, 'comparetvitli $2.40

. for gasoline. Over 300 disc have
been built and' another 100' are wailer
construction. The program relies largely
on domestic technology and financing,
but Loans from abroad, including $250
million from the World Moak, have pro-
vieled support. So far, the government
has spent. $4.5 billion on the Proalcool

. prognint.63
au

\
automobileIns1979 Brazil's tomotlile manufacT

turers signed an agreement with the gov-
ernment that required them to build cars
designed to run on pure alcohol. (Such
cars are exempt from the country's val-
ue-added cal.) Almost three quarters of
the cars,' gee in 1983 run on pure alco-
hol, and therkrare now over 1.2 million
such cars'out of a total fleet of 10 million.
(See Table 8-1i.) The other 9 million at-
tomobiles use a gasohol mixture that is
23 percent ethanol." -, i

hol
produced 57 million barrels of

hol fuel in 1984up from 2 million-
Is in 1976. (See Table 8-7.) This
(ions program, to. gether with recent

oil 'discoveries, has helped Brazil cut its
oil imports in half since ,1978. The coun-
try plans to triple production of alcohol
fuel by .1993, which combined withrsuc-
cesrs in oil exploration might allow
Brazil to retch its goal of importing no
oil for cars by the early nineti6.65

No program of this size is without
costs. Competition between food and

Table 8.6, Brazil: Sales of 'Grotto! and
Alcohol Vehicles, 1980-83

Year GaSohol Vehicles Alcohol Vehicles

1980 775,000 241,000
1981 496,000 137,000
1982 452,000 234,000
1983 212,000 590,000

SOURCE: Howard Geller, "Ethanol from Sugarcane
in Brazil, "in Annual Revie.w3, 1110, Annual Review
of Energy, Vol. 10 Wald' Alto, Calif.: forthcoming),

1
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Table 8-7. Alcohol-Fuel Production and Use, Brazil and the Vnited States, 197

Yeor,,

United S6tes

.Production -Use
Share of

Auto. Fuel

1976
1977

(million barrels) (percent)

-1978 0.3 0.6 0.02
1979 0.5 l t2 0.05
1980 0.9 1.9 0.08
1981 1.8 2.0 0.09
1982 5.0 !rk.5 0.24..
1983 8.9 10.3 0.45
19841 10.0 12.0 0.52

Brazil

.191)

4

Production
Share of

Use AM() litter

(million barrels)

2.0
6.2

12.5
19.6

23-.9

47.7
57.2

1.1

4.0
95

14.1
16.9
16.0
23.3
39.0
47.0

(percent)

1.0
3.8
8.4

12.2
16.3
16.1
22.5
35.7
43.0-

'Estimated.
sotiRcir.: Wokidwatch Institute, based on unpublished
D.C., 1984.

fuel.crops is of particular concern since
sugarcane is being grown on some of the
country's richest farmland. A hectare of
land that feeds five people if used for rice
cultivation yields only enough sugarcane
to run one automobile. Attempts are
being made to encourage the planting of
sugarcane on marginal land, but
whether they will be effective given the
political power of wealthy sugar growers
is uncertain. The acreage devoted to
subsidized export crops-soybeans used
as livestock feed in Europe as well as
sugar-is growing rapidly. ,Brazil is los-
ing the small farms that supply local veg-
etable and dairy markets. Many of these
farmers are being forced to move to the
marginal soils of the newly cleared Arna-

.zon Basin. Bruit has millions of poor
people with little chance of competing
with subsidized crops, in their daily

A struggle for food. The resulting
inequalities and hardship could well out-
weigh the economic benefits of the alco-
hol program."

A barrel of gasoline refined domesti-
cally from imported crude oil costs
about $41, in Brazil, whereas alcohol
costs $50-55'per barrel. Only a comph-

to from Information Resources Inc., Washington.

sated array- of government subsidies
ads mot(Irists to fill up with ethanol.
t an anasis by Howard Geller of the

Am rican--ecrtincil for an Energy-
Efficient Economy shir,vs that the extra
interest payments on the country's debt
that result from importing petroleum in
effect cancel out oil's cost advantage.
And Geller: believes that the cost of pro-
ducing ethanol is no higher than that of
domestic oil exploration, extraction, and
refining...Moreover, the alcohol-fuel pro-
gram-has (die important secondary effect ,

of stimulating industrial 'development,
Sugarcane cultivation and alcohol pro-
duction are labor-intensive, and about a
half-million new full-time jobs have been
created.67

In recent years smaller alcohol-fuel
programs have sprung up around the
world, roughly tracing the tropical sug,,
arcane belt. Latin American countries
with programs that should be able to
produce Sizable quantities in the fliture
include Costa Rica, Cuba, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Paraguay, and several Carib-
bean islands. Cuba is the leading pro-
dUcer outside Brazil, with the capacity
to produce over three million barrels

ask
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of ethanol each year."
;Zimbabwe is another major sugar

g'ower that has Begun using some of its
cane for alcohol prodtktion. One facility
pow produces_ 00,000 barrels per year
not much by world standairds, but
enough to supply. 12-15 percent of the
country's automotive fuel and reduce
the oil import bill. Additional plants are
being bnilt. Kenya also has a cane-based
alcoholtfuel plant that uses a Brazilian
*sign and was . financed by European
aid agencies. The Mehta plant produces
138,000 barrels of alcohol per year, but
because it is expensive and unreliable,
the government has delayed plans for
additional plants. The World Bank is
funding an alcohol-fitel facility in Mali
and considering one in Zambia, Major
reliance On alcohol Inds in Africa is not
likely in the near (inure, however. The
continent's massive food deficits and
economic problems make it doubdid
that land and financial resources should
be devoted' to fuel production.69

Several Asian -countriesincluding
China, India, Indonesia, and Malaysia
have substantial sugarcane crops that
could be distilled into alcohol fuel. n-
donesia has two small operating plants,.,
and the Philippines and Sri Lanka are
producipg limited amounts of fuel in
pilot facilities. Although alcohol-fuel use
is likely to expand somewhat in develop-
ing countries, manyonce-ambitious pro-
grams have been put on hold in the past
few yearso due to financial difficulties.
Major efforts to imitate the Brazilian
program would be difficult and possibly
counterproductive. Most countries lack
stifficient fertile flind to expand cane
production greatly without cuWng into
food supplies. Efforts to cultivate cas-
sava and other tropical plantsewhich can
be. grown by small holders on Marginal
lands, are essentiaf if alcohol fuel is to
make a significant contribution in most
of the Third.World.79

Alcohol-fuel programs in temperate
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(*bunnies arc of necessity far different
' fromthose in the tropics. Btmse sugar-

cane cannot be grown there, other feed-
stocks and productitn processes must be
used. To date, common grain crops Nave
been ti4e most popular temperate-zone
feedstocks. Ninety-five percent of U.S.
alcohol fuel comes from Corn, for exam-
ple, and the rest from a mixture of
wheat, barley, ottu4 grains, and agricul
tural ivastes. The carbohydr!tte or starch
from the grains is heated until it breaks
down into simpler sugars. Research into
more-efficient and cheaper ways to pro-
duce/ethanol arc being undertaken in
ma.* grain - producing countries such as
Argentina, Australia, and France."

In the United States, the use of alcohol
fuel has grown rapidly since the first gov-
ernment incentives were enacted in
1979. Gasohol Is now exempt from the
5v-per-gallon federal gasoline tax and
from similar levies in ever 30 states. In
addition, the U.S. Department &Energy
and several state Departments of Energy
ttid Agriculture have loan guarantee and
cost-sharing programs to encoufage the
building of alcohol-production. facilities.
.Based on average corn prices and the
sale of the residues for livestock feed,
ethanol is now produced at a wholesale
cost of $1.30 per gallon, compared with
94c713er gallon for high-octane unleaded
gasoline.72

Ethanol production in (he United
States rose from 900,000 barrels in 1980
t.6 0 million. in 1984. (See Table 8-8.)
Although the goal set by Congress of 48
million barrels by 1985 will not be met,
production has increased more than
fivefold since, 1981. Today approxi-
mately. 5 percent of the "gasoline" rid
in the country is actually a 14 TM
ethanol-gasoline blend. In Indiana -And
some other farm states, an estimated one
third of the fuel sold is part alcohol.
Whereas in '1980 the "gasohol" label
was proudly displayed as a show of inde-
pendence from imported oil, most gas°-

.

1
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hol is now marketed as a hiih-octane uti-
leaded filet that improves engine per-
forinance. Demand has outstrippell sup-
ply, and ethanol imported from Brazil
serves 15 percent of the American mar-
ket despite steep import auties-
60v per gallon."

By mid-1984 there were about 150
major ethanol plants in operation, many
smaller on-farm plants, and -dozens, of
others being planned or built. Dominat
ing the industry is Archer-Daniels -Midi
land, one of the world's largest gram
companies, but Many small cT'Otre-
preneurial firms are entering the busi-
ness. One is the Ultrasystems Company,
which is building the Dawn-Enterprises
alcohol plant in North Dakota, sched-
uled for completion in 1985. Located in
a rich barley-growing region close to
abundant supplies of cheap lignite coal;
the plant is designed to minimize the.two
dominant costs of alcohol production-=
feedstock and fuel. The facility will pro-
duce 741,000 barrel's ofalcohol each year
as well as distillers' grain to be sold to
liveStock operations and carbon dioxide'
to the carbonated beverage industily. A
smaller, .3,000-barel plant in Califor-
nia's Central Valley uses waste. from a
cheese factory to produce ethanol and
animal feed. Another in Vermont uses
_Table 8 -8. United Stately Production of

Alcohol fliel FrOm Corn, 1980-84

Area
Year Corn Used in Corn

Alcohol
Fuel

Pro8uced

(million . (thousand
bushels) hectares)

(million
barrels)

1980 c 15 . 57 0.9
1981 35 134 1.8
1982 80 308 5.0
1983 .135 518 8.9
1984 160 615 10.0

souliczs: Worldwatch Institute estimates based on
unpublished data from U.S. Department of Agri-
culture.
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corn tis feedstock and wood, pellets as
fuel to produce alcohol for upstate New
York fuel bleaders.74

'The prospects for alcoldd fuels were
enhanced in .1984- when the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA)
proposed the virtual efirradation of lead
from gasoline by 1986. Lead has -been a
conimon additive for decaAestecause it
inexpensively raises octane and makes
gasoline burn more evenly in high-com-
pression engines. Although American
cats have been designed to run on un-
leaded' fuel since the mid-seventies,
many motorists have dismantled their
cars' anti-pollution devices and continue
to purchase leaded gas. EPA has decided
that a further crackdown is " essential in
order to protect public health. StiNkes
show that ethanol added at the refinery
is not only the cheapest alternative
means bf boosting octane, it is a way to
raise the overall efficiency of the refi-
nery; It is difficult to know how the refin-
ing industry will respond to the new
standards, but demand for ethanol will
probably rise and bid up prices,. leading
to new distillery construction. A Wash-
ington,. D.C., consultirig firm projects.
that annual ethanol use will reach 120
million barrels by the dincties, over 10
times the 1984 level. Lialf of U.S. au-
tomobile k could be running on alcohol
blends,"

The U.S. alcohol-fuel industr'y has
been criticized on a variety tof grounds,

, including its net energy efficiency and its
impact on wo d food prices. Histori-
cally, disti eries have relied on natural
gas as a fu I:Combining this energy re-
quirement % ith the fuel used to cultivate -
corn led some analysts to conclude that
the ethanol energyeyield is less than the
energy input. An authoritative 1982 U.S.
Department of jAgriculture study largely
laid these _fears to rest, however, by
showing a-net energy yield of 1:5 to 1 for
recently completed ethanol plants using
modern technology. Moreover, most of

2 0.8
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these new facilities are ftieled coal,
lignite, or woodless-valuable .filels
thhrt the ethanol that is produced. ktkt
current fuel prices there ta ample incen-
tive- to maximize the energy yield."'

AS, in Brazil, the farm 'sector in the
United States .is a strong proponent of
alcohol fuels, Viewing them as a way of
boosting demand for corn and other
grains and thus keeping Prices high. The
alcohol produced in 1984 required
about 160 million bushels of corn-2
percent of the country's crop. Although
not enough to affect food prices signifir
cantly, that will not be true for long
given the rate of expansion. Major U.S.
reliance on alcohol fuel derived from
food grains would almost certainly have
an impact on, the World grain market, in
which the United States is the dominant
exporter. Diverting the entire U.S. corn
crop (30 percent of the world total) to
alcohol production would fuel just one
fourth of the nation's cars. Heavy
ante on alcohol fuel will only be possible
if much of the feed value of the crops can
be retained in the residue left after alco-
hol production and.if new crops and ag-
ricultural wastes are able to play an im-
portant role.77

Mttor U.S. reliance on alcohol fuel
derived from food grains would al-
most certainly have an impact on itthe world grain market.

A study by the Center for the Biology
of Natural Systems concludes that a shift
from the corn-soybean crop rivix now
typical in the U.S. Midwest to a corn-

. sugar beet mix would allow farmers to
produce as 'much high- protein animal
feed. as before and also provide feed-
stock for alcohol production. The C.eri-.
ter estimates that if this scheme were
adopted throughout the Midwest, the

yield in 1995 would be i00 million bar-
rels of vthailol, which is a quarter of cur-
rent annual gasoline use." Although it is
doubtful that land and water resources
are sufficient to allow such a drastic shift,
rising petroleum costs should quite nat.
wally lead to eftbas to maximize the en-
ergy as well as the food yield of the
world's cropland, .

Qtcsearchers have only begun to ex-
plorc, the potential, of currently un-
derused crops as feedstocks, but .many
appear tot .have highel alcohol yields
than those now used. The jerunlem arti-
choke is one promising possibility. This
perennial grows in awide range of soils
and climates 'and produces sugars that,
can be used directly for alcohol ,produc-
tion. It yields filmost twice as ranch
hol per hectare as ,corn, but because the
jerusalem artichoke has been of little
commercial importance in the past; it
will take time 'for it to be widely ad-
tivated. Sweet sorghum and sudan
grasses are temperate-zone crops that
produce sugars that can be used for alco-
hol 'production. Potatoes are prolific
producers of carbohydrates and could
become a fuel crop. And renewed inter-
est in alcohol fuel coincides ,.with the
emergeirice of biotechnology, which may
help develop new crop varieties more
suited to 'alcohol production."

Wood, grasses, and other cellulose-
based materials art abundant and Bail be
grown on much less fertile or well-
watered land than most food crops. Cel-
lulose, like carbohydrates, can be broken
down. into simple sugars for distillation
into ethanol, but the cellulosic bonds are
far stronger and cannot be dissolved by
simple heating. Acid hydrolysis and en-
zyrriatic hydro ysis are the two chemical
processes that researchers believe have
the most promise- as cellulose convert-
ers, and each is being investigated. The
Soviet Union has 40 acid hydrolysis
plants using wood feedstock, and Brazil
is applying the same technology to con-
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vert eucalyptus wood into lignin - -used
for coke productionand,sugars. Other
countrieg conducting resonrch on this
sipproacR include France, .Japan, New
Zealand, and the United States. Ed-
zywnisic hydrolysis, a biochemical pro-
cess-, is.more problematic; it is being re-
searched extensively in the United States
and Canada and may soon be pilot
testetts°

Also important is finding ways to pro-

U.S. Offiee of Technology, Assessment
estimates that wood. costirig $30 a-ton
can be converted to methanol for $ IM)
a gallon. Given the fuel's low energy

'' content, this is far too expensive to make
it competitive, but researchers in Brazil,
Canada, France, New Zealand,. Norway,
the Philippines, and elsewhere are tyork-
Mg to lower production costs. Scientists
at the U.S. Solar F.nergritesearch Insti-

. . tute have developed a gasifier that can -
dduble the'methanol yield from wood,
and Brazilian researchers report similar
results. These more advanced processes

\have not yet been proved in Commercial-
stzed plants."

Some limited use of methanol fuel has
begun. About 100 million gallons are
used in U.S. automobiles each year. The
ARCO Oil Company sells a blended gas-
oline with 5 percent me mita The fuel
has a high octane value tit some people
say their cars do not run well on it. In the
long run, engine modifications will be
re4uiredO allow automobiles to run on
fuel containing more than 10 percent
methano1.84

The CalifdEnia Energy Commission,
in conjunction with the Ford Motor
Company, has developed a fleet of 50()

. methanol-fueled cars that are used by 6
state agencies and 15 local governments.
The autos have performed well so far,
and testing by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency shows impressively low

--emissions of nitrogen Oxides and hydro-
carbons. Engines running on this fuel do,
emit formaldehyde and unburned me-
thanol,' but not in quantities that appear
to present health hazards. Brazil and
Norway have also successftilly tested me,
lhanokfueled automobiles. BM none of
these cars has yet been optimized for
methanol use, and researchers believe
that improvements in fuel efficiency and
pollutant reductions are possible. The
U.S.: Solar Encrgy Research Institute has
developed an engine that converts me-
thanol toshydrogyn and carbon monox-

s

duce alcohol fuel using waste materials.
Farmi, food processos, and miThicipitl_
dumps are good feedstock sources, but
finding the right materials and separat-
ing them from other wastes is often diffi-
cult. In the past several years small U.S.
distilleries have been set up using al-
mond hulls, cheese whey, spoiled food,
and even discarded jelly beans. Another
_avenue worth pursuing is the produCtion
of ethanol from algae, a one-celled
aquatic organism. Several biotechnology
companies working on new algae strains
and production techniques claim to be
near ccInmercialization. In one interest-
ing dovetailing of renewable technolo-
gies, a California firm plans to,use waste
heat from a- solar electric generator- to
warm its algae distillery.81

Another :alcoholmethanolcan be
produced Itom wood and other cel-
lulosic materials and appears to have
substantial ,potential as an automotive
fuel. Engihes must. be substantially
modified 0> use this fuel, since it cor-
rodes son* materials, but in the right
cars, methanol is clean-burning and effi-
cient. Though. possessing only about
'half the ,energy value of gasoline, me-
thanol's high oxygen content allows it to
be but:lied more efficiently. Methanol
can also'be produced from natural gas
anal coil, making it ,perhaps the most
versatile liquid filet being examined."

Methanol' is produced, by gasifyipg
dried wood and then. converting
thane to methanol using a catalyst. This
is a well-established technology, and the
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ide before burning it, giving antliciericy
of 30 miles per gallonclose to the filet
economy of gasoline despite methimors
lower energy content.8°

Methanol's advantages make it a likely
automotive fuel in many parts of the

1world, but its future as a "renewable'
fuel is more dubious. FOrthe foresee-
able future it alVears that natural gas
and coal will be less expensive methanol
feedstocks than wood and, otter biomass
materials. For many Oil-producing coun-
tries that are currently flaring or rein --

, jecting large quantities of natural gas for
which they have no markets, the export
of methanol fuel would be logical. And
methanol. may be the most economical
synthetic fuel for countries withyast (761
reserves. Only those that lack inexpen-
sive coal and natural gas are likely to
turn to biomass for methanol produc-
tion, -

Alcohol -fuel use will probably grow
substantially. Four the United States
alone, 'Cohn A. Houston & Associates of
New Jersey forecasts a fivefold' increase
by 1995, with ethanol use going from 2
billion to 9 billion gallons and methanol.
from 0.2 billion t.o 1.8 billion gallons.86
These projections can be considered
conservative, particularly in light of tax
incentives and more-stringent lead stan-
dards for gasoline.

But -alcohol fuels will by no means
solve the world's liquid fuel problems.
Cars currently burn about '20 million
barrels krif gasoline each day; making a
large dent in that figure will not be easy.
Improved automobile fuel efficiency is
without doubt the most economical way
to reduce gasOline consumption. Brazil,
for example, ciould now almost eliminate
gasoline use in automobiles by doubting
the efficiency of its carsat a far lower
cost than it would take to double al-
cohol-fuel pro luction. In the long run, a
sustainable tra import system will involve,
a combination of more-efficient auto-
mobiles, imp ved 'public transport-

anon, v,rid greater reliane..on renew.'
able fuels.

1

OTHER RENEWABLE ENERGY
HIGHLIGHTS ,

The atNelerated development of#renew-
able energy -sour ;_titered its second
decade in 1.984. G rnment support of
renerable eneigy haseeled off in most
countries.,; but the sir* in private in-
vestinent described in State of Olt-World-
1984 continues: Commercial develop- ,.

ment of wind power and worid-firM
mower plants. in particular isfar exceed-
ing earlier expectations. It is important
to look beyond the foirr technologies
discuSsed in 'detail in this chapter in
order to grasp renewable energy's grow-
ing contribution. .. '.

.

Worldwide geothermal generating ca-
pacity reached approxiMately. 3,40Q
megawatts at the beginning 01'4984, up
more than 20 percent frcima)/Or ear-
lier. The United States continues, ioel.us
the most geothermal energy, largely. at
the 1,300-megawatt Geysers projecGiU.,.
northern California. In the PhilippitieS,
geothermal generating capacity has, .

passed 800 megawatts and is scheduled .,
to reach 1,700 megawatts by the end-of
1985meeting 18 percent of the coun-
try's electricity needs. In Mexico, geo-
thermal capacity expanded in 1984 from
205 megawatw to 64,5 megawatts. Ac-
cording to ge\othermal analyst- Ronald
DiPippo of Southeastern Massachusetts
University, worldwide. geothermal ca-
pacity will reach 5,800 megawatts by the
end of 1985, and will exceed 10,000
megawatts before 1990. In some areas,
such as Centrhl America and Indonesia,
geothermal resources will be a principal.
source of energy.87

.
The use of wood fuel and other bin-
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mass by itiduktry, electric utilities, and
didtrict heatieg systems has expAnded
dramatically in the past few years. In the
United States alone.; over 100 biomass -
fueled-power projects have barn started
since 1981, representing a generating
capacity of 1,800 megawatts. The proj-
ects are spread throughout the country.
Although wood Cud has long been an
important energy -source for the forest
products industry, most of the recent
projects- were Undertaken by indepen-
dent,energy producers: The Philippines
has built 17 wood-fired power plants and
plans to have 60 by 1990. Meanwhile;
Sweden plans to use wood fuel for dis-
trict heating in many of its cities. Munici-
pal, industrial,' and agricultural wastes
are also serving as feedstocks for at least-
a score of recently begun small genera-
ting plants in the United States."

Solar electric generation using photo-
voltaics continues' to advance, though
not at the same pace as a few years ago.
The manufacture of solar cells grew
about 20 percent in 1984, reaching 26
megawatts of peak-power capacity.
Large generating plants continue to be
installed and are the most dynamic as-
pect of photovoltaics development. The
Sacramento Municipal Utility District in
California has completed the first mega-.
watt Of an eventual 100-megawatt photo-
voltaic system. ARCO Solar has finished
.a 6.5-megawatt project, currently the
world's largest, that provides enough
power for 2,000 homes. The United En-
ergy Corporation will complete two 8-
megawatt photiivoltaic project/5 in Cali,
fornia in 1985, and Austin, Texas, will
build a 300-kilowatt generator, the first
to be financed by a utility,"

The U.S. photovoltaics industry is still
weak financially. Earnings do not cover
research and development budgets, and
most companies lose money an es-
timated $50 million industry-wide in
1983. Faced with limited sales growth
and the prospect of soon losing solar tax
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credits, many companies retrenched in
1984. The two largest companies,
ARCO Solar and Solarex, laid off 70 and
140 workers, respectively, trimming
their marketing efforts more than their
R&D programs.1,he-japanese photovol-
taics industry, in contrast, has shown rk-
ruarkable strength And appears ready to
surpass the Americarpgindustry within a
few year. The Kyocera Company has set
up offices and assembly facilities on the
.U.S. West Coast, part of an aggressive
marketing effort; The floian Company
is building a_9-megaNiratt manufacturing
plantthe world's largest.7-and plans to
sell the resulting modules at about half
the current price."

Wind power is perhaps the world's
most rapidly developing new energy
source, and growth is centered in Cali-
fbrnia. The state's wind firm boom con-
tinued .strongly in 1984, with close to
4,700 new turbines installed. 'This
brought the total capacity. to 609 mega-
watts, almost triple the figure at the end
of 1%3. (See Table 8-9.) Wiwi farms
provided California utilities with $20-
million worth of electri'city in 1984
endigh for 40,000 ,homes. Total invest-
ment in this field amounted to almost
$700 million."

The first wind farms have been
plagued by frequent mechanical failures,
leaving large numbers of machines idle
in windy weather. But most wind farmers
appeared to be putting these problems
behind them in 1984, as redesigned and
rebuilt wind machines were installed and

.operated more reliably. The economics
of wind power are also improving. The
cost per kilowatt has fallen by almost half
in the past three years and is now less
than $1,900 per kilowatt. Although wind
farms still depend on tax credits, they
are likely to be economical without this
suppprt within a few years."

Tie California Energy Commission
estimates that the good wind sitei in the
state Can harness up to 13,000 mega-
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Table 8.9. California: Wind Farms, 1981-84

Capacity
Installed 4-

Average Average
Capacity . Cost

'Power
Generated"

(number) (megawatts) (kilowatts)

1981
1982
1983
19841-

Total

4

144
1,145
2,493
4.687

8,469

7
'64

1

.366

.609

49
56
69
78

72

vr

(dollats per
kilowatt)

kilow,att
.hours)

3,100
2,175 6-
1,960 74
1,870 250

330
"Most wind machines are installed in the last half of a given year and do not produce substantial power

until the next year, xPrehminary estimate.
swam Mike -Batham, California Energy Commission, private cominunication, December I I, 1084.

watts of power. Wall this land were de-
veloped, the state would get roughly--
twice as much energy from the wind as
from nuclear power. Wind farms will

'also have an effect,on land use. Prirri
sites in San Gorgonio Pass produce be-
tween $12,000 and $15,000 of electricity
per acre in addition to the $20-30 the
land earns for cattle grazing. (Prime
midwestern farmland planted in corn, bxi,
comparison, yields up to $400 per acre
per year)"

Although over 90 percent of the U.S.
wind farms are in California, the tech-
nology is spreading rapidly. Commercial
farms have been installed in Hawaii,
Montana, New York, and OregortOnter-
nationally, Denmark, the Netherlands,
and Sweden are now planning wind
farms, aird several other countries have
major research programs. Wind farms
are also being considered in some devel-
oping Countries, particularly islands and
coastal areas in the trade wind belt.
Some developers see California as little
more than a proving ground before they
tap the Third World market.94

Renewable energy sources are ex-
panding far faster than most energy
policymakers realize, In the United
States, for example, renewable energy
growth has outpaced that of conven-

tional sources since .1979 and has
reached about 10 percent of the national
energy budget. Nuclear power, in con-
trast,, provide 15 percent. Yet the U.S.
Department of Energy ignores or un-
derestimates renewable energy in most
of its statistical reports.95

Prime sites produce between $12,-
000 and $15,000 ok electricity per
acre in addition to the $20-30 the
land earns for cattle feitizing.

Most striking is the growing contribu-
tion of renewable energy to electricity
generation in the United States. Exclud-
ing large hydropower, almost 5,000-
megawatts worth of renewable electric-
ity projects have been started since
1980, while coal and nuclear plant can-
cellations outstripped new Orders by a
substantial margih. California, where
Most of the new projects aregipncen-
trated, is likely to get one quariii..of its
el7ti-lcity from renewable* within five
years."

If there is one lesson to emerge froin
a decade of development, it is that
efforts to make long-range forecasts
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about such rapidly evolving technolo-
gies are pointless. Solar central receivers
have languiAed despite hundred-mil-
lion-dollar development programs and
the6est efforts of engineers. Wind farms
relying on small wind machines have
surpassed the projections Oran plan-
ners, as has the use of wood fuel. Per-
haps the best thing that government
planner's cRuld do would be to stop try-
ing to pick the most 6rbmising new en-
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ergy technologies in advance and in-
steN create a level playinl field on

renewable and conventional
sources' can compete economically. Al-
though the exact pattern of future devel-
opment is unclear, improved efficiency
*and renewable energy appear ready td
form the foundation Of- a More sustain-
able and less environmentally disruptive
energy system at the turn of the century.
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St4ing
Population Growth

Lester R. Brown

Tfie world of the mid-eighties is a world
of stark demographic contrasts. Varia-
tions in fertility among countries have
never been wider. Some populations
change little in size from year to year or
decline slightly while others are ex-
periencing the fastest growth ever re-
corded, The populations of West Ger-
many and Hungary are slowly declining
in size, for example, while those of
Kenya and Syria are doubling in less
than 20 years

These disparities are placing great
stress oh the international economic sys-
tem and on national political strictures.
Runaway population growth is inclirectl
fueling the debt crisis by increasing the
need for imported food and other basic
commodities. Low-fertility countries are
food aid donors: high-fertility cimnoies,
the recipients, Nations with low fertility
are invariably the lenders; those with
high fertility, the borrowers. In most
countries with high fertility, food pro- .

duction per person is either stagnant or
declining.

Population policy is moving to the top

of agendas. of national governments and -

international development agencies. In
tiT President's,foreword to the World De-
vevetopment Report 1984, the first' of the
World Bank's annual reports to high-
light this issue, Ai W. Clausen observes
that '3opulationkrowth does not pro-
vide* the drama of flancial crisis or polit-
ical upheaval but its significance for
shaping the world of our children and
grandchildren is at least as great,"2

FROM BUCHAREST T
MEXICCi CelrY

In the late summer of 1984, worl atten-
tion focused on this pressing pro lem as
the U.N. International Confe nce on
Poptilatidn convened in -Me o City.
The occasion was the tenth an iversary
of the U.N.'s first World Population
Conference, which had been held in Bu-
charest. The official purpose of the Mex-
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iao City Conference, in which 1 9 cog . drolo
tries participate as, e N
worKpopulation plan f iiction.aloptecl in J9

ucharest. The co ram in the moods Conf
of the two gatherings could not 4iave the h

een great .

In Buc . rest, there had bee a wide
political schism etweed the rep senta-
lives of ind 'a countries, who ushed
for an increase "in Third World tinily
planning efforts; and those from vet-
°ping countries, whose leaders ar ed
that social 'and economit progress as
the keyHt6 slowing population growth.
The debate had been sustained and
sometimes vitriolic. "Development is the
best Contraceptive': became the rallying
Cry of many Third World representa-
tives.

In Mexico City this division had virtu-
ally disappeared and the mood was
Much more somber. The Mexican capi-
tal itself was ri all-too-graphic reminder

population rowth. The influA of rural
of the cons ences of failing to stem

jobless in search of work had pushed the
city's population to the bursting point.r.
Crowded, c ngested, and polluted, the
city provid d visible daily evidence of
populatio stresses. A new tone of ur-
gency could be heard in Mexico City. No
longer was it a matter of whether there
was a need to slow population growth.
The question was how: Which con-
traceptives were most effective and how
could they be'delivered to people who
needed them? And further, how can
smaller families be encouraged?

Many things have happened since Bu-
charest to foster this 'change in attitude.
The costly consequences of continuing
rapid. population growth , that had
seemed so theoretical in the 1974 debate
were becoming increasingly real for
many. Few developing countries at the
Mexico City gathering were not ex-
periencing a deterioration of their for-
ests, their soils, and their grasslands, as
well as 'a wholesale alteration of their hy-

0
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les< In -most uses fool
s etc arger than they shad been

the I.N.'s World Fpod
rence, held in ne in 1974 on

s. of the pqpulation meeting,
most~ T r l World was having ..

di fj-i lty Fxpa ding food ploduc,sion
fag-. enough tt i improve dills. More
countries were facing famine in 1984 '-
than 10 years earlier.

In Africa there had' beer( a marked
change, in attitudes toward family plan-
ning, much ILf it occurring in the early
eighties. The "frightening arithmetic",
of population growth became a cliche in
African capitals. It was :in the
economic planning commissions
the population threat surfacedinost
clearly. For.many planners struggling to
improve living conditions, -keeping up
with record rates of population growth
was a losing battle. Falling per capita
food production was now the rule, not
the exception.

The notion that development would
lower fertility in developing countries, as
it had in the industrial ones, was of little
comfort to most Third World leaders.
EconoMic and social gains brought pop-
ulation growth to a near standstill over
t centuries in Europe, but no country
triere ever faced population increases of
3 percent per year, which yields a twen-
tyfold increase per century. It was now
clear to many in the developing world
that they had perhaps two generations to
halt population growth. And that one
generation had already passed.

The economic development that was
supposed to serve as a contraceptive was
not occurring as projected. Incomes
were falling in most of Africa and Latin
America during the eighties. In their
efforts to maintain the economic growth
of the pre-1973 period, scores of Third
World countries went deeply into debt.
For most it was a tragic mistake. Several,
including Nigeria, Pet'u, and the Philip-
pines, found that over half their export

21 6
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earnings disappeared to service their
outstanding loan-ii..And.. the social
provements that were to drive the demo-
graphic transition had been replaced by
social disintegration in several coun-
tries. For national delstgat ions in Mexico
City who were faced with. debt-induced
domestic austerity programs, the slogan-
"development is the best contraceptive-

, had a hollow ring indeed.

Third World leaders are now
speaking out on the urgency of
slowing population growth.

Another source- of the changed atti-
tudes about controlling population
growth wase recent introduction of
active government programs to do so. At
the time of Bucharest, several develop-
ing countries had adopted the two-child
family as a desirable social goal. But the
notion of a one-child family as a serious
national aim had not yet .surfaced. Mid-
way between the two conferences, China
became the first country to adopt such a
program. For the Chinese, it was not
merely a slogan but the centerpiece of a
nationwide effort replete with incentives
and disincentives.3

During the interim between Bucharest
and Mexico Cit , the World Fertility Sur-
vey was als
largest sod,

.gely completed. The
ence research project

ever undertaken, it analyzed ingreat de-
tail the' attitudes toward childbearing
and family size and identified a substan-
tial unmet demand for family planning
services. It also looked at the many eco-
nomic and social influences on fertility,
considered the role of social gains in re-
diking family sizeand concluded that
improved education and employment
opportunities for women correlated
more. closely with fertility decline than
any other social indicator. The study

41.1 r--1

(

also, indirectly emphasized the difficulty
of quickly slowing population growth by
relying solely on basic economic and so-
cial changes.4

Awareness that rapid population
growth is a threat to improvements in.
the Ifriman condition is now widespread.
At Mexico City, at times the only dissent-
ing voice was that of the United States.
Speaking from a position paper that was
more ideological than analytical in con-
tent, members of the U.S. delegation ar-
gued that population growth was a neu-
tral_ phenomenon and that the key to
slowing, the growth in numbers was
deregulation and the. unleashing of mar-
ket forces. In the framework of a free
enterprise system, they claimed, such
forces would solvj the problem. Some-
what paradoxically, the United States
also pledged continuing support for
family planning. Those preparing the
statement appe rently overlooked
China's success in bringing down popu-
lation growth within an economic envi-
rynment that has been anything but free
enterprise. They also conveniently ig-
nored the fact that the country with the
lowest birth rate in the Western Hemi-
sphere, Iowa- even than the United
States, is Cuba, a centrally planned econ-
omy.5

Third World leaders are now speaking,
out on the urgency of slowing popula-
tion growth. They range from the presi
dents of Brazil and Kenya to the leading
industrialists of India: In Latin America,
the resistance of the Catholic church is
being overridden by popular opinion
and by women who demand relief from
incessant childbearing. The United Na-
tions Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA) and the World Bank are being
inundated by requests-from African gov-
ernments that want to launch family
planning programs.

The first step in solving this most basic
global problem is identifiration and
awareness. Awareness must reach the
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point where a political 'response
becomes feasible. Many .-Third World
6(741)01es are now at that point, .as'their
statements in Mexico City indicate. Per-
haps the most important was that of
Rafael Salas, the head of UNFPA' and
SecretaryT;eneral of the conference. He
went beyond urging a mere slowing of
population growth; saying !our goal is
the stabilization of global population
within the shortest period possible be-
fore the end of the next century."6

FERTILITY' TRENDS AND
PROJECTIONS

World population in 1984 totaled 4.76
billion, an increase of some 81 million in
a year. This growth-the result of 13k
million biplis and 52 million deaths--:
means the contemporary world is still in
the middle of the demographic transi-
tion, with high fertility, and compara-
tively low mortditty.7 Behind this global
generalization lie wide disparities be-
tween nations. The population sizes of a
dozen countries, all in Europe, are now
essentially stationary, neither growing
nor declining. (See Table 9- I ,) They
range from tiny Luxembourg to West
Germany, which may be on the verge of
a Jong-term decline in population size:
In a world where population stability is
now widely recognized as a goal that is
not only desirable but essential over the
longer term, the achievement of zero
population growth by this dozen coun-
tries containing 5.2 percent of the
world's population is an encouraging
beginning.

In addition, six more European coun-
tries are apprdaching zero population_
growth, with annual growth rates of 0.5.
percent or less and fertility rates well
below replacement level. In size, they go

Table 9-1. Countries At or Approaching
Zero Population Growth, 1984'

Country

Annual
. Rate of

Chang'e, Population

-sss

At /..PG2
Amsirta

(percent)

0.0 7.ce
Belgium +0.1 9.9
Dentna -0.1 5.1
East C any +0,3 16.7
flungary --0.2 10.7
Italy +0.1 56.8
Luxembourg it 0.0 OA
Norway +0.2 4.1 A

:St en 0.0 8.3 4
+0.2 6:5-

United Kingdom +0.1 55.6
Wes/ Germany -O.? 61.4

Total 243.1

Approaching Z1'C3
Bulgaria +0.3 ft9
Czechoslovakia +0.3 15.4
Finland +0.5 4.9
France +0.4 54.6
Netherlands +0.4 44.4
Romania -1-0.5 22.6

Total 120.8

'Excludes migration. 'Zero population growth
is here defined as within a range of plu's or minus
0.2 percent change in population size per year.
5Countrics with a population growth rate.of 0.5
percent per year or less with fertility below replace-
ment.
souitcr.: Worldwatcli Institute estimates.. based on
data in'United Nations, Ifoitlilv. Bulletin of Statistics;
New York. monthly.

from Finland,. with less than 5 million
ptopk, to France; 'with 55 mafiosi. Ifs
these six also cease. growing, 'they will
boost the share of the world's people
living in countries with no population

/growth to a total of 7.7 percent.
The next big Oar* in this figure is
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likely -to cont6. when none df the --three
largest industrial countriesJapan, the
United States, or the Soviet Union
reaches a stationary population. The
first two, which have both slowly grow-
ing populations and fertility rates beldiv
replacement level, are-moving in this di-
rection. In fact, Japan's current popula-
tion growth rate of less than-0.7 percent
per year and below-replacement fertility
mean that en'untry could be at or near
zero population growth by-the end f the
century. So, too, could the United
States, if it can regain control of its bor-
ders.nd iiinit immigration to that which
is legal.

This is much less likely: for the Soviet
Union, however. After a generation of
moving downwardd, tandem, birth rates
in the Unit' a es and the . Soviet
Union are now beginning to diverge-7
largely because of hi5h fertility in he
Soviet Unidn's Asian, predominantly
Muslim republics. In the European So-
viet Union, rates are similar to those in
Western. Eurdpe, either approaching or
below zero population growth. Births
and deaths in this region are essentially'
in balance. In the Asian republics, how-
ever, fertility remains highso high, in
fact, that the demographic center of
gravity is shifting eastward toward cen-
tral Asia. Indeed, in the Muslim repub-
lics birth rates are higher than in several
states in India.8

At the other end of the fertility spec-
trum are the Indian subcontinent, the
Middle East, Africa, and Latin AmericZ
Although India has made some progress
in reducing its fertility, .dropping its
growth rate to 2.2 percent per year, the
populations of Bangladesh and Pakistan
continue to expand; at 3.1 and 2.8 per-
cent respectively. The combined num-
tler of people in these three countries-
897 million in 19/32.-.--is projected to
reach 2.54 billion before it stops grow-

. ins. (See Table 9-2.) In the Middle East,
evidence of effective family planning is

2 1-9'.

-virtually nonexistent. -Annual population
grOwth,rates range from 3.2 percent iq
Iran to 3.7 percent in Syria. The pro-
eed4rorn oil exports help sustain these

71 gains in Iraq and Iran, but the
hug populations projected for the mid,-
dle of the next centul,y and beyond will
materialize after most of the oil is gone,
raising questions as'to how these people
will be supported.

The demographic prospect in Africa is
-equally bleak. As in most of the Third
World, not only is population growth
rapid, but the number of young people
reaching the age when they can have
children is far greater than ever before.
The World Bank projects that the cur-
rent populations of Ethiopia and Nigeria
will increase sevenfbld before coming to
a halt, a century or more; hence. For Nig-
eria, which is now hone to 9I million
people, the Bank projects 'an incredible
addition of 527 million--n.lore than' he
current population of the entire coAti-
nein. -

, .

he projected growthjOr North
Amerfca, all of Etiiope, and the So-
viet Union,is less than the additions
expected in either Bangladesh or

'Nigeria.

In Latin Ameiica.. some progress. is
being made in reducing fertility: Be-
tween the early sixties and the early
ties birth rates were.reduced in Braiil by
30 percent, in Colombia by 37 percent,
and in Mexico-by 20 percent. Declines of
this Magnitude in these three .Ceuntr7s7"*
which make up close to ,two thirds of
Latinpuerica's total population, are en-
couraging. Unfortunately, .i,4,141i to" many
people now under the age.40:15 (44 per-
sent of Mexico's population, for exatn-
ple), the growth mometiturn remains
strong. Wbrld Bank demographeis prb-

;11;

T;
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Table 9-2, Current Population p1 Selected Countries, With Projecdoiis to Stationary
State,

Country
Population,

1982.

Population Size
hen Stationary

it'.44ate is Achieved

(rnillon) (million)
Bangladesh 93 454
Brazil 127 304.,
China 1,008 ,1,461
Egypt 44 114
Ethiopia. 33 231 "I`

France 54 62 4'.

India 711 '1,707
Indonesia -. 153 370
Japan 118 128
Mexico 73 199

Nigeria 91 618
' Pakistan 87 377

Poland 36 49
'-'South Africa 30 123
South Korea 39 70

Soviet Union 270 377
Turtion
Unit gdont

47
56

Ill
59

United States 23.2 292
West Germany 4. 62 54

Change From
1.982 Population

(percipt)

+388
+139
+45

+159
+600 Irf"

+15
+138
+142

+8
-173

+579)
+333

4-36
+310
+79

a
+40

1:136

+26
13

sonar= World Bank, World Development Report 1989 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984).

ject that Mexieo's pophlation will nearly
triple before growth stops,9

In sum, although the population pro-
' jections for the industrial countries and

East: Asia seem reasonable enough in
terms of what local resource and life-
support systems can sustain, those for
much of the rest of the worldp do not.
Most demographers are still projecting
that world population will continue

4. growing until it reaches some 10 billion,
but that most of the 5.3 billion additional
peOple will be concentrated itl1 a, few re-
gionsprincipally the Indian 'subconti-
nent, the Middle East, Africa, and Latin
America. For example, the projected

growth for North America, all of Europe,
and the Soviet Union is less than the ad-
ditions expected in either Bangladesh or
Nigeria.")

. These projections of severalfold in-
creases in the national populations for
many Third World countries have an air
of unreality. There is considerable dis-
parity between demography and other

disciplines such as ecology, agronomy,-
and, increasingly, economics. What
demographers are projecting just does
not mesh with what ecoluists or
agronoMists are reporting. trail co9,
many countries ecological deterioration
is translating into economic decline that
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in turn_leads to social disintegration. As
outlined in Chapter 1, the result can be
a breakdown of progress and a return to
the first phase of the demographic tran-
sition: high birth rates and high death
rates:Although this will lead to a smaller
population ,size, it is presumably not a
routillgo that goal that any country would
choose to follow. The time has come to
assemble an interdisciplinary team that
can consider Otis process and make real-
iMic population projections.

SOCIAL INFLUENCES ON
FERTILITY

To assess the effects of various fertility-
reduction practices or influences,
demographers start with a base,figure of
17 births per woman as maximum fertil-
ity. This is the number of children that a
woman is biologically capable of bearing
during liter reproductive life, roughly
from age 15 to 50. Few women, of
course, ever have this many children.
Even in developing' societies with .high
fertility, the national average rarely
reaches half the maximum theoretical
potential. (See Table 9-3.)

One reason the actual number of
births, per woman in developing soci-
eties is well below the maximum possible
is that in most countries the average age
of marriage is considerably abdve the
onset of reproductive capacity. Even in
Bangladesh, where child betrothal is still
practiced and where the consummation
ofTorriagetypicaliy takes place within, a
few yeas of sexual maturity, the delay of
marriage avoids at least one birth for the
average woman. In countries further
along the development scale anti in
which the average age of marriage is
much higher, such as Colombia, Costa

O

Rica,- -and-Sri Lanka, this\ practice may
avoid as many as five births per woman.

Recognition of the role of later mar-
riages in reducing fertility and slowing
population growth has led many govern-
rmAts to raise the legal age of marriage,
although such laws are difficult to' en-
force. Among the. countries that have
attempted this are China, India, and
Tunisia. Compliance is usually beet
in countries where economic gains and
social trends are naturally bringing
about such change. IR developing
countries experiencing steady economic
improvement) the marriage age tends
to rise. In South Korea, for example,
the. averAge age of marriage for women,
which was 16,6 years in 1925, reached
nearly 24 by 1975, with most of the in-
crease coming' during the last two de-
cades.; I

Although breast-feeding was not fully
appreciated in the early days of the mod-
ern family planning movement, it too
plays an important. role' in controlling
fertility. Women who are breast-feeding
do not usually ovulate, a precaution
taken by nature to avoid the. phySiologi-
cal stress associated with lactating and
being pregnant simultaneously, Reliable
data on breast-feeding, only recently
available for number of developing
countries, show that this practice makes
its maximum contribution in the least
developed ones, where access to infant
formulas and contraception is limited. In
African 'countries, such as Ghana and
Kenya, the contraceptive effect of breast-
feeding avoids over four births The
,contribution of this practice is in-
fluenced both by how many women
nurse and by how long they cka so after
each birth. In Bangladesh, for example,
the average mother breast -fends for 29
months. This uncommonly long period
has historically played an important role
in limiting the number of children, and
still accounts for nearly seven fewer
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Table 9-37 Sources of Fertility Reduction, Selected Developing Countries
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Country

Maximum
Fertility of

Average Woman
- Actual
Fertility

Reduction from Maximum Fertility Due to

Marriage
Delay

Breast-
Feeding

Contra-
.cep

All Other
Factors

(births per woman)

Bangladesh 17 6.0 1.2 6.8 0.8 2.3
Colombia 17 4.3 4.7 1.5 4.2 2.3
Costa Rica 17 3.2 4.7 0.8 6.9 1.5
Ghana 17 6.2 2.2 4.3 0.9 3.4
Indonesia 17 4.5 . 2.6 5.2 2.5 2.1

Jordan 17 7.6 3.3 2.5 2.6 0.9
Kenya 17 7.4 I 2.7 . 0.7 2.0
Lesotho I 17 5.3 , 3.0 0.5 3.9
Mexico 17 6.3 3.4 1.8 3.4 2.0
Nepal I/ 6.1 , .1.7 6.1 0.2 2.8

Pakistan 17 6.2 2.3 4.5 0.4 3.6
Paraguay 17 4.6 4.5 . 2.0 2.7
Peru 5.4 4.7 2.7 2.8 1.5
Philippines 17 5.1 5.0 2.6 3.0 1.3
Senegal ,17 6.9 1.7 4.6 0.2 3.5

South Korea 17. 4.2 3.3 -2.6 2.2
Sri Lanka 17 3.7 5.0 r 4.3 2.3 . 1.7

Syria 17 7.5 3.4 2.8, 2.1 1.2
Thailand 17 4.6 4.0 3.9 3.5 . IA
Vqiezuela 17 4.4 4.2 1.4 5.1 2.0

SoUkce: Adapted from World Bank, World Development Report 1984 (NeW York: Oxford University Press
1984), which compiled a table from World Fertility Survey data gathered during the mid- and late seventies.

births for the average Bangladeshi
woman.

Unfoorately, breast-feeding is de-
clining 1,11F many developing countries.
For example, in Thailand the average
nursing 'period declined from 22.4
months in 1969 to 17,5 months in 1979, a
drop of over a fifth in a decade. Simi-
lar patterns can be seen in other develop-
ing countries where infant formulas are
promoted as an alternative to mother's
milk. The growing shaie of WQMC111 who
work clutside 'the home as modernization
progresso also interferes with regular

breast-feeding. Many developing coun-
try, governments are seeking to counter
th) decline in this traditional practice be-
cause the use of infant formulas, often
with unsanitary water supplies, increases
infant illness and mortality. And in indus-
trial societies breast-feeding is being en-

couraged by the medical community be-
cause at' least some authorities feel that
infants nourished this way are healthkr
and better adjusted than those who are
bottle-fed.,17 .

The contribution of contraception. to
the rducticin, of frrtility varies widely
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within the Third World. In over a half-
doien of the countries in Table 9-3 con-
traception prevents less than one birth
per woman, far less than either del4ed
Marriage or breast-feeding.Net in oth'prs
contraception plays a dominant role: In
Costa Rica, its use prevents close to
seven births. per woman. In such cays,
contraception has played a major role in
moderating population growth. If,
breast-qeding declines in frequency or.
in duration, as it has in so many cases,
contraceptive usage should increase
merely to, offset the formdr's effect on
fertility. Indeed, the slower fertility de
dine observed in some regions may be
partly attributable to a decline in breast-
feeding."

As societies modernize, the factors
controlling fertility change. At the

'broadest level, lker marriage and con-
tracepticr become more important and
the role of breast-feeding subsides. In
the final stage of the demographic tran-
sition, the mix of contraceptive practices
typically shifts away from those used for
spacing children to the more reliable
methods, such as sterilization, used to
stop having children altogether.

The social indicator that correlates
most closely with declining fertility
across the whole range of development
is the education 4f women. .The attain-
ment of literacy itself brings an initial
abrupt reduction in fertility. It declines
further as women's average education
level is progressively raised to primary
school, secondary school,, and. then col-

Paralteling this, the economic indi-
tator closely correlated with fertility de-
cline is women's participation in the paid
work force outside the home. In sod-
eties where population growth has come
to a halt, this figt\re commonly ranges
from well over 50 percent in some West
European countries to over 90 percent
in some of sbcialisi Eastern Europe for
women 'fiN their working and childbear-
ing years,"

1
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CONTRACEPTIVE PRACTICES

'The voltmtaty prevention impregna-
tion or conception is not new. One
method still widely used, for example,
even in technologically advanced indus-
trial societies is withdrawal or coitus in-
terruptus, a practice that goes back at
least a few thousand years. Contracep-
tion can be broadly grouped into three
categories: traditional practices of with-
drawal, abstinence, and rhythm; modern
reversible technologies of the oral con-
traceptive, the intrauterine device
(IUD), and barrier devices such as con-
.loms and diaphragms, which are often
used in conjunction with- spermicides;
and surgical sterilization. Also reversible
Is a fairly new hormonal injection, usu-
ally marketed wider the trade name
Depo Provera, that is being used in some
80 industrial and developing countries,.
although it is not yet approved, in the
United States. One shot provides contra-
ceptive protection for several months,
an flittportant consideration in areas
where medical personnel and goods are
in short supply."

Worldwide, sterilization protects
more couples from unwanted preg-
nancy than any other practice.

Worldwide, , sterilization protects
more couples from unwanted pregnancy
than any other practice, largely because
of its prevalence in three populous coun-
triesChina, India, and the United-
States. Oral contraceptiyes (the pill)
rank second, partly because they are ex-
tensively used in so many areas, both in-
dustrial and developing. Indeed, the pill
is the mainstay of family plamiing efforts,
in all but a handful of the countries
where contraceptiOn is commonly
used."
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Patterns of contraceptive use vary
widely among countries and do not nec-
essarily correspond with levels of devel-
opment. (See Table 9-4.) The pill, for
example, completely dominates Egypt's
family planning program: 17 of every 20
contracepting couples rely on this
method. And in Indonesia nearly 3 out
of 5 couples using contraception take
the pill. It is ironic thaw modern contra-
ceptive is so prevalent in some key devel-
oping countries at the same time that

(209)

traditional approachON, are so widely e
used in some industrial t Quntries. In
,France, for example, a third t3 . . the cou-
ples protected by contraception 'x),w use
traditional methods, such as withdrhswal.
In Poland, these older techniques Ask)
dominate the effort to limit family size:
This heavy dependence on traditional
methods in Poland and a number of
other East European countries is in part
due to the lack of modern contracep-
tives.

Table 9-4. Share of Couples Using Contraception in Sefectd Countries, By Method,

Country
Traditional
Methods' Pill

Circa 19781

IUD

Condom,
Diaphragm,
Spermicide

Sterili-
ration

(percent)
Australia 21 26 6 10
Bangladesh 3 3 1

Belgium 35 31 3 7 5
China 3 6 35 1 24
Colombia 9 19 8 5 8

Egypt 1 17 . 2
France 26 31 9 8 5
Ghana 2 2 ,,

India 3 20
Indonesia 4 16 6 2 0

Kenya 3 2 , 1
1

Mexico 9 15 7 4 7
Peru . 18 .5' 1 7 -,4 3
Poland 41 2 1. 1.3

South Kgrea I1 7 10 6 . 20

Spain 32 12 7 .
Thailand 4 22 4 7 ,16
Torkey 26 6 4 1

United States 6 23 6 14 19
United Kingdom 9. 24 6 21 15

All
Medic)*

67
8

81

69
49

.01 20
79

4

24
28.

7

42
34
57
54

51
53
40
68
.75

'Includes all women of reproductive age a9d in stable sexual union. 'Includes withdrawal, abstinence,.
rhythM, and douche.

tt smacks: MI data except for China from Ann-Larsdh, "Patterns of Contraceptive Use Around the World,"
° Population Reference Bureau, Washington, July 1981; Chjnese data from Laurie Liskin et all,

'" Vasectomy --Safe and Simple," Population Reports, ovembeiVDecernber 1983.
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Most of the data' in Table 9-4 weref

gathered from stuleys, but in a few
cases, such as India, the information
comes from familY planning service

---,agencies and hencd does not ,includej
figures on traditional or folk methods of
pregnancy preventi4n. If survey data
were available for ndia, they would
most likely show wit drawal and absti-
nence playing at leas a small role in re-
ducing fertility well blow the biological
maximum.' , .

India is unique in its ovcryhelming
dependence on sterkiation_both male
and female, largely bdcaus-e of vigorous

i .

government promotion and the failure
to provide other met4ds until recently,
such as oral contraceptives. Reportedly
five of every six couples protected by
contraception rely on sterilization. Much
of the remaining protection in India
comes from the .cond4m and IUD, al-
though the latter acquired a bad reputa-
tion during a poorly tun government
campaign in the late sixties. The empha-
sis then was on insertion, with Ifle at-
tention to follow-up. AS a result, many
women suffered complications, includ-
ing excessive menstrual bleeding and
pain. IUDs are.thus not liS widely used in
India as they arc in other developing
countries. Women in..China, in contrast,
depend heavily on IUDs, the method
chosen by half the 118 million married
women of reproductive' age who are
using contraception. Thus some 59 mitt
lion Chinese rely on IUDs to avoid un-
wanted pregnancies. Sterilization is the
second most popular method in China.

In the United States, the pill is the
mosj widely used .contraceptive, chosen
by one third of the couples who use a
method: Sterilization, both male and fe-
male, isa close secondrpromising to dis-
place the pill soon. Most of the remain-
ing one third or so of couples choose
diaphragms or IUDs. The pattern .in the
United Kingdom i* strikingly similar.

Worid 985

Cultural similaritiesincluding a corm
mon language, the regular exchange of
medical information, and the common..
press coverage. accorded research re-
ports in the two countriesmay contrib-
ute to the contraceptive usage similari-
ties.

-Hie methods -chosen in particular
countries can change overtime as gov-
ernments gain experience tn providing
family planning Services, as they,tmder-
stand couples' needs better, and as new
technologies become available. For ex-
ample, 'South KOrea's family planning
program relied heavily on IUDs until the
pill was introduced in 1968, partly be-
cause.for some,wotnen the IUD -id un-
desirable side effects. Yet the ) con-
tinued to be the dominant- technology
ehOSen until 1976, when the government
realized that 85 percent of the couples
using contraception were doing so to
stop having children entirely. This led\to
an expansion of sterilization services for
both men ar-1 women. Within a matter
of years sterilization moved to the fore-
front of South Korea's farittly, planning
program, preventing more pregnancies
than the pill and the IUD combined."

Cultural influence4 also shape contra-
ceptive usage-in ways it is often hard to
anticipate. In Iwilonesia, for instance,
the IUD isquite popular. on Bali, popu-
lated largely by Hindus.. But on Java,
with its predominantly Muslim popula-
tion, it is far less widely used. Appareritly
Balinese women are accustomed to male
child birth attendants whereas Javanese
women rely on midwives tind are thus
reluctant to have a doctor, usually a man,
insert an IUD."

.

Sterilization,' an essentially nonrevers-
ible surgical procedure, is in many Ways
an ideal technique for couples who are
certain they, do not want any more chil-
dren. At one time sterilization was lim-
ited to women, but over the last .two
decades male sterilization (vasectomy)
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has become much more common. (See
Table 9-5.) In three of-the world's most
populous countries, the number of
vasectomies has in some years ap-
proached or exceeded female steriliza-
tions. In Indite' and the United States,
vasectomies account for roughly half of
all sterilizatiohs. In. China, female sterili-
zatio s (tubectomies) arc more numer-
ous, a raging some 2.5 million'per year-
from l9 I to 1978 ,compared with 1.7
rrlillion va etomies."

In the years ahead, vasectomy is likely
to get more at*tion, One indication of
this is a conference that was held in Co-
lombo, Sri Lanka, in the fall of 1982the
first international gathering ever to be
devoted exclusively to-the subject of vas-
ectomy. Representativefsome25 coun-
tries shared information on program suc--
cesses and the potential to -term role
of vasectomy in the worldwide effort to
slow population growth. Some ported
on highly successful programs; the`eforts
of. others were just beginning.20 \s.

Although more women than men are
sterilized in most countries, interest in
vasectomy is rising in the Third World.
Where medical and economic resources
are scarce, vasectomies have an advan-
tage over female sterilizations or other

Table 9 -5. Estimated Number of Couples
Preventing Births by Vasectomy, 1983.

ountry
Couples Protected

by Vasectomy

China 1.000,000
India 12,000,000
United States 5,000,000
United Kingdom 1,100,000
All other 2,800,000

World Total 32,900,000

SOMA: L'allTte !Akin et al., "Vasectomy--Safe
and Simple," Population Report.i, November/
December 1983..

.(.2.11)

methods of fertility control, once the
desired family size is reached.'They are
a one-time procedure and are surgically
somewhat simpler to perform than fe-
male sterilization. In sonic areas
pat medics have been drawn into the
program. At the Colombo mo\eting, A.
Latif Mick. of Pakistan argued that "in
rural Pakistan, there is a shortage of doc-
tors, and one has to decide on priorities.
Some of the paraiiiedics could probably
do vasectomies better than physicians
because they 'paramedics] are trained
only in that."" Male sterilizations are
also a good way to involve men in faniily
planning programs. M.A.B. Mustafa, a
Khartoum gynecologist, observed at the
conference that "about six years ago, I
came to the conclusion that if family
planning is to be effective in the Sudan,
men must be involved and a vasectomy
program included. ""

Even while, international attention is
focusing more on the potential role of
vasectomy, some countries that have
successful sterilization programs for
both sexes have noted a shift back to-
ward greater reliance on female surgery.
In part this is due to men's resistance to
vasectonw and reluctance to be involved
in family planning. It alst stems from
to new techniques for fetiliale steriliza-
tion, laparoscopy minilaparotomy,
both perfected .cluring the seventies. A
laparoscopy requires only a small ab-
dominal incisipn, large enough to insert
a laparoscope that is used to cut and
then tie the woman's fallopian tubes: A
minilaparotomy requires an even
smaller incision. With both of these rela-
tively new methods, female steriliza-
tions, like male ones, can be performed
with local anesthetic and on an outpa-
tient basis. Because family planning pro=
grams in so many countries are oriented
more toward women than men, laparos-
copy and minilaparotomy have quickly
become popular.23
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.ADVANCES IN
CONTRACEPTIVE

TECHNOLOGY

Since the pill was developed in the late
fifties and the IUD became important in
the mid-sixties, few completely new con-
traceptives have been introduced. How-
ever, there have been a number of im-
portant innovations in birth control
technology during the 20 years'. 'Exam-
ples include injectable steroids like
Depo Prove.ra and implantable steroid-
releasing devices, the two female sterili-
zation procedures' just desfettbed and
improved means of pregnancy termina-
tion thrOugh menstrual regulation or

of the World-1985

prostaglandins.
Of course, advances in contraceptive

technology are not essential to Mowing
population growthas a number of
countries, both industrial alirdevelop-
ing, have demonstrated. Indeed, tradi-
tional societies maintained a stationary
Population size relying only on tradi-
tional techniques. But the rapid growth
now confronting the world community,
and the frightening rates still facing
some Third World countries, argue for
effective family planning programs.
Their effectiveness in ,turn depends on
providing as many different birth *Iwo'
methods as possible. For developing
countries, the primary concerns are that
contraceptives are safe, inexpensive,
simple to use, and depend little on medi-
cal personne1.11

Beyond this pressing societal need,
the varying individual situations of Mil-
lions of couples around the world call for
increasing the range of contraceptives
available. No one method is appropriate
for all couples or for any one person's
entire reproductive life. In some
stances the object is to postpone preg-
nancy until well beyond the initiation of
sexual activity. In other situations con-

,

traceptives are used to space the birth of

rodo cj. a-)
Ar.

children. And sometimes, when no ratire
children are desired, the goal is to pre-
vent pregnancy completely.

Developinra new female contracep-
tive may take 10-20 years and cost up to
$50 nuihon. Reproductive physiologists
estimate that it will probably take even.
longer to develop an entirely new male
contrateptive, simply because less re-
se arch has been done on the nude repro-
ductive system. Any new product must
be carefullytested before-it is approved
by any national governments. In addi-
tion, the criteria for testing and approv-
ing new contraceptives vary from coun-0
try to country. These financial and
regulatory hurdles have discouraged the
private sector fc-sanazaoving ahead as vig-
orously as might be socially desired.26

Nevertheless, although it is under-
funded, research on new methods is
moving ahead on several fronts. Among
the 'public-sector agencies actively en-
gaged in this new field are the World
Health Organiiation; the National insti-
tute of Child Health and Human Devel,-
opment in the United States; India's
Council for Medical Research; the Popu-
lation Council, supported by U.S. foun-
dations and the Agency for International
Development (AID); and the Program
for Applied Research on Fertility Regu-
lation and Family Health International,
both supported heavily by AID. Some
efforts are intended to improve existing
contraceptives., others are pursuing en-
tirely new lines of research. (See Table
9-6.) Over the next decade or so, a new
generation of contraceptives is expected
to reach the marketplace. . .

One technological advance that would
greatly increase the flexibility of existing
family planning programs is reversible
sterilization. Surgical techniques now
used. for vasectomy are highly reversible
but only within fiveyears oftheoriginal op-
eration, and sophisticated microsurgery
is required. Successful reversal of female
sterilization is too 'low lo be reliable.26

T.4
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Table 94. Prospective New or Improved
Technologies for Controlling Fertility

Likely To Be Available by 1990 tSafer oral contraceptives
Improved IUDs
'Improved barrier contrace"ptives for

women
Improved long-acting steroid injections
Improved ovulation-detection methods
Steroid implants
Steroid vaginal rings
Menses inducer to be taken for miss'

period

Could Be Available.by 1990
Monthly steroid-based contraceptive pill
New types of drug-releasing IUDs
Antipregnancy vaccine for women
Sperm-suppression contraceptives for

men
Reversible female sterilization
Simplified male and female sterilization
Self-administered menses inducer

Could Be Availabl \by 2000
Antifertility vaceide for men
Antisperin drugs for men
Ovulation prediction techniques (for use

with periodic abstinence)
New types of antiovulatiOn contraceptive

drugs for women
Drugs that clisnipt women's ovum

tranwort
Reversible male sterilization
Oharmaeologic or immunological

sterilization for men and women

sotntcz$: U,S. Office of Technology essment,
World.Potadatum and Fertility FYtinning Technologies:
The Wad Tionity Years (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government. Printing Office, 19142); George Zel.
densteirt, ',"Goniractption in the Population/
Development Ft:Nation," presented at the First
Conference or the Asiaii Forum of Parliamentari-
ans on Population'and Deyelopmenl; New DdhL
February 17-20, 1984. -

An important new contraceptive being
worked on is a pill for men that would
stippress sperm development. The Chi-\

(29)
nese, who are participating in this re:
search, accidentally discovered that men
in certain communities in China had un-
commonly low fertility. Researchers
eventually traced this phenomenon to
the use of cottonseed oil that was not
highly refined, and specifically to a sub-
stance called gossypol, a compound
found in cottonseed. Although gossypol
has some side effects, tests are Wider way
on the safety and effectiveness of a gos-
sypol-based male pill. Another male
contraceptive that could be on the mar-
ket before the end of the century is an
antifertility vaccine, which would also
greatly broaden the range of male con-
traceptive options.27

For women, there are potential ad-
vances on several fronts, including bar-
rier methods, hormonal contraceptives,
and in some instances a combination of
the two. One such combination, steroid
vaginal rings, may well be available be-
fore 1990. Another approach with con-
siderable potential i$ h self-administered
menses inducer, in effect a very early
abortion, which might be on the market
by 1.990. At the forefront is a subdermal
implant developed by Population Coun-
cil scientists that will be marketed under
the trademark NORPLANT. Consisting
of six tiny silicone rubber capsules, this
implant can be inserted under the skin of
a woman's upper apt' or forearm. Within
24 hours it starts providing protection
against pregnancy and continues to do
so for at least five years. But it can be
removed quite easily if a return to nor-
mal fertility is desired. Some 7,000
women in 14 countries have participated
infield research, demonstrating the im-

slant's effectiveness in a broad range Of
social settings, The Population Couritil
has licensed a Finnish pharmaceutical
firm to develop and market the implant,
with the stipulation that the company
must make a major distributiori, effort in
developing :;Countries."

These initiatives and prospects of new

t
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birth control methods in the next few
decades are .encouraging. Unfortu-
nately, worldwide expenditures on re-
productive research and contraceptive.
development are minuscule, so. small
that they almost get lost in the global
R&D budget. Even with the most gener-
ous accounting, they total less than $200
million per year. If we are to meet the
-challenge, especially in developing

tries, of slowing and eventually
ng population growth, far more

St be done to provide couples with
e widest possible range of contracep-

tive technologies.

Two FAMILY. ,PLANNING
GAPS

There are two major fainily planning
gaps: one between the demand for fam-
ily planning services and their availabil-
ity, and another between the societal
need to sloW population growth quickly
and the private interests of couples in
doing so. Neither will tir easy to narrow.
The first requires far greater expendi-
tures on family planning servicesan in-
crease in local clinics, trained.personnel,
information, and services. The second
gap can be eliminated only through in-
tensive public education efforts that help
people understand the social conse-
quences of continuing excessive popula-
tion growth,

Ten .years ago, at the World Popular
tion Conference in Bucharest; the as-
sembled governments took a bold step
toward reducing the gap in availability of
family planning services: They agreed it

dy was the basic human right of couples to
plan their families and to have access to
the services needed to do so. Agreeing
to this point and making the services
available . were, however, two different

things. A May 1977 Worldwatch Paper
noted that "more than half the. world's
couples go to bed each night un-
protected from unplanned preg-
nancy."" In the seven years since, the
share of couples that are now un-
protected has undoubtedly declined.
But it is still substantialonly about two
fiftlis.jof all Third World couples use
contraceptives. Excluding China, the
figure is substantially less.

Worldwide expenditures on repro-
ductive research and contraceptive
development are so small that they
almost get lost in the global R & D
budget.

The World Fertility Survey reposed
that half of. all women interviewed in the
developing world said that they wanted
no more children. (See Table 9-7.) This
is the good news. The bad news, accord-
ing to a World Bank study, is that ' any
couples who say they want no mor chil-
dren do not use contraceptionus ally
because they have poor access to m d-
erti services."

In Latin America, .61 pvcent of the
women surveyed in Mexico;69 percent
in Colombia, and 75 percent in Peru in-

- dicated that they wanted no more chil-
dren. The share of married Asian
women in this category was consistently
rather high-50 percent in Bangladesh,
49 percent in Indonesia, 68 percent in
Thailand, and 77 percent in South
Korea. Only in Africa did a decided mi-
nority of the women have this view-20
percent in Ghana, 25 percent in Kenya,
and 27 percent in the Sudan. Even in
Africa, these numbers dwarf' the.propor-
tion of women actually. practicing con-
traception, suggesting that the desire to
limit family size far outstrips the availa-
bility of family planning services.
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Table P-1. Share of Married Women
Aged 15-49 Who Want No More

Children, Selected Developing Countries,
Circa 100

Country Percent

Bangladesh 50
Colombia 69
Costa Rica 55
Ecuador 59
-Egypt 58.

Ghana 20
Indonesia 49
Ivory Coast 12
Kenya 25
Mekico' 61

Pakistan 50
Peru 75
Philippines 59
South Korea 77
Sri Lanka 67

Syria 44
Sudan" 27
Thailand 68
Tunisia. 56
Venezuela 56

sopacz: World Bank, World Developnient Report
1984. (Newt York: Oxford University Press, 1984).

There is another set of numbers that
says a great deal about the inadequacy of
current family planning efforts: the share
of women who report that they want to
practice contraception but who either
lack ready access to services or cannot
afford them. (See Table 9-8.) This group
requires no urging or further education
on the advantages of .family planning.
They are women who arc convinced of
the need to limit their family size.

In Kenya, for example, 8 percent of
the women report an- unmet need for
contraceptive services, versus 7 percent
who already use contraception. So
merely making services mo4available in

vv
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Kenya could double the number practic-
ing family planning. Sin" iilarly, in Thai-.
land, where 53 percent of the women
already rely on contraception, an addi-
tional 14 percent report they would do
so if affordable services were conven'
iently available. Expanding the family
planning program in Thailand would
raise the number of women using con-
traception by nearly a quarter and could
reduce the crude birth rate by at least a
few points, moving that' country even
loser toward eventual population sta-

bility. And in Bangladesh, which has one
of the highest percentages of unmet
need for contraception, 26 percent of all
married women would use contracep-
tion if Oven the opportunity to do so.
This figure is especially significant be-
cause it is three times as large as the 8
percent reporting current contraceptive
use,

One step governments can take to in-
crease the availability in many countries
is to eliminate existing restrictions on
contraceptive use. For example, when
Turkey repealed a law banning steriliza-
tion, it opened up a whole new area in
the country's family planning program.
And when the Indian -medical commu-
nity finally agreed the, pill could be pro-
moted, some 23 years after it had first
been introduced in'the country, Indian
couples had a. valuable new contracep-
tive for spacing their children and a use-
ful complement to the sterilization pro-
grams that Currently dominate the
national family planning program."1

Another important initiative is greater
reliance on paramedics. At the Colombo
conference on the role of vasectomy,
Phaitun Gojaseni of Thailand observed
that "we need widecoverage for a family
planning program, and paramedics are
better than nothing."' Although the
Medical profession sometimes resists,
more and more governments are. recog-
nizing that getting the brakes on popula-
tion growth quickly will require the ex-
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Table 9-8. Unmet Need for
-Contraception Among Married Women,

Aged 15-49, Selected Developing
Countries, Circa 1980

Country

Bangladesh
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Egypt

Ghana
Indonesia
Kenya
Mexico
Nepal

Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
South Korea
Sri Lanka

Syria
Sudan
Thailand
Tunisia
Venezuela.

Percent'

26
16
,8
20
17

6
12

8
18
24

22
27
20
23
24

11

8
14.

to
16

'Average of high and low estimates.
sOttac: World Bank, World Development Report
1984 (New York: Oxford University Press: 1984).

tensive use of paramedics or "barefoot
,

doctors."
All too often women who are denied

access to contraceptive service's turn to
abortion to limit the size of their. fami-
lies. Indeed, in many countries the ex-
tent of reliance on abortion, legal or
legal, is an index of this family planning
gapdyhere services providing safe, reli-
ablelontraceptives are widely available
and easily affordable, induced abortion
rates are typically much lower than else:
where. In other countries, abort* has
become an important birth control tech-
nologynot for avoiding pregnancies

but for avoiding birth
Rougldy a tenth of le world's 4.76

billion people live in countries where
abortion is totally prohibited. About one
fifth live where abortion is permitted
only to save a woman's life. And for
roughly one quarter of the world abor-
tions are legally available on at least lim-
ited grounds, such as threat to the
woman's health, adverse social condi-
tions, or extreme economic circum-
stances. As a rule, these conditions are
interpreted rather liberally. In the re-
maining countries, which contain close
to half the world's people, abortion is
freely available.33

Although there is no systematic inter-
national reporting of data on either in-
duced, or spontaneous abortions, schol-
ars such as the late Christopher Tietze
have assiduously 'FbIlected numbers on
induced abortions for many countries.
(See Table 9-9,) According to figures
gathered by the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, .abortioni in the
United States, which, clinibed steadily
following legalization by a Supreme
Courk decision in 1973; appear to have
leveled off since 1980.34

In Latin Arnerica, abortion is widely
practiced, though mostly illegally. In
Cuba, however, where it is legal, the
number of abortions apparently ap-
proaches that of live births; In some East
European countries', such as Hungary,
abortions exceeded live birthi from
1959 through 1973. A similar situation
existed in Romania from the late fifties
through 1966, when abortion was
sharply restricted. In the Soviet Union, a
1974 estimate by the International
Planned Parenthood Federation cited
230 abortions for every 100 live births,
indicating some 70 percent of all Soviet
pregnancies ended m abortions"

The small share of international aid
that is devoted to family planning high-
lights a major problem in reducing this
gap in availability of birth control. Popu-
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Table 9-9. Incidence of Legal Induced
Abortion, Selected Countries, 1980

Country
Ab' rtions per

Ab6rtions 100 rive Births

(number)
Bulgaria 128,500 98
Canada 65,100 18
Cuba 104,000 76
Czechoslovakia 103,500 44
East Germany 80,100 35

England & 128,600 20
Wales

Frtmce 171,300 21
Italy 220,300 34
Japan 2,250100 120
Poland 145,600 22

a ,

Romania 404,000 99
Sweden 33,100 36
Tunisia 20,500 10
United States 1,583,900 43
West Germany 108,900

si5uitce: Christopher Tietze, Induced Abortion: A
World Review, 1983 (New York: Population Coun-
cil, 1983).

lation assistancearboUnts to less than
pOcent of total foreign aid (about $490
million out of $38 billion in 1981), a
rather paltry sum given the high social
costs. of failing to slow population
growth in much of the Third World. In
the early eighties, the United States was
providing about half the governmental
assistance in family planning, a reflec-
tion of its traditional leadership on this
issue, Back iii 1971, however, the U.S.
contribution accounted for 81 percent of
government aid. Fortunately, other in-
&Istria,. governments, such as Canada,
Japan, West Germany, and those of sev-
.eral Nordic countries,. are now Playing a
Much more prominent roleys0 (See
Table 940.)

. Not surprisingly, the lion's share of
the international family planning budget

(2r7)

goes to Asia, the region s4th half the
world's people, 01 the top seven recipi-
ent countries, Egypt is the only excep-
don to this pattern. Many African family
planning programs are newly launched
and although the total population assist-
ance they receive is relatively small in
international terms, it is substantial in
per capita terms. Kenya, for example, re-
ceives 360 per capita and Zambia re-

Table 940. Population Assistance, By
Donor, 1981.

Donor Atitoent

million dollars)
Government

Australia 3.3
Belgium 9.8
Canada 14.Q
Denmark 8.5
Finland 3.1
Italy 1.0
Japan 33.4
Netherlands

'41.0
13.2

Ne*. Zealand
Norway 32.4
Sweden 30.7
SWitzerland 1.4
United Kingdom 13.1
United States 193.4
West Germany 22.5
Others 2.4

Total 3 73.9

Organization
World Bank 77.3
Ford Foundation 7.6
kockefelicriFoundation 4.9
Other Private Donors 27.4

Total. .117,2

World Total 491.1

sotiacE: Barbara K. Herz, "Pfficial Development
Assistance for Population," World Bank, Washing-
ton, D.C., unpublished, September 1983.
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ceives 250, levels that compare favorably
in pet capita terms with the major recipi-
ents in Asia.$7 .

Most of the funding for family plan-"
ning programs in the Third world
comes from indigenous sources, low-
ever. This is particularly true for large
countries like China and India, where as-

_ sistance from abroad averages 10 and
40 per capita respectively. Such 'foreign
assistance does nonetheless play a stra-
tegic role because it comes' ;in the forth of
hard currency, permitting. the purchase
of equipment and contraceptives* not
otherwise available. It also requetitly
brings with it technical assistance that is
sorely neededwhether it be statisti-
cians helping design a census or doctori
who can wain local medical staffs in such
procalures as laparoscopy.

Tfie gap between the desire to limit
family size and the means to do so is a
Measurable -One. The second family
planning gap--between the family size
desired by couples and that which is de-
sirable from a societal 'point of view
may present little problem in some
countries. But in others it may be very
difficUlt to deal with. In family planning,
asp many other areas, the'untrammeled
pursuit of individual interests can wreak
social havoc. This is the justification for
such things as compulsory vaccinations,
traffic speed restrictions, and pollution
controls.

Most of the funding for family
planning programs in the Third
World comes from indigenous
sources.

In noting the differences, in some
cases wide, between the family size trip-
inonly desired by individual couples and
that which ivk tolerable from a societal
point of view, the World Bank observes

Worki-1985

that -"there is a balance between the pLi-
vate 'right of procreation and social -
sponsibility."88 Each society must seek
that, balance in light oil its own circurn-
Stai4s. China, for example, determined
from detailed projections of population
growth and future supplies of land,
water, energy, and jobs that it is in thi,
social interest to reduce the average
number of children per couple to well
below two, The resiMt 'is the world's first
one-child family program.

The proyision of information can play
an important role in bridging the gap
between privately desired family size and
the smaller, socially desirable 'size. For
individuals, this can take the form Of in-
formation about family health and weh
fare. For\governments, it may be popula-
tion/resource projections, which show

,how future population growth will affect
per capita supplies of essential re-
sources. And ecological research can
help raige ,ptiblic understanding of the

-felationship between the carrying capac-
ity of local biological systems and the
demands of both present and future
populations. It can point out, for exam--
ple, that beyond a certain point rising
Fuel needs can lead to deforestation.
,Sometimes this exercise of projecting

population/resource relationships into
the future fan have a dramatic effect on
childbearing decisions. Aniong other
things it shifts the very personal ques-
tion of fvhethtr or when to have children
from the traditional focus of tirdviding
security in old age to the more releiant
one of how the number of children a
person has will affect the quality of life of
those children a generation hence. This,
subtle but important shift has 'been In--
strumenta in gainiu acceptance of the
one-child family pr rain in China. .

One of the demographic difficulties
that niany gOvernments will have to con-
tend with over the °next several decades
is the momentum inherent in the agt
structures of populations now
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tutted by young people, those born since
1970. In a number of societies children
under constitute dose to half the total
population. (See Table 9-11.) This enor-
mous group of your% people will reach
reproductive age by the end of the cen-
tury. Even if these countries were to
achieve replacement fertility by then
roughly 2.1' children . per couple =-the
dominance of young people would lead,
to a doubling of population, in many
Third World countries. Ina few, such as
Keaa and Libya, if replacement fertility
were reached this year the current popu-
lation would still increase 2.1 times be-
fore growth would stop. Unfortunalse
none of these demographicall
countries is even close to reac
placement fertility.59

g
tag re-

The difficult decisions tbat more and
more governments will face will be in the
trade-of# betWeen family size and living
standards. The more children there are
in the average family, the lower the qual-
ity of life for society. as a Whole, Many
countries are now moving into a period
where a failure to sharply reduce family
size is already leading to a decline in per
capita. consumption of food, energy, and
water. A generation ago, when popula-
tion pressures in developing countries
.vere far less than they are today, the
rapid-growth resulting from large fami-
lies simply meant a slower rate of overall
improvement. Today, in all too many
cases it means a deterioration in living
conditions.

Beyond the costs calculated earlier of
getting family planning services to those
who have already expressed a desire for
them, the cost of eliminatitig the second
family planning Kap--that is, reducing
the desired family size to that which is
socially Optimalalso _needs to be es-
timated. This will require far more than
a simple expansion of family planning
services. It demands a research program
that will help governments to under-
stand better future trends and relation-
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Table 9-11. Shane of Population Under
Fifteen in Seleited Countries, 1984

Country

Nigeria
Algeria
Bangladesh
Mexico
Ethiopia

South Africa
Egypt
Turkey
India
Thailand

Indonesia
Brazil
China
Poland
Soviet Union

Spain
Japan
United States.

'United Kingdom
West Germany

Share

(percent)

48
47
46
44

AS

42
39
39
39
39

39
37
34
25
25

25
23
22
21
18

()URGE: Population Rcferance Bureau, 1984 World
Population Data Sheet (Washington, D.C.: 1984).

ships between population size and
resour4 availability, between the de-
mands of future citizens and the sus-
ainable yields of life-support systems. A

handful of industrial and developing
country governments ha;re begun this
exercise. All have undertaken national
year 2000 studies (or, in the case of Mex-
co, 'a proposed Ysar 2010 study) that
will assess populatiell/resource relation-
hipoo

In addition to the reseatch component
of eliminating the second family plan-
nimi gap, information needs to be dis-
emulated tp effect changes in attitudes
oward family size. Finally, to the extent
hat changing perceptions of future con-

r_
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ditions do not bring about the needed
reduction in family size, governments
will need to use incentives and disincen-
tives. Perhaps a score or more countries
now use incentives of one form or an-
other, ranging from a one-time $10 pay-
ment for a vasectomy in India to pre-
ferred access to schools and jobs for only
children in China. Whatever the cost of
bridging this second family planning
gap, it is not nearly so great as the costs
of failing to do so: slowed social and eco-
nomic progress and, in sylecowitries,
hunger: malnutrition, disea4. and out-
right. starvation.

COMPONENTS OF SUCCESS

Successful family planning programs
vary widely in Their composition and
thrust but all'have certain characteristics
in common. In many developing coun-
tries success has been markedly facili-
tated by a head of state who both under-
stands the multidjmensional population
threat and is committed to doing some-
thing about it. Not only iletiSt this con-
cern exist, but enthusiastic,- highly visi-
ble public support is especially help-
ful.

Closely related to this commitment at
the top is the setting of goals and the
allocation of.responsibility "for achieving
them. The fixing of responsibility, essen-
tial for successful management of any
program, is particularly important with
population policy. Regular monitoring
of the program is also usually essential.
During the late seventies, for example,
President Suharto of Indonesia in-
stituted quarterly meetings .with the pro-
vincial governors to review the family
planning programs.. These discussions
permitted a timely sharing of informa-
tion that helped overcome obstacles that
had developed at the local level. And the\

very fuct that the meetings were con-
vened demonstrated Sultarto's personal
concern with the population issue.41

A successfUl program requires*trong
public support. This can be achieved in
various ways. Apart from demonstrated
enthusiasm by political leaders, pro0c-
tions of population alternatives can help
clarify choices, giving substance to the'
urgency of dealing with the issue. This
information can be used in public educa-
tion prorams, as the Chinese have
done, to create an awareness of the issue
commensurate with its gravity._

Some countries have effectively used
support by well-known athletes, televi-
sion 'celebrities. and actors to promote
family planning or have worked small-
family themes into popular soap operas.
The use of respected members of soci-
ety, such as popular,politicayeiders or
prominent intellectuals, to inform (The
public of the social costs of rapid popula-
tion growth often stimulates awareness.
Such efforts are sometimes essential if
social acceptance of family planning and
.national population policies is to be es-
tablished quickly.

Experience has repeatedly shown that
the programs that work best are grasS-
roots ones, staffed by local people, by
leaders from within the community,
Their advice is typically more acceptable
than that of an outsider brought in spe-
cifically to promote a program. Services
should be readily available geograph-
ically and economically. If couples wish-
ing to control their fertility have to travel
more than an hour to reach a family
planning service center, they are likely to
be discouraged from" doing so. If ser-
vices are too costly, they go unwed.

'The family planning programs that
work best are Mose that offer the entire
panoply of servicesthe more con-
traceptivel offered, the more likely cou-
ples wilLfind a method that meets their
needs. For personal pr medical reasons
some contraceptivepfimay not be accept-
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able. With a ;wide range Co choose from,
satisfaction and the fore continuation
of use are far more ikely. Sterilization,
for both men and women,- is an impor-
tant component. Countries where it is
illegal are severely handicapped in try-
ing to teach population stability: Those
with the most successful programs also
back up their contraceptive services vkiith
abortion, if desired, in the case of con-
traceptive failure. In virtually all of the
dozen or so countries that have stopped
population growth, abortion has been
readily available.

Success ora family planning program
and a population policy should no
longer be measured-just by contracep-
tive usage rates. The issue is not whether
fertility is declining, or declining faster
than it was before, but whether it is de-
clining fast enough to sustain improve-
ments 10 living standards. Against this
backdrop, just providing family planning

services may not be enottgl To succeed,
a program may have to be an ctivist one
that reaches out and contacts people,
that takes information and services to
each household. Merely opening a fam-
ily planning service center in a co,mmus-
nity, which may have sufficed 15 years
ago, may no longer constitute afn ade-
quate effort.

There is no universal adeat- for the
shape of population policies and family
planning programs. Each country must
tailor its educational effort, family plan-
ning services, and pattern of incentives
and disincentives to its particular .cir-
cumstances. This is not to say that gov-
ernments should not adopt successful
initiatives from other countries. But if
they do not consider whether a particu-
lar Kogram is socially and politically ac-
ceptale within theif society, their
efforts may be in vain.

h
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Getting Back on Track
Lester R. Blywy and EdwaidCWolf

If the goal of economic, environmental,
and population policies is to improve the
human condition, then .t policies of
many governments are iow faPing.
Whether using corventional economic
indicators such as economic growth and
income per person or even more basic
measu 'tit. of individual well -being such
as food ,'#"nsumiption, the trends in many
countries are not encouraging.

Social indicators tell- a similar story.
The increases in life expectancy -regis-
tered throughout the world during the
third quarter of this century are no
longer occurring at all in some coun-
tries. Infant mortality rates, once sharply
declining almost everywhere, are now
rising in some food-deficit Third World
nations: These reversals on the social
front a e most evident in Africa, where
foodxis scarcerAnd in the debt-ridden
countries of Latin America where in-
comes pave fallen some 10 percent since,
1980..1

Perhaps more serious than these re-
cent downturns is a hiss of confidence in
the future that exists in so many quar-
ters. This apprehension is born of a lack
of econcrete.progress on some of the key
threats to our future, United Nations
documents refer to the prospect of much

of the Third World becoming a desert if
recent trends continue. In private,
World Bank officials talk despairingly of
social institutions deteriorating to the
point that some countries in Africa may
be "going back to the bush,"

Few national political leaders have a
vision of the friture, And fewer still have
$ plan for translating that vision into a
reality. Many are so preoccupied with
day-to-day crises that they no longer
brave time to look ahead, no time to
imagine wirat could be, The question
that should challenge political leaders
everywhere is how to get the world back
on track. How can we restore the im-
provement in lilting conditions that char-
acterized virtually 'the entire world dur-
ing the third quarter, of this century?

RETHINKING THE FUTURE

RestOring the broad -based gains in liv-
ing standards will,,not be easy. But it is
not impossible. Among other things it
will require a thorough overhauling of
economic and population policies and a
restructuring of national priorities in the

.1
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use of public resources. The corner=
stone of such a reorientationis the real-
ization that our security and future well-
being may be threatened less by the
conflicts among nations than they are by
the deteriorating relationship between
ourselves, soon to be five billion, and the
natural systems and resources that sus-
tain us.

The principal elements of an effort to
uild a sustainable society are rather
raightforward. They include economic

and population policies that respect the
carrying 'aificity of local ecosystems,
protect so s,s, and preserve biological di--
versity.. Any strategy that aims to im-
prove living standards will recognize the
depletable nature of fossil fuels. Suc-
cessful economic plans will capitalize on

., . the abundance of labor and minimize the
q.. use of scarce capital.

Although restoring improvements in
. living standards is a formidable task, all

the individual initiatives for doiing so are
reinforcing. For example, planting trees
conserves soil and water, reduces the
buildup of carbon dioxide (CO2), stabil-
izes the hydrological cyclt, minimizes
flooding and drought, provides employ-
ment, and ensures' a renewable source of
energy. Similarly, slowing population
growth makes Virtually all problems.
much more manageable, as those coun-
tries that have .reduced fertility are dis-
cOvering. Increasing energy efficiency
cuts down on CO2 buildup, reduces acid
rain and hence protects forests, and pro-
vides higher living standards with a
given supply of energy. Recycling
materials also illustrates this pattern of
reinforcement: As it ,increases, energy
'requirements dwindle, air pollution and
'acid rain decline, pressure on forests is
reduced through paper recycling, and.;
enaployMent increases.

A global futurenure that provides itn-
4

\ proved living standards for everyone will
not be a simple extrapolation of 'the re -'
cent past. It will be a complex mixture of
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advanced and traditional technology.
The United States, for example, now
uses as, much firewood as India, some
130 million tons in 1981. Food produc-
tion, too, will represent a complex com-
binationembracing both centuries-ola
techniques of composting and home
food production on the one hand, and
the latest advances in gene splicing on
the other.2

In some important ways,. a sustainable
world economy will be more internation-
ally interdependent; in others, much less
so. Coping with common environmental
threats such as acid rain, CO2 buildup,
and climate change will require an or-
chestrated response among nations far
exceeding any such effort to date. Many
other activities, however, will become
much more localized. Countries every-
where, for example, wilt become-Much
more self-sufficient in energy produc-
tion, depending less on fossil fuel im-
ports and more on indigenous supplies
of renewable energy. National gene
banks and plant breeding programs to
help preserve each .country's endow-
ment of plant genetic resources will be-
come commonplace. Information and
technology will move across national
boundaries on a larger scale; whereas
materials such as food and energy will
probably cross borders less. With an in-
crease in recycling; the ra* materials
traded internationally may also diminish.

liy somecriteria, national economies,
will be more centralized and by .others,
less centralized. For example, strategies
to reduce CO2 buildup will be nationally
designed and managed but the actual
efforts to cope with this threat will in-
volve a decentralization of energy sys-
tems.terns. To cite one case, t4i7. ssive thou-
sand-megawatt, coal-fired e.,. :uric gener-
ating plants will .be replace with more
and more local cogeneration, much of it
by industrial firms that will simultane-
ously produce electricity and process
steam.

238
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At present ,there are no good guides to
.the future that reasonably portray the
mix that is beginning to unfold. One
thing is certain: We are not moving to-
,ward the exclusively high-technology
world that many had once anticipated.
Inkrmation is becoming an increasingly
valuable commodity, one that will play a
central role in shaping the future.

A GENERATION OF

ONE-C1-11LI FAMILIES

Earlier chapters outlined why countries
with rapid populaticrp growth that 'wait
too long before applYring the brakes may
find themSelves in trouble. The first
country to recogniz+ this was China.
After rejecting for ileological reasons
thPurging ofa vigoto;us family planning
program by some of iheir own eminent
intellectuals in the fifties, the Chinese
found by the seventies that they were
facing potential demdgraphic disaster.

As mentioned in CNipter 9, during the
post-Mao assessment din the late seven-
ties the Chinese undellook several alter-.
native projections of population growth
and resource demand's: Even assuming
that each couple wotild have just two
children, it was clear that the population
would continue to grow, becatise of the
youthful age structure; by another 300-
400 million people. Recognizing that
such an increase in Population would
further rdtice alreadYlimited per capita
supplies of cropland,! fresh water, and
energy, the leaders in Beijing saw that it
would jeopardize the hard- earned gains
of the past generation. Rather than-risk
a fall in being standards, they decided to
launch a one-child faMily program.

Like. China, otherwaiting World coun-
tries appear to be too long be-
fore tackling their population problems.

China is unique in terms-of population
size, but it shares with-every country the
relationship between population and
local li fe- support systems. The principal,
difference between Olina and other
densely populated countries such as
Bangladesh, India, Ethiopia, Nigeria,
and Mexico may be that the Chinese
have had the foresight to Make projec-
tions of ?heir population and resources
and the courage to translate the findings
into policy.

A generation of one-child families
may be the key to'restoring a sus-

iained imptovemeut in living stan-
dards.

In one Third World country after an-
other, the pressure on local life-support
systems is becoming extessive, as can be
seen in their dwindling forests, eroding
soilS, disappearing farmland, and falling
water tables. If other governments take
a serious look at future population/
resource balances, they may reach the
same conclusion the Chinese did. And
they may discover that they are forced to
choose between a one-child family pro-
gram and falling living standards or, in
sonic cases, rising death rates. Given the
unprecedented numbers of-young peo-
ple who will reach reproductive age
within the next two decades, a genera-
tion of one-child families may be the key
to restoring a sustained improvement in
livingistandards. Success in striving for
an average of one child per family will
bring problems of its own; including' a
severe distortion of age-group distribu-
tion, but it may be the price many soci-
eties will have to pay for neglecting pop-
ulatii3n policy for too long. .

No government would launch a one-
child family program for fun, Politically
it is extraoLdinarily demanding, particu-

2 3 9
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lady in societies with a strong preference
for sons, as the Chinese leadership can
attest. Yet in some countries, the alter-
native may be an Ethiopian -type situa-
tion, where population growth is being
checked by famine. Iar parts of the Third
World where the average couple is now
having five children, halting population
growth will not be easy. Both ingrained
,childbearing practices and youthhil
populations make 'this a difficult task.
The inherent difficulties can be seen in
World Bank population projections,

(225) -

which show most of these nations reach-
ing replacement-level fertility of roughly
two children per couple around 2035,
about a' half-century from now.' (See
Table 10-1.) Once this level is reached,
most Third World population5 will still
double again because of the predomi-
nance of young people., -

Consider Bangladesh, for example:
Though it is much smaller than China, it
is one of ttie most crowded lands on
earth. Fertility in Bangladesh is not pro-
jected to fall to replacement level until

Table 10-1. Selected Countries That May Have To dopt a One-Child Family Goal to
Avoid a Decline in Living Stimdards

Assumed Year of '
Reaching

Replacement
FertilityCountry

1982
Population

Population
Momentum

Projected
Population When'
Stationary State

Is Reached

(million)

Ethiopia 33 2045 1.9 231

Senegal 6 2040 1.9. 36

gladesh 93 205 1.9 454

eria 91 2035 2.0 618

Pakistan 87/ 2035 1.9 377

Uganda 14 2035 2.0 89

Bolivia 6 2030 1.8 22

Ghana 12 2030 2.0' 83

Kenya 18 2030 2.1 153

Tanzania 20 2030 2.0 117

Zaire 31 2030 1.9 172

Zimbabwe. 8 2030 2.1 62

Algeria 2025 2.9 119

Iran 41 2020 1.9 159

Peru 17 2020 1.9 49

South Africa 30 2020 1.8 123

Syria 10 2020 2.0 42

India 717 2010 1.7 1,707

Mexico 73 .2010 1.9 199

Philippines 51 2010 1.8 127

+This measures the projected population growth after fertility has fallen to replacement level, due to the
large number of young people. (For most Third World countries, this is roughly a doubling.)
sovact: W9rld Bank, World Developing Report 1984 (New York: Oxford University Press. 1984).

2i
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2035, At that point its popVlation would
be so predominantly yciAthful that
growth would continue untg.':,cventttally
there were 454 million Bangladeshis,
five times the 1982 population,

Neighboring India has a more success-
ful family planning program and is ex-
pected to reach replacement-level fertil-
ity by 2010, a quarter-century from now.
Yet, like Bangladesh, it would have a
rather youthful population that would
continue to grow until it came to a halt
at 1.7 billion. In effect, India wc!itild add
the equivalent of China's population to
its current numbers. For a country that is
now losing some 4.7 billion tons of top-
soil from its cropland each year, the
prospect of another billion people is dis-
tressing, to say the least.3

Ethiopiawhose starving people pro-
vided the most graphic, and continuing
reminder in late 1984 of Third World
.development problemsis not expected
to reach replacement-level fertility until
2045. With the momentum inherent in
its age structure, the number of Ethiopi-
ans is projected to continue expanding
until it reaches 231 million, seven times
the current population and as many peo-
ple as now live in the United States. In a
country where soils are so eroded that
many farmers can no longer feed them-
selves, this denipgraphic projection ap-
pears unrealisat.

Nigeria, the most populous country in
Africa, is in a similar situation. if it at,-
tains replacement-level fertility in 2035,
its youthful population will reach 618
million, more than now live in all of
Africa. In some, ways Nigeria is much
more vulnerable' other Third World
countries- betause- its extraordinarily
rapid population growth is being sup-
ported bf imports financed almost en-
tirely by exports of oil, which will be
largely depleted by 2000.4

Mexico may also have waited to long.
Its current population of 73 million is
projected to reach 199 million before
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growth comes to a halt. Water is already
critically short, not only in Mexico City
bur in other parts of.central and north-
ern Mexico as well. With a near tripling
of Mexicans in prospect, stringent water
rationing would seem inevitable.
Nigeria, Mexico's current population
buildup is being supported by oil ex-
ports.

These population projections for key
Third World countries are the official
World Bank projections, but there is an
air of unreality about them. Although
they are sound, in narrow demographic
terms, they bear little relation to the
deterioration of basic life-support sys-
tems and to the resulting hunger and
deprivation. The key que`stion facing po-
litical leaders in these countries is not
whether the projections will materialize,
but whether population growth will be
checked by vigorous family planning
programs or by hunger-induced rises in
death rates.

The magnitude of theeffort needed to
halt world population growth is outlined
in a recent study by the PopulatiOn Insti-
tute, which analyzed the costs of provid-
ing family planning services in 12 devel-
oping countries that contain close to two
thirds of the Third World beyond China.
(See Table 10-2.) The starting point of
the study was the announced population
goals of the 12 gbvernments.. For Ban-
gladesh, Indonesia, and Thailand, the
official goal is to bring fertility down to
replacement level by 2000. India hopes
to achieve this by 1996. Although other
governments have stated their goals dif-
ferently, the desired reduction- in-popu-
lation growth is similar. Egypt, for exam-
ple, wants to, bring its crude birth rate
from 37 in 1982 to 20 by the end of the
century. Mexico aims for an overall pop-
ulation growth rate of 1 percent in the
year 2000, doWn from 2.3 percent in
1984. For Turkey, the end-of-century
goal is three children per couple.

The cost of providing family planning
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Table 10-2. Family Planning Costs In
Selected Countries, 1985, With

Projections to 2000

Country 1985 1990 2000

(million dollars)

Bangladesh 4 56 99 221

Brazil 195 .126 179

Egypt 28' 39 80

India 313 497 806
Indonesia 141 16$ 245
Kenya 9 21 48

Mexico 554 tit 127

Nigeria 33 68 188

Pakistan 29 68 156

Thailand 42 47 58
Turkey 24 37 75

Zaire 14 30 65

Total 849 1,281 -2,248

advacs;: Population Institute. Toward Population
Stabilization: Findings Froin Project 1990 (New York:
1984).

services to achieve these goals is sub-
stantial. The study notes that the funds
would come from four sourcesindivid-
ual couples who pay some or all of the
expense of Contraceptives they use, pri-
vate family planning organizations, gov-
ernments of the countries in question,
and the international donor community.
The Population Institute calculates that
annual expenditures on family planning
from all sources would climb from $849
million in 1985 to $2.3 billion'in 2000.
In these countries couples using family
planning services would increase from
64 million in 1980 to 240 million in' the
year 2000, roughly a quadrupling.

The-World Bank estimates that adop-
tion of a "rapid". fertility decline goal
,(2,4 children per couple in 2000) would
reqt)ire 72 percent of couples to practice
contraception and an annual: expendi-
ture on family planning of $7,6 billion in
2000. Adoption of such a goal: which

would require a 7 percent annual growth
in family planning expenditures, would
be more than offset by reduced public
expenditures in other sectors. Year 2000
savings in education expenditures alone
would reach $6 or more per capita in
such disparate countries as Sotith Korea
and Zimbabwe.n

These projected expenditures over
the next 15 years are not beyond. reach.
Yet they cover only the firstgap in family
planningthe provision of services. For
the typical Third World country,- bridg-
mg the second gapthat between
desired family size and the mueb smaller
Family required to meet stated national
population goalswill mean reducing
average family size from today's five chil-
dren to about two by the year 2000. And
this may nqt be possible without sub-
stantial financial incentives or diSincen-
fives, such as those now being used in
China to encourage one-child families.
Wherever desired family size exceeds
chat which is consistent witI the realiza-
tion of population goals, substantial ex-
penditures or penalties may be required
to reconcile the two.

RESTORING SOILS

Never before has the conservation of
topsoil been so directly linked to efforts
to improve human well -being. Few
countries will succeed in attempts to
boost domestic food production at the
rate demanded by population growth if
soil-depleting agriculture continues,
The forces that create agricultural defi-
cits and push food prices up around the
world are unlikely to be controlled if
topsoil continues to be degraded and
lost. Soil conservation saver fertilizer,
fuel, add farmers' efforts; providing a
foundatn on which stable agricultural
systems can be built. Long considered
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411Kbligation to future generations, soil
conservation must now be seen as a key
to a secure livelihood for the present
generation of farmers as well,

In an effort to sustain the remarkable
doubling ofyorld food output over the
past generation, farmers extended culti-
vation onto steeply sloping land tticl in-
troduced continuous row cropping on
erosion-prone rolling land. As'a result,
sod erosion has accelerated steadily, and
it now afflicts industrial and developing
countries k,alie. The ninefold increase in
fertilizer use and the near-tripling of the
world's irrigated cropland since mid-
century have masked the efIcts of soil
erosion on crop productivity. Yet as of
1984 the loss of topsoil from cropland in
excess of new soil formation totaled
some 25.4 billion tons. (See Table 10-3.)
If thii soil depletion through erosion is
tot soon checked,

to
pockets of

famine are likely to appear.
The slowdown in the rate of growth in

grain yields, described in Chapter 2, sug-
Table 10-3. Estimated Excessive Erosion

of Topsoil From World Cropland

Total Excessive
Country Cropland Soil LoSs

(million
acres) tons)

United States 421 1,700
Soviet Union 620 2,500
India 346 4,700
China 245 4,300

Total 1 1,632 13,200

Rest of 1,506 12,200
World

World Total 3,138 25,400

souacc Authors' estimates based on ,data from
national soil surveys, repooted levels of soil loss in
major crop-growing regions, and indirect evidence
including river sediment loads and reservoir silta-
tiOn rates.

'N.

gests that the contribution of fertilizers
and energy-intensive inputs to world
harvests may face diminishing- returns.
As existing technologies are dis-
seminated more widely outside indus-
trial \countries and as new technologies
improve plant performance or help re-
duce the toll taken each year by insects
and spoilage, improvements in grain
yields worldwide are likely, but they will
be incremental rather than exponential.
Yield-enhancing technologies tend to
work best on deep soils and that part of
their contribution to higher crop pro-
ductivity is forgone on topsoils reduced
by erosion. Thus soil conservation
makes the most of nets o technologies.6,

Careful inventories of agricultural.
soils and the pressures placed on them
will provide a folindation for better agri-
cultural policies. The 1982 National Re-
sources 'Inventory in the United States is
the most comprehensive national soil
survey ever undertaken. Based on nearly
one million sample points nationwide,
the survey provides a picture of soils
nearly five times more detailed than an
inventory done in 1977. Preliminary re-
sults ghow that 44 percent of U.S. crop-
land was losing topsoil in 1982',in excess
of its soil-loss tolerance level; and that
over 90 percent of the soil eroding at
excessive rates is on less than' one quar,--
ter of the cropland. These results attest
to the need for corrective action and
point out where conservation efforts can
most profitably be focusecr

Two other major food-poducing
countries, China and India. have pro-
duced national estimates of excessive
soil loss. A study of China's resources

. prepared for the Institute of-Scientific
and Technical Information reports that
five billion tons of soil and sand are
washed into rivers each year. The gov-
ernment of India estimated in 1976 that
soil degradation affected 150 million
hectares. Soil scientists working with
these figures concluded that the nation's
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croplands were losing a total of six bil-
lion tons of soil each year.8

Despite considerable evidence of ex-
cessive soil erosion in the Soviet Union,
the world's fourth major food producer,
no comprehensive national survey has
been undertaken. Perhaps the best indi-
rect evidence of pressures on Soviet soils
is the 1984 decision to falloW over 21
million hectares of cropland, the highest
level since the sixties. The Soviets have
decided to pull land out of production
despite expected grain imports of over
50 million tons, the most by any country
in history.)

The widespread adoption of con-
servation tillage methods is the
most hopeful sign of progress to-

\ ward stabilizing soils in the United
States:-

Some governments have faildd to sup-
port soil conservation enthusiastically
because they could not see the link be-
tween topsoil losses and land productiv-
ity. Fortunately, new analytic tools are
becoming available to scientists and
policymakers. A productivity index (PI)
that calculates the ratio t*tween actual
and potential crop yields at various lev-
els of soil loss has been applied to soils
in the major crop-producing regions of
the United States and is being tested on
tropical soils in Hawaii, India, Mexico,
and Nigeria. Scientists coordinating the
international work on the productivity
index conclude that"a knowledge of the
global distribution of soils combined
with estimates of erosion could, using
the PI, improve estimites of the global
impact of erosion.") Bt the needed in-
ventoty of the world's soils will depend
on the painstaking collection of data
over many years, an effort that has barely
begun.

(3 2 9 )

In the absence pf effective govern-
ment policies, the widespread adoption
of conservation tillage methods is tie
most hopeful sign of progress tow(ard
stabilizing soils in the United States'. Ac-
cording to a study by the American
Farmland Trust, "on most of the Na-
tion's cropland, conservation tillage is
all that is necessary to control ero-
sion."' Usually adopted by the fanner
to reduce fuel needs and tillage costs,
minimum tillage techniques that leays
crop residues and stubble on the field
maximize soil moisture and reduce the
loss of topsoil to wind and water. The
growth in U.S. acreage tilled this way has
been remarkably steady, increasing al-
most every year since datl; collection
began in 1972. In 1984, it reached 108
million acres, nearly one third of all the
land in crops." Unfortunately, mini-
mum tillage methods are usually
adopted first by more progressive farm-
ers, not those witch the most seriously
eroding soils.

Inforniatiou on the progress of con-
, servation tillage in.- other countries is

sparse. There is some indication that
these techniques are being used in major
crop-growing regions of the Soviet
Union, though it is difficult to judge how
widespread they are. And researchers at
the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture, in Ibadan, Nigeria, are in-
vestigating ways to adapt. conservation
tillage to tropical soils. If their research
results in stable, profitable croppingsys-
terns, it may restore the agricultural sta-
bility that was lost in the humid tropics
as traditional shifting cultivation systems
broke down:13

The United States unilaterally at-
empts to balance the world's supply and
'Remand' of agricultural commodities by
withholding land from production dur-
ing times of surplus. But little or no
effort has been made to coordinate the
farm supply management prbgtams t4at
divert land with the conservation pro-
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ggrams designed to reduce soil erosion.
With farm'program costs out of control
and public endorsement of traditional
farm price-support programs diminish-
ing, Congress may be unable to legislate
a new farm program in 1985 unless it
directly incorporates soil and water con-
servation with supply management and
price supports. In effect, public enthusi-

/ asm for soil conservation could be used
to divert highly eroded cropland to
other uses, such as fuclwood production
or-grazing. This would bring the produc-
tion of keyfarni commodities down to a
level that would alloWthigher prices and
revive the profitability of U.S. farms.

Scores of countries have, like
Kenya, become food deficit, but
few ,have linked the shortages.with
the depletion of their soil by ero-
sion.

One Third World country that has for-
mulated an effective response to soil
erosion is Kenya. With the assistance of
the Swedish International Development
Authority, Kenya designed a national
program that by mid-1983 had...trained
scre 1,300 agricultural officers and
3;300 technical assistants in soil and
water mAnagenrient, established 50 tree
nurseries, and distributed 127,000 fruit
trees and 3.5 million fuel or fodder trees
to farmers. Terraces had been con-
structed on 100,000 farms. Farmers
themselves had constructed roughly 10,-
000 kilometers of obtoff drains designed
to reduce the erosive runoff of water. t1

The Kenyan experience demonstrates
, that a Third World country with limited

fiscal resources and a scarcity of local
skills can design and implement an effec-
tive national soil and water conservation
prngram with a minimum of outside as-
sistance. The keys appear to be a com-

mitted leadership and local participation
in the design of a program that has
demonstrated economic benefits, both
short-term anitlong-terror. Kenya's pro-
gram also illuminates the long-term
commitment other governments must
begin to make. By 1980, the program
extension staff was able to bring conser-
vation improvements to 30,000-35,000
farms per year; at that rate, it would take
25 years to stabilize Kenya's soils. Even
with more staff, comprehensive soil con-
servation in Kenya will take at least 15
years, a period during which the coun-
try's population is expected to nearly
double,"

Over the past generation, scores of
countries have, like Kenya, become
food-deficit, but few have linked the
shortages with the depletion of their soil
by erosion. In many cotintries people
know that food .prices are rising, but
most do not know why. Understanding
that lost soil rheans lower inherent pro-
ductivity, which in turn means costlier
food, is an important first step toward an,
international soil conservation ethic.

REFORESTING THE EARTH

One telling measure of humanity's prog-
ress toward sustainability is the extent of
efforts to plant trees. Tree planting
where forests have been cleared
reforestationand where no forests
have grown beforeafforestationcan
supply needed resources, restore eco-
logical integrity, and help moderate cli-
mate change.

Unfortunately, forests face an on-
slaught of pressures that degrade their
economic and ecological value. Esti-
mates for 76 tropical countries show that
their forests are being cleared 10 times
more rapidly than they are replanted.
Over 11 million hectares of tropical for-
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es6 are being cut each year, a rate of
deforestation that reduces this resource
by 6 percent in a decade," In the indus-
trial .countries, vast, areas of forests are
dead and dying in 4,ntrall Europe, as de-
scribed in Chapter 5, ana declines in for-
est growth are reported in eastern North
America. Acid rain and other air pollu-
tants are stressing once-productive for-
ests beyond their ability to cope.

This situation cannot long continue.
Replanting is needed, to ensure the pres-
ent and future supply of wood products
for industry and for fuel. Many tropical
countries rely on forest product exports
for desperately needed foreign ex-
change. Industrial countries still depend
on wood as'a raw material, and theyoburn
increasing amounts as fuel in highly effi-
cient wood-fired boilers. Developing
countries like Brazil are also rely*
more on .wood, which they convert to

e charcoal used,to smelt steel. All the tra-
ditional demar\ds for wood loducts are
being compounded: The :umber of
rural households throughout the Third
World that depend on fuelwood for
cooking end heat continues to rise;
affordable' substitute fuels are not being
introduced fast' enough in Third World
cities; and moderniiation efforts like
China's,: must supply vast amounts of
papel for education and communica-
tion, as well as wood for construction
attd energy, if aspirations are to be met..

But tree planting projects are still.too
fe,t and far between to meet these eco-
nomic needs. All khe plantation for in-
dustrial use analfuelwood plus all the
natural regrowth ark far from compen-
sating for the convehion of forests to
grassland, cropland, or degraded scrub.
In thetropics, where the ratio of replant-
ing to deforestation is especially impor.
tang only 1 hectare of forest is planted
for each 10 hectares cleared. Different
regions have markedly different rates of
forest restocking. (Sec Table 10-4.)
Asia'S low ratio, which looks like a sue=
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Table 1034. Ratio of Forest Clearing to
Planting in the Tropics, 1980-85

Clearing to Planting
Region Ratio

Africa 29 to 1

Latin America 10 to 1

Asia 5 to 1

Tropics Average 10 to I

stivact: United Nations Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization, Forest Resources Division, 'cal For-
est-Resources. Forestry Paper 30 (Rome: 1982).

cessful effort to reduce pressures on for-
ests, is actually a legacy of long-sus-
tained overharvesting. What .t little
unexploited natural forest remains in
the region is inaccessible, which slows
the rate of cutting; meanwhile, severe
and disruptive wood shortages have
prompted the world's most ambitious
tree planting campaigns, incite those
in China and South Korea."

Perhaps more important' than
regional disparities in rates, trees are
rarely planted where forests are being
cut. Nearly 1.5 million hectares of tropi-
cal forests are cut annually in Brazil,
largely in the unique rain foresti of Ama-
zonia, yet the hundreds of thousands of
hectares of plantations,eStablished each
year are concentrated far away in the
southern states of Minas Gerais and
Parana. The same sitsueNion prevails, in
Peru and Venezuela.'

The largest 'share of plantations estab-
lished so far have been planted to meet
ind_nstrial needs, ranging from saVilogs,
and veneer logs to wood pulp for the
paper industry. Brazil's 2 million hect-
ares of industrial plantations are ex-
pected to double by the end of the cen-
tury. lh India, over two thirds of (he 5.2
million hectares planted, between 1951
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and 1980 were industrial ph ttiOns.
Throughout the tropical cot tries,
more than half the 1.1 million hec
of plantations established each year pro-
duce wood for industrial uses.''

Although the spread of plantations to
fulfill industrial wood needs is encourag-
ing., progress toward providing sufficient

.wood for household cooking and heat-
ing needs is far more sporadic. Although
the world is not about. to run out of for-
ests, filehvood sho'rtages are still the
most widely suffered material scarcity:
Fuelwood supply and demand remain
'badly Aut of equilibrium, and unmet -de-
mand translates directly into unsustain-
able pressures on natural woodlands. A
secure supply of domestic fuel in devel-
oping countries can only 13C provided if
families thernselves are 'engaged in
growing and caring for the trees they will
later burn.

An effort to reclaim five million hect-
ares of degraded land in India-wiih
agroforestry profrcts could create
jobs for two million people.

antations have a part to play in sup-
plying this fuelwood, but they currently
fall far short of the task. In India, only 12

' percertt of the 3.2 million hect es
planted during 30 years supply fuel-
wood. According to the Food and Agri-
culture Organization, 21 tropical coun-
tries had no plantations for household
ibelw-ood as recently as 1980, and 0 oth-
ers listed lets than a quarter of- their
plantations for pon- industrial purposes.
Even these proportions' can deceive:
Most of Brazil's so-called non-industrial
plantations supply not household needs
but wood for charcoal used by the steel
industry.20

A few, successful efforts do provide
some encouragement, however. In the
Indian state of Gujarat, where free seed-
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lings have been distributed by the
eminent, tree farming has bteome the
main source of income for some farmers.
In 1980, the 50 'million seedlings dis-
tributed by the forestry department,
enough to plant 25 thousand. hectares,'
fell far short of the demand. In 1983, the
state distributed 200 million seedlings.
Even this is not enough, however. The
Indian Forest Service estimates that the
number of farmers engaged in tree
growing must increase more than twerp
tyfold to ensure the wood fuel needs of
Gujarat's population. Although Guja-
rat's program has been criticized for its
social inequities and its almost. exclusive
reliance on eucalyptus (which can de-
plete water supplies), it has created an
interest,in tree planting that will almost-
certainly spill over to other states.

Nepal has also mounted a vigorous
campaikri to replant its 'denuded hill-
sides by giving its people the means to.
grow trees for themselves, Tree nurser-
ies and plantations have been estab-
lished in 350 villages, from which a vari-
ety of fruit, fodder, and filelwood species
are distributed. Technical assistance and
funding for the program- have come-
from the World Bank, several United..
Nations agencjes, and a handful of na-
tional oand priCate aid agencies.,Tfie out-
come of Nepal's program will be the
focus of attention throughout South
Asia, since the stability of forests and wa-
tersheds in the Himalayas affects not just
the Nepalese 'but the tells of millions of
farm families downriver on the vast
plains of the Ganges."

Where successful reforestation pro-
grams have taken root,- they invariably
meet a wide range of social needs. In
several regions, such efforts have helped
reditce. uneMployment. In Min4s Gerais
and Espiritu Santo, Bra'zil, 100,00? hect-
ares of tree plantations all put in by
hand each year; otter labor- intensive
planting projects have been developed in
Colombia, the Congo, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, the Philippines, and Venezuela.
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Combining agriculture with forestry in
replarkaig schemes can boost employ-
ment aid enhaiice farm productivity; the
U.S.: _Office of Technology Assessment
estimates that an effort to reclaim live.
million h res of degraded land- in
India. wi roforestry projects could
create jo r two million peoille."

The ecOlogical 'benefits of intact for-
ests also argue for a stepped-up planting
effort, Trees are essential in stabilizing
soils and water supplies. Forests in. the
Himalayas, for example, are the master
link in a chain etween the monsoon and
millions of far ers vulnerable to floods
on the plain of the Ganges and Brah-
maputra river§. More immediately, land-
slides from slopes made unstable.by the
joss of trees directly endanger mountain
coinmunities. And hydrological disrup-
tions where trees have been removed,

' ranging from heavy spring flooding to
reduced water flow during dry seasons,
make rural life more tenuous and filet
the exodus to Third World cities.

The few countries that have launthed
national mass planting 'campaigns have
done so 41 restore degraded. environ-
ments. In China, official goals call for
increasing forest cover from 12 permit
to 20. percent. of the country's territory
by the year 2000. The long:Tun target is
to restore trees to one third of Chine's
territory. To accompliSh the first objec-
tive, the Chinese hope to plant trees on
67 million hectares, an effort that will
approximately quadruple the Current
annual planting effort of all the'countries
in the tropics combined.. Geographer
Vaclav Smil, who has written extensively
or Chinese environmental issues, be-
lieves these targets can 'only be reached
with a combination of aerial seeding and
mass planting on an unprecedented
scale. The responsibility system, which
has made trees productive assets for pri-
vate profit in the Chinese, countryside,
may help sustain the momentum of offi-
cial efforts."

The country that has achieved the

I

X33)
most rapid success with a national pro-
gram may be South Korea. Beginning in
the early seventies; South Korea sought
to restore its tree cover. By the end of
'19 some 643,000 hectares of village
woo lots had been planted in fast-grow-
ing pines, most of them on wasteland on
hillsides' that had been deforested over
the years. In just a kw years, trees were
established on an area over half that in
rice, the country's food stapl."

In Europe, Italy has engaged in exten-
sive reforestation in recent years, much
of it on marginal cropland in hilly areas
that had been abandoned. Recent esti-
mates indicate that 2-3 million hectares
of land are being anted in trees in an
effort to avoid ex soil erosion.
This newly foresee I acreage is at least
three times as arge as that of South
Korea.26

Though net, nal mass.planting.efibrts
can replace the s ood that is lost as natu-
ral woodlands al- cut or degraded, sin.:
gle-species ply ings, whether in planta-
tions or on degraded land, are no more
akin to natural forests than cornfields
are to the tallgrass prairie. The many val-
ues of intact natural forestswildlife
habitat, aesthetic enjoyment, aAnatural
bank for genetic resources, and an arena
in which evolutioncan continue simply
are irreconcilable with intensive man-
agement. Forest resources for the future
should be a mosaic of single-use planta-
tions, multiple-use natural' forests, and

undisturbed stands. Protection
and innovative management of natural
forests must compleMent planting
efforts.

An especially important contribution
of healthy forests to humanity's future
may be their climatic *laic that is just
being recognized. Forests turn carbon
from the atmosphere ii)to wood and foli-
age, but this 'natural accumulation has
been reversed in our century, Recent re-
search reveals that the clearing of forests
for agriculttire or grazing, for example'
releases enormous amounts of carbon
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into the atmosphere. George Woodwell
and his colleagues at the Marine Biologi-
cal Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massa-
chusetts, used several methods to esti-
mate the net release of CO2 from forest
cutting and concluded that the world's
forests currently release between 1.8 bil-
lion and 4.7 billion tons of carbon each
year. The higher estimate is close to the
amount of carbon discharged annually
by fossil fuels, roughly 4.8 billion tons.
Even more startling, Woodwell found
that if forest clearing continues to in-
crease in proportion to population
growth, the rarly loss of carbon from
forests will reach between 7 billion at(1
9 billibn tons early in the next century
probably surpassing the amount from
fossil Mels.27

Although in principle the CO2 prob-
lem is controllable, the world's. forests
and tree plantations are not'now being
managed in a way that recognizes their
role in CO2 habilitation. The ,total
amount, of carbon taken up by treesdur-
ing afforestation and natural .regenera-
tion of cut forests is only a tinylraction
of the amount released by cleared wood-
lands and, fossil Inds. To slow the
buildup of CO2 and forestall climatic
changes, the deforestation of the earth
must be reversed. Irvigorous effbrts are
made, the contribution of carbon from
fotlests can be brought under control. At
the same time, reforestation and affores-
tation, by taking up carbon from the air
and turning it into wood and leaves, can
skim same of the COz released by fossil
fuels And transform a problem into a
productive resource. Coupled with at-
tention t.o energy efficiency and develop-
ment of renewable energy sources, an
ambitious replanting effort cOuldfgo a
long way ,toward restraining the forces
most likely to drive climatic change.

More tropical plantations are being
established each year in the early eight-
ies than were planted in the late seven-
tiesan encouraging sign. I* rate of
incre4We continues, over 40 million 441,
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arcs of tree farms may stand in tropical'
countries by the turn of the century.
Nearly 2 million additional hectares
would be planted each year, roughly
double present plantings. China's na-
tional reforestation strategy calls for
planting 3-4 million hectares of trees
each year. Coupling such rfforts with
those in the tropical countries might in-
crease the annual share of carbon ab-
sorbed by new trees to 6 percent of the
carbon released to the atmosphere. If
other countries join China, Italy, Nepal,
and South Korea and begin planting Ai
,a large scale, the share could be even
higher.28

ronically, the burning of fossil fuels
may well constrain forest's ability to
offset-these fuels' effects on the composi-
tion of the atmosphere. Acid rainand air
pollutants are killing forests in central
Europe and apparently reducing the
growth of forests throughout astern
North America, as pointed out in Chap-
ter 5. In the southeastern United States,
growth declines in economically impor-
tant lobfolly and shortleaf pine have al-
ready prompted the timber industry to
adopt more-efficient forest management
practices. Anything'. that diminishes
growth rates also reduces the amount of
carbon trees take up. Acidification and
pollutant stress, already reported in
China and Brazil, could undermine
hopes that tree -planting in the Third
World can help stabilize the world's cli-
Mate.

Reforestation and attempts to reverse
deforestation deserve greater interna-
tional support and an increased commit-
nent from political leaders if these
efforts arc to provide .secure livelihoods
and more-abundant resources. Coun-
tries such as Brazil must reappraise offi-
cial policies that e courage the estab-
lishment of wood -Mations on existing
cropland while viding government
support and in entives for Agricultural
settlement an forest clearing in frontier
rain forests tat: cannot sustain farming
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over the long run. International lending
agencies must avoid similar contradic-
tions in their lending, policies and re,.
Am Ole their priorities. Agriculture re-
ceives 20 tunes more funds from
internationa' aid agencies than forestry
does. Although the World Bank spent
over $1 million on reforestation projects
between 1968 and 1980, it financed at
many times that level projects ranging
from darns to road construction that de-
stroyed forest reAources.

Recent initiatives provide a glimmer
of hope. In the Indian state of Uttar Pra-
desh, the World Bank is funding a water-
shed reclamation project that will re-
store trees and rrrace fields on 312,000
hectares. Coupled witti policies that slow
population growth, efforts like this tore-

' store forests can enhance the resources
and environmental stability that make
other improvements in human well-
being possible.ao

.49

AN ENERGY EFFICIENT
WORLD

Contemporary interest in energy effi-
ciency can be traced to the oil price, in-
creases of 1973 and 1979: Each price
hike brought with it the need to recalcu-
late_die optimum investment in energy
efficiency. If oil priced at $12 a barrel
justified the installation of four inches of
attic insulation, for example, then oil at
$30 might justify six or eight inches of
insulation. Investment's in conservation
that were uneconomical when oil was
pegged at $2 a barrel might be highly
profitable at $30 a barrel. In addition to
economic, and national security con-
cerns, two major new reasons argue for
investing in energy efficiency: acid rain
and rising atmospheric CO2.

Over the past several. years the world's
energy efficiency has risen steadily,
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breaking the historical -lockstep relation
between energy use and economic
growth. Progress has been particularly
impressive with oil. From mid-century
until the early seventies,,ithe amount of
oil used per $1,000 of g-rOss world prod-
uct increased from 1.33 barrels in 1950
to over 2J barrels. (See Table 10 -5.)

Table 10-5. Oil Intensity of World
Economic Output, 1950-84

Year

Oil Used
Per $1,000
of Output'

(barrels)

1950 L33

1955 ,Y4 1.46

1960 _ 1.67

1965 A
'4.

1
I. 1.90-

4

1970 2.17
1971 2.21
1972 2.23
1973 .2.275R
1974 2.13

1975 2.05
1976 2.15
1977 2.16
1978 2.14 ,

1979 2.15.

1980 2.05
1981 1.93
1982 1.80
1983. 1.80
1984 1.78

'In 1980 dollars.
souacis: Worldwatch Institute estimates based on
data from American Petroleum Institute, basic Pe-
troleum Data Book (Washington, D.C.: 1984); Her-
bert R. Block, The Planetary Product in 1980
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of State.
1981); and international Monetary Fund, World Ec-
onomic Outlook (Washington, D.C.: May 1984 and
September 1984).
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After 1979} however, this figure
dropped sharply, falling from 2.16 bar
rels to 1.78 barrels in 1984. This reduc-

4tion in oil intensity is a r4lt of both
greater efficiency in oil use Mad the sub-
stitution of other sources of energy
coal, renewable sources,, and nuclear
power.

Although the world gains in raising
energy efficiency have been impressive,
they have been rather uneven: Some
countries have, achiekd spectacular
gains, others have ade little progress.
These variations c-an be seen by compar-
ing the energy efficiency of ste

v aluminum production, and a
port. (See Table 10-6.) In the
these basic economic activities, Italy is
the world leader. In steel production,
India narrowly edges out China as the
least efficient and uses 2.3 times as much
energy as Italy to produce a ton of steel.
For aluminum, the variations among
major producing countries are some-
what less. Canada, endowed with cheap
hydropower, is the least efficient. Italy is
half again as efficient as Canada.

With auto fuel -efficiency, the differ-
ence between the most and least efficient
national automobile fleets is wide. japan
is the most efficient, obtaining an aver-
age of 31 miles per gallon.. Not surpris-.
inly, the United States brings up the
rear, with 16 miles per gallon, giving a

making,
o trans-
t two of
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ratio of nearly two to one between the
most and the least efficient national au-
tomobile fleets. For all three of these key
sectors, merely getting the rest of the
world up to the average level of the most
efficient country would sharply reduce
world energy consumption. There is no
reason, however, to limit future gains in
efficiency to those already achieved,
since even the most efficient countries
are employing some outdated inefficient
technologies.

Efforts to increase energy efficiency,,
come in stages. Alter the first oil price
increase in late 1973, many homt'owners
in industrial countries responded by
turning .their thermostats down. The
second stage involves steps that require
somewhat more time, such as the addi-
tion' of-wall and ceiling insulation. Over
the long term, the basic principles of en-
ergy architecture Cal be employed to
produce highly energy-efficient homes.
Canada has proved that commercially at-
tractive homes can be built..that are so
energy-efficient they do not need fur-
naces: They are warmed by the heat gen-
erated by household appliances, by the
body heat of their residents, and, in
times of uncommonly low temperatures,
by a backup electric baseboard heater."

A staged approach also applies in the
transportation system. At first attention
focuses on the establishment of fuel effi-

Table 10-6. Range of Energy Efliciett7 in Key Sector* of 111ajgr National Economies,
irca 19$l

. Most Efficient
Country

Least Efficient
Country

ftio of
HighesN.D1Lowest

Steel Production Italy India 11

(gigajoules/ton) 17.6 . 41.0 2.3 to 1
Aluminum Production Italy Canada

(thousand kwh/ton) 13.3 20.0 1.5 to 1
Auto Fuel Efficiency Japan United States

(miles per gallon) 31.0 16.0 1.9 Co 1

SOURCE: Drawn from Tables 7-2, 7-3; and 7-4 in Chapter 7.
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ciency standards for new automobile 's,
such as those adopted in the United
States to raise new-car fuel efficiency
from 14;miles per gallon in 1975 to 27.5
miles' Ker gallon by 1985. With the
longer term in mind, urban areas con-
centnue on developing efficient public
transport systems to partially replace the
less efficient automobile. Lastly, the
focus turns to designing communiti% in
such a way that automobiles are not
needed. This obviously ' requires more
time and a more sophisticated urban
planning than has typically been the case
in the past.

Commercially attractive homes can
be built that are so enerky-efficient
they do not need furnaces.

The potential for boosting the energy
'efficiency of the world economy over the
long term has scarcely been tapped.
From a purely economic point of view,
there are vast opportunities to invest in
energy efficiency that would yield anon-
nual return of 15 to 50 percent on capi-
tal. External or indirect benefits make'
the return on investment in energy effi-
ciency difficult to calculate. For.example,*
what costs should be assigned to the for-
ests being destroyed by.acid rain and to
the economic modifications that will ulti-
mately be required by CO2-induced cli-
mato -thalige? Although the economic
costs of forest destruction are already
evident in countries like Czechoslovakia,
West Germany, and Poland, calculations
on how much to invest in pollution con-
trol versus. ergy efficiency are still a
Matter of te. There has been even
less co Sid on of how much to invest
in titer of ncy to minimize a global

armi Using exhaust controls to
discharge in the atmosphere

be4n rejected because costs are
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prohibitive, leaving energy efficiency
and a switch to renewable energy
sources as the principal alternatives.

RENEWABLE ENERGY:
SURGING FORWARD

Econoihic forces, environmental con-
cerns, and technological advances have
launched the transition from fossil fuels
to renewable energy .sources. The key
question is whether the process is pro-
ceeding rapidly enough to minimize ecoii
nomic stresses and to avoid fossil-fuel.
induced climate change and the
wholesale destruction of forests by acid
rain.

Thetransition can best be seen in the
contrasting trends of various energy
sources between 1979 and 1984. (See
Table 10-7.) The production of oil; the
world't leading source of energy, has de7
dined by 3 percent annually over the last
five years. The use of wood, ranked
fourth in the world energy budget after
the three fossil fuels, has been expand-
ing by nearly 2 percent per year. Hydro-
power, second to wood among renew-
able energy sources, has expanded by
some ,3 percent per year. Together,
wood acrd hydropower will be supplying
more energy than natural gas by 1990.
Fortunately; in terms of their connection
to acid rain and CO2 generation, nether
coal nor natural gas. is growing very. ra-
pidly.

The spectacular rates of growth have
come from the, newer sources of renew-
able energy. Wind electricity, for exam-
ple, has been nearly doubling each year
for the bet several years, starting from a
negligible base. And from a somewhat
larger base, geothermil has increased at
15 percent per year. Although these high
rates of growth obviously cannot be sus-

L.
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''Table 10-7. World Growth in Energy
Production by Source, 1979-84

Energy Source

Major Sources

Oil
Coal
Natural Gas
Wood
Hydropower

Minor Sources'

Nuclear Electricity
Geothermal Electricity
Wind Electricity
Alcohol Fuels
Solar Panels

MUM!
Rate of
Growth

(percent)

3
+1
+4
+2
+3

+9.
+15
+75
+30
+20

'Sources supplying less than 3 percent of world
energy output.
souact: Worldwatch Institute estimates based on
data from American Petroleum Institute, U.S. De-
partment of Energy. California Energy Commis-
sion, and unofficial sources.

tained- indefinitely, they do indicate the
potential for renewables to become im-
portant energy sources well. before the
century is out.

The progress on developing several of
these sources is detaled in Chapter 8.
And, as indicated there, three other
forms,,of renewable energy-,wood fuel,
geothermal, and wind powerthat were
covered in State of the World-19$4 con-
tinue to hold considerable potential. In
contrast to hydropovr, where the un-
developed potential is concentrated in
the Third World, vast underused forests
grow in the northern tier of industrial
countries. In the United States, for ex-
ample, the residential use of firewood
has increased some 10 percent per year
between 1973 and 1983. Impressive
though this level of residential wood

rt,
/(..%

burning is-- -the. eluivaleiit of ov r 100
million barrels of od per yearit i over-
shadowed by the industrial use o fuel-
wood, Notwithstanding the recent
growth in fuelwood use in the United
States, Canada, and Scandinavia, there is
.a vast unrealized potential for further ex-
pansion in these countries and in the So
viet Union.12

'1 he use of geothermal energy, a vast
source that is continuously renewed by
pressure and radioactivity within the
earth, is expanding in both industrial
and developing countries. It is used di-
rectly for hot baths, residential heating,
end industrial process heat and in-
directly to prodiice electricity. In Hun-
gary, 70 hectares of greenhouses pro-
duce winter vegetables with hotwa drawn
from underground sources. Corpora-
tions in the United States, the Philip-
pines, and New Zealand have sited in-
dustrial plants astride geothermal fields
in order to tap this subterranean source
of heat directly. World geothermal elec-
trical capacity, as noted in Chapter 8, is
expected to surpass 10,000 megawatts..
before 1990. The exploration and engi-
neering experience gained during the
eighties is setting the stage for massive
expansion during the nineties, mainly in
the geothermal-rich countries that ring
the Pacific plus several Mediterranean
countries, such as Italy and Turkey.39

In wind energy, the lead has been
taken by California, where there are now
several thousand commercial-scale wind
generators. producing electricity on wind
farms, as documented i1 Chapter 8. The
key to this breakthrough is not a unique
wind endowment, for there are many
such sites around the world,- but the
availability of both state and federal tax
credits for renewable energy develop-
ment and a forward-looking state energy .

commission. With the technologies now
being perfected in California, prime
wind sites throughout the world will one
day be converted into wind farms,
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As the world moves beyond its heavy
dependence on oil, .shifting to a variety
of renewable sources, the outlines of the
new energy economy are beginning to
emerge. Successful strategies will be tail-
ored to each country's indigenous en-
dowment of renewable resources. So e
may rely heavily on one locally abundat t
form of renewable energy. Others ma
have highly diversified renewable energy
economies. Nepal, Norway, and Para-
guay, for example, all richly endowed
with hydroelectric potenliat- relative to
population, could rely hilly oh hydro-
power. heavily forested countries, in
contrast, could fashion an energy strat-
egy centered on wood. For some coun-
tries, the United States among them, the,.
wisest cout'se is to develop the entire
panoply of renewable energy sources
wood, windpower, hydropower, rooftop
collectors, energy crops/geothermal en-
ergy, and photovoltaics.

In developing an economy sustained
with renewable energy, Brazil is emerg-
ing as an early leader, focusing on the
development of its vast hydroelectric
potential, the use of wood as an indus-
trial and residential energy source, and a
fast-advancing agriculturally based al-
cohol-fuels program. With a pauper's
endowment of fossil fuels and its
once-ambitious nuclear pr.ogram all but
abandoned, the country is building an in-
dustrial economy that will be one of the
first to "be based ion' renewable energy.
To maximize the chancel of success,
Brazil could rely less on the automo-
bile and more on electrically powered
intraurban and inner-city rail systems.
This, combined with a program to boost
automotive fuel efficiency, would re-
duce liquid fuel requirements and thus
lessen the competition between the trans
port and. food sectors for food-produc-
ing resources. Unfortunately, if Brazil
does not act more effectively to curb
its population growth, the favorable
resource/population balance that cur-

on Track (230
rently gives it so many energy options
will disappear.

Under the prc\ssure of near total de-
pendence on imported oil and mounting
foreign debt, the Philippines Govern-
ment designed an aipbitious t10-year
program aimed at reducing oil Contri-
bution to the national energy'btldgct
from 91 percent to 56 percent by 1989,
Although coal and nuclear power are ex-
pected to account for some 15 percent of
its total commercial energy use by then,
renewable sourcesincluding hydro-
electric, geothermal electric, woody agri-
cultural wastes, timber industry wastes,
and fuel alcohol from sugarcanecould
push the renewable energy share of total
energy use to one third by the end of the
decade.54

In the industrial world, to cite one
leader in this field, Canada is investing
heavily in development of its renewable
energy resources, particularly wood and
hydropower. Wood, long a principal fuel
for Canada's export-oriented forest pro-
ducts industry, is now being used
throughout the country. Canada's ear-
lier investment in hydropower develop-
ment is Ids() now paying off as' it exports.
surplus electricity to several New Eng-
land states and New York.36

To speed the transition to renewable
energy, there is-a need for research sup-
port, information dissemination, tax in-
centives, grants, and other inducements
that reflect the benefits not only of less-
ening dependence on imported oil but
also of reducing acid rain. As of:the mid-
eighties only a few national governments
are making a speedy transition from fos-
sil fuelsto renewable energy. Legislation
and financial incentives will play'an im-
portant role. For example, the U.S. Pub-
lic Utility Regulatory Pellicles Act of
1978, which requires utilikies to buy
power generated by small sytems at the
avoided cost, has created a multitude of
Opporamiti'es for renewable energy de-
velopers. The support of international
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development agencies, led by the World
Bank, will also be a key factor. Develop-
ment of hydropower, for example, has
expanded at some 4 percent annually
over die past five years partly because of
World Bank efforts to help Thira World
countries reduce their dependence on
imported oil.

In an ironic twist, Third World debt is
spurring the global shift to renewable
energy. Since such resources are largely
indigenous, the outlays of foreign ex-
change are often nonexistent or negligi-
ble, limited to those for imported equip-
ment or technical advice. In addition,
many renewable energy sources are vir-
tually inflation-proof. Once the initial in-
vestment is made, the cost of running a
hydroelectric dam or a solar water
heater is independent of rising Mel
prices.

\ Third World debt is spurring the
' global shift to renewable energy.

The reinforcing role that renewables
can play in the movement toward sus-
tainability is an important one. As de-
scribed earlier in this chapter, the
reforestation that is badly needed in
many areasin part, to 'provide wood
for cookirig and heating in the Third
WOrld---4ill yield considerable ecologi-
cal benefits in terms of stabilizing soil
and water resources. In employment
terms, too, renewables are attractive.
Most require less capital and create
more jobs than fossil Inds or nuclear
power do. In this respect the timing of
the transition could not be more fortui-
tous for Third World planners, coining
as it does when record numbers of
young people will be entering the job
market.

If governments formulate a package of
policies that will speed the tranii-

WorldI985

tion from fossil fuels to renewable en-
ergy sources, a potentially catastrophic
warming of the earth can be avoided.
The urgency of responding to this par-
ticular threat cannot be overestimated.
The incentives need not be massive, but
they need to be :substantial enough to
bring about the transition in time to
avoid forest destruction and a wrenching
climate change.

RECYCLING MATERIALS

The shift. from a throwaway society .to a
recycling one can help restore A broad-
based gain in living standards in several
ways. The "virtue of necessity" of recy-
cling was documented in State of the
World-I984: On the environmental side,
the reduction in _energy use lower car-
bon dioxide-emissions, acid rain, %nd the
environmental disruption assa;Ciated
with mining larger quantities of virgin
ores. Where paper and cardboard are
conc6ned, recycling takes some pres-
sure off forests. Economically, recycling
saves energy, reduces the area required
for landfill, and also lowers the costs of
garbage collection and disposal. From a
social point of4view, recy0ing canyeduce
litter.. And because it saves energy and
capital` while creating. jobs, it is well
adapted to. be global economic futtire-:--
where capital and energy will be costly
and labor relatively abundant.

In national security terms, at recycling
society is less vulnerable to disruptions
of raw materials.flows. Perhaps more im-
portant, countries in energy
have an interest in recycling because it
reduces energy use. Japan understands
this: It increased the share of materials
recycled from 16 percent in.,I974 to 48
percent in 1978. This phenomenal in-
crease, unmatched by any other country,
was designed to lower oil imports."
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For the world . as a whole, recycling
rates in the mid-eighties are rather low,
typically not much more than a quarter,
although for aluminum the figure may
now be close to, one third. They vary
widely among countries, Some Third
World countries recycle extensively.
Garbage disposal sites surrounding
Third World cities are carefully gone
over by hand to retrieve any useful mate-
rialpaper goes to the paper mill, bones
to the glue factory, and rags to-a furni-
ture factory for use in upholStery. In so-
cieties plagued with unemployment, this
approach makes sense. Among the in-
dustrial countries, the highest recycling
rates are usually kund in densely popu-
lated- countries that import energy and
raw materials, such as the Netherlands
and Japan.

The energy savings are greatest with
aluminum, where recycling requires
only 6 percent as mush energy as alumi-
num produced from bauxite. Iron and
steel recycling uses roughly 35 percent
of, the energy required to produce these
materials from iron ore. With paper, the
savings are 20-40 percent. For glass, the
U.S. Environmental ProteCtion Agency
estimates that national returnable bever-
age container legislation would save 46
million barrels of oil per dear--- roughly
10 days of imports at 1984 levels. Some
of this saving has of course been realized
already, since nine states, home to
roughly a fifth of all Americans, have
passed returnable depoSit legislation."

No country has a maters s recycling
system nationwide. Several national gov-
ernments have taken stops to facilitate
recycling, but comprehensive programs
are largely in the hands Of local govern-
ments, either at the municipal or the
state level. The impressive systems in a
number -of cities were described in. last
year's State of the World. Since then, Min-
neapolis, a city of dope to 400,000 peo-
ple, bWme the largest American com-
munity to start .a source separation

Track (341)

recycling program. Its voluntary pro- .

gram was launched on Noveniber 1,
1983. In the first month 476 tons of refl
getable materialspaper, cans, glass,
and 'oilwere collected; the second and
third months netted 512 and 600 tons.
At the start, one house out of six was
participating, but within a year it is ex-
pected to reach one out of four. For now
the city subsidizes the pickup at the rate
of $10-17 per ton. Once the program is
well established, however, the recycling
firms wilt have to earn their income from
sale of the materials they pick up."

Machida, Japan, a city-of 60,000 peo-
ple, has a "Recycling Culture Center"
that may be the world's most sophis-
ticated recycling program. Its executive
director, Muneo Matsumoto, explains
the Center's name: "Merely colleCting
and processing garbage does 'lot solve
the problem. A lot of waste today comes
from our modern culture, WWI its em-
phasis on mass produced pEiStic pro-
ducts and packaging. We 'Ave to change
that culture from the very roots. We
have to reconsider our entire way of life
because that is the only way you reduce
garbage. Waiwanted our citizens to think
about his Mncept, so we decided to use
the word culture in our official name." In
.addition to the usual separation of
materials' for recycling, the Center also
-renovates furniture, appliances, cloth-
ing, and bicycles, which are sold at bar-
gain prices or given to the needy. If local
regulations can be modified, the garbage
residue, which is now incinerated, will
eventually be used to cogenerate elec-
tricity and steain heat, with the latter
piped to nearby homes, offices, and
other facilities."

Several forces are driving-. individual
households, businesses, and comtnuni-
ties toward comprehensive recycling,
not least of which is the rising cost of
energy. Another is the rising cost cif
landfill for municipA governments,
()which is what led Minneapolis to con-
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sider its source-separatidn re cling
program. Between 1980 and 19 city
officials expected the cost of tras Is-

posal to pearly quadruple. (See 1 I:4e
10-8) iktrth)the greater distante to e-
maining landfill sites and the rising co is
of ensuring environmental safety ad,
posal sites are boosting landfill costs.

State of the World -1985

scrap that will be recycled. As the other
principal steelmaking technology, the
basic oxygen fuirce, typically uses
some 38 in scrap, half or more of
U.S. s output in 1990 will be from
recy d materials.

other technology that is facilitating
etal recycling is the reverse vending

machine, which dispenses coins in re-
turn for empty alumintim cans. With
scrap aluminum now worth some $500
per ton, the collection of aluminum cans
has become seconomically attractive.
Sweden, the world leader in this technol-
ogy, plans to have 10,000 reverse vend-
ers in operation by 1990, recycling an
estimated 97 percent of all aluminum
cans. As of the end of 1984 there were
some 2,200 of these machines in opera-
tion in the United States:40o

As the environmental and economic

Minimills are thriving in the United
States at a time when the more con-
ventional segment of the steel in-
dustry is in the doldrums.

A number of technological advances
are facilitating materials recycling. One
is the electric arc furnace, a steel-making
technology that relies almost exclusively
'on scrap metal. Usually relatively small
by steel industry standards, these mini-
mills are thriving in the United States at
a time When the more conventional seg-
ment of the steel industry is in the dol-
drum's. With lower material costs and
with far lower energy requirements, the
steel minimills tire steadily increasing
their market share. (See Table 10-9,) In
1960 electric arc furnaces accounted for
2 percent of U.S. steel output. By 1985
this is expected to 'reach 32 percent and
by 1990, 36 percent. This percentage
thus indicates the minimal share of U.S.

Table 10-8. Cost of Burying a Ton of
Trash.in Landfill for the City of

Minneapolis, With Projections to 1990

Year Cost Per Ton

.(dollars)

1980 I I

1984 23

1996 40

SoURCE; Minneapolis City Government..

e
i

1

Table 10 -9. U.S. Steel Produced in
Electric Arc Furnaces, 1960-84, With

Projections to 1990

Annual Stkare of Total
Output Steel ProductionYear

1960

1

19

1975

(million tons)

8.4

13.8

1980
1981
1982
1983-
1984

20.1

22.7

31.2
34.1
23.2
25.1
33.0

(percent)

8.4

10.5

15.3

19.4

27.9
28.3
31.1
31.5
33.2

1990 43.4 36.0

souacts: American Iron and Steel Institute; data
for 1990 from Jack K. Miller, "Steel
&loth* Amerimti, May 1984.
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reasons for recycling become more com-
pelling, national and local governments
may require it. The city of Islip, New
York, whose garbage dumps were pol-
luting underground water with toxic
chemicals, was ordered by the courts to
adopt a mandatory resource recycling
program. The Netherlands and Japan
have both introduced some regulations,
although neither goveliment has come
close to mandating a comprehensive
materials recycling program. One prob-
lem faced by recyclers almost every-.
where is price instability. The pt'ice
swings in the market to4ecycled materi-
als typically exceed those of the business
cycle itself; To overcome this the Dutch
government has established a price sta-
bilization reserve for paper, under which
the government buys paper, when the
price drops below the established price
and then resells it when the market price
rises again.41

Public interest groups often initiate
the establishment of recycling programs.
In some communities in the United
States and Japan, citizens' groups are di-
rectly involved in educating people
about the'social advantages of recylling;
in others they actually collect materials.
In Boulder, Colorado, for example, vol-
unteer groups involve themselves in the
recycling program on weekends to raise
funds. A similar approitch is used in
Japan where student as.Vtiations take
part in recycling progiiims to raise
money.42 '

One benefit of source-separation recy-
cling programs is the sense of participa-
tion they can provide people with. As
Brian Hammond put it in the New Scien-
ilk in an increasingly impersonal
world in which political and economic
events seem as arbitrary and unalterable
as the weather, many of us feel remote
from the real levers of power, Arthe in-
dividual level recycling sys,tems give us a
chance to help to exercise control over at
least one section of the whole compleic
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and bewildering macroecononay."43
Apart from being an obvious integral

part of any society that is sustainable
over the long term, the rate art which
countries move toward comprehensive
recycling will affect--1Tth their living
standards a their competitive position
in the inte,rational marketplace. With
energy becoming scarce, recycling can
provide a higher standat'd of living at any
given level of energy consumption:
Those national economies that recycle
will be more energy-efficient and hence
more competitive in world markets than
those that continue to throw !Away

materials used just once.

COMPLEXITY, CHANGE,.. AND
LEADERSHIP

Times of rapid change put a premium on
leadership. During the long stretches of
history when social change was so slow
as to be scarcely perceptible there was
little need for leadership. Maintaining
the status quo does not impose the heavy
demands on leaders that change does.

Change reqUires both intellectual and'
political innovation. Intellectual leader-
ship identifies the need for change and
determines WI what directiotk society
should move, Political leaders devise the
policies and shape the priorities to move
society in this direction.

More often &an not insight comes
from outside 4.government and usually
from people rather than' institutions
from people such as Rachel Carson or
C.E. Schumacher, Duiihk. the early six -

,ties Rachel Cason awakened the world
to the ticks Al chemical pollution as-:
sociated with modern industrial society.
A decade later E.', Schumacher effec-
tively challenged the "bigger is better" .

mode of technological thinking that wits
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guiding the evolution of industrial poci-
eties.44

(1
Times of rapid change put a pre-
mium on leadership.

More recently, a group of scientists
. led by astronomer. Carl Sagan and biolo-
gist Paul Ehrlich have altered the way we
think about nuclear war, Their research
on the climatic arid biological conse-
quences of such a war led to a national
conference, articles published in Science
magizine, and a worldwide debate.
Their findings, largely confirmed by So-
viet scientists as-well as the U.S. Defense
Department, are revolutionizing think-
ing about the consequences of nuclear
explosions. Recognition of the " nuclear
winter" effect has made nuclear disarma-
ment more urgent than ever."

At the governmental level, the Global
2000 study Undertaken during the
Carter, administration contributed to
worldwide understanding of complex
environmental and resource 'trends.
Other governments are now conclikting
national Year 2000 studies, many mod-
eled on the Global 2000 report. Among
those completed or in progress are stud-
ies in Canada, China, Iceland, Japan,
Mexico, the Philippines, South Africa,
and South Korea. When completed,
over one third of the world's people will
live in countries that have taken this
basic step toward understanding long-
term resource trends,"

Perhaps the most challenging' aspect
of many problems facing humanity today
is their gradual; insidious nature. Since
the time horizon associated with issues
such as population growth, soil- erosion,-
CO* buildup, and deforestation does not
mesh with the multiyear terms of elected
political* leaders, the temptation to ig-
nore such topics, is great.
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Scientists, not politicians, are,most
likely to forge the institutions needed to
confront these issues. The international
scientific community has decades of
experience investigating problems that
are so large-scale and so long-term that
only cooperative efforts yield useful in-
formation. In September 1984 thi
International Council of Scientific
Unions proposed a new International
Geosphere-Biosphere Program that will
encompass the world's climate, bios-
phere, and the interactions of biological
and geological cycles. The project was
inspired as much by a sense of -urgency,
about the scale of problems and the
need for international cooperation in ad-
dressing them as by the quest for knowl-
edge for its own sake.47

New international political institu-
tions will be created for two reasons: to
force countries to take remedial steps
that no one nation would be 'willing to
undertake alone, and to allow countries
to gain from cooperation what they can-
not gain from unilateral action. As`Then-
tionect kChapter 5, 16 nations have
joinedNa '40.percent club" pledging to
reduce sulfur dioxide- emissions by at
least 30 percent over the next ten years.
Although the two largest sulfur emitters,
the United States and the United King-
dom, have refused to join, the trend to-
ward cooperation is encouraging. No na- ,

tion, acting alone, is capable of stopping
airborne pollutaniS at 14 borders.

Countries are often slow to recognize
the second reason for creating interna-
tional institutions .---that their self-inter-
est is best served by cooperation. The
insight that a resource fortnerly consid-
ered "national" is actually "global" can
-create a foundation for cooperative
efforts. The Organization 9f Petroleum
Exporting Countries would 'have found-
ered long ago if oil were not a global -
commodity. Intact tropical forests are
beginning to be seen as a global re-
source as well. Writing in Foreign Affairs,
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tropical forest analyst Nicholas Guppy
argues that air Organization of Timber

o Exporting Countries could slow defor-
pstatiorf while boosting the earnings of
timber producers. Such an insti ition
would require an unprecedented. d ree
of cooperation from the 17 count es
that export nine tenths of the work 's
tropical timber, but it could do more to
save remainink forests than any other
approach by making forest conservation
a paying proposifion." .

Vie advance of knowledge has ac!
celerated it's speciali7ation. Unfortu-
nat ely, the pendulum has swung too far
in this direction, and -much of today'
khowledge is fragmentary as a, result.
This fragmentation has influenced not
only the accumulation of knowledge
universities but also the way knowle
is used by, governments and by
United Nations system, all of which seem
crippled by an inability to act consis-
tently and decisively. The knack f6r syp-
thesis is lacking. In an Aspen -institute
paper on governance, Joseph Slater, the
1nsti tite's president, notes 'f'Many
bright people can analyze situations with
great skill, but many of them also tend to
leave- the pieces of

on
analytic mosaic

scattered uselessly on the top 41 -a table.
It is truly mat persons who show us how,
we can put these pieces together-Tin-
deed, that ability is the hallmark of great-
ntis,s."49

Within the . U.S. Congress, concern
over the pace of technological, change
and the need for synthesis led to crea-
tion of the Office onechnology eSs,
ment. Its purpose was to skete -.4411e
broad policy issues confronting Con-
gress, issues that demanded interdisci-
plinary analysis and action. The Of, fi ce of
Technology Assessment has become a
trusted, nonpartisan voice on many of
the divisive issues of technology policy
that confront Congress., the executive
branch, and the public.D0

Effective leadership in a time of rapid

(2'15)

,change demands not only a vision of the
future, but the capacity to communicate
that vision. The effort to put the wold
on a sustainable basis will take Years.of
rapid, perhaps convulsive, economic,and
social change. Success in restoring a sus-
tainable society will depend on the will-

ingntss and ability of political leaders to
help their constituents understand
change, why it is inevitable, and how to
influence its direction. Psychologist
Warren G. Bennis observes that great
political leaders such as Jeffemon, Lin-
coln, and Wilson were above all educa-
ors, "transforming murky problems

"'into understandabl issues . . . (filtering)
, the unwieldy flow (A information into co-

herent patterns."t" Without a proper
- understanding of the forces driving

change, governments fail to respond to
emerging problems, and problems be-.
come crises.

From time td time a person with a vi-
eion for the future, elected or Appointed

to a position of responsibility,' nudges
society toward a sustainable future. Jerry
Brown, for example, as Governor of Cal-.
ifornia, provided active leadership in
adopting policies and programs to en-
courage the development of renewable
energy resources. Today California not
only, leads the world in both wind--
generated electricity and geothermal
electricity, it has spawned new wind and
geothermal industries that are moving to
develop these resources in other parts of
the world.

Ideology is not a substitute for intelli-
gent, responsible policy. Pragmatism. is
the order of the day. Even countries with
.entrenched ideologies can embrace
pragmatism. Recent,, tars have seen a
niajoritshin in both the Hungarian and
Chinese economies as leaders in these
countries recognized that too much eco-
nomic centralization was impeding
progress. As a result, both have given a
much freer rein to market forces.' Chi-
;nese success,- in improving ,diets has
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flowed directly from the government's
. decision to reduce its involvement in ag-

riculture while increasing its involve,.
ment ill family planning.

While the Chinese Government has
become more pragmatic in recent years,
the U.S. Government seems to have be-
come less so. Nowhere was this more
evident than at the International Confer:
ence on Population in Mexico City in
August 1984, where the United States
argued that market forces alone could
solve the population problem. This posi-
tion, which ignored the. vast body of
demographic knowledge and belittled
the perceptions of 'other governments,
led to much criticism. and' even ridicule ,

of the U.S. Government.
.

Much of the leadership rogniredin the
years ahead will come from grass...rows
activists. Arresting and reversing the
deterioration .of -hying conditions is

,above all else a political. process and it
requires broad participation. Numerous
activist groups have sprung up in many
parts of the world to trOns slate-icieas into
policy. None better.. exemplifies the in-
terdependence of ecological, economic,
and social systems than the Chipko An-
dolon.or "Hug the Trees" movement in
the Himalayan foothills of northern ,
India.

The Chipko movement was born a
decade ago of village women's concern
about deforestation leading to excessive
erosion and landslides, to increasingly
destructive flooding on the plains below,
and to a waste of local fuelwood re-, sources Since 1973, the Chipkos have
challenged the government of Uttar Pra-
desh to enact a. forest policy more sensi-
tive to local needs. They have also set an

.10
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example by mounti extensive volunh
tart' reforestation e orts often:superior
to those designed the government.
And women have gain a new measure
of authority in recognition of their lead-
ership in the movernon't stemming front.
their previously unacknowledged role in
collecting fuel and fodder for their com-.
munities.52..

The threats to progress that the,world
faces today ire of such immense.propor- .

tions that people from all walks:of life
will havr-to participate in solving themtt
The years. ahead are likely to be trail,
filmic, and they could be catastrophic..
The issues we have outlined, already
place great stress o,n the international
political fabric.

The international community's capac-
ity to deal with the new threats to prog-
ress may first be tested in Africa, where
the dimensions of the unfolding food
and water crises have not yet been fully
grasped. Emergency food relief efforts
absolutely essential though they are
treat only the symptoms. 9f the deteri-
orating situation. If Africa is. drying out
because of populatiop-induced changes
in land use, as postulated in Chapter I,
then the continuous, continent -wide de-
cline in per capita food production can
be reversed only by tree planting, family
planning, soil conservation, and water
resource development on cale a
with an urgency exceedi ahy t mo-
tional collaborative effort since the Al-
lied Powers mobjlized during World
War II. It demands leaders whet Will shift
the world's attention, .ktcl its. resources,
from maintaining leas U..st hostility to
restoring the natural s i s that ulti-*
mately sustain all stcietie
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110nany Third World countries eneration of One-chi d families may
be the key to restoring a sustained. improvement hi 11 .g standards.

Just using the. inmost efficient lights in the United States would save a
third of' the U.S. coal-fired Itti, energy.

Gene. banks in Third World countries are likely to outnumber those in
industrial nations by the end of the eighties.

Africa is "drying out" ..,The desiccation of the continent can be seen
on every hand.

Wind farms provided California utilities with 20 million- dollars'
worth of electricity in 1984enough for 40:600 homes.

Aquaculture now provides roughly one-seventh of world seafood
consumption.

The Soviet Union's planned diversion of Siberian rivers may meet only
one-fourth of the water deficit expected in centriil Asia.

"Observers goner:illy agree on the principal Actions .needed to put society on a
sustainable footing, !loch as stabilizing population, conserving.soll, and develoeing
reneviable energy resources," writes Worldwatch Institute president Lester K..
Brown. "But conktsion persists over how well thg.worldis doing in meeting these
goals."

a

State ((the Wor14 1985 is the second in an annual series of reports from. Worldwatch
that msisur4 worldwide progress in achieving a sustainable society. Using a broad
network. of information sources, the report monitors changes in the global resource
base (land, water, energy, and biological suppbrt Systems), focUsing particularly on
howIthartges there affect the econotri. A natural outgrowth of the Worldwatch
Institute's ongoing progress, the book is publithedvin response to a growing demand
for policy-oriented'interdisciplinary research. ,

Here the reader will find news on innovative or partidularly.successful technical
developments; -an'empbasis on global economic connections that policy Makersoften
overlook; review national polkies and programs, including progress toward
specific notion,a1goils; and a survey of major financial commitments bygovernments
and intioational develop;nent agencies.

Of State i the World 1984 John Strohmedittir f international Wildlife, said
"lthiS is rust reading for anyone concerned with or futurer"
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